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ERRATA

p xiii para 5,4th line: "compiled" for "complied"
p xvii para 1, 2nd line: "other" for "othr"
p xix para 8, 3rd line: omit *ull stop after "the late"
p 5 para 5, 3rd line: "bandh is often" for "bandh often"
p 21 para 1, 4th line: "led" for "lead"
p 29 footnote 21, 2nd line: omit one "that"
p 34 para 2,1 s t line: substitute a comma for the full stop
p 67 para 3,1 s t line: "contains" for "contain"
p 71 last para, last line: "the" for "The"
p 78 second para (quote), 2nd line: "SOV (sic) is the dominant one" for
"SOV is the dominant one"
p 81 1st line: The word /fa ral n/ should appear as /fa rag/

p 87 para 2, last line: add final full stop
p 87 para 3, last line: add final full stop
p 88 para 3, I*1 line: "classifiers as" for "classifiers are"
p 90 last para, lr t line: "it is a distinguishing feature" for "it is
distinguishing feature"
p 106 para 3, 3rd line: "the name" for "the named"
p 129 para 5, 2nd line: "a number of Tai people" for "a number Tai people"
p 132 para 3, 1st line: "vis-a-vis" for "viz a viz"
p 138 example (1), 4th line: "May" for "My"
p 185 para 4, 2nd line: "consonants" for "letters"
p 190 para 2, 2nd line: "there appear to be a number" for "there appear to be
are a number"
p 205 para 2, 2nd line: "somewhat longer than the" for "somewhat longer
the"
p 207 para 1, 4th line: "merged as a single phoneme" for "merged as single
phoneme"
p 217 para 2, last line: "have not been" for "has not been"
p 221 para 3, 2nd line: "to use initial /I/" for "to use of initial /I/"
p 255 para 2, 2nd line: "the qualities of the Shan tones are different." for
"the quality of Shan tones are different."

p 255 para 2, 3 rd line. "Furthermore" for "Furthemore"
p 257 para 2, 3 rd line: "the Aitons" for "The Aitons"
p 269 para 1, 1* line: omit "see"
p 293 para 1, 3rd line: "not" for "nor"
p 301 para 1, 4th line: "post-modify" for "post-modifier"
p 306 example (64), 6th line, "3PI" for "3Sg"
p 324 footnote 61, 2nd line: "whether (76) is a case" for "whether (76) a
case"
p 333 para 1, 3rd line: "as is" for "as does"
p 334 para 1, last line: add final full stop
p 334 para 2, 1st line: "Example" for "Examples"
p 338 last para, Ist line: "participant" for "partipant"
p 339 para 2, 1st line: "their" for "there"
p 346 example (128), 6th line, "3 PI" for "3Sg"
p 353 para 3, 6th line: "for the Khamti language" for "for at the Khamti
language"
p 354 para 4, lBt line: "needs" for "need"
p 356 example (151), 3rd line, "3P1" for "3Sg"
p 3 57 para 1, 5th line, omit the comma after "even"
p 392 para 2, last line: add final full stop
p 400 para 1, 1* line: "The context of this sentence" for "The context of
sentence"
p 416 para 3, l8l: line: "This is especially" for "This especially"
p 423 para 3, 2nd line: "becomes a" for "becomes of
p 423 para 3, 6th line: "pronounced" for "pronounce"
p 428 para 1, lBl line: "which is" for "which"
p 470 para 4, 2nd line: "These briefly describe" for "These briefly
p 481, the reference for Chau Khouk Manpoong should read:
Chau Khouk Manpoong. (fod Ĉ /TICO tmx)C). 1993. New Tai Reader

(COY) Q CO*) Chongkham, Arunachal Pradesh: Tai Literature
Committee. 2 volumes, (in Khamti).

p 483, lines 12 and 14 "Egerod, S0ren." for Egerod, Soren,"
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Abstract

This thesis presents a comprehensive analysis of the Tai languages spoken in Assam,

Northeast India, together with a substantial corpus of texts in the Tai languages. The

thesis is presented in two versions; as a book in the traditional format, and as an

electronic document, with links to sound and picture files as appropriate.

Of the several Tai varieties spoken in India, this study concentrates on the Tai Aiton

and the Tai Phake. Both communities have strongly supported the writer's intention to

not only describe their languages but to document and make available as much

information about the language and literature of the Tai as possible.

The electronic format in which this thesis was written has allowed all of the language

examples to be linked to sound files. The reader of the thesis is therefore able to check

any of the claims made by reference to the original data. In the case of language

examples that come from texts, the reader will also be able to check the context.

In order to present the language examples in the scripts used by the Tais of Assam,

several special fonts were produced. The use of the script not only makes the thesis

more available to the native speakers of the languages, it also conveys to the general

reader the importance of the native writing system.

In addition to a description of the current linguistic situation of the Tai peoples in

Assam, the thesis also includes a comprehensive study of previous work on these

languages. Following that, a detailed analysis of the sound systems, writing systems

and syntax of the languages is presented. Finally, two lexicons have been complied,

an Aiton English lexicon and a Phake English lexicon.

This thesis is both a description and a documentation of the Tai languages of Assam.

Over seven hours of text has been transcribed, translated, analysed and annotated and



XIV
XV

these texts are all presented, linked to sound files, in the electronic appendix to the

thesis.

It is argued in this thesis that the documentation of endangered languages is not only

an urgent task, but that it is the documentation, the rich corpus of texts presented, mat

will be perhaps the greatest contribution to scholarship. Statement of Originality

This thesis contains no material which has been accepted for the award of any other

degree or diploma in any University, or which has been previously submitted for any

degree or diploma. It contains no material previously published or written by another

person, except where due reference is made in the text of the thesis.

Stephen Morey
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When we study language, we study the heritage of human thought

1. Introduction

Diversity of human language, and arguably therefore of human experience, is under

serious chreat. The small languages of the world - and most of the languages of the

world are small languages - face threats that it is believed many of them will not

surmount. The work of documenting the undocumented languages of the world is as

urgent a challenge as any in the whole range of scholarship.

The reader will already have realised my ideological commitment to the

documentation and description of endangered languages. It is not uncontroversial that

the study of endangered languages should be a high priority for linguistic endeavour.

However in this work, it will be taken as axiomatic that the diversity of human

language should be recorded.

Many scholars have written of the importance and urgency of this work. Mithun

(1998:163) wrote that the diversity of human language as "one of our most valuable

human intellectual resources". She makes the strong claim that "The loss of language

diversity will mean that we will never even have the opportunity to appreciate the full

creative capacities of the human mind." (1998:189)

Dixon (1997:5) has written about what he considers to be the major priority for

linguists, which is:

"to get out into the field, and to provide description of some part of the wealth

of human language, documenting the diversity before it is - as it will be -

lost."

' In March 2002, when returning from Chiang Mai, having finished all the field work for this thesSs, 1
met the Venerable Phra Preng Pathassaro, who asked me what I did. On being told, he uttered these
words, which seem a fitting heading.
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Documentation, surely, means more man merely listing a series of sounds and a series

of strings of words which tell us what "the language" is or was made up of.

Documentation must mean the making available to scholars, and to the future

generations of the speech community, as much of the speech and literature of that

community as possible, and presenting it in a way which advances the knowledge of

human language.

Mithun (1998) encapsulated this point in her conclusion:

"Simply eliciting vocabulary and basic paradigms will not be enough;

speakers must be allowed to speak for themselves. It is crucial to record how

good speakers use their language, what they choose to say in the multitude of

settings that constitute their daily lives, how they describe their own

experiences, how they provide explanations, and especially how they interact

with each other. Such a record will lay a foundation for their descendants to

discover the intricate beauty of a system unlike any other, and a chance for us

all to appreciate some of the capacities of the human spirit." (1998:191)

For most of the twentieth century, printing was the mode of presenting "the grammar

of a language". Printing imposed limits on the amount of language data that could be

presented. Furthermore, the orthography of the community concerned was often

unable to be printed and neither the sounds of the language nor any but a limited

photographic record was possible.

These constraints do not apply at the beginning of the twenty-first century. With the

use of widely available computer technology, in addition to the descriptive thesis

itself, a large corpus of language data, both analysed in written form and as audio or

video, can be presented.

transcriptions, translations into English and annotated analyses. This corpus, it is

hoped, not only presents some of the intricate beauty of the Tai languages, but allows

the speakers to speak for themselves, as Mithun has urged (1998:191 )-

In the electronic version of this thesis, links will be provided to both sound and

picture files. This will involve the presentation of:

• sound files for almost all language examples referred to in the thesis

• sound files for all of the spoken texts on which the thesis is based

• photographs linked to thesis.

• brief biographies of the informants

This, it is hoped, will provide a much richer level of documentation than was possible

in the past, without compromising the linguistic analysis that will be presented in

chapters 6 to 10.

1.1 Meeting the Tai of Assam

In late 1996,1 undertook a semester of study at the Prince of Songkla University,

Pattani, Thailand. When my Thai dialectology teacher, Dr. Thananan Trongdi, came

to learn that I was planning a holiday to India, he suggested making a visit to Assam,

because "there are Tai people there".

So it was that in October 1996 my wife and I first arrived in Assam2. Thanks to the

kindness of Professor Chatthip Nartsupha of Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok, we

had the names of three Tai people in Assam. Only one of these, Nabin Shyam

Phalung, was in Assam when we arrived. We visited him at the Department of

Historical and Antiquarian Studies, in Pan Bazaar, Guwahati, where he works as an

Ahom Pandit.

This thesis consists of eleven chapters which present an analysis of the several Tai

languages of Assam. The electronic version of this thesis is linked to a corpus of texts

in the Tai languages (see 9.5 below), presented in both audio form and with
2 The story of our arrival in Assam formed the basis of the Poem in the khc: khySrj''style: How Stephen
Morey came to the Tai Phakes, composed by Ai Che Let Hailung of Namphakey Village.



By very good chance, a few days after our arrival, Nabin Shyam was due to travel

back to his own village for a meeting of the Tai Aitons. We travelled with him and

thus came to stay in the Aiton village of Bargaon («iSô T baan3 lug1)3-

From there, we were able to travel to Dibrugarh, and through the kindness of Sri Atul

Borgohain, reached the Phake village of Namphakey («Mcopoo§ man3 pha4 ke5 tati3),

where by further good chance we were able to witness the annual ceremony to mark

the end of the rains retreat of the Buddhist monks (^/^H^poi2 auk1 wa1).4

During our time in Namphakey, I had noticed that the Tai villagers possessed many

books in manuscript form, but there were no printed books in the Tai language. I

presumed that this was because having a script of their own that is read by relatively

few people, the Tais had no resources to print books.

1 asked the villagers whether it would be useful for them to have a 'computer printing

block' for their script. At that time most of them had very little idea what computers

were; but the older men in the village gathered together and discussed the matter and

agreed that it would be a good idea. Returning to Australia, the first draft of the font

was prepared (see 7.8 below) and my involvement with the Tai languages of India had

begun.

After that initial three weeks in Assam, I have undertaken five more field trips, as

follows:

January 1998

January 1999

November 1999 - February 2000

Masch-April 2001

February - March 2002

Altogether, I have visited about 12 villages in Assam, but I have only stayed in 6 of

them, namely the Aiton villages of Borgaon (ovSĉ f baan3 lurj1) and Duburoni (ô S îô

baan3 nam3 thum3), the Phake village of Namphakey (wv5crjpoo5 man3 pha4kc5 tati3),

the Khamyang village of Pawaimukh, the Khamti village of Mounglang and the

Tuning village of Rengmai.

3 The Tai scripts arc explained in Chapter 7 and the phoncmicisation of them in 6.2 (Phake) and 6.3

(Alton). The name of this village can also be spelled OJSCOC.

4 This festival is also known as QcmSccrr^pDi2 kan' to2'festival-beg pardon'.

Field work inevitably involves both some difficulties and some moments of great joy.

Sometimes even the difficulties can be turned to advantage. It will be useful to briefly

touch on both the difficulties and the joys of this particular project.

1.1.1 Some difficulties in undertaking this thesis

The Northeast of India has been somewhat disturbed by political problems for many

years. There are a large number of insurgencies, described by Hazarika (1995). Some

of these have as their genesis the desire for independence or autonomy by groups of

people who speak a common, often non-official, language.

Naturally these insurgencies are no business of the visiting scholar, but their existence

cannot be ignored. For example, among the Tai Ahom community (see below 2.1),

there are some who believe in an independent country for Upper Assam. As

Nartsupha and V/ichasin (1998:179) state:

"If they can not free all of Assam, they hope to cut Assam into two parts.

Upper Assam will become an independent country called Ahomia or Mioung

Dun Sun Kham5 the old name of the Ahom kingdom."

Sometimes one group in the community or another will! call for a bandh. These may

be called by groups of students or political parties, but they are also called by

insurgents. The term bandh often translated unsatisfactorily as 'strike'. For a bandh is

not a strike, it is something like a curfew. Those calling the bandh will order that all

transportation, schools and shops in the affected area be closed, although farmers may

5 In Aiton this would be W) nuun2 dun2 sun' kham2, literally 'country-cotton-garden-gold.'



continue with their work in the fields. People breaking the bandh sometimes run the

risk of physical harm.

1 have experienced about ten bandhs in the time that I have been we :ing in Assam.

On one occasion, I had been invited to attend a wedding in Moran, Dibrugarh District,

Upper Assam. This was to be a full Soklong wedding, ray first opportunity to view

this ceremony which is conducted in the Tai-Ahom language.

For the three weeks prior to the wedding, I was undertaking field work in the Tai

Aiton villages in Karbi Anglong and Golaghat districts. On the day before the

wedding, my host, Chaw En Lai Phalung came in and announced that he had learned

that a two day bandh had been called in Karbi Anglong district. I would therefore not

be able to catch the bus from the nearby town to make my way to Moran.

However, a plan was developed. We would pack my bags and carry them across the

river into nearby Golaghat district, then proceed on foot to Duburoni village. Having

spent the night there, in the morning a taxi would come and take me through Golaghat

district to the Doiyang river. This would have to be crossed by boat. From there, after

a short walk, we would reach another bus stop, and then go by bus to Golaghat where

a bus to Moran would be available. Since it was regarded as unsafe for me to travel

alone, 1 would be accompanied by two young men of Duburoni village as far as

Golaghat.

So it was that my laptop computer, video camera, and all my tapes were carried

through the river, which was fortunately only up to waist height at that time of year!

With the help of Bidya Thoumoung and Pradip Thoumoung 1 reached Golaghat, and

from there caught my bus to Moran and attended the wedding.

This inconvenience had a positive side. In Duburoni there is a very knowledgeable old

man, Sa Cham Thoumoung. On what was supposed to be my last day in the village he

began to tell a story for me to record. It was a Jataka, an account of a former life of

the Buddha, and was to last for two hours. Before it was completed, I had used up all
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my empty cassettes, so Pradip Thoumoung was despatched to the nearest town to buy

some blank ones.

After a gap of several hours, I was able to resume recording. Sa Cham, who is nearly

deaf, needed to hear the last minute or so of the tape to be sure he knew where he was

up to. This was achieved with him wearing a stethoscope, the end of which was then

placed on the tape recorder. He then resumed the story and completed it in about

another hour, after which I left the village.

When he came to know that I had unexpectedly returned, two days later, be told me

that there was still a little more to add. In a Jataka story, every character is a previous

incarnation of a person from the life of the historical Buddha, and the story usually

ends with an explanation of who the characters were, it was this that Sa Cham wished

to add. Thus it was most fortunate that the bandh had caused me to return to the

village6.

1.1.1.1 Crossing a bamboo bridge

The importance of crossing rivers was first brought home to me when I wished to visit

Duburoni village in January 1999. In order to do so 1 had to cross a rather rickety little

bamboo bridge7, with four parallel bamboo pieces on which to walk; although

sometimes they were only as wide as an inch and sometimes some of them were

missing. ITie reader may imagine a picture of an Australian, with his computer

hanging over one shoulder and tape recorder on the other, crossing this bridge, sure

that these machines and their owner would soon fall in It was getting close to the end

of the year, but I safely the crossed that bridge and returned by another, rather longer,

route.

Only later did I come to read the book of Tai proverbs, Grandfather teaches

Grandchildren. Proverb number (11) reads as (1) below:

6 Unfortunately I have not yet had the time to transcribe and translate this story.
Photographs of this bridge can be found in the electronic version of the thesis at \biographies\Bamboo

Bridge.doc



1)
la3

late

©8
pT2 ya! tai1 kho6

year forbid move along bridge

kho6 nauk! can5 tok1

bridge decayed maybe fall
khoi3

die

mau thsm6 ik1

NEG think back ore
na3

face

yep1can-' yep' kha5 mai4 nauk1 tok1

maybe tread on branch rotten fall

Audio Link -or this sentence example.

tai2

die

Yehom Buragohain translated this as: "Do not walk over the bridge at the end of the

year for you may fall down from the bridge and die." The late Aimya Kharig Gohain

translated the last two lines a little more explicitly as- "thinking back and fore, you

may tread over the rotten branch and fall dead.".

1 have since learned that this type of bridge is built after the floods in about September.

By January, coming close to the end of the Tai year, the bridge is getting rather rotten.

1.1.2 Life in Tai villages

Generally speaking, Tai people get up with or before the sun. In Assam, this is very

early indeed, because India is a single time zone, and Assam is so far to the east in

that lime zone that the middle of the day is only a little past 11.00 AM by the clock.

After getting up, tea is offered, consisting of a cup of Assam tea and some biscuits or

bread. A full rice meal will be taken around 9.00 or 10.00 AM and another meal after

dark just before sleeping. I have never gone hungry in a Tai village, however. Tea and

fruit and cake are offered throughout the day.

The main work of most people is rice farming. The rice season lasts from about May

until December, with planting in May and harvesting beginning about four months

later. After harvest the rice has to be separated from the stalks; this is done by having

cattle trample on the stalks. During November and December this is a daily activity

and can sometimes be heard in the background on some of the recordings made for

this project (such as the Butterfly Dance).

During the rice season, the villagers are very busy. In the winter months, January to

April, there is less work to do, and villagers were able to spend time helping with this

Tai languages project.

There are several important festivals throughout the year. Some of the most important

festivals are listed in Table (1):

Name of festival

poi2 sag2 kyen2

khau3 wa1

pai2 auk1 wa1

pDi1 ka1 thir)1

mai3 ka1 sum6 phai2

Tai New Year
(Sangkyen)
Entering the rains
retreat
Leaving the rains
retreat
Presentation of
robes to the monks
Burning of wooden
pyre

Time of year

April 13-15

July

October

November

February

Table 1: Tai festivals

In addition to regular festivals, there are also special festivals which may arise from

time to time. The most important of these is the festival of <3oScf/*?/' lairj6, which is a

ritual tug-of-war held to honour the passing of a Buddhist monk. This type of festival

is discussed by Terwiel (1995). I have been fortunate to attend and make video

recordings of two such festivals, in January 2000 and in Febrm -•• 2002.
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1.2 The Tai language family

The Linguistic Survey of India (Grierson 1904)8contains a very important study of the

Tai languages. Grierson (1904:59) includes the Tai languages in a family which he

called Siamese-Chinese. Nowadays the thesis that Tai belongs to the same family as

Chinese is not accepted by all scholars, rather Tai is grouped together with the Kam

languages of China as the Kam-Tai family, and at a higher level is related to the

Kadai languages ; ^Tns a family called Tai-Kadai.

Within the Tai proper, Li Fang Kuei (1977) identified 3 subgroups which he named

Northern Tai, Central Tai and Southwestern Tai. The Tai languages of northeast India

belong to this Southwestern group. Grierson (1904:59) divided these into two groups:

Northern - Khamti, Chinese Shan, Burmese Shan & Ahom

Southern - Lao and Siamese 10

The best known language of Grierson's Northern Group is Shan, and the group as a

whole is often now referred to simply as Shan.

] .2.1 The Shan group of languages

Any discussion of the classification of Tai dialects proceeds from an understanding of

Tai tonal systems, because it is often the difference in tonal systems that most clearly

marks the different dialects/varieties. The Tai tonal system is explained in section

6.1.5.3 below.

Edmondson and Solnit (1997b) discuss the Shan varieties of Burma and China in

detail, and, on the basis of tonal distinctions, have proposed two groups: (1997:355)

Southern group - including the varieties of Shan Panglong, Mae Hong Son and

Cushing's Shan

s The Linguistic Survey of .India was originally published in several volumes between 1903 and 1928,
but the volume relating to the Tai languages was published in 1904, and this is the date by which it will
be referred to in this thesis. There was also a reprint of the Survey in 1966-1968, with the voiunv
relating to the Tai languages being reprinted in 1966, and a second reprint in 1977.
9 For a description of Kam, see Long and Zheng 1998.
111 Siamese is better known as Standard Thai

11

Northern group - included Tai Nuia and transitional Shan at Mangshi,

Namkham and Mu-se.

Edmondson and Solnit provide tone boxes, based on the principles outlined by

Gedney 1972 (see 6.1.5.3 below) for each of these two groups. In these tone diagrams,

an alphanumeric tonal notation is employed, using a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 is the

lowest pitch of the voice and 5 the highest. This differs from the arbitrary notation of

tones employed in this thesis (following Banchob 1987), which is discussed in 6.1.5.2.

Merged boxes have been shaded:

A

325

44

B

221

332

C

332

41

DL

31

33

DS

35

53

Table 2: Southern Shan tone box (tone values for Panglong)

A B C DL DS

2

3

4

25

33

51

21

33

31

52

31 13

55

Table 3: Northern Shan tone box (tone values for MangsSi)

Edmondson and Solnit place Khamti in Northern Shan group (1997:356)

Since Aiton, Khamyang and Phake axe spoken still further north, we might have

expected them to belong to Edmondson and Solnit's Northern group (Table 3), and

indeed the Khamyang tone box as described in this thesis (see 6.4.3) is similar to

Table (3) above.

J
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However, the Aiton and Phake tonal systems, particularly the later, do not appear to

be related to the system as shown in Table (3). In the Phake tonal system, there is no

merge between the boxes A2-3 and B4 that is observed in Table (3). Moreover in both

Aiton and Phake there is a merger between A2-3 and A4. The tonal patterns of Phake

and Aiton, as reported in this thesis, would appear to require a re-examination of the

classification within the Shan group of languages.

1.2.2 The similarity of the languages in the Shan group

Already in the time of Grierson (1904:66), it was clear that the various varieties of the

Shan group were closely related. As he stated: "Northern Shan (i.e the language of the

Northern Shan states)1' is closely allied to Southern Shan, indeed they form one

language, with only slight difference of dialect. When they differ, Northern Shan is

often in agreement with KhamtT."

I\eedham (1894:ii) opined that "Khamti undoubtedly comes from the same sources as

the Shan language treated in the Rev. Dr. Cushing's work, though almost all the words

found in use in Khamti are quite different ^ m those in use among Dr. Cushing's

Shans."

Grierson (1904:66) disputed Needham's opinion that the Khamti words are quite

different from the Shan, stating that "To me it seems as if the two languages were

almost the same." He states that of the first 20 words in Needham's Khamti

vocabulary, "fourteen can at once be found in the same spellings and meanings in Dr.

v. ushing's Shan Dictionary, and probably more would be found there if allowance

were made for difference of orthography."

I have compared the first 20 words in Needham's vocabulary with the Phake English

Thai Dictionary (Banchob 1987), and found all but three of the words in that

dictionary, the exceptions being:

"' Parentheses added by S. Morey.

13

i
'about (near in time, <£x)'

'abuse'12

'accused', n.

Table 4: Words recorded by Needham not in Banchob 1987

Grierson further added (1904:78) thai "these languages are all closely related to each

other. Indeed, they t, juld not be considered as languages, but as members of the

group of Northern Shan dialects."

Grierson went on to attempt to classify the Tai varieties. After declaring that the

Tairong was the closest to Khamti, he added that:

"The next nearest is Nora. It uses the KhamtT alphabet, but has one letter, a,

which has been lost by Khamti, but which existed in Ahom, and still also

survives in Shan and Aitonia. Its vocabulary has more words which are

peculiar to Shan than Tairong has, and ins grammar often uses both KhamtT

and Shan forms (when they differ) indifferently."

Grierscn's classification seems to be based on orthography rather than spoken

language, since; it is doubtful that Grierson ever heard spoken Tai. With the near

extinction of Khamyang (apparently the same as Grierson's Nora) and the fact that all

the Tairung or Tuning now speak a Tibeto-Burman language, it is now no longer

possible to check his claims.

1.2.3 The Tai varieties of Northeast India

Grierson (1904) lists 6 varieties of Tai which have been spoken in Northeast India in

historical times, namely: Ahom. Aiton, Khamti, Nora, Phake and Tuning. A seventh

variety, Khamyang, which may be the same as Nora, is still spoken in a single village

in Tinsukia District, Assam.

Perhaps Phake pau1 'to announce aloud, by shouting along rtu; mad'.
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The living Tai varieties differ in terms of consonant inventories, and more particularly

in terms of tone systems. Unfortunately, little or no information about the tonal

system of the Ahom and Turung survives, nor about Nora if it were not the same as

the Khamyang still spoken in Pawaimukh village.

All of ths texts on which this grammar is based have been translated, analysed and

rechecked with native speakers, and these transcriptions, translations and analyses are

presented as an electronic appendix to this thesis (see 9.5). The process of collecting

and analysing this data is discussed in Chapter 5.

This thesis concentrates on the Aiton and Phake varieties, but reference will be made

to all the other varieties as appropriate and a brief discussion of Khamyang phonology

is also presented (see below 6.4). It is common amongst the Aiton and Phake

communities to talk of the Tai language, or Tai-Aiton language or Tai Phake language.

Since these are named varieties, and there are some features which are accepted by all

to be distinguishing features between them, they will be termed as Aiton language and

Phake language. When referring to features common to all tie Tai varieties, the terms

Tai languages of Assam, or simply Tai languages, will be used.

The fact that Aiton and Phike are named varieties does not mean to suggest that they

are not mutually intelligible to native speakers. Diller (1992:7 fh6) reported that there

was full mutual intelligibility between Aiton and Phake, that they "find each other's

speech totally unproblematic." It has however been suggested that some Phake

informants sometimes have difficulty understanding the Aitons, although the converse

is not the case. This may be due to the reduced number of tone and vowel contrasts in

Aiton, discussed in 6.3.2 and 6.3.4 below.

1.3 The data which forms the basis of this thesis

The phonological and grammatical analysis of Tai Aiton and Tai Phake presented in

this thesis is based on a corpus of texts, including a word list, collected by the writer

during field trips to Assam between 1996 and 2002.

This corpus includes oral literature of a variety of genres, the translation of

manuscripts, and some more informal texts, which are discussed in Chapter 9.

This presentation of the texts generally includes the full text in Tai script, ar : a

translation into English. A line by line analysis with phonemic forms and interlinear

gloss will then follow. These texts are important not just for the way that they say

things but also for what they say. Therefore text and translation have been presented

to encourage readers to read the whole text. Whilst these texts are useful for mining

linguistic data, it is also important to bear in mind that they have deeper meaning for

the community from whom they have been collected.

In the body of the analysis itself, particularly chapters 6-8, examples will be presented

as in (2), where the text is given in Tai script, followed by a phonemic gloss, an

interlinear gloss in English and a translation into English, with notes where necessary.

The source and informant for the text will also be given.

2)
lik4

book
hau2

1P1

c3
lai2

pattern

y£
hau2

1P1
bi2 hi2

slowly
siirj6

if
hai6

disappear

niirj5 nan4 cam4 hau2 tal nai1

time one that PRT 1P1 will regret*
'If our books and writing slowly disappear, then we will regret it.1

(Tai Phake Song, Song of teaching the Tai language, Nos. {10)-(l 1),
composed and sung by Ee Kya)

Notes: * synonymous with jo/r^'to regret'.

In the electronic version of this thesis, hyperlinks have been inserted to lake the reader

to the text from which the example comes, or to the sound file for the example, or to

some information about the informant.
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Readers of the printed version of this thesis will be able to access this information in

one of two methods. The first method, which is somewhat simpler, would be to open

the electronic version of the thesis at the same point in the text and then use the

electronic links.

Alternatively, the reader can find the files which have been hyperlinked to the

example. All of the texts are stored according to the arbitrary number given to the text.

This number can be found in section 9.5 below. In the case of example (2), the

number of the Sot;y >f teaching the Tai language is 1-7-2-3. Being a Phake Text, it

will be found under \texts\phake on the accompanying compact disc as l-7-2-3.doc.

The sound file lor the whole text is 1 -7-2-3 .mp3. Being a Phake text, it will be found

under \wave files\phake\texts. Aiton texts would be found under Wave

files\aiton\texts. The particular sentence example given in (2) would be found by

going to Wave files\phake\extracts\l-7-2-3 and then opening 10-11 .mp3, because it is

lines (10) and (11) from the Song of teaching the Tai language.

Finally, it is possible to find some brief biographical information and a photograph of

the informant. These are found in the \biographies folder. In the case of example (2),

open that folder and open Ee Kya.doc.

As discussed above, although in the past it was sometimes difficult to present texts in

languages using scripts other than the Roman, now it is both possible and practical to

do so. Several fonts have been produced as part of the present project. The Tai scripts

are discussed in Chapter 7 below, and the creation of the fonts is discussed in 7.8 and

Chapter 11.

Ir, the electronic versions of this thesis, all sentence examples will be linked to a wave

file of that sentence, as is shown in (2) above.

In the past it was not possible to do this, and linguists have grown to accept that when

examining data from other languages it is not possible, and therefore not necessary, to

actually listen to the linguistic data. Now it is possible, and indeed optimal, to be able

listen to the data as it is being examined. This is particularly true for any examination

of phonetic, phonological or prosodic detail.

By listening to the data as it presented, a deeper understanding of the richness of a

language will be gained; linguistic features which cannot necessarily be put into

words, or communicated by a transcription, will be grasped.

1.4 The basic thesis of this work

1.4.1 Key aims of the research

Much of the linguistics in the past century has concentrated on finding formal theories

to explain the way that language works, and from that to tell us about human thought

processes.

This work, on the other hand, aims to provide a documentation and grammatical

description, allowing specialist scholars to use the data from these languages for more

detailed analysis of any particular phenomena. Equally importantly this thesis hopes

to help preserve the knowledge and literature of the Tai of Assam. The theoretical

underpinning of this thesis is discussed in Chapter 4.

These Tai fonts have become accepted by the Tai Aitons and Tai Phakes and in order

to make at least parts of this thesis accessible to those communities, I regard it as

absolutely essential that the Tai script is used in every example, (see 4.5 below).
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The aims of this thesis are summed up as:

• To write a descriptive grammar of the Tai languages of Assam, drawn both from

manuscripts and tape recordings collected.

• To produce a lexical data base for these languages, drawing on previous research

and my own data.

• To record stories, songs, and other traditional information of the Tais of Assam, to

form a basis for linguistic analysis.

• To present the data and findings in an integrated electronic format

The bulk of the analysis of the language is presented in Chapter 6 Phonology, Chapter

7 Writing and Chapter 8 Syntax. In each of these chapters there are sections relating to

theoretical considerations.

2. The Tais of Assam & their languages

Tai people have bzm living in Northeast India for at least 700 years13. Today there

remain at least 7 groups which identify themselves as Tai. Of these the Tai Aiton, Tai

Khamti end Tai Phake still maintain their traditional languages. However the numbers

of speakers are relatively small, possibly as few as 10,000 in India. Due to the small

numbers of speakers, these languages can be regarded as endangered.

This thesis has been written not only because of the importance of documenting this

variety of human linguistic experience for future generations, but also because of the

enthusiasm of the Tai people that their language should be adequately documented,

studied, analysed and published.

The Tai groups all use traditional writing systems, which they probably brought with

them from what is now Burma. The ability to read and write the traditional Tai

writing system, discussed in Chapter 7, is certainly more endangered than the spoken

language.

The writing system makes the interpretation of written texts very difficult (see 9.1). It

is possible to know the letters of ihe alphabet without being able to understand the old

manuscripts. The task of recording these languages is thus more urgent than it may

otherwise appear, because the; number of Tai speakers who can interpret the old

manuscripts is decreasing. There would be a loss of a considerable part of tbi? Tai

linguistic heritage if the growing generation were not able to interpret these old

manuscripts.

Before turning to examine the Tai communities about whom this thesis is principally

written, it will first be necessary to place these languages in the context of the

linguistic mix which is Northeast India, and secondly to refer to the Tai Ahom, rulers

13 If we accept the traditional date for the arrival of the Tai Ahom king Sukapha, Tai people have been
in India since 1228.
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of/vssarn for 600 years, whose hopes to recover their Tai heritage prompted my initial

research interest in visiting Assam.

2.1 The Linguistic mix in Northeast India.

Four large language families are represented in India, the Indo-lranian branch of Indo-

European, the Dravidian, the Tibeto-Burman and the Austroasiatic. Of these, all but

the Dravidian are present in the seven states of the Northeast, known as the Seven

Sisters. Four of these states, Arunachal Pzadesh, Manipur, Mizoram and Nagaland

have large or majority populations of Tibeto-Burman speakers; while a fifth,

Meghalaya, has a large population of people who speak Khasi, which is a Mon-

Khrner language, one of the branches of the Austroasiatic family.

In Assam itself, there are a large number of indigenous Tibeto-Burman languages,

some of which have very large populations. There are also a significant number of

tribal people from the other states who have come into Assam in more recent times. In

addition, there are a large number of Tea Garden labourers, descendents of mostly

Munda (Austroasiatic) speakers who were kidnapped by the British in the 1860s.

Taken from their homes in eastern India, they were forced to work on Tea Plantations.

They now speak a patois of Santhali, Oraon, Munda and Assamese (Hazarika

1994:35).

Most of the people of Assam, however, speak Assamese, which is the most easterly of

the Indo-Aryan languages, and was, until recent migrations by Russian and English

speakers, the most easterly of any of the Indo-European languages. This part of India

is thus the meeting place of these great language families, and it is into this mix that

Tai people have arrived in recent times.
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2.2 The Ahoms

Historical records sho**- that the Ahom were the first group of Tai in Assam. They

were led there by Sukapha (W^SM^SY kaa phaa), "a Tai prince from Muang Mau near

the region where it is believed the Tai originated, now Yunnan Province in China.

Sukhapha lead a group of Tai into the Brahmaputra valley and set up a Kingdom in

the country which he named ^VVT^VD munj dun sun kham, literally 'country-cotton -

garden-gold'. The traditional year for this event was 1228. The Ahoms ruled the

Brahmaputra valley for nearly 600 years until they were overthrown by the Burmese

in 1819, before the Burmese were themselves conquered by the British in 1824 (Gait

1992:344).

From the surviving Ahom manuscripts, it can be seen that the Ahom language was

closely related to the language of the Shan states, and even more closely related to the

varieties of Tai still spoken in Northeast India, particularly Aiton (see below 6.5.4).

The Ahoms practised their own traditional religion, of which some traces remain in

the present day wedding ceremony of the Ahoms (called Soklong), in an annual feast

in honour of the ancestors (Me Dam Me Fi15) and in certain animal sacrifices. Almost

alone amongst the Southwestern Tais, the Ahoms seem never to have followed

Theravada Buddhism16.

After the sixteenth century, it appears that the Ahoms gradually assimilated into the

majority Hindu population of their kingdom, adopting Hinduism and many other

cultural practises of Northern India. The language used by the Ahom population today

is Assamese, an Indo-European language closely related to Bengali.

14 Nothing is known of the Ahom tonal system, and therefore no tones are marked. Nabin Shyam
Phalung states that the meaning of this King's name is "tiger-equal to-sky", and is pronounced sui1 kuu:

phaaJin Aiton.
15 Me Dam Me Fi is now celebrated as a public holiday on 31st January in Assam. Me Dam Me Fi is
Tai language, in Phake it is me- nam3 me2 /J/J/* "repair-ancestor spirit-repair-spirit".

6 There are, however, a number of Buddhist manuscripts in Ahom script in the Department of
Historical and Antiquarian Studies in Guwahati. One of these was examined and translated as Advice to
Women (2-4-2-2). It is not clear what the presence of these manuscripts tells us about the practice of
Buddhism under the Ahoms.
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Despite the loss of the language in everyday communication, a large number of Ahom

manuscripts survive, representing a substantial literature of histories, creation stories,

astrologies and other religious texts.
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without assigning tones ... and without any idea of the meaning of the words, except

for a few of the simplest expressions. 1 reluctantly drew the conclusion that... Ahom

really was a dead language." (1996: 284)

Brown (1837b) was the first to attempt to translate an old Ahorn manuscript, using

one Juggoram Khargaria Phukan as his informant These early attempts are discussed

by Terwiel (1989). In more recent times, Terwiel and Ranoo (1992), and Ranoo (1996)

are two excellent modern editions of very important Ahom texts. Ranoo (1996) is a

very scholarly edition of the Ahom Buranji, the history of the Ahoms back to the very

beginnings. These and other works on Ahom are briefly discussed in Chapter 3.

Diller (1992:6) has pointed out that "Ahom, as an ethnic term, has two associated but

still somewhat distinct senses." The first sense refers to "the former Tai-speaking

population who came to rule in the upper Brahmaputra valley", while the second

sense refers to the "modern Assamese-speaking subgroup presuming themselves to be

the descendents of the former."

In Assam, there is an increasing interest in the Ahom language by the descendents of

the Ahom, Diller's second sense of the term. A language revival movement has been

underway for several generations, involving the teaching of Ahom in primary schools

in those areas where large numbers of Ahom people live, the setting up of a Tai

language course at Dibrugarh University, and the publication of short texts including

modern songs and poems in the Ahom language. Despite the genuine wide interest in

the language, and the clear enthusiasm of many of the revivalists, the wriier has rarely

met any Ahom who can use the language. One of the leading revivalists, Chow Nogen

Hazarika, confirmed to the writer that when Ahom revivalists meet, their conversation

goes little beyond greetings and simple statements.

It has been claimed that some members of the priestly caste still have knowledge of

the language. Terwiel thoroughly investigated this claim, and following a symposium

where several priests were asked to assist with tfoi translation of manuscripts^ came to

the conclusion that "whereas they could readily decipher the script,... they did so

Terwiel went on to claim that

"There are marked differences between the Ahom of the old documents,... and

what the revivalists call Ahom, which has totally abandoned the rules of Tai

grammar and often uses Ahom words in a non-idiomatic sense." (1996: 284)

One of the examples of what Terwiel calls the Ahom pseudo-language is found in the

Ahom wedding ceremony (Chaklong) described by Gogoi (1976). Terwiel says:

"... the sentence khung lu mao cao kao di di si hap ao jao, which is translated

'I respectfully accept your offer'. The most probable dictionary equivalents of

these words are khrueang lu 'offering'; mo chao 'priest'; kao T , di di 'very

good'; sia a suffix; hap 'tc accept'; ao 'to take' and jao 'finished'. All these

words can be found in Ahom Lexicons (Barua, B.K. and Phukan 1964). To

any Tai speaker, however, it is gibberish." (Terwiel 1996: 284)

Terwiel's claims were further discussed by Morey (2002a: 103). The Ahom priest,

Biswa Sangbun Phukan, who had officiated at the wedding at Moran in December

1999 (see 1.1.' above) translated the words as follows:

khrung lu "offering"
kao "1"
si "PARTICLE"
yao "PAST TENSE"

mao chao "you"
di di "cordially (=good)"
hap ao "to accept (lit:accept-take)"

Several Phake speakers indicated that this sentence would be syntactically acceptable

in Phake, although pragmatically unacceptable because in Phake khatuj6 'thing' could

never refer to a person. Furthermore, to be syntactically acceptable the sentence

would be spoken as three intonation units, here separated by ().

khaurj6 lu1 maii2 cau3 () kau1 nT2 n!2 si6 ()
offering you I good PRT
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hap4 au2 yau4

accept take PAST
"I cordially accept your offering"

From the above, I conclude that at least some of the present day Ahom rituals are

based on real Tai texts. The Ahom texts in the Soklong Wedding are divided into two

types: responses made by the bride, her father and the bridegroom, of which (1) above

is an example, and chanting which is performed by the priests. When I interviewed

three senior priests in January 1999, they stated mat these texts were sacred, and they

were not ready to divulge their meaning.

This raises the issue of the sacredness of the language. Since many of the Ahom texts

are religious in nature, and those who possess any vestigial knowledge of the

language are mostly priests, the Ahom language itself has developed a sacred place in

modern Ahom society. As with many communities that have lost most of their

language and culture, the part which remains is held to be increasingly sacred and

knowledge of it is often restricted.

It may even be that the Ahom manuscripts were traditionally not available to common

people. At least one plausible etymology of the word Buranji, used to describe Ahom

histories and extended to all Assamese histories, is that it should be read «wgm? (bao-

ran-ci), literally 'never to be shown1 (Aimya Khang Gohain 1991:54). In Phake

language this would be mau1 han6 c/^'NEG-see-show*. Aimya Khang goes on to add

"The Tai Royal Chronicles were never to be shown to any unauthorised person."

Yehom Buragohain stated that this etymology was unlikely, given the spelling of the

word in the manuscripts was r^J buu ron jh, whereas in Ahom sources the word for

'not' was spelled txJ bau and that for 'see' v\<c han. On the other hand, she had been told

by her father, the late Cham Mow Gohain, that the historical books of the Phake

(cSo-Su^f lik4 klid2 mag2) should not be shown to any person unauthorised to see

them, for fear that they might be misunderstood.
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It is always possible that in the 19th century, and even up to the present day. there

were people who knew more about the language than they felt able x> reveal. Terwiel

(1989), on the other hand, discusses the early attempts to translate the Ahom texts for

the British scholars in the 19th century. It does appear unlikely that mere were any

fluent Ahom speakers at that time, otherwise better translations would have been

produced.

It is not possible in this thesis to explore all of the issues involved with the Ahom

language and its revival. It appears certain that Ahom is not spoken as a mother

tongue by any speakers, but equally it appean; that the Ahom priests do have some

knowledge of their language and the religious texts which they are using do have

some roots in the ancient Ahom culture.

It was my original intention and wish to study the revived Ahom. It quickly became

clear to me that it would only be possible to interpret the old Ahom texts if 1 had a

very thorough knowledge of the living Tai languages. It is significant that today the

scholars in Assam most likely to be relied upon as Ahom authorities, are the two Tai

pandits, Nabin Shyam Phalung (Aiton) and Yehom Buragohain (Phake) employed at

the Department of Historical and Antiquarian studies. This would suggest that

knowledge of the spoken Tai varieties is essential to be able to make sense of the Tai

Ahom manuscripts.

2.3 The other Tai groups

Other smaller Tai groups have followed the Ahom into India, namely the Aiton,

Khamti, Khamyang, Nora, Phake and Turung or Tairung. It is said that Nora and

Khamyang are the same (see Diller .1992:12), although as far as I know the

Khamyang speakers in Pawaimukh do not call themselves Nora. Diller (1992:5), also

listed seven groups, but stated that the Khamyang and Nora "are perhaps by now

one."



There may even have been more groups of Tai in the past than there are at present.

The Aiton manuscript, The Treaty between the Aitons and the Tunings, refers to the

Takurn and Tarai, who came to live with the Aiton. These may not have originally

been Tai speaking groups. Nabin Shyam stated that he did not know what the origin

of these groups was.

Unlike the Ahom, who today are overwhelmingly Hindu and speak Assamese, the Tai

language survives amongst several of the other Tai groups (see 2.4 below). All of

these Tai speaking groups, together with those who have lost their language in the last

few generations, are now Theravada Buddhists, although some pre-Buddhist practices

still survive, such as calling the khon or spirit 17(see The book of calling back the

Khon).

Terwiel (1981) records that in the early part of the twentieth century, animal sacrifice

was still practised by Phakes and Khamyangs. The stricter following of Theravada

Buddhist teaching precludes such ceremonies today. However the practise of calling

the khon still persists and has been witnessed by the writer in the Khamyang village of

Pawairnukh.

Other cultural practises also differ between the Ahom and the other Tai groups. For

example, whereas the Ahoms generally live in mud rendered houses built on the

ground, the other Tai generally live in houses built on stilts, often with bamboo walls.

These houses are called ffipt han2 hag3in Phake .

Whereas the Ahom dress in a manner similar to other Assamese, the dress of the other

Tai groups19 is influenced by the Burmese, with men wearing a Burmese-like lungi

{<xs^pha~3'm Phake) and women distinctive long skirts (oSvi sin3m Phake).

17 The word khon cannot be readily translated into English. It is akin to some aspects of'soul' and
'spirit'.
18 Photographs of several Tai houses can be found at \biographies\Tai Houses.doc in the electronic
version of this thesis.
'" For some photographs, see \biographies\Tai Clothing.doc in the electronic version of this thesis.
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Most of the Tai speakers live on the south side of the Brahmaputra river. The Aitons,

along with several several Tuning and NoraTChamyang villages are clustered around

the Dhonsiri River. The Phakes, the Khamyang village of Pawaimukh and the Khamti

village of Mounglang are clustered around the Dihing River.

In addition, there is a small cluster of Khamti speaking villages near Narayanpur in

Norm Lakhimpur District, and a larger group of Khamtis in Arunachal Pradesh.

A Map showing the middle Brahmaputra valley and the location of the various Tai

villages in which I have worked can be found in the electronic version of this thesis at

\photos\maps\Map of Tai Villages.jpg.

2.3.1 Some notes on the history of the Tai

The traditional view is that the Aiton, Khamti, Khamyang, Phake and Tuning all

entered Assam between the middle of the 18th century and the early 19th century,

having migrated from Burma and bringing with them Theravada Buddhist religion

and scripts which are closely related to the Shan of Burma.

This view is not uncontroversial. Diller (1992:8-11) discusses the evidence including

the fact that some local accounts indicate mat at least some of these groups arrived in

Assam with Sukapha, some five hundred years before the traditional date. Even today,

for example, Aiton villagers can recite by heart stories of the arrival of Sukapha in

Assam, and several ancient manuscripts of the Aiton tell this story. If it is not their

own history, why is it such an important part of their culture?

Some Aiton stories refer to contact with kings of the Tai Ahom. The History of the

Aiton (2-2-1-1) No. (51) refers to the Ahom King Suhungmung (w^v{v(t stu hum

nuurj) or Dehingia Raja (1497 - 1539). This king conquered the Dhonsiri valley in

which the Aitons now live. If the Aitons were already living in the Dhonsiri valley in

the time of Suhungmung, we would expect them to record this event.
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However, as Diller (1992:11) points out, if we accept that the other Tai groups arrived

at any date earlier than the 18th century, "their (Burmese-linked) Buddhism and

relative lack of Indo-Aryan assimilation would then remain to be explained."

In the case of the Aiton, it may be possible to explain this. On the last morning of

fieldwork for this thesis, Ong Cham, an Aiton elder from Bargaon (wSc f̂ baan3 Jug)

explained to the writer mat until about five generations ago, the Aitons did not follow

Theravada Buddhism, but rather worshipped spirits (ô <£o8 suy2 phii1) and sacrificed

animals. He made it clear that the Aitons were only converted to iheravada Buddhism

in the mid 19th century.

In the Story of Barhula, Ong Thun talks about the visit of the Burmese monk Pi En

Duin Sayadaw {pji' en1 dug2) who converted the Aitons to Buddhism (see Story of

Barhula, No. (23)). Prior to this, according to Ong Thun, the Aitons had conducted

animal sacrifice, (see Story ufBarhula, No. (24)).

Nabin Shyam later told the writer that whilst it \\ as true that the Aitons had not

followed Theravada Buddhism before the visit of Pi En Duin Sayadaw, they were

Mahayana Buddhists at that time.

It is also worthwhile to note Grierson's statement on the Aitons, namely that they were

"also called Sham Doaniyas, or Shan interpreters, are said to have been a

section of the Shans at Miing Kang which supplied eunuchs to the royal

seraglio, and to have emigrated to Assam to avoid the punishment to which,

for some reason, they had been condemned." (1904:65)

The Aitons that I have interviewed all reject this suggestion by Grierson. However the

statement about interpretation may be significant, given that the Aiton language is

demonslrably much closer to what the original Ahom seems to have been than any of

the other spoken Tai languages are (see below 6.5.4). Perhaps the Aiton speech of

today does contain some echoes of the original Ahom speech. If indeed the Aitons

have been in the Dhonsiri valley since the 15th century, and if they were not followers

of Theravada Buddhism at that time, then perhaps their language and cultural

practises were closer to the Ahoms.

Less historical information has been collected for this thesis in the Phake villages. As

mentioned above, Terwiel (1981) reports animaJ sacrifice having been performed in

the past, with some elderly people alive when Terwiel undertook his field work still

remembering those ceremonies. The Phakes also have a tradition of being converted

to Theravada Buddhism. In 1992 they held a celebration at Borphakial village, to

mark the centenary of their conversion.20

Of the origin of the Khamyangs, very little has been written. Muhi Chandra Shyam

Panjok's pamplet21 (1981) is the only reference that 1 have found. He does not cite any

sources, but presumably his pamphlet is based on historical Tai manuscripts (lik4 khv2

mvrj2).

According to Muhi Chandra Shyam Panjok's account, a group of Tai, identified as

Khamyangs, were sent into Assam by the Tai King Sukhanpha to search for his

brother Sukapha who had founded the Ahom Kingdom in the Brahmaputra valley in

1228. After being welcomed by Sukapha, the Khamyangs set out to return to King

Sukhanpha in what is now the Shan States. The Khamyangs then settled at Nang

Yang Lake and lived there for about 500 years, before venturing back into Assam

after 1780.

Caught up in the various troubles that accompanied the final years of the Ahom

Kingdom, the Khamyangs fought both with and against the Ahoms and were divided.

One group eventually settled in Dibrugarh district and from there migrated to

Pawaimukh in 1922. Chaw Sa Myat Chowlik, born in about 1920, has confirmed to

me that the village was founded when he was two, and that his parents brought him

there from Dibrugarh district.

20 I am very grateful to Dibya Dhar Shyam for pointing this out to me.
: i Muhi Chandra Shyam Payok is from Chalapathar and is not a speaker of Tai. It must be presumed
that that a Tai speaker, possibly not a Tai Khamyang speaker, conveyed the meaning of the old Tai MS
to him.
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A second group of Khamyangs settled in Dhali in 1798 and these were the ancestors

of the Khamyangs who now live in Golaghat and Jorhat districts, mentioned by

Boru^h (2001) below (see 2.3.4 2).

2.3.2 The Tai Aiton Villages

There are eight Aiton villages in Karbi Anglong and Golaghat Districts. These are

listed in Table (1):

Tai name

fcttbioo baan3 nam3

thum3

w?Sô  baan3 sum3

wSftrficol baan3 hui1 lurj1

w:5^?S baan3 hin1

i

wcyt baan3 lurj'

«?!>":$ baan3 naPAbi2

wsSo^i baan3 lurj1

w?'ioO baan3 saai2

Translation of
Tai name

Flood village

Sour village

Big fruit
village

Stone village

Big village

Hill village

Big village23

Sand Village

Assamese/
English name

Duburoni

Tengani

Borhola22

Ahomani

Bargaon

Sukhihola

Kalyoni

Balipathar

Jonapathar

District

Golaghat

Golaghat

Golaghat

Karbi Anglong

Karbi Anglong

Karbi Anglong

Karbi Anglong

Karbi Anglong

Lohit

Table 1: List of Aiton Villages, Tai and Assamese names.

Buragohain (1998:63) listed the names, years of establishment, and population of the

various Aiton villages as in Table (2).
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V illage

Ahcmani
Baragaon
Balipathar
Chakihola
Kaliyani
Borhola
Dubarani
Tengani
Jonapathar

District

Karbi Anglong
Karbi Anglong
Karbi Anglong
Karbi Anglong
Karbi Anglong
Golaghat
Golaghat
Golaghat
Lohit, Arunachal
Pradesh

Year of
establishment
1939
1835
1898
not known
Man era 1239
1836
not known
not known
1950s

No. of houses

31
39
59
18
15
26
43
19
15

260

Population

267
359
528
180
154
235
334
150
148

2155

Table 2: List of Aiton villages after Buragohain (1998)

The three Akon villages which had already been founded by the 1870s are all found

in the 1877 edition of the Indian Atlas?4. However they do not appear with the names

that they bear today. Bargaon appears in the Atlas as Mitgaon25 and Kalyoni as

Aitungaon, the latter meaning literally 'Aiton village1 in Assamese.

Buragohain's survey does not state the number of people in each village who speak

the Tai Aiton language. Although Nabin Shyam stated that all Aitons can speak the

Tai language, it seems possible that in some villages there may be a proportion of

Buragohain's total who do not know the language. For example, the population of

Balipathar consists of both Tai Aiton and Tai Tuning. Since the Tuning no longer

speak Tai, the lingua franca of the village is now Assamese and this is likely to speed

the loss of Tai Aiton as a language in that village.

Of these villages, I have visited all but Jonapathar in Arunachal Pradesh. Jonapathar

was set up by a group of Aitons who left the crowded Dhonsiri valley in the 1950s to

live in an area of Arunachal Pradesh populated by Khamtis. Their children have

grown up surrounded by Khamtis and it has been reported to me that they speak a

" Dibya Dhar Shyam believes that Borhola might come from a Tai word meaning 'low land'.
33 Most Aitons cannot give a Tai name for Kalyoni, a curious thing considering its importance in the
history of the Aiton. The name baan3 lun'was given by Dibya Dhar Shyam in a letter he wrote to me
after reading an earlier draft of the thesis.

24 To view an image of this, go to \photos\maps\Indian Atlas 1873.jpg in the electronic version uf this
thesis.
2" Several Aiton informants have told me that Bargaon was once a Karbi Village and that this A/US its
original name. The Knife Pond (non1 mil) probably gets its name from the old Karbi name.
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form of Aiton influenced by Khamti. Nabin Shyam Phalung reported that the

language of the people of Jonapathar "is becoming like Khamti."

In February 2002,1 was able to interview Sam Khang Chiring, an Aiton from

Jonapathar. In an informal discussion, it appeared mat his language was indeed

influenced by the Khamti tones, but when a recording was taken, the tones and vowels

were very similar to those recorded for other Aiton speakers.

2.3.3 The Tai Phake Villages:

able (3) lists the Phake villages in Dibrugarh and Tinsukia Districts, Assam:

Tai name

«*faopoo£ man3 pha4 ke5

taii3

&6coc4cv[ man3 phak4 ta5

ovfasprfyS man3 pha4 ke5

ns6

$6ro nrj1 kam4

wvSooj>8«f man3 pha4 nairj2

§£<x>£ msrj2 larj2

^'cw[ marj2 mo1

cMc^f man3 lorj6

v^o3 naurj1 lai6

Translation of
Tai name

Lower Phake
village

Other side of
the river
village

Upper Phake
village

Ning kam
Nagas

Red sky
village

Country of the
Lang Nagas

Mine village

Big village

Nong Lai
Nagas

Assamese/
English name

Namphakey

Tipam Phake

Boiphake

Nigam Phake

Faneng

Mounglang

Man Mau

Man Long

Nonglai

District

Dibrugarh

Dibrugarh

Tinsukia

Tinsukia

Tinsukia

Tinsukia

Tinsukia

Tinsukia

Table 3: List of Phake Villages, Tai and Assamese names.

The Tai Phake names and their translations were supplied by Sam Thun Wingkyen of

Namphakey village. It is interesting that so many of the villages are named after
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different groups of Nagas (<o£ khat]6'm Phake). The term Naga seems to be used to

refer to any group of non-Buddhist Tibeto-Burman speakers.

Ngowken Gohain (2001:31) listed the Phake villages, their foundation dates and the

foundation date of their respective Buddhist Temples (here spelled Bihar following

Assamese practice). This information is listed in Table (4):

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Name
Borphake
Man mow
Nonglai
Long gaon
Nigam
Faneng
Mounloung
Tipam phake
Namphake

Village
1830
1840
1936
1938
1938
1910
1900
1850
1850

Buddhist Bihar
1912£D

1942
1938
1940
1940
1921
1902
1850
1850

Table 4: List of Tai Phake Villages, after Ngowken Gohain (2001)

Yehom Buragohain (1998:127) also listed the Tai Phake villages, including two more

in Arunachal Pradesh:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Man Phake Tau
Man Tipam
Man Phake Neu
Man Mo
Man Phaneng
Man Long
Man Nonglai
Man Monglang
Man Nigam
Man Wagun
Man Lung Kung

(Namphake village, Assam)
(Tipam Phake village, Assam)
(Bor Phake village, Assam)
(Man Mo village, Assam)
(Phaneng village, Assam)
(Long village, Assam)
(Nonglaui village, Assam)
(Monglang village, Assam)
(Nigam village, Assam)
(Wagun village, Arunachal Pradesh)
(Lung Kun village, Arunachal Pradesh)

Table 5: List of Tai Phake Villages, after Yehom Buragohain (1998)

Mounglang is a village which is partly Phake and partly Khamti.

2(1 Dibya Dhar Shyam of Bargaon, informed me that the temple was founded in 1883, according to a
Souvenir published to celebrate the centenary of the Phakes conversion to Theravada Buddhism.
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I have not been able to visit either of the Phake villages in Arunachal Pradesh. The

names of both villages, Wagun and Lung Kung, are said to be either Naga or Singpho

language.

Because I have not been able to undertake field work in most of the Phake villages. I

cannot say whether the phonology described for Namphake village (see below 6.2) is

also found in these other villages. I have interviewed one Phake from Nirigkam

village, Ngo Ong, and his language is very similar to that of Namphakcy.

2.3.4 Other Tai Speaking Villages

2.3.4.1 Khamti villages

Boruah (2001:41) after listing 30 Khamti villages in Arunachal Pradesh, goes on to

list some in Assam "In Assam seven Khamti villages are found in Lakhimpur District

and these are - Bor-Khamti, Sribhuyan, Gosainbari, Borpather, Deotula, Tipling and

Tunijan. More than one thousand souls are found in these seven villages.

Unfortunately I have not yet had the chance to visit these villages and record any

linguistic data there.

As mentioned above in 2.3.2, there is one Khamti Village in Tinsukia District,

Mounglang, which I have visited. It is a joint Khamti/Phake village and is listed in

Table (3) above. In February 2000,1 spent one night in that village and established

that the phonology of Tai Khamti spoken there seems to be very close to that

described for Khamti by Harris (1976).

2.3.4.2 Tai Khamyang village

There is said to be only one village in which the Khamyang language is still spoken,

Pawaimukh in Tinsukia District, which is situated about 7 miles downstream of

Margherita. Only older people in Pawaimukh can speak Tai Khamyang, although
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some middle aged and younger adults can be described as semi-speakers. The speech

of these younger people has yet to be investigated.

Tai name

wviujS maan3 paa1 waai6

Translation of
Tai name

Village of the
Pawai 7 river

Assamese/
English name

Pawoimukh

District

Tinsukia

Table 6: List of Khamyang Villages, (where Tai is spoken)

with Tai and Assamese names.

Boruah (2001:41) lists in addition the following Khamyang villages. "In the

Chalapathar area of the district of Sibsagar several Khamyang villages are found, Na-

Shyam Gaon, Balijan Shyam Gaon and Betbari Shyam Gaon are in Jorhat Sub-

division of Jorhat District and Rajapukhuri No. 1 Shyam Gaon is situated at the

Golaghat Sub-division of Jorhat district."

2.3.4.3 Turung Villages

Boruah (2001:41) lists the Turung villages as "Pahukatia, Pather Shyam and

Tipomiya are in Jorhat Sub-division and No. 1 Veleng Turung village, Naojan

Balipather Turung village and Da-Basapather Turung village are situated at Golaghat

Sub-division28."

In February 2002 I was able to spend a night in Rengmai Turung Village, Sarupathar.

I am unsure whether this village is the same as any of those listed by Boruah for

Golaghat district.

A number of Aitons have married into this village, and there is at least one Turung,

Chaw Pong Chap, who has learned Tai language as a second language learner. The

Turung language is briefly discussed below in 2.4.1.

27 According to Chaw Sa Myat, n«a/"means 'rattan'. This name was given because there are rattan
ants growing th<
Boruah 2001 se<

Golaghat district.

plants growing there.
28 Boruah 2001 seems to be a reprint of an earlier work; Golaghat sub-division is now know as
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2.3.5 Difficulties with identifying the various Tai groups

Two other names sometimes mentioned in connection with the Tai peoples of India

are Doania and Man. As noted above, (see 2.3.1.1, Grierson (1904:65) commenting

on the origin of Aitons, said that they are "also called Sham Doaniyas, or Shan

interpreters." According to Nabin Shyam, the word Doania, adapted from the

Assamese word meaning 'interpreter' is nowadays used to refer to the Singpho who

live in the Margherita division of Tinsukia District. These people, although following

Theiavada Buddhism, do not speak Tai and are not regarded as Tai either by

themselves, or by the other Tai groups.

As to Man, it appears that the word is applied to some Tai people because of their

origin in Burma (muig2 maan2m Aiton and mar}2 man5\xi Phake). The Government

of Assam and the Indian Constitution both recognise the Tai speakers of Assam as

"Man-Tai Speaking". There is a Man-Tai Speaking Association which includes many

Tais both from communities that speak Tai and from those that no longer speak Tai.

This organisation speaks on behalf of the Tais in the world of politics.

A number of Tai people in India were keen for me to use the term Man-Taj in this

thesis, rather than the terms Aiton, Khamyang and Phake. However, the principal

informants in each of the villages in which I work prefer the terms Aiton, Khamyang

and Phake. and so these are the terms used in this thesis, with the term Tai referring to

all these groups together.

The number of people claiming Tai ethnicity in Assam has been estimated as high as

several million. By far the largest proportion of people claiming Tai ethnicity in

Assam are Ahoms, whose population has been estimated as anywhere between one

and four million.
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reason to doubt that they are descended from Tai speaking people who arrived in the

Brahmaputra valley nvuiy hundreds of years ago. However, Nabin Shyam stated that

from his reading of the Ahom Buranji (historical chronicles), in all probability the

number of Tai Ahoms who originally settJed in Assam was quite small and that it was

intermarriage with other groups like the Chubyas and Kacharis mat has produced the

large population today.

Since very few of the Khamyang, very few of the Tuning and almost none of the

Ahom have any knowledge of Tai language, the vast majority - at least 99% - of the

million or more ethnic Tais in Assam cannot speak Tai language at all.

2.3.6 A note on the names of the Tai groups

2.3.6.1 Ahom

The origin of the name Ahom, from which the word Assam comes, is debated. The

most widely accepted etymology is that Ahom is cognate with the words Shan and

Siam. The current pronunciation of Ahom arises from the fact that in Assamese, /s/ is

lenited to /h/ and hence the name of the country and the Ahom people is pronounced

jahDin]. We may presume that at an earlier stage of history, the name was pronounced

[asam].

Grierson (1904:61) quoted at length from Sir George Gait's Report on the Census of

Assam for 1891, in which Gait discussed the origin of the name Ahom as follows:

"Many different derivations of the name of the province have been suggested,

and some of these ignore the undoubted fact stated above, viz., that the country

derived its name from the Ahoms and not the Ahoms from the country."

The word Ahom is not found in the old Ahom books, where the Ahoms refer to

themselves simply as u3 tai or xi\& tai rau 'our Tai1.

As has been discussed above in 2.2, it seems certain that there have been no native

speakers of Tai Ahom for many generations. Who, then, are the Ahoms? There is no

Gait, quoted by Grierson (1904:61) also discussed the origin of the word Ahom,

adding that prior to the advent of the Ahoms, the name was unknown, and that:
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"How the name came to be applied to the tribe is still unknown. The

explanation usually offered, that they are called 'A-sama' (the Sanskrit word

meaning 'peerless') by the Morans and the Borahis, whom they conquered ... is

based on the assumption that these tribes had abandoned their own Indo-

Chinese dialects more than eight hundred years ago, an assumption which is

clearly erroneous."

2.3.6.2 Aiton

Sa Cham discusses the origin of the word Aiton (aai3 ton2) in his History of the Tai

No (10). The first element of the name is the word aa/^'eldest son1.

ITiere is less agreement as to the meaning of the second element of the name. Nabin

Shyam stated that ton2means 'expert', and that in several Aiton books this meaning is

to be found. He explained the meaning in (2):

2) c8 oSotf (opr|
aai3 ton2

Aiton

ton2

COO

se1

ne3

DEF

C «

me1

tii2

at
lik3 phraa2 ko3 3arj2

book Buddha LINK have

pSn2

clever PRT COMPARATIVE other
'(The word) Aiton is also found in Buddhist books, (where) ton2means
'cleverer than others.1
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ton2) and Shan (ogxsS ton 'geld, castrate'). This etymology of the origin of their name is

rejected by the Aitons.

A further explanation of the name was offered by Ai Mya, of Bargaon {baan3 lug1)

which was that the original term was aai3 thun2, where thun 'means "bright, radiant'.

Sa Cham stated that the King of the Aitons was once called xrfyvyrknfi cau3 phaa3

aai3 tun3, where tun3means 'beginning, origin1. This name, he stated, came about

when the royal ancestor of the Tais had five sons, and the first of these, la' aai3 was

the ancestor (origin) of the Aitons. Sa Cham went on to say that the present

pronunciation, aai3 ton2, was a Kachari pronunciation of the original aai3 tun3.

One further alternative explanation was offered by Dibya Dhar Shyam. He stated that

in ancient times large numbers of Tai, 'equal to nine baskets of grain on nine rafts'

(see also History of the Aiton (2-2-1-1), No (14)), migrated into India. They shattered

into many groups, and the group (ton2) of the elder son (aai3) became the Aiton.

2.3.6.3 Khamti

As pronounced by both Aitons (kham2 tii2) and Phakes (kliam2 tf5), the meaning of

Khamti appears to be 'golden place', although syntactically this would be tii2

klwmVtT5 kham2. Sa Cham explained that are called Khamti because at some time in

the past they came to live at a place called 'River of Gold', as in (3):

In the meaning of'expert1, ton2is found in the Aiton dictionary, but a cognate word is

not found in the Phake-English-Thai Dictionary (Banchob 1987). There is a Shan

word, oo'aS: ton: 'exceed, extend beyond.1 which would be realised in Aiton as ton2.

As noted above in 2.3.1.1, Grierson (1904:65) mentioned that the Aitons "are said to

have been a section of the Shans at Miing Kang which supplied eunuchs to the royal

seraglio...". The word ton2'castrate' is known in Aiton, as well as in both Phake (also

3.1)

khau1 naP uu1 maa2 tii2 nam3 kham2 waa2 saa1

3PI get live come place water gold say PRT
'They lived at the place called 'The river of gold.', it is said.'

3.2) C\3 cn

lai3 can.1 waa2 kham2 tii2

so so say Khamti
'So they are called Khamti.'

(Aiton text, History of (lie Tai, Nos. (47) & (48) told by Sa Cham Thoumoung)
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Harris (1976:113) discusses the issue of the meaning of Khamti in some detail and

offers an etymology similar to that proposed by Sa Cham Thoumoung. He also

mentions "a second meaning in the literature for Khamti is the place where they stuck',

which comes from a legend about a Khamti king in Northern Burma who stopped a

Tibetan army in a mountain pass to keep them from entering his country."

Harris points out that the current Khamti pronunciation of their name would suggest

the meaning 'the place (where) gold (is).1

2.3.6.4 Khamyang

According to Sa Cham, (see History of the Tai No. (31)), the name of the Khamyang

comes from the fact that at some distant time in the past, they lived for a time at

nog' jaa/ r or Yang Pond. This account accords with that given by Muhi Chandra

Shyam Panjok in 2.3.1 above,

2.3.6.5 Phake

Sa Cham offered the meaning of Phake as being phaa' ke\ 'wall-old', which would be

realised in Phake as pha6 ke'{sQt History of the Tai No. (40)). This is curious since

Phake is today realised as pha4 kc%y the Phake community.

2.3.6.6 Turung

Grierson (1904:167) states that "The Tairongs (or great Tais)... are also called Turung

or Sham (i.e. Shan) Turung ...". The term 'great Tai' is first encountered in Buchanan

(1799), who says of them that they are:

"... a people called, by the Burmas, Kathee Shawn, to themselves they assume

the name of Tai-loong, or great Tai. They are called Moitay Kabo by the

Kathee, or people of Cussay. They inhabit the upper part of the Kiaynduayn

river, and from that west to the Erawade."
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It is possible that the name Turung is not derived from the Tai words o3o^ tai

all, but is in fact a Singpho word. There are several groups mentioned in The Treaty

between the Aitons and the Tunings, that is the Takum, Tarung and Tarai. As with

Turung, they seem to be pronounced with an initial syllable of [to]. Perhaps these

were names of smaller groups of Tibeto-Burman speakers, and the name has been re-

interpreted as a Tai word, because of its chance similarity to the words for 'great Tai.1

2.4 Current linguistic situation

Of the various Tai languages which have been spoken in Assam, the situation of the

Ahom is the hardest to categorise. There are no Ahoms who use Tai language as a

mother tongue, as discussed above in 2.2.

Each of Aiton, Khamti and Phake is still spoken by several thousand people, and each

is still taught to children. They are thus not under immediate threat of extinction,

although those who have a deep understanding of the traditional literature of the

community are often rather elderly and there is therefore a threat to the range of

domains of use of the languages.

Despite being small and endangered languages, their use is expanding into at least one

community of non-Tai speakers. Small numbers of ex-Tea Garden labourers now

work as labourers for the Tai and live in their villages. Some of them have learned Tai,

and some of their children are functionally multilingual in Tai and their own language,

and no doubt in Assamese as well.

Khamyang is spoken only by around 50 older adults in the single village of

Pawaimukh, near Margherita in Tinsukia district. As mentioned above in 2.3.4.2,

some younger adults can be regarded as semi-speakers. Only two elderly men are able

to read Tai script.

This would appear to refer to the Khamtis who reside in what is now Burma.
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Both the Nora (if it is different from Khamyang) and Tuning are extinct. All Nora

people now speak Assamese, whereas &e Tuning now speak a language which is

largely Singpho (Tibeto-Burman), and is discussed briefly below in 2.4.1.

All the Tais are multilingual, with Assamese as a second language in every

community, and as the language of Primary Education. There is almost universal

literacy in Assamese.

The following tables list each of these languages, with the most important references

to them and some information about the manuscript collections and speaker numbers

Language:
References:

Manuscripts:

Speaker Status:

Ahom
Brown (1837), Campbell (1874), Grierson (1903), Grierson (1904),
Barua, G.C. (1920), Barua, G.C. (1930), Barua, G.1C. (1936), Barua,
B.K. & Phukan (1964), Phukan (1966), Terwiel and Ranoo (1992),
Ranoo (1996), Terwiel (1996), Morey (2002a)

Large collections, many in private hands
No native speakers; some knowledge of manuscripts by Ahom priests.

Language:
References:

Manuscripts:

Speaker Status:

Aiton
Campbell (1874), Grierson (1904), Phukan (1966), Banchob (1977),
Diller (1992), Morey (1999a), Morey (1999b)
There are collections of manuscripts in every village. Most are held in
the Buddhist temple, but a few are in private hands.
Probably up to 2000 speakers. The language is still learned by
children.

Language:
References.

Manuscripts:

Speaker Status:

KJiamti
Brown (1837), Robinson (1849), Campbell (1874), Needliam (1894),
Grierson (1904), Harris (1976), Weidert (1977), Wilaiwan (1986),
Diller (1992), Chaw Khouk Manpoong (1993), Gogoi (1993)
There are known to be significant manuscript collections in the
Khamti villages in North Lakhimpur (Gogoi 1993). The Khamti
village of Mounglang possesses a large collection, and there are no
doubt many more in Arunachal Pradesh and in Burma.

10,000 +; Perhaps 500-1000 speakers in Assam; there are no doubt a
larger number in Arunachal Pradesh and many more again in Burma.
Khamti is not an endangered language, although it may be endangered
in North Lakhimpur.

Language:

References:

Manuscripts:

Speaker Status:

Khamyang
Diller (1992), Morey (2001a)

There is a collection of at least a hundred manuscripts in Pawaimukh
village temple, and several more in private hands.

Less than 50 speakers over the age of 40 in the one village of
Pawaimukh.

Language:

References:

Manuscripts:
Speaker Status:

Nora
Grierson (1904)

Unknown

Dead language; Grierson stated that there were about 300 speakers in
his time.

Language:

References:

Manuscr pts:

Speaker Status:

Phake
Wilaiwan (1983), Wilaiwan (!986), Banchob (1987), Gogoi (1987),
Diller (1992), Aimya Khang Gohain (1991), Gogoi (1994), Aimya
Khang Gohain (1997), Morey (1999c), Aimya Khang Gohain (1999),
Morey (2001b) Ngi Khang Gohain & Ai Che Lei Hailung (2001)

Large collections of manuscripts in eveiy village. Those in
Namphakey village have been catalogued and the list is published in
Gogoi (1994).

Perhaps 2000+ speakers. The language is still learned by children.

Language:

References:

Manuscripts:

Speaker Status:

Tuning or Tairong
Buchanan (1799)?, Grierson (1904), Tuning (1986)

I Viknown - there are said to be manuscripts collections in some
i urung villages.

As a Tat language, Tuning is extinct; even in Grierson's day there
were very frw speakers. Tunings today speak a Tibeto-Burman
language.

2.4.1 A note on the Tuning

Very little work has been done on the Tuning language. Aroonrat Wichienkeo (1985),

cited in Diller (1992), reported that "Tai names for certain foods, ornaments, items of

apparel, and so forth, were still used or recognized, although other communication

had to proceed 'through the language of gesture"1 (Diller 1992:13).

On the basis of my own observations, it appears that Turung, at least that spoken in

Rengmai village, Golaghat district, is closely related to the Singpho and is dearly

Tibeto-Burman. There are a number of Tai words used by the Turung, particularly

religious and kinship terms, mixed in with the Tibeto-Burman base.
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Singpho speakers from Margherita have reported to me thai the Tuning language of

Golaghat has a different tonal system from their own variety. At the present time it is

only possible to report that the Tuning language at Rengmai certainly is tonal, having

clearly two and probably three contrastive tones. To hear the Tuning language being

spoken, refer to the Story of the old couple without any food.

In the 1960s, Dr. Banchob Bandhumedha recorded some tapes which are said to be

Tuning. These recordings are clearly Tai language. Unfortunately it has not been

possible to analyse these as part of this present project.

2.4.2 The Khamyang language revitalisation (2002)

In April 2001 I recorded Deben Chowlik discussing The future of the Khamyang

language. In tiie course of the discussion, he mentioned that the Khamyang elders had

met to discuss the fact that the language was no longer being spoken by children, and

expressed the hope that something could be done about it.

By the time I returned to Pawaimukh in March 2002, a language revitalisation project

had begun. Each day at around 4pm, the younger children in the village attend the

village primary school for instruction in the Tai Khamyang language. I was able to

video tape about 15 minutes of one class.

The teacher is Chaw Mihingta Chowlik, the younger brother of Sa Myat Chowlik. At

the age of about 73, Mihingta Chowlik has commenced studying the Tai writing

system so that he can pass it on to the children.

The lessons consist of practise in writing the characters, practising lists of words for

everyday objects (foods, body parts, numbers etc.) and practising short dialogues

which Mihingta Chowlik has written for the c!ass.
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It seems mat all of the children in the village are now ab1e to pronounce at least some

words of Tai. Furthermore at least some of mem can use sample expressions, like, for

example, calling guests to take rice or tea.
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3. Previous studies of the Tai languages

3.1 The need for a critical review of sources on the Tai languages of Assam

A significant number of authors have written on the Tai languages of Northeast India

over the past three centuries. These previous studies of the Tai languages form three

distinct groups:

• 19th century studies by British and other European scholars

• 20th century studies by linguists, either from Thailand or from western countries

• 20th century studies by scholars from Assam, many of whom are from the Ahom

community.

These works consist of all types of linguistic analysis, from the highly theoretical (for

example Weidert 1977), or purely lexicographical (for example Barua, G.C. 1920) to

those that attempt to survey the Tai languages, such as Grierson (1904) and Diller

(1992). All of these works are discussed in some detail in 3.2 below.

In addition to works which focus primarily on linguistics, there are a number of works

that contain important linguistic information that is nevertheless peripheral to the

main aim of the particular source. These are discussed briefly in 3.3 below. For

example, Ranoo Wichasin (1996) is an excellent scholarly edition of the Ahom

Buranji, carefully analysed and translated into Tai. It is not primarily a linguistic

study, but in presenting a huge amount of reliable data on the Tai Ahom language, it

would form an important basis of any future comprehensive study of the grammar of

Ahom.

There are several reasons for critically reviewing these sources. Firstly many of the

earlier sources contain valuable information about earlier phases of the Tai languages,

and give a greater time depth to any study of them. Unfortunately, many of these

earlier sources do not give reliable transcriptions of vowels and tones, and need to be

read in the light of more recent research. Secondly, some of these sources are very

difficult to obtain, particularly in India. It is important to present some information
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about these sources for scholars who are unable to access the original materials.

Thirdly, many of these sources, particularly Banchob (1987) and Diller (1992) have

significantly informed this thesis.

Not all of the previous work, unfortunately, is of such a high standard. It is important

not only to academic linguists, but also to the Tai community themselves, that the

reliability of these sources be discussed in some detail.

3 2 Linguistic sources

3.2.1 Buchanan (1799)

In Grierson's bibliography of each of the Tai languages spoken in the then Indian

empire (1904:76), the earliest reference is Buchanan (1799). Grierson noted that

Buchanan gave three short vocabularies for "Tai-nay (i.e. Siamese); Tai-yay

(apparently Burmese Shan) and Tai-loong (apparently Khamti or Tairong)."

Buchanan's vocabulary (1799:228-229) is the oldest Western source for the Tai

languages that has been identified. It lists 50 words in each of these three languages.

The list headed Tai-loong is a language closely related to the Tai languages now

spoken in India. Several of these are words the initial consonant of which is proto Tai

*/d/, which is realised as III in modern Shan, but usually realised as Inl in Khamti and

Phake.

As Table (1) indicates, the language could be Khamti, in which these words are

usually realised with initial Inl. This is also true for Phake.

English

moon

stars

earth

Buchanan
1799 Tai-loong

noon

nau

need

Khamti
Robinson
1849

Liin

Nau

Mn

Khamti
Needham
1894

nun or liin

nau

nin

Khamti
Harris 1976

nvn1

naaw1

nin1

Phake
Banchob
1987

nan2

nau2

nin2

Table 1: Comparison of several words from Buchanan (1799) 7 as-loong with other
Khamti sources.

i"
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Buchanan's notation for the languages is poor, and the main reason for discussing his

work here is that it is the first data about the Tai languages of India in any European

source. There are a number of other references listed by Grierson containing word

lists of the Tai languages, including Leyden (1808), Hodgson (1850), Hunter (1868),

Dalton 0 872), Damant (1880) and Gurdon (1895). These will not be discussed further

in this thesis.

3.2.2 Brown (1837)

Brown (1837a 17-21) is the first study of a Tai language which attempts to go beyond

simply listing words. He compares five branches of "the Tai language", namely

Khamti, Shyan, Laos, Siamese and Ahom. For example he states (1837a: 18)

"2. The Siamese d is changed by the Shyans to /, and by the Khamtis to n, but

the Ahoms give it its correct pronunciation."

By "correct pronunciation", Brown is presumably referring to the Standard Thai

(Siamese) pronunciation, which, at least in the case of this particular phoneme set, i

now believed the closest to the proto Southwestern Tai phoneme
is

Brown goes on to give a comparative table of the five languages, part of which i

presented here as Table (2):
is

Siamese

Di

Deng

Doi

Dau

Diian

Laos

di

deng

doi

dau

dun

Shyan

li

leng

loi

lau

liin

Khamti

ni

neng

noi

nau

nun

Ahom

di

deng

doi

dau

dun

good

red

a mountain

a star

the moon

Table 2: Extract of comparative vocabulary from Brown (1837a: 19)

Brown (1837a:plate opp. pi 9) also gives a table headed "Alphabets of the Tai

Languages", in which he compares the Burmese, Ahom, Khamti, Shyan (Shan state),

and Laos scripts, the latter of which refers to the Lanna script of Chiang Mai.
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Brown also provided William Robinson with the list of Khamti words which

Robinson published (1849:342-349). Since these are marked for tone, it may be that it

was Brown who did the research which Robinson published in 1849, and was thus the

first researcher who was able to notate tones in the Tai language. There is no evidence

of tonal marking in Brown's 1837 paper, however.

3.2.3 Robinson (1849)

Robinson's short paper (1849) is of great importance, containing as it does a very

important insight: that the Tai languages are tonal and the tones need to be marked.

As Robinson says: (1849:312)

"By its finely modulated intonations, sounds organically the same are often

made to express different ideas. Thus ma, for instance (with the rising tone)

signifies a dog; ma (the Italic m denoting the falling tone) signifies to come;

while the same syllable, with an abrupt termination, or a sudden cessation of

the voice at the end of it, ma, denotes a horse."

Elsewhere in the text Robinson notates another tone where italics are used for the

vowel rather than consonant, as in ?o 'father' (1849:344). Robinson does not describe

u\y characteristics of this tone, but Grierson (1904:144) described it as a

'straightforward tone, of an even pitch'.

The importance of this notation of tone cannot be underestimated. Robinson's word

list, which he acknowledges was provided by Rev. N. Brown, contains 282 words.

The entire list has been examined, and following the methodology devised by Gedney

(1972) (see 6.1.5.3) the following tone box has been derived:
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A B DL DS
1

2

3

4

1 (rising)

2 (falling)

4 (level??) 3 (glottal)

?? failing,
globalised

Table 3: Tone Box for Khamti, derived from data in Robinson (1849)

The tone box presented in Table (3) differs quite significantly from that of present day

Khamti as reported by Harris (1976) and Chaw Khouk Manpoong (1993), and

presented in Table (4):

B DL DS
1

2

3

4

Description of Tones:

3

4

7 4

6

5

3

4

Tone
number
(Hams
1976)

4

1

2

5

3

Description
(Harris 1976)

high level

mid falling

low falling with glottal
constriction

mid rising with glottal
constriction

high falling

Tone number
(Chau KJiouk Manpoong
(1993)

3

4

5

6

7

Tone mark
(Chau Khouk Manpoong
(1993)

-

0

a

C

I

Table 4: Tone box for Khamti (Amnachal Pradesh and Assam)

after Harris (1976) and Chaw Khouk Manpoong (1993)
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It is difficult to see how the present day Khamti tonal system could have developed

from that described in Table (3), because, for example, it would require a split in the

falling tone of Table (3), (boxes A2-4).

Nevertheless, the importance of Robinson in notating tones cannot be underestimated.

In the 150 years that have followed his publication, unfortunately, the notation of

tones has not become an obligatory part of language description in this part of India.

Tones are not marked by Needham (1894), Grierson (1904), Gogoi (1994) nor by

most of the present generation of Assamese scholars writing on Tai languages.

In addition to his vocabulary and notes on the tones, Robinson also provided a brief

grammatical sketch, and several sentence examples. These show, for example, that the

particle pi har)2\o' is used to mark an animate non-subject argument of the verb (see

discussion at 8.3.3), although Robinson does not fully understand its use, writing

simply: "The preposition //ang is most commonly used as the particle to denote the

dative case." He then gives the following examples:

2 3 1 1 2 3
Wang man hau da. Give (it) to him.

3 1 2
//ang man mail po.

1 2 3
You beat him.

Table 5: Sentence examples from Robinson (1849:313) showing the use of harj2"\o"

Furthermore, although a number of the sentences given by Robinson show the verb in

final position, it is not always the case, as in:

) Sang Hit hang wan, ta khan.
If (you) pull her tail (she) will scratch you.

29.
Example (1) can be analysed as (2) :

2) oo£ cfyrf pi wvS
sarj3 ttuf haarj3 man7 ta3 khan3

if pull tail 3Sg will scratch
'If you pull (her) tail, she will scratch you.1
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3.2.4 Campbell (1874)

Campbell (1874:168-181) gives a list of words and phrases in several languages,

namely: "Assamese, Ahom, Khampti, Aiton, Cacharee, Hojau Mikir." The list of

English words is virtually the same as that in Grierson (1904:213-233), but the Tai

forms given are not the same.

Campbell is the first source to mention the Aiton. However, as with Grierson, his data

does not seem to accord with present knowledge of the Aiton variety. For example, in

his word lists there is no sign of initial /d-/, which the Aitons pronounce today. It may

be thai Campbell relieo entirety on the written form, which uses the graph for /n/ to

write /d/ (see 7.2). Some words recorded by Campbell are presented in Table (6):

English

Sun

Moon

Star

Good

Ahom

Ban

Den

Dau

Di

Khampti

Nioh

Aiton

Bhan

Neun

Nao

Ni uga

Table 6: Some vocabulary examples from Campbell (1876)

As for the sentences, the following from the Aiton are interesting. They are compared

with Grierson's version from 1904:

English

What is your name?

My father lives in that
small house.

Give this rupee to him

Campbell 1876

Chiuma chiuchang

Pukai uhun annai

Inguna ennai hau hang
mun

Grierson 1904

Maii chii sang

Po kau u ti him in (en)

Ngiin tra a na"n haii hang
man

29 Tones numbccd following Chaw Khouk Manpoong (1993).

Table 7: Some sentence examples from Campbell (1876)

Campbell's phonetic notation is very poor indeed, especially when compared to the

excellent work done by Robinson and Brown nearly fifty years earlier. For example,

he could not write initial /rj/, so that /rjuin/ comes out as <Inguna>. Nevertheless, the
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sentences remain useful and can still be analysed. For example, the first sentence

listed in Table (7) can be analysed as (3)

3)

cui2 matu2 cui2 sag1

name 2Sg name what?
'What is your name?'

It is interesting that in Standard Thai this question is expressed as '2Sg-name-what?',

which is similar to the form recorded by Grierson in Table 7, whereas among the Tai

Aitons today, the form is as in (4)

4)

cm2 main2 ka1 sarj1

name 2Sg what
'What is your name?'

The Aiton pandit, Nabin Shyam Phalung stated that the form in (3) would be

acceptable to Aiton speakers, just as (4) is, although (4) is much more common. The

form given by Grierson for this sentence (the form which has the same syntax as

modern Standard Thai), which would be rendered in Aiton as waui2 cui2 sag', is not

acceptable to the Aitons. Early in my fieldwork for this thesis, I often asked this

question in this form, and the speakers did not understand what 1 was asking.

Even though his notation is poor, it does appear that a comprehensive and careful

analysis of Campbell's sentences, and their comparison with modern Aiton practice,

would add to our knowledge of these languages. Such a study has been beyond the

scope of this present thesis.

3.2.5 Needham (1894)

Needham (1894), at 201 pages, is a very considerably longer and more exhaustive text

than any of the earlier works on the Tai languages. The title {Outline Grammar of the

oS (Khamti) Language as spoken by the Khdmtis residing in the neighbourhood of

Sadiya) makes it clear that Ibis text refers to the Khamti language as spoken in

now India, although the book itself was published in Rangoon.

In his introduction Needham admits that :"The character is not difficult, but the

various tones met with in the language are very puzzling." (1894:ii).

He goes on to explain what he understands by these tones, and to give examples for

the graph o3 (khai). This is reproduced in Table (8), with the addition of a

phonemicisation of the modern Khamti forms, using the tonal number of Chaw

Khouk Manpoong (1993).
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is

"By finely modulated intonation sounds organically the same are often made to
express totally different ideas; thus ... there are no less than six words written w3
(khai), but each one expresses a different meaning according to the tone in which it is
uttered, namely, -

•3 = ill

<d = sell

in - buffalo

^ = egg

<3 = go, depart

in = tell, inform"

(modem

(modem

(modem

(modem

(modem

(modem

Khamti

K? .mti

Khamti

Khamti

Khamti

Khamti

khai6 )

khaai3)

khaai7)

khaP)

khaai5)

khai4)

Table 8: Discussion of Khamti tones in Needham (1894)

Needham goes on to explain that there are three tones which are "very marked and not

difficult to acquire"(1894:8). These three tones are the very same that Robinson had

reported in 1849, and are described in almost identical terms, as for example the third

tone:

"(iii) an abrupt termination of the voice, or a sudden cessation of it at the end

of a word, as fc^(ma) a horse."

It is also clear that Needham could not distinguish contrast of height in the central

vowels, where a contrast between [ui] and [Y] or [«] and [o] could be expected. He

also confuses mid-close and mid-open back vowels, such as his transcription of /ri as
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[oi], when it clearly should be [M]. See for example 1894:2 nj = (noi) hill, mountain,

which should be transcribed as noi4.

However Needham's work remains a very useful study- He gives a comprehensive

analysis of the writing system, (1894:1-8), a section on nouns (9-14), Adjectives (14-

22), Pronouns (23-30), Adjective Pronouns (30-35), Verbs (35-65), Adverbs (65-80)

and the^ - action of Syntax (81-85), then a section giving further sentence examples

of the various features.

Finally there is section of Miscellaneous Phrases (107-115), Texts (115-130) and a

substantial Vocabulary (130-201).

Needham's rules of syntax (1894:81), here reprinted as Table (9), appear to have been

used by scholars over generations to justify the claim that the Knamti language has

changed to become an SOV language, probably due to Assamese influence. JCharnti is

listed as an SOV language in Greenberg (1966). This claim is discussed in detail in

8.4.

a) The adjective follows the noun it qualifies
b) Numerals sometimes precede, at others follow, the nouns they qualify. When a

numeral particle is used, they invariably follow the noun they qualify.
c) Demonstrate pronouns are generally placed immediately after the nouns they
qualify, except in relative clauses when they may either be put at the beginning or at the end
of the sentence.
d) Relative clauses should stand before antecedent clauses

e) Interrogative pronouns rarely ever stand first in a sentence.

f) Adverbs are generally placed after a verb.

g) Prepositions precede their nouns
h) The order of words in a predicative sentence are (1) subject, (2) direct object (3)
indirect object, and (4) verb.

In an interrogative sentence the order is (1) subject, (2) indirect object (3) direct
object, and (4) verb. ________

« a.
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provides; it is only to be regretted that he could not hear the tones and did not name

his sources. Nevertheless it remains the most comprehensive discussion in English of

the Khamti language, a variety very closely related to the languages examined in this

work.

*U.6 Grierson(1904)

Grierson is the first scholar to discuss all of the Tai languages of India; and his

gigantic seminal wc*rk, The Linguistic Survey of India, has been the first port of call

for any researcher iii 4is field for a hundred years, as it was mine.

3.2.6.1 Contents cf Grierson (1904)

Table (10) lists the lull contents of Grierson

• ' ; . ' • / • •

p56

p58

p59-79

p81-105

plO6-l 19

pi 20-140

pl41-149

pl50-165

pl67-169

pi 70-177

pl79-181

P182-191

p!93-195

pl96-211

p213

p214-233

p226-233

Siamese Chinese Family

Map

Tai Group

Ahom - Granamar

Ahom - Texts

Ahom - Word List

Khamti - Grammar

KJiamti - Texts

Tairong - Grammar

Tairong - Texts

Nor?. - Grammar

Nora - Texts

Aitonia - Grammar

Aitonia - Texts

Phakial

Comparative Word List

(Comparative Sentences)

Table 9: Needham's General Rules of Syntax (1894:81)
Table 10: Contents of Grierson (1904)

Needham's work is referred to frequently in this thesis, especially in the sections of

Constituent Order (8.4) and the marking of Tense and Aspect (8.5.7). The greatest

value of Needharn is not so much in his analysis, but in the mass of data which he
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3.2.6.2 General Comments on the Tai Group (1904:59-79)

Grierson's classification of the Tai languages has been mentioned in 1.2 above. In

addition, he proposed a classification of the Tai writing systems (1904:59) which also

accords with modern knowledge noting that they have "seven distinct forms of the

written Character - the Ahom, the Cis-Salwin Shan, the Khamti, and the Tai Mau

(Chinese Shan), the Lu and Khun (trans-Salwin Shan), the Lao and the Siamese."

He also discusses the grammatical structure of the various Tai languages in general

terms. Some of these comments will be revisited when examining these languages

further in this thesis.

As Terwiel (1989:133) points out, Grierson's analysis for all of the many languages

and varieties that he looked at, was based on three types of texts, firstly a translation

of The Parable of the Prodigal Son, secondly another piece of text in the vernacular,

such as a piece of folklore or narrative prose, and thirdly a word list based on the

standard list drawn up by Campbell. Unfortunately, for the Tai languages, the second

text was missing, except for the short Nora text, containing riddles which belongs to

the second category.

Although we know, for example, that the Deputy Commissioner of Sibsagar provided

the Nora texts (see below 3.2.6.6.1), in general the sources of Grierson's work are not

known and the native speakers who provided information are never named.

Grierson appears to have analysed and glossed the texts and written his comments on

the basis of those texts. He did not have access to any information about the tones of

the languages, and, at least in the case of the Aiton text, his analysis seems to be based

on transliteration rather than a phonetic realisation of the text.

In this brief survey, I will examine the first two lines of each of his translations of The

Parable of the Prodigal Son (except for that in Ahom), and make any other pertinent

observations.
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3.2.6.3 Ahom (1904: 81-140)

Terwiel (1989:133-141) discusses the Ahom material in Grierson in considerable

detail, listing the sources from which Grierson probably got his information. In this

present study, only his brief discussion of the tones of Ahom will be mentioned.

3.2.6.3.1 Tones

Grierson makes one important point about the Ahom tones, namely that there should

be tones in Ahom, but noted that tradition is silent on the matter. He states

"Moreover, in the one word, the tones of which I have been able to ascertain,

they differ from those of the Khamti and Shan. This is the word ma, which,

when it means 'a horse', has in Ahom a long tone, and in KhamtT and abrupt

tone, while ma, 'a dog', has in Ahom an abrupt tone, but in KhamtT and Shan a

rising inflection." (1904:90)

It is not known where this information about the tones has come from, but if it is true,

it would be very unusual. The abrupt tone referred to is clearly a glottal tone, but it is

reflexes of the proto Tai C tone (see below 6.1.5.3) which are usually glottal, not the

A tone. Thus we would expect the word for 'horse' (which is C4) to be glottal, not the

word for 'dog' (which is Al).

3.2.6.4 Khamti (1902:140-165)

3.2.6.4.1 Tones

Grierson provides very little information about the tones of any of the Tai varieties,

and almost everything that he writes about the Khamti tones is based on Robinson

(see 3.2.3 above. He does, however, give information about the tone which Robinson

did not describe, as follows:

"(2) The straightforward tone, of an even pitch. Robinson does not mention

this tone, but in a number of words, nearly all of which have this tone in Shan,

he puts the vowel of the word into special type. This po, 'a father1. As

Robinson makes no other provision for this tone, it appears that he intended to

indicate it by this typographical device, but omitted to draw attention to it.
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This tone corresponds to Dr. Cushing's third or 'straightforward' tone in Shan."

(Grierson 1904:144)

3.2.6.4.2 Texts

Unfortunately Grierson did not record a genuine Khamti text. Example (5) is his

analysis of the first two lines of the The Parable of the Prodigal Son. The presentation

of the texts here differs from Grierson's original, in which the Tai script was on one

page, and the transliteration with gloss on the opposite page.

5.1)

5.2)

Mu-nan
Formerly

Naii
Amongst

tf

kon ko-lung yang
man's a were

luk-chai
sons

shang-ko
two

luk
children

man
his

shang-k5
the-two

nai
aforesaid

luk-chai an-nai po man
child for son) younger-the father his

mai
to

wS-ka
said

khiing cha kau
property share my

chat-kha-lau-n-ko
whatever (there be)

pan-haii-ta.'.
divide-give

Notes:

The spelling of co6 'CLF1, suggesting [ko], might indicate an lol-hl merge. The

word is ko4m Phake.
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3.2.6.5 Tairong< 1904:167-177)

is

ion was

Unlike the Khamti, Grierson's work on Tairong is the only description of this

language which is based on information from apparently native speakers. There i

however some evidence mat the translator of the The Parable of the Prodigal Si

not a fluent speaker of Tai. The first sentence of the text is unusual in several aspects,

in particuhr i:, that the human classifier o ^ ko is not found, and mat the noun o r̂tf

luk 'child' is represented as a count noun, in which form it is not found in any of the

spoken Tai languages today.

3.2.6.5.1 Texts

6.1) <*&
Kun
Man

fti-liing yang
one had

sang luk
tv>>o sons

6.2)

Luk-mwan
son-his

koi-nai
younger

'po ei
father O,

wa-k5
said

i
khiing mau
property your

ok-chS
property

kha-laii
how much

tl-fat-kwo
portion

hang-kau
to-me

haii-ma.'.
give

Notes:

cophuu is known as a classifier from several Aiton manuscripts.

The verb cot yag, 'have' is most often in utterance final position in the other Tai
languages

The word WJYS" wwaw '3Sg' has a very unusual spelling in line 2

CO) kaa 'TAM marker1 appears to be attached to Wwaa 'say' in line 2.
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. .2.6.6 Nora (1904:179-191)

As discussed above in 2.3, the word Nora is sometimes understood to refer to the Tai

Khamyang. In comparing Grierson's Nora with the Khamyang which I have been able

to record, it is interesting to note that Grierson stated that "the letter © is sometimes ba,

but more usually wa." (1904:179). The same process, by wlrch words spelled with

initial <w> are pronounced with initial /b/ is found in the speech of some present day

Khamyangs (see below 6.4.1).

On the other hand, Grierson stated that the particle mai is "regularly used to make a

kind of oblique form when a noun is governed by a preposition. Thus ... tTFra-mai to

(i.e. against) God" (1904:180). No sign of this postpositional ma/has been found in

my research on the Khamyang.

3.2.6.6.1 Texts

3.2.6.6.2 From the Parable of the Prodigal Son:

7-1)

7.2)

Kon
Man

ODC6

Luk
son

C C J 1
'po
father

ko-liing luk
person-one sons

pa-an wa
male-younger said

hai a-mun (muy)
0, good

sang-ko jang
two-persons had.

i*
h§ng
to

£
mati
your

P5
father

ka kau
to me

tak nai-nai haii hang
will be-given give to

kau.1

me

Notes:

It is interesting that the pronunciation of LO£ yang 'have' is (presumably) [d3an], as
it is among the Aitons but not in the Khamyang data thai I have collected.

I

I

3.2.6.6.3 Riddles

The only native Tai texts recorded by Grierson were several riddles, one of which I

have analysed below. Example (8) is the riddle as Grierson presented it (with the Tai

script together with the transliteration) and (9) is my analysis of the same, using a

transcription based on the brief study of Khamyang phonology as described in 6.4

below.

8).
Ton man ka lam met
Tree its is-equal rod fishihg

Nok pit nan kti kha
Bird Tuni sleeps every branch
Its tree is equal to a fishing rod and the Tuni-bird sleeps on every branch

Answer: Ton-mUk-khB, the Brinjal tree

9)

tun3

tree
man'
it

co
kaa5 lam2 met1

equal rod fishing hook

nok4 pit1 non2 kuu5 khaa"
bird "Tuni" sleep every branch

OOYS

tun3 maak1 khY6

tree brinjal / egg plant

Notes:
nok4 pit1 in Phake refers to "any kind of small birds"

3.2.6.7 Aitonia (1904:193-211)

Grierson noted that there were two groups of Aitons - in the Naga Hills and in

Sibsagar District, and that there were 163 of them in the 1891 census. It is possible

that this refers to the same groups and the same villages as are still found, with the
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modern day Karbi-Anglong district forming part of the former Naga Hills district and

Golaghat part of the then Sibsagar district (see above 2.3.2)

No information is given about the Aiton informants, except that "The specimens

which I have received from the local authorities of Sibsagar are evidently carefully

prepared, and it has been easy to make out the meaning of the greater part of them."

(1904:193)

3.2.6.7.1 Orthography

Grierson's comments on the orthography are curious indeed, because they seem to

refer to another language altogether:

"As regards consonants, we have the Kh§mtT CO ha, instead of the Shan «n>

and the KhamtT CO pha, instead of the Shan CO. In every other case, when the

Shan form differs from the KhamtT one, the former is used. Thus we have

Shan 00 instead of the KhSmtT 00 for sa, and the Shan OC instead of the

KhamtT 3D for #10." (1904:193)

There is no sign in the early Aiton manuscripts, such as The Creation of the World, of

the Shan graphs for /na/ or /sa/. This manuscript is at least a century older than

Grierson, and it is not clear how Grierson came to this view. Nabin Shyam stated that

the Shan foi >.n for /sa/ was in current Aiton usage, although this may be because Shan

/sa/ is the same as Burmese /sa/ and Burmese script is used by the Aitons for Pali and

Burmese texts. An examination of the script of the Parable of the Prodigal Son

suggests that some of the forms are intermediate between Shan and Khamti forms.

3.2.6.7.2 The texts

The first vwo lines of the Prodigal son were given by Grierson as follows30.

\
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Kun ko-liing
Man person-one

luk sang-ko yang
sons two-persons had.

10.2)

Luk-
son-

chai an lauhang po-man
male younger said to father

'po khang mati ySng-sSng weng-haii'.
father property thy whatever divide-give

Notes:
Nabin Shyam Phalung suggested that the first sentence would be better written as

c^otf fyS j eery
kun2 ko3 luirj2 luk3 mum2 son1 ko3 3arj2

person CLF one child 3Sg two CLF have

Nabin Shyam commented that the form 8<f is not found for Q£ beg '/meg"divide1.

It is found in Shan as OC,

3.2.6.8 Comparative Word list and Sentences (1904:214-233)

In addition to the translation of The Parable of the Prodigal Son, Grierson also gives

forms in each of his target languages for the word list first used by Campbell. This list

includes some sentences which have already been discussed briefly above in 3.2.4.

3.2.6.8.1 Vocabulary items

Grierson's substantial comparative word list - none more substantial has been

published in the century since - contains some interesting features. It appears that his

transcriptions of the Aitonia forms are based on the written rather than the spoken

form, because they show initial /n/ in words such as 'sun1, 'star', following the written

orthography, rather than the initial /d/ which is found in contemporary Aiton speech

for these words. This is illustrated in Table (11):

JO Here reprinted with modern Aiton orthography.
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No.

52

62

63

64

132

163

English

Woman

Sun

Moon

Star

Good

Be

Ahom

NOng,kQn-
ml

Ban

Dun

Dau

DT

Nang or u"

Khamtl

Pa-ying

Wan

Niin or liin

Nau

NT

Chau

Tairong

Kun pa-
ying

Wan

Niin

Nau

NT

Chau

Nora
Pa-jing

Ban, khun-
ban

Nun

Nau

NT

Pin (pen)

Aitonia

Pa-ying

Wan

Nun

Nau

NT

Chau

Table 11: Extract from Grierson (1904) Comparative Vocabulary

3.2.6.8.2 Tense

Grierson attempted to provide a full tense paradigm for several verbs. In sentences No

180-204 he attempts to do this for po (Aiton/w^ "to hit'1

No.

202

203

204

English

1 am beaten

1 was beaten

I shall be beaten

Ahom

Kau-mai-po-u (mai is
used in the passive,
voice when the agent
itself is an object)

Kau-mai-po-jau

Kau-mai tT-po- D

khamti

Cannot be given

Ditto

Ditto

No.

202

203

204

Tairong

Hang kau po-yo

Pokau

Kau-mai tT-po

Nora

Kau kin khan (/ eat
stripes)

Kau kin khan ka

Kau tak kin khan

Aitonia

Po h5ng-kau

Hang-kau po-kwa

Ta-po hang-kau

Table 12: Extract of Grierson's elicitation of'tense'

Nabin Shyam confirmed that each of the forms listed by Grierson was found in

contemporary spoken Alton. They would be realised in modem script as follows:

11.1)

pD3 hag2 kau2

beat to 1 Sg

n.l) pi of ccr̂
harj2 kau2 po3 kaa1

to lSg beat GO

11.1) OT[ CO]_ pi c6

tal po3 ban2 kau2

WILL beat to lSg

(Grierson's No. 202)

(Grierson's No. 203)

(Grierson's No. 202)

3.2.7 Barua;G.C. (1920)

As discussed by Terwiel (1989), G.C. Barua was the person who provided Grierson

with his data on Ahom. Terwiel notes that Barua was "an Assamese speaker who in

the mid-1890s had been appointed to learn Ahom from a committee of five Deodhai

priests and to translate Ahom documents." (1989:133)

Barua states his work is based on "the collection of words from Ahom manuscripts", a

task performed by an unnamed clerk, and the "further collection of words in

consulation with a few Deodhais who could read Ahom and perform Deopujas."

It appears that the dictionary, like the Ahom Lexicons (see below 3.2.9) contain words

which cannot be confirmed in other sources.

3.2.8 Barua, G.K. (1936) (Ahom Primer)

Terwiel (1989:143) writes of the Ahom Primer (Barua, G.K. 1936) that:

"It represented a whole new departure, and, refreshingly, provided a critical

reordering of some sentences, in which the influence of at least some authentic

Ahom texts is apparent. However, since the main text of the Ahom Primer is in

the Assamese language and script, it has not had any noticeable influence

upon scholars outside Assam.1
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The Ahom Primer contains information which suggests that speakers of one of the

spoken Tai varieties were consulted in its preparation. The text contains a word list

and some extracts from the Ahom Buranjis, but it also contains some short stories

which are similar in form to some of me short stories gathered for this study.

It also contains some short sentences such as (12):
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3.2.9 Barua, B.K. and Phukan (1964) (Ahom Lexicons)

Barua, B.K. and Phukan (1964) is an important text for the Tai languages of Northeast

India, in that it claims to be an edition of the BarAmra, an 18th century Ahom word

list now in the possession of the Department of Historical and Antiquarian Studies,

Guwahati (MS 31). However, there are key differences between Barua and Phukan

and the BarAmra.

"I)
ti pai le ti kat
WILL go roam to market
1 ill you go to the market.'

Chaw En Lai Phalung has informed me that when his father, the late Ai Ne Phalung

(Mohenda Phalung) was a student, he lived with G. K. Barua in Jorhat. Apparently G.

K. Barua would ask Ai Ne Phalung about the Tai language, and used much of the

knowledge he gained thereby to produce the Ahom Primer.

For a start, Barua and Phukan begin their text with the letter tf (a), whereas the

manuscript commences with the letter n (ka). The first two lines of the manuscript,

which give all the meanings of the Ahom word n< (ka) is reprinted below as (13):

13) < YO

YO

YO

\\ YO

\\

w
YO

< YO

\\

\\

YO

YO

YO ^O\ nvv

W M < YO

^ v f vv wn w

This claim is backed up by the fact that there is some evidence of peculiarly Aiton

forms in the Ahom Primer, such as the use of M< ka in words like M<\£t> ka nii 'above1,

which in Aiton would be crrfy6 ka1 no/', a shortened form for rotf^d kan2 nw1

(literally 'direction-above').

Significantly, the Ahom letter u? is rendered in Assamese as ^f which would suggest a

pronunciation of [6$], which is found in Aiton (see below 6.3.1.1.6), rather than using

3f which would have suggested [y]. This is consistent with G.K. Barua's informant

having been an Aiton.

Unfortunately Barua did not credit Ai Ne Phalung in the published book. It was

normal practice at that time not to name native speaker informants in works of this

type. We are fortunate that it has been possible to establish vHo provided at least

i" of the information in the Ahom Primer.

A translation of (13) is presented below in Table (13). From this it can be seen how

the Bar Amra is arranged. Written entirely in Ahom script, the Ahom word under

consideration is presented first, followed by the Ahom words vo^cam ba "means"

and the Assamese gloss written in Ahom script.

I

Bar Amra

\^}<YOXJ\ V\ \J\

n<vx7v?)vrr

n u

n?ri li

A3AV1 11
0

V

Transcription

ka cam ba kaurik

ka cam ba d^abor

ka cam ba behabor

ka cam ba d3ukhak

ka cam ba kapalik

ka am ba kostok

ka cam ba eral
dakursk

ka cam ba bhar kliuak

ka cam ba nasibor

Translation

Ka means a crow.

Ka means to go.

Ka means to trade.

Ka means measure

Ka means a forehead
ornament.

Ka means hardship.

Ka means a tethering
block.
Ka means to pay a
dowry

Ka means to dance.
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ka cam ba kothiak Ka means paddy
seedlings.

Table 13: Translation of the first two lines of the Bar Amra.

The entry for n< as given by Barua3K. and Phukan (1964) is reproduced in Table
(14):

ka

ka

ka

Mi ON,

To go; to trade; to measure; to offer
things to the parents of a girl when
wooing; to dance

A crow; hardship; pain; a tether
blow; a piece of wood tied to the
neck of an animal; paddy seedlings;
a forehead ornament; trade;
sufficient

The verbal suffix denoting past
tense; used as a prefix to denote: at;
after, behind.

Table 14: Entry forn< in Barua, B.K. and Phukan (1964)

Barua and Phukan translate the word T-K into ! 7 separate meanings, whereas the

manuscript gives only 10. Three of the meanings are given twice by Barua and

Phukan, and a further four meanings given by Barua and Phukan are not found at all

in the Bar Amra, namely: 'sufficient', 'the verbal suffix denoting past tense', 'used as a

prefix to denote: at1 and 'after, behind1.

In addition, Barua and Phukan have grouped the words into three groups. This

grouping is not based on anything in the original Bar Amra.

It appears that Barua has included a large number of words that N.N. Deodhai Phukan

added but which were not found in the Bar Amra. The provenance of these extra

words is not known, and while they may be authentic Ahom words, the fact that so

many words of uncertain origin are included in this and other Ahom words lists has

caused scholars considerable confusion.
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3.2.10 Barua, B. (1966).

B. Barua discusses and exemplifies what he claims are loan translations / caiques in

Assamese from Ahom. One of his examples is

"TU - meaning an animal in Ahom and also suffixed to indicate birds and

animals etc, is used in the same way as to denote a definite article in

Assamese, such as 'Charai-to', 'Ghora-to' and 'Hati-to', that is the bird, the

horse and the elephant ,etc." (1966:66)

The Assamese language does indeed contain a suffix /-to/ (UJJ), defined by Baruah

(1980:51) as "a kind of definitive for certain nouns and pronouns referring to them."

Dasgupta (1993:58) defines it as being ' W . in case of inferior object or to indicate

contempt or disrespect."

Barz and Diller (1985:170) discuss the possibility of Ahom influence on the

Assamese classifier system. They find that the contemporary Assames z classifiers,

including to do not have direct Tai cognates. Nevertheless, they point out that in the

last six centuries there has been an increase in both the number and function of

classifiers in Assamese. This time frame closely parallels the period in which Assam

was ruled by die Ahoms.

3.2.11 Biswas, S.( 1966).

Biswas (1966) contains information on the Kha»:iti language fron a conference paper.

He does not present any data not in NeeJham (1894), and typically does not mention

tones. His phonological analysis seems to b entirely drawn from the written forms, as

The transcriptions seem based only on script, as (14) will show:

There is an urgent need for a new edition of the Bar Amra, containing only the words

found in the manuscript.
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14) hit (do), hing (dry)
(1966:175)

There are no Tai languages in Northeast India in which these two words share the

some vowel, although they are written with the same vowel symbol. It is clear that in

Khamti they are distinct, as is shown in (15), from Weidert (1977)

15): -her) Mto be dry dried" suggesting /hen/
"hixt "to do", suggesting /het/

3.2.12 Phukan(1966)

Phukan discussed the classifications of the Tai languages, and then proceeded to

present some comparative vocabularies. These contain some important information

about Aiton phonology in the 1960s, namely that the palatal semivowel was

pronounced with fricativisation, as is found today. This phenomenon is discussed in

some detail at 6.3.1.1.6. Phukan was also the first to report that the Aitons pronounce

/d/ (although writing <n>) in those words which are reflexes of words that have initial

**M in proto Southwestern Tai. His examples are given in Table (15):

Tai Ahom
dap
di
doi

j<

Aitonia
written nap but pronounced dap
written ni but pronounced di
written noi but pronounced doi
written yi but pronounced ji

English meaning
knife
good
hill
store

Table 15: Comparative word list from Phukan (1966)

Phukan further notes, in relation to di, that "Grierson puts it as ni; it is likely that he

has given the written form of the word."

Unfortunately, like so many of the Assamese scholars who have worked on Tai

languages, he does not notate tones. lie lists the number of tones in some other Tai

languages and references his sources, stating:

"It is certain that Tai-Ahom also used tones. But it is now difficult, without a

thorough investigation, to say the exact number of tones used in Tai Ahom ...

••:)
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from a general observation of words and iheir meaning in the Tai-Ahom

dictionaries and other records, it may not, however, be inaccurate to say that it

contained five to six general tone variations." (1966:11)

There is no direct evidence for the number of tones mat might have been present in

Tai-Ahom, and in any case the number and distribution of those tones would have

hanged over time. Phukan's claim appears to be based on the fact that most Tai

languages in the Shan group have five or six tones. Significantly, however, Aiton, the

closest Tai variety to Ahom, has only three phonemic tones.

Phukan's main contribution has been in the documentation of what he calls "couplets",

some of which are reprinted as Table (16):

two word
luk Ian (lit. son grandsom) - descendents

three word
kin mung ban (lit. eat country village) - ruling the kingdom

four word
kin mung kin ban (lit. eat country eat village) - ruling the kingdom

five word
thao mung khry mung nyeu (lit. official big country big) - high officials of state

six word
phan kan nan kan taw kan (lit. cut mutual fight mutual strike mutual) - mutual
fighting and cutting

eight word
rang kan plong kan sheng kan bang kan (lit. consult mutual decide mutual oath mutual
bind mutual) - oath taking after consulting together

Table 16: Couplets in Phukan (1966)

These are also known as elaborate expressions, and are discussed below in 8.3.6.
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3.2.13 Harris/1976)

Harris collected a substantial Khamyang word list in the 1970s. His informant was a

Buddhist monk who was at the time living in Delhi. Harris is the first publication to

systematically list tones for any Tai language of India, using the principles set out by

Gedney (see 6.1.5.3). The tone box based on his study is presented in Table (17):

B DL DS
1

2

3

4

Description of Tones:

4

1

3 1

5

2

4

i

1

Tone number
(Harris 1976)
1
2
3
4
5

Description
(Harris 1976)
mid falling
low falling with glottal constriction
high falling
high level
mid rising with glottal constriction

Table 17: Khamti tones (after Harris 1976)

Harris also discusses the phonetic realisation of consonants (1976:1160, of which the

following are noteworthy:

/ph/ "represents a voiceless aspirated bilabial affricate [p^1']"

Av/ "represents a voiced labio velar approximant [w] or a voiced bilabial

approximant [u]"

lyl "represents a voiced front-palatal approximant [j] or a voiced front-palatal

fricative \j] ...In syllable final position this symbol represents a close front unrounded

vowel [i]"

Vowel phonemes are discussed at (1976:119). Some of the most interesting

observations are:

id "represents a falling diphthong [ie]

hi represents [o] "that occurs in free variation with a more common diphthong

[ua]"
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Unfortunately the word list given by Harris is very difficult to use; it follows neither

Khamti nor English alphabetical order, and appears to be in several sections. The first

section (pi 22-129) seems to follow Roman alphabetical order of presumed proto Tai

forms. In this section of the word list, for example, words which have initial *9b in the

proto language come after those having initial *a, b< are generally realised with

initial I ml in Khamti.

From page 129 to the end of the list, there seems to be less motivation for the ordering

of the items. It is regrettable that mis is so, because it is very difficult to find any

particular item in the list.

3.2.14 Weidert (1977 & 1979)

3.2.14.1 Weidert (1977)

Weidert (1977) is essentially a treatise on phonological theory, mainly relating to

vowel phonemes. Weidert claims that Khamti has the following vowel phonemes:

i) lax:

1 Ul
A

U ii)

tense:

i
e

LU

a

u

Table 18: Vowel Phonemes after Weidert (1977)

In the

6.3.4

6.3.5

realisation of

oa >

u?. >
h >

u o >
Io° >

UI, >
uv >
Iv >

these phonemes, the following rules apply

o (regularisation) - for vowels in open syllables
e

o (lowering rule) - for vowels in closed syllables
e

w- (semiconsonanl realisation)

j(y)-

final in (non-syllabification)

final w
final j (y)

n Table 19: Vowel Phonemes after Wsidert (1977)
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In his data, there is no sign of the /UI/~/Y/ distinction, found in botti Harris (1976) and

Chow Khouk Manpoong (1993). This is exemplified in Table (20):

Weidert:

"mui

"mm

"sunk

"sai

Harris

mui3

suik4

SY4

Phake

mu2

m.52

siik1

S36

English gloss

hand

go back home

war

tiger

Table 20: UI~Y distinction in Khamti and Phake

A short sample from Weidert's list will demonstrate the difficulty which his phonemic

notation presents:

~AIV

"phAIv ~AUV

_AUV

A I T r* \̂'t

-Ag

^Aq

4th female child

To be smoky

To take, accept

To shorten, to reduce in size

Foul or brackish water

To be spread

Table 21: Sample of Weidert (1977) word list.

Needless to say it is difficult for native speakers (and for academic linguists) to make

use of this list. Since both Weidert and Harris (1976) present word lists that are so

difficult to work with, it is not surprising that many people tend to go back to

Needham (1894) for information on Khamti.

3.2.14.2 Weidert (1979)

Weidert (1979) was an attempt to rediscover the Ahom tones. He compared Shan,

Khamti and Standard Thai Tonal systems and proposed the following tone box for

Ahom:
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Consonant
Classes
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

B D

*5
*5
*5
*1

• 4

*4
*4
*2

*2
*2
*2
*3

*high
*high
-high
*low

Table 22: Reconstruction of Ahom tones, after Weidert (1979)

The reconstruction is based on the assumption that where there is a regular

correspondence between Khamti, Shan and Standard Thai, a correspondence can be

expected in Ahom as well. So, for example, the Khamti high falling tone always

corresponds with the Shan high tone and the Thai mid tone (A4 tone). Weidert

assumes that this will be a discrete tone, as it is shown in Table (22). This

reconstruction is discussed further in 6.5.3 below.

3.2.15 Wilaiwan(1983, 1986)

3.2.15.1 Wilaiwan(1983)

Wilaiwan (1983) presents a number of Tai Phake sentences and other data about the

language. Her findings on Tai Phake tone are discussed in detail below in 6.2.4.3.

On word order, Wilaiwan observed that Tai Phake was

"in a state of changing from being a language which has the word order S \ O

to being one with the order SOV. We can see that of the old languages, both

Ahom and Sukothai Thai were of the order SVO and we can show that this

ordering is the original ordering of languages of the Tai family. As for present-

day Phake, the form of the sentences is both SVO and SOV, but if we study

the old manuscripts, we find the order SVO only." (1983:229)

While it is certainly true that both SVO and SOV sentences are found in Phake, the

claim that SVO is the only order found in manuscripts cannot be sustained, as shown

in the following example:
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16)
kham2 sag1 pu1 tak1 lau5

word advise grandfather will tell
'"I will speak ihese (words) of teaching".'

(Tai Phake Manuscript, Grandfather teaches grandchildren, Introduction No.
(10))

3.2.15.2 Wilaiwan(1986)

Wilaiwan (1986) is a study of Khamti, although it is not clear where the data was

collected or how, whether by elicitatkm or from texts. Her conclusion (1986:178) is

that

"SOV is the dominant word order in Kasnti while in other known Tai dialects

SOV is the dominant one. We may conclude ... that Kamti has developed from

SVO to SOV. It has also been shown that K.amti contains a set of object

marking postpositions."

This claim is discussed in detail in Section 8.4.

3.2.16 Banchob (1970, 1987)

Dr. Banchob Bandhumedha is one of the giants of this field. Without access to her

masterly Phake-English-Thai Dictionary (Banchob 1987), this thesis could not have

been written.

Dr. Banchob Bandhumedha first visited Assam in April 1955, hoping to find speakers

of the Ahom language. She met a number of Tai Ahoms but never met any who could

speak Ahom, and came to the conclusion that there were indeed no speakers of Ahom

(Navavan Bandhumedha 2002:24).

However Dr. Banchob did meet speakers of other Tai varieties and as a result

published the Phake-Englis'.. -Thai Dictionary (Banchob 1987), and prepared an

Aiton-English-Thai Dictionary l'svV; was nevr completed. Thanks to the generosity of

Dr. Navavan Bandhumedha. I haw been able to obtain a copy of the Aiton-English-
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Thai Dictionary and this work, together with copies of tapes collected by Dr. Banchob

which will be referred to in this thesis.

Two Aiton texts collected by Dr. Banchob have been translated and analysed and are

presented here for the first time, these are the Storj; of the forest spirits and the opium

pipes, told by Ai Ne Phalung (Mohendra Shyam) and Various Cultural Items as

explained by Nang Am.

3.2.16.1 Banchob (1977)

In the 1970s Banchob published a number of articles in the Thai journal Satri San in

which she listed words and discussed the phonemes and tones of the various Tai

languages in India and in other parts of Asia. It is reasonably clear that Banchob was

never satisfied with her analysis of the Aiton tones, and when Banchob (1977) is

compared to her manuscript Aiton-Thai-English Dictionary, a number of

inconsistencies appear. These are discussed in detail at 6.3.4.1.1.

3.2.16.2 Banchob (1987)

Banchob's Phake-English-Thai Dictionary (1987) was a cooperative project between

Dr Banchob and the Phake informant Ai Ney Ken Gohain. Banchob describes the

phonology and tonal system of Tai Phake (see 6.2). Her key findings are supported by

the analysis undertaken in the present work, and her transcriotion has been adopted

for Tai Phake, with the exception that her notation of long vowels, except for /a/, has

not been followed. Her decision to notate the phoneme Id as <ai> before a velar

creates a difficulty for its phonological status, because /ai/ is a reflex of proto Tai *aj.

This is further discussed at 6.2.2.

The I-'hake-English-Thai Dictionary is the basis for all the lexicography in this thesis.

It will be referred to throughout the thesis.
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3.2.17 Nomal Gogoi (1987 & 1994)

3.2.17.1 Gogoi (1987)

Nomal Gogoi's Assamese English Tai Dictionary (1987) is a large work, of about

9000 entries, which he gathered by eliciting information from various Tai groups,

comparing this with the old Ahom dictionaries and using the Thai-English Dictionary

of Dr. Wit Thiengburanathum.

whereas the second is clearly the Thai word / f a r a 1N/ 'western foreigner' which

is given as v s ^ [fa ran]. Sa far as I know this word is never used in Assam.

Academic linguists wishing to make use of Ahom lexicon for any purpose would

certainly be advised to avoid this text, and rather make use of B.K. Barua and Phukan

(1964), despite its shortcomings.

Whilst the endeavour of producing a dictionary for a reviving language is

undoubtedly a difficult undertaking, and whilst any such effort would inevitably

involve the gathering of data from a variety of sources, it is most essential that those

sources be identified. To the speakers of any Tai variety in Assam, Gogoi (1987) is a

most unsatisfactory work, because all of the words are mixed up. Examples (17) and

(18) will clearly demonstrate this:

17)

, house d&ti, vft-S

In (17), the Assamese word [ghor] and its English gloss are given, followed by two

words, the first is the Ahom pronunciation, which we might regularise as [ruin], and

the second is [hum], which in Phake is pronounced [hvn2] (written han2 by Banchob).

These two words are simply different reflexes of proto South Western Tai *ruianA4,

one from Ahom where *r > Id applies and the other from the other Tai groups where

*r > Ihl applies. One form has come from old Ahom manuscripts, and the other from

spoken Tai, without any attempt to indicate which is which.

Standard Thai words are also intermixed, as in (18):

18)

^TS?, the British

The Assamese word [irjra3] and its English gloss are given, followed by two "Tai"

definitions. The first is the Tai term used in Tai villages wjn̂ wlvfi [ku1 la1 phak1],

3.2.17.2 Gogoi (1994)

Gogoi (1994) purports to be a comprehensive study of the Tai Phake language, but,

like so many works published in India during the last century, it completely fails to

take account of the fact that Tai languages are tonal, and the tones are a crucial part of

the language. Gogoi makes the basic error of assuming that tones mark out different

meanings on words which are otherwise the same, stating:

"Because of mono-syllabism, the same word is to express various meanings

according to tones. Tones are the primary characteristics to differentiate

meanings between homonymous words." (1994:7)

The reality is that in tonal languages such as Tai, two words which differ only in their

tone are not the same word with different tones; they are different words, as different

to a native speaker as two words which differ minimally only in their initial consonant

or their vowel.

Gogoi (1994:19) lists the tones that Banchob found, but nowhere uses them. One is

forced to the conclusion that he could not hear the tonal distinctions. It is not just the

tones that are not distinguished. On page 18, he lists the vowel symbols wiih their

names and pronunciation, of which Table (23) is a short extract.

Iff wa choi sat

ha tho sat

au

au

Table 23: Extract from Table of Vowel symbols in Phake (Gogoi 1994:18)



The first of these two examples is indeed /au/, but the second is Iwa! or /aS/ in

Banchob's transcription. This mistake is repeated throughout his thesis, as in example

(19):

19) Tai script (Gogoi)
Gogoi's notation

Tai script (corrected)

Banchob
gloss
translation (Gogoi)

cha kau khau hau ma la

ca5 kau2 khau3 haii3 ma2 ta4

to lSg rice give COME PRT-request
"Give me food."

As well as the distinction between /au/ and /am/, Gogoi never makes the /UI/~/Y/

distinction (given by Banchob as /u7 and hf), nor in his word list (Gogoi 1994:80-97)

does he distinguish /u/ and /o/. For example, he lists kui as meaning 'cotton, banana1.

Banchob gives kui2cotton, /ro/5banana).

On grammar, his thesis does not advance the study of these languages much. For

example, of past tense, he says (1994:53)

"To form past tense, the following help-words are suffixed to the Verb, as CQ|

(ka), to go, «[(ma) to come, c^ (yau) to complete, rop^ (ka yau), O|o£ (ma

yau) and cr) (koi) to end."

Even if we accept that some of these are tense markers, no attempt has been made to

give any information about when they are used, or how they differ. For a study which

has as its title Morphological Study of the Tai Language, this is most unfortunate.

The work also contains examples of Phake Literature, which show little improvement

on the earlier generations of transcribers, as shown in example (20) from his

transcription of Grandfather teaches grandchildren. (1994:72)

(20) Passage 1 Kho Lik Pu Son Ian

kliam wan nan nam oi. au kin khau nau pak. wan lak san tan khen. him pha mii
chai yirj. herj pi hau torj mat. kham son Ian pu lat. koi mun wai phau mun ta
wan...
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Translation
Grandfather teaches Children
Words are sweet as molasses. Food taken through the mouth nourishes the whole
body. Young children should remember the words spoken by grandfathers for
thousands of years. O my dearest grandchildren, do not forget the old customs and
traditions.

This section is not the beginning of the text, although from Gogoi's presentation it

appears that it might be. Example (21) gives my analysis of the first portion of (20):

21.1) oO OY$ Y)£ Y)

kham2 wan6 niig1 nam"' DI3

word sweet like water sugarcane
"... words are as sweet as molasses.'

21.2)

au:-
take

khau3 nau2 pak1

enter in mouth
kin2

eat

COCY$~ ootf col <P>£ it
wan6 lak1 s§n5 turj2 khin2

sweet different diffuse all body
Take and eat them, and (let) the sweetness diffuse through your body.1

(Tai Phake Manuscript, Grandfather teaches grandchildren, Introduction Nos.
(32) & (33))

Gogoi (1994) is ihe one of very few large works on the Tai languages published since

Grierson's day. It does contain some useful data, but none of that data can be

interpreted by anybody who is not fluent in the Tai languages, for all of the reasons

discussed above. It has been necessary to discuss Gogoi in some detail both to point

out the ways in which it could have been improved, and to ensure that it is not held up

as a comprehensive grammar of the Tai Phake language.

3.2.18 Aimya KhangGohain (1991, 1997, 1999)

The late Aimya KLhang Gohain was a great help to me in my study of the Tai language.

He would have greatly enjoyed reading this thesis, and he would certainly have
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supplied corrections and opinions on many matters. He is the only author from Assam

who consistently marks tones m his publications on the Tai language.

3.2.18.1 Aimya Khang Gohain (1991)

Aimya Khang Gohain (1991:47) discusses the phonology of Tai Phake. His vowel

charts do not differentiate /ia/ and hi (given by Banchob as fvJ and /a/) and curiously

hi is consistently written as <a>, so that he writes /kak/ 'cup1 (Banchob kauk1) and /a':/

'yes1 (Banchob §2).

Although I shall be arguing that for Aiton /ui/ and Nl have merged, it is very clear that

for Phake this is not so (see 6.2.2).

Aimya Khang Gohain also gives some useful text examples, which he phonemicises,

with tones, and translates. (22) is a an example:

22) From Phake Chronicle

8coc6Q$fi&c6j)5 II pi lakfi haimit cam In the year haimit,

I have analysed this as (23):

23)
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pT2 lak1 IT3 hai2 mif4 cam4

year era Hai Mit PRT
"The year Haimit."

Aimya Khang Gohain worried about the potential loss of the Tai Phake language. I

reprint here, with my analysis of his texts, his final statement on the matter (1991:58):

"The one time mighty Ahoms have lost their language. So also the Khamjangs

and the Tunings. They still have a chance for revival or at least regain to some

extent their lost language through the Phakaes, and also the Khamtis and the

Aitons. The Phakaes are also now in the threshold of being lost, unless the

Ahoms and the Government come to help. The Tai-Phakaes have a saying:

24;

m§6 pai2 hai5

dog go dry rice field
'Dog roams in jhumfield, i.e. a useless journey.'

A riddle:

25) OO

tai2 s5m6 pi2 ma1 nau5 ho6 khau1 tan3 tun2 khurj2

die three year NEG rotten knee erect INTENS.

'Died three years ago, but not rotten. Its knees are still erect as they were,

(dead spider)'

And a proverb

26.1) 3

26.2)

26.3)

mai4 phak3 ko2 pen2 tauk1

tree separate clump be thin strip
'Trees separated from grove become pieces.'

coc6

mauk1 phak3 pha4 pen2 phivn6

cloud separate sky be rain
'Cloud separated from sky becomes rain drops.

COc6

pan5kon2 phak3 man2 pen2

person separate country be other
'Man separated from country becomes alien.'

"Sometimes it occurs in their mind whether all their contributions will be
"useless trip" or though appears to be dead but still not "rotten"; or have they
become alien or are they soon going to be alien from their own people like the
"rain-drops?" They have to wait and see."

3.2.18.2 Aimya Khang Gohain (1997)

Aimya Khang Gohain (1997) is a text book for teaching Ahom script but with Phake

tones and grammar. Words are introduced in Ahom script with a tone mark in

Assamese and then the meaning in Assamese and English, as in (27)
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27) VLo , tiger

In (27) an Assamese number 6 in parentheses indicates feat the word has the sixth

tone, with tone numbers following Banchob (1987).

It has not been possible to fully analyse this text, and in particular to identify which

elements are purely Phake and which based on the oid Ahom manuscripts.

3.2.18.3 Aimya Khang Gohain (1999)

Aimya Khang Gohain (1999) was the first translation of a complete Tai Phake text

into English. It is a full and thoroughly annotated translation of the Sucha Naraha, an

important Buddhist text. It will become a very valuable aid for scholars of the Tai

languages into the future. (28) is the analysis of a small section from page 46 of the

text (1999:66), using the manuscript text and Aimya Khang Gohain's translation, with

phonemic transcription and inter-linear gloss added.

28.1) ev(

$ •»£

i4an^ nar phi6 kon2 sa1 ta1 wa1 cam4

CLF thiis spirit person creature PRT
'Regarding gods, humans and other beings

28.2) ^ ^ | | ^

b 2 pha4 tD2 sa4 ik1 mo2 ha4 kl4 le1 sa1 khiim2 khirj2

greed anger with delusion passion put a barrier body
'the Kilesa (defilement) like Lobba (greed), Dosa (aversion) and Moha
(delusion) that obstuct the Path of progress toward Nibbana.'
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3.2.19 Kingcora(1992)

Kingcom (1992) is essentially a comparison of Tai Phake with Standard Thai, which

is his own native variety. The comparison is based on the following key points:

• phonological comparison

• comparisv. ̂  of syllable structure

• comparison of certain morphemes - particularly classifiers

• classification and comparison of lexical items

"ITiere is a data set of 495 sentences which were presumably elicited and compared

with Kingcom's own variety (Standard Thai). He undertook two field trips to Assam

in April and October 1990

The phonology is basically that of Banchob (1987), but there are some curious

findings. For example, on page 7 he gives /phi/ 'fat1, whereas Banchob gives pr.

Kingcom also discusses the consonant correspondences in detail, which Banchob had

previously done. It is likely that he did not have access u> Banchob, which is not listed

in his bibliography

There are some consistent misreadings. For example, Kingcom always notates ^ faui]

as hi. eg mo "you" (Banchob maii2) and he does not appear to hear the distinction of

/ui/ and /Y/, although he gives it in his phonology.

Kingcom's treatement of syllable structure is quite thorough, and will be discussed in

6.2.3 below.

Unfortunately, it appears that Kingcom has not read Gedney (1972), which would

have helped him to understand the comparisons between the Tai and Standard Thai

tones. For example he speaks of the existence of one tone, the mid to rising tone, but

is not consistent in marking it.

A large part oi the text is spent in the analysis and comparison of classifiers. Kingcom

divides the classifiers into 'semantically restricted classifiers' and 'lexically restricted
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classifier'. The first is defined as "those where nouns that can occur with them share

some semantic features31. Some features will be listed at the beginning of each

classifier." (1992:68)

89

to me after spending a considerable time among the Phakes is mat their language can

express everything that they wish to express, with the occasional borrowing of words

from outside, although far less borrowing than is to be found in modern Standard Thai.

An example of such a classifier is (29), from page 69:

29) /kuV
<-+pair> <+wearing>

/kep tin/ 'shoes'

Kingcom categorises lexically restricted classifiers are those which "occur with a

limited number of nouns in both the varieties. The nouns form closed systems."

(1992:110). (30), from page 119, is one of these:

30) /mak/ This classifier occurs only with the the noun /hoklay/ 'staircase steps'

At the end of his thesis, Kingcom gdves 495 sentences, of which No. 44 is here

reprinted as (31). I have given Kingcora's example in Tai script - which he does not

use, with phonemicisations after Banchob (1987).

31) r$ ftf coy fit srpS
kau2 han6 ka1 ban2 an1 con1 khau6 u1

I see past house small John (of)
"I saw John's small house near the river."

is
em3 nam4

near river

lome of Kingcom's key findings were summarised in Dhongde & Kingcom (1992).

He then fully lists all classifiers, comparing Tai Phake and Standard Thai, grouping

the classifiers into those which are (i) formally and functionally similar, (ii) formally

different but functionally similar and (iii) additional.

Kingcom's lexical comparison is based on a basic word list added to words obtained

in conversations. He found that Tai Phake and Standard Thai shared lexicon in

varying proportions depending on the the semantics of the lexicon. The highest

proportion of sharing was Animals 77.6% and Systems numeral 75.4 %, whereas the

lowest proportions were Social Institutions 23.3% and Technology 0%. (1992:204)

Having noted a reduction in consonantal and vowel phonemes, number of classifiers

and variety of lexicon in Tai Phake vis a vis Standard Thai, Kingcom makes the

following extraordinary statement: "Tai Phake is a stunted language. There is no

growth and it is not used in all fields of life as a living language." (1992:209). How

exactly the national language of a large independent country and a minority language

spoken in up to 11 villages are supposed to compare, is not clear to me. What is clear

My copy of Kingcom (1992) is unreadable at this point.

3.2.20 Diller(1992)

Diller's invaluable sketch of the Tai languages of Assair (1992) includes the first

publication of any lext in any of the living Tai languages using the Tai script since

Grierson published the Nora riddles in 1904. In addition to presenting this important

text, Diller carefully discusses the historical background of the Tais in India, the state

of the Ahom language, and gives some very useful information about the syntax of

the living Tai languages.

Diller (1992) is an indispensable aid to any scholar working on the Tai languages of

India and will be referred to throughout this thesis.

3.2.21 Boruah(2001)

Boruah performs a valuable service by comprehensively listing all the Tai villages in

Assam and Arunachal Pradesh (2001:41-42). Unfortunately, like all other Assamese

writers on Tai, he does not use tonal notation in this article, though he is clearly aware

of the tones. For example, on page 45 he gives a table with a syllable JcS and its five

meanings without indicating which meaning is in which tone. He makes the statement
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that: "five tones have been observed, three of which are more prominent. These are

rising, falling and level. Shaip rising and sharp falling are also observed." (2001:46).

Boruah's analysis of the vowels is also at odds with other evidence. He states that

"The phu-ucik system of all these six groups of Tai language is almost similar.

Ahom, Khamti, Phake, Khamyang, Tuning and Aiton have got eight vowel

phonemes namely / i e u o a o S i i / . These vowel phonemes have their long

and short forms." (2001:46)

Boruah gives the 8 vowel system, as follows:

High
Higher-mid
High-mid low
Lower-mid
Low

Front
Short
i
e

long
i:
e:

Central
Short
u

a

long
u:

a:

Back
Short
u
0

0

a

iong
u:
o:
D:

a:

Table 24: Vowel Phonemes in Tai languages, from Boruah (2001)

So far as I know, no Tai language exhibits such a system. It is true that in the Thai

writing, there is more specification possible of back vowel distinctions than of front

vowel distinctions, and I will be arguing in 6.3.2 that in Aiton the lack of vowel

distinction in front vowels is clearer and more complete than it is for trie back vowels.

Nevertheless I know of no evidence for a four way distinction of back vowels. It may

be that this has arisen because <a> is used in some Assamese transcriptions to indicate

hf, and that as a consequence /5/ is used to indicate the low vowel. It may be that <o>

and <a> in Boruah's transcription indicate the same thing.

Moreover, it is distinguishing feature of the Tai languages in Northeast India, and in

neighbouring Burma, that length distinctions have been lost in all vowels, except for

the low vowel. Boruah's chart is thus very misleading.
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3.3 Other Sources

A number of non-linguistic publications contain important data on the Tai languages.

The most significant of these are briefly reviewed below.

3.3.1 Barua,G.C. (1930)

The first attempt to publish the Ahom Buranji (historical chronicle), Barua, G.C.

(1930) consequently contains a huge amount of data in the Tai Ahom language. His

translations and text are still used as the basis for many other examinations of the

Ahom language, and where the Ahom historical texts are published by other scholars

in part, it is usually this text from which they have come.

The Ahom Buranjis have recently been comprehensively re-examined and

republished by Ranoo 1996.

3.3.2 Yehom Buragohain (1981, 1998)

Yehom Buragohain, who occupies the position of Special Officer for Ahom Studies in

the Department of Historical and Antiquarian studies in Guwahati, is one of the

principal informants for this study, and has revised the translations of many of the

Phake texts which are presented here. She has also published a small number of

articles.

3.3.2.1 Yehom Buragohain (1981)

Yehom Buragohain (1981) lists the Tai divisions of time, as:

Po ting khun:

Po ting khun na kai kai khan:

Po na kai:

Po kai khan:

Po phong phow:

the period when the night is at the highest point, i.e.,
midnight

the period of time after midnight but before the
cocks crow.

the period immediately before crowing oi'cocks

the period when the cocks crow

the twilight period in the morning

Table 25: Some Time Divisions among the Tai (after Yehom Buragohain 1980:7)
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The second of these entries can be phonemicised (in Phake) as follows:

32)
pol ten5 khiin2 na3 kai1 kai1 khan6

time middle night face chicken chicken crow
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3.3.3 SharmaThakur(1982)

Sharma Thakur (1982) is essentially an anthropological study of the Tai Phake, and

does not claim to be a linguistic study. It does, however, reproduce a number of texts,

with translations. The translations appear to be good, but the transcription of the Tai

Phake misses both vowel and tonal distinctions. Table (26) is an extract of Thakur's

translation of Grandfather teaches Grandchildren.

This very useful article lists the divisions of the day as they are found in the Ahom

manuscripts. It is to be hoped that in the future, publication of such research will

include tonal information.

3.3.2.2 Yehom Buragohain (1998)

Yehom BuragohahVs list of Phake villages (1998:127) has already been referred to in

2.3.3 above. She also lists Phakt texts with a non-phonemic "transliteration", and

translation, as the following example from page 130 shows:

33) Nuk yang lai sang mau kok kek ti aim nong
(Oh crane why are you moving hither and thither on the lakeside?"

To pa ma ok
(Because fishes are rot out)

This can be regularised as:

34.1) o
nok4 yan"
crane

c3oo£ §
lai4 sag1 maii2 kauk4 kaik4

why 2Sg hither and thither at
tT5 enr naun°

edge pond

34.2) COO|_

to5 pa2 ma1 auk1

because fish NEG come out

3. Chom Che Hik Fu Kham

4. Hai Na Hao Me Ka

5. Khat Chang Ya Khang Non

People condemn the lazy people.

When you plough your fields, bring your
spade to every nook and corner
Do not while away your time on the plea
of tiredness

Table 26: Extract from the translation of Grandfather teaches Grandchildren,

Sharma Thakur (1982:200)

Sharma Thakur's No 3, is the same as the second line proverb No (3) in my translation

of Grandfather teaches grandchildren, here reprinted as (35):

35)

hai4

bad
yak4 pan5 nil2 yam2

poveuy other people look down upon

COO firf CO
se"6 hik4 phu3 khan4

contempt/ridicule PRT call male (person) lazy
'If you are poor, others will look down on you, they will ridicule you and call
you lazy.'

(Tai Phake Manuscript, Grandfather teaches grandchildren, No. (3))

As with so many of the works referred to in this chapter, it would have oeen much

more useful if the transcription had marked tones and vowel distinctions. However

Sharma Thakur wrote before the publication of Banchob (1987), and is writing in a

different discipline (anthropology). Perhaps there needs to be more consideration

given by those outside cf linguistics to the problems of transcriptions such as Table

(26), and some greater efforts made to produce transcriptions which will be useful in a

multi-disciplinary sense.
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3.3.4 Ranoo (1986, 1996)

3.3.4.1 Ranoo (1986)

Ranoo's 1986 thesis on the Ahom script remains the most comprehensive study of any

of the scripts of any of the Tai communities of India. She has carefully compared the

usage of the Ahom script at various periods, and her work can be reliably used for the

dating of Ahom texts.

3.3.4.2 Ranoo (1996)

As referred to above in 3.3.1, Ranoo (1996) is a new and thoroughly researched

edition of the Ahom Chronicles, or Ahom Buranji, translated into Standard Thai. The

text is presented in four columns, as follows:

Column 1 Ahom text

Column 2 Transliteration of Ahom text into Standard Thai script

Column 3 Word by word translation into Standard Thai

Column 4 Translation into Modern Standard Thai.

Any study of the grammar of the Tai Ahom manuscripts would begin by thoroughly

examining this work.

3.3.5 Terwiel and Ranoo (1992)

An earlier publication of an Ahom text, this time transliterated and translated into

English, was Terwiel and Ranoo (1992). This also contains a useful summary of the

Ahom script and some grammatical information.

3.3.6 Chaw Khouk Manpoong (1993)

Chaw Khouk Manpoong (1993) is a set of two primers to teach the revised Khamti

alphabet (see 7.3 below). This was the first attempt to introduce tonal marking to the

orthography of any of the Tai languages of India.

3.3.7 Java Buragohain (1998)

Jaya Buragohain worked in the Tai Aiton villages in the few years immediately before

I first visited there, and she had the good fortune to have as her informant the late Sri

Mohendra Shyam. Her information on the Tai villages has already been referred to in

2.3.2 above.

Jaya Buragohain gives a number of texts, which are prayers spoken at various

important times of the year, such as when rice sowing begins. Unfortunately, as is

typical of Assamese scholars, she does not provide tones. Example (36) is a text

which is also translated into Standard Thai.

36)
"Nursery Bed (ta ka)
- the following prayer is offered on the day of sowing by the head man of the family,
who "offers his prayer to the Lord Buddha at the Kheng-lik of his house. On reaching
the nursery bed a prayer is made at first towards the east after praying to the Spirit of
the earth thus:

"ao mun Phra, ao mun Tra, ao mun Sanggha
wan nai kao wan khao ka
ao mun Phra, ao mun Tra, ao mun po mun me
mun pu nai, ya nai, kao wan khao

translated as
"O'Phra O'Tra O'Sanggha, today I have come carrying in my hands the seeds

of paddy to throw in the name of Lord Buddha. O'Phra O'Tra lei me have the strength
to give alms to the Sangha ...

(Buragohain 1998;72)

There are several errors in (36). Dibya Dhar Shyam pointed out that nursery bed

should be cftcrr[ {tit2 kaa3) and what she has rendered as Kheng-lik is probably

ccvy|£c8rd {kyotj2 Jik1). Jaya Buragohain's transcription of the prayer is also confusing.

The first two lines are re-analysed here as (37), employing linguistic methodology.

37)

au' mun2 phraa2 au2 mun2 traa2 au2 mun2 sag1 khaa1

take glory Buddha take glory Dharma take glory Sangha



wan2 nai3 kau2 wan1 khau3 kaa3

day this lSg sow rice rice seedlings
'With gratitude to the glorious Buddha, Dharma and Sangha, today I (am going
to) sow the rice seedlings.'

Jaya Buragohain also lists the clans and subclans of the Aiton (1998:105).

Her work appears to be a valuable anthropological record of the Tai Aiton.

Unfortunately she never provided copies of her thesis to the Aiton community, and so

there has been no opportunity to properly assess her claims.
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"'The color', says B. Russel, 'ceases to exist if I shut my eyes, the sensation of

hardness ceases to exist if I remove my hand from contact with the table...'

The sensation of the colourful past of the Tai Ahoms may not help if we

cannot assert, survive and REVIVE, we, after Descartes, shall have to

syllologise the first dictum of modern philosophy, viz. cogito ergo sum (I

think, therefore, I exist). Let us also like Sartre practise, 'If to die is to die in

order ... to bear ... witness ....etc., then anybody at all can die in my place."'

(1996:2)

3.3.8 Hazarika, Chow Nogen. (1993, 1996).

3.3.8.1 Hazarika (1993)

This work is a collection of songs written by Hazarika in modern Ahom. There is no

English or Assamese language in the bulk of the text.

(38) is the title and first line of the first song, while (39) is my attempt to analyse it.

38)

39)

M3

cau3 phraa2

RESP Buddha
traa2 a1 bn2

uir
Dharma Boddhisatva EXCL

sik1 kyaa2

Sakka

3.3.8.2 Hazarika (1996)

Hazarika (1996) is a passionate essay in favour of Ahom revival and in favour of

Ahom culture. Referring to other communities, to philosophers and thinkers, the

author hopes to persuade the Ahoms to take their cultural revival seriously. The

following quote will illustrate the tenor of the work:
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4. Theoretical considerations

4.1 Linguistic and Theoretical basis for this diesis

No piece of academic work exists without reference to other work; nor does there

exist any piece of academic work which has been informed by all the other academic

work which might be relevant to that endeavour. The exponential increase in

academic publication over recent years, in many languages, renders it impossible to

read all the literature from the present, let alone from the past, any of which might

conceivably relate to and inform the matter being discussed. In this chapter I will

touch on that part of the literature that I have found useful as general background to

this thesis.

4.1.1 'Basic Linguistic Theory1 and formal theories of syntax

Not only has the huge amount of literature made the task of writing a thesis like this

more difficult, but a writer in my position needs to adopt a view on a basic

controversy within linguistics. Is it the task of someone in my position to write this

grammar within the framework of a particular theory of syntax, or outside of it?

In the opening to his work on the study of language universals, Comrie (1989)

discusses what he terms "two major methodological approaches". Three important

parameters mark out the two approaches, "the data base for research ..., the degree of

abstractness that is required.,, and the kinds of explanations advanced ..." (1989:1)

Comrie's position is that to study language universals, data would be needed from a

wide range of languages, and that:

"linguists advocating this approach have tended to concentrate on universals

statable in terms of relatively concrete rather than very abstract analyses, and

have tended to be open, or at least eclectic, in the kinds of explanations that

may be advanced ..." (1989:2)
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According to Comrie, the alternative approach, associated with Noam Chomsky',

argues that:

"... the best way to learn about language universals is by the detailed study of a

small number of languages; such linguists have also advocated stating

language universals in terms of abstract structures and have tended to favour

innateness as the explanation for language universals." (1989.2)

Since this thesis deals with a single language group, the first of Comrie's parameters is

not relevant here. However the general direction of Comrie's thought, that concrete

structures and open explanations are preferable, is indeed the direction of this thesis.

In that sense, the underlying theoretical basis of this thesis may be termed

'typological1.

More recently, Dixon (1997) has proposed that linguistic endeavours of the kind

which I am undertaking would be best done in the framework of 'Basic Linguistic

Theory1, a term which

"has recently come into use for the fundamental theoretical concepts that

underlie all work in language description and change, and the postulation of

general properties of human language." (Dixon 1997:128)

Basic Linguistic Theory is contrasted with what Dixon refers to as "formalisms", a

long list of which he names (1997:131), adding that

"Each is useful for describing certain kinds of linguistic relationships, but it is

put forward as if it were a complete theory of language. The word "theory" is

being used in a novel way." (Dixon 1997:131).

Dixon outlines the program of Basic Linguistic Theory as follows:

"When working in terms of Basic Linguistic Theory, justification must be

given for each piece of analysis, with a full train of argumentation. Working

within a non-basic theory there is little scope for argumentation ... Needless to

say, such an approach tends to make all languages seem rather similar, and
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ignores the really interesting features which do not conform to any

expectations." (Dixon 1997:132-133)

It is hoped that this thesis does provide fiill and comprehensive argumentation for the

claims contained herein. The model adopted for this thesis, then, is consistent with

Basic Linguistic Theory.

Nevertheless, a scholar in my position must take note of the endeavour of those who

are working within any of the various formal theories of syntax, perhaps best

represented by the figure of Noam Chomsky. Several features of Chomsky's program

need to be taken into account by linguists working on projects like this thesis:

• A key aim of Noam Chomsky and others would appear to be to fathom the

mysteries of the human mind, using language as a window to the mind.

• Chomsky and others hold that non-native speakers can hardly be expected to

know enough about the languages they are looking at to make really useful

judgements.

• There must be a universal human language faculty; otherwise why do all humans

develop language. There must therefore be language universals, which we will

discover by introspecting.

It is obviously true that native speakers of a language have a deeper understanding of

their language than visiting linguists, and we may certainly hope that in the future

there will be trained linguists who are native speakers of the Tai languages and who

can advance their study far beyond what is possible in this thesis.

However, this thesis does contain considerable insight into the Tai languages.

Moreover, had I not proceeded with this thesis, I would not have collected any

recordings of the Tai languages of Assam. Much linguistic information would be lost

to future generations. For example, we can expect the best Khamyang speakers to

survive no more than another generation. The recordings that have been made can

always be re-examined in the future; but if this work is not done now, it never will be.
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The aim of scholars like Chomsky and many others who are attempting to find and

refine the universal theories of language are worthy aims; however in the cast of the

present study, it will be found more useful to describe the language in terms of pre-

theoretical terminology, such as 'subject' and 'object', 'noun' and 'verb' without

recourse to formal theories.

4. ] .2 Text Based Grammar

Supposing we were to ponder what we would hope to leave behind of the English

language for future generations. Most would probably prefer to leave a work of great

literature rather than a grammar which explains how past and future time are marked

or how to express a sentence where the verb has three arguments.

There is a very real chance that the Tai languages will cease to be spoken in a few

generations. The Tai Khamyang certainly will be and even if Tai Aiton and Tai Phake

are spoken in fifty years time, the likelihood is that the domains of usage of these

languages will be even further reduced.

There is an equally very real chance that this present work will become and remain

the standard work on these languages until that time, and that by then the opportunity

to collect the rich variety of texts which is now available will be lost.

Therefore this thesis is in a great measure a collection of texts, a compendium of as

much of the knowledge and literature of the Tai that could be collected and analysed32

in the all too brief time available. Whatever analysis can be drawn is taken from those

texts, and every one of the texts is presented in transcription, analysis and with linked

sound files (see 9.5 below). The process of collection and analysis of these texts is

discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.

32 Perhaps as little as 10% of the recordings that 1 made have been analysed. Great riches remain to be
explored.
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Every single sentence example in this thesis will give its source; and where it is from

a text, as the overwhelming majority will be, the example will be linked to that text,

so that the reader can see and hear the context from which the sentence comes.

That context is not just a position in time within a series of utterances. Every text that

has been collected has meaning, and that meaning is important. If I could, I would

urge the reader to read the texts for their meaning, as well as for their structure. If we

do not know the meaning, how are we different from the 90,000 ministers who could

not interpret the Queen's dream in the story of The Twelve Questions (2-1-1-3), told

by Sa Cham Thoumoung, of Duburoni village?

There is another reason for basing this study firmly on texts. The texts collected are of

a wide variety, there are stories, songs, prayers, manuscripts, explanations of the

manuscripts or of rituals, speeches and conversations, they represent a wide range of

the speech act types in the Tai communities.

Himmelmann (1998:178) puts the question as to whether certain kinds of linguistic

structures only occur in particular kinds of communicative events. If this is so, and

intuitively it is (the type of linguistic structures exhibited in this thesis being very

rarely found in chat), then we need to record as wide a range of communicative events

as possible in order to even find all the linguistic structures,

Himmelmann (1998:180) lists events on a parameter of spontaneity, from the most

spontaneous, events like exclamations, through to the most planned, such as ritual

texts. His types of communicative events are listed in Table 1
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Parameter

, ^nncd

1

f

\

Major Types

exclamativc

directive

conversational

Examples

'ouch'
'fire!1

'scalpel!'
greetings
small talk
chat
discussion

i
planned

tnonological

ritual

interview
narrative
description
speech
formal address
litany

Table 1: Types of communicative events according to the parameter of spontaneity,
Himmelmann (1998:180)

Thus the writing of a text based grammar is underpinned by two theoretical principles.

First, since this thesis is about the living language of a group of humans, for whom

their language is of the greatest importance, we will pay tribute to that importance by

recording as rich a variety of that community's heritage as we can. Second, by doing

so we stand to gain a much greater insight into the language anyway.

By way of closing comments to this issue, let us compare the approach of Grierson

(1904). Grierson, following the method of Wilhelm von Humboldt33, collected

examples of the Parable of the Prodigal Son, in every Tai language (and indeed in

364 1< Tillages of the Indian empire!) and used that as the basis for his study. From

this text he drew conclusions about the Tai languages.

For one century ago, that approach can only draw praise; but for today it is no longer

appropriate. If we try to ask the same questions of every language, we run the risk of

receiving similar answers. It will surely seem incredible to the reader reading this

thesis when it is as old as Grierson is today, that in the same opening years of the 21st

century there are projects afoot to make a record of all of the languages of the world,

using a translation of the Book of Genesis as the comparative text.

Surely, it is the linguistic and literary forms that differ from language to language and

community to community that are most illuminating. That is why letting the grammar

be based on the texts that emerge is likely to lead to the most interesting results. This

is why, in Mithun's (1998:191) terms, we should let the speakers speak for themselves.

33 I am grateful to Dr. Tamsin Donaldson for pointing out to me that Humboldl had pioneered this
method.
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4.1.2.1 Description and Documentation

Himmelmann (1998:165) proposes that the relationship between documentation and

description of languages should no longer be seen as "one of unilateral dependency,

with the documentary activity being ancillary to the descriptive activity (i.e. primary

data collected IN ORDER TO make a descriptive statement of the language.)"

Himmelmann goes on to add that the two activities should be seen as being in a

relationship of "bilateral mutual dependency."

Himmelmann, therefore, proposes a new field of linguistic endeavour, which he calls

'Documentary Linguistics'. The basic aim of this discipline will be "to document the

linguistic behavior and knowledge found in a given speech community," (1998:168).

The data thus assembled should be "amenable to a broad variety of further analyses

and uses."

A clear statement of the importance of this approach is that "there is no infallible way

of drawing corpus from descriptive statements, that corpus is richer." (Himmelmann,

pers.comm.)- One can always write a grammar from the texts, but one could never

expect to recover the texts from a grammar.

languages a grammar will have been written, which, in traditional format, may have

two or three short texts attached.

When the linguists ot the year 2102 come to do their re-analysis of that language, and

go back to those texts and see possibilities which we cannot see today, they may

lament the lack of material with which to work. If, on the other hand, we provide

them with <_ great deal of text, and a pointer as to what might be found where, will

they not then be able to do much more with those texts?

Himmelmann notes that "language documentation is NOT some kind of "theory-free"

enterprise. Instead, documentary linguistics is informed by a broad variety of

theoretical frameworks and requires a theoretical discourse. ..." (1998:190)

This thesis will provide analysis drawn from the texts, which could be termed 'a

grammar of the Tai languages', though the term implies the kind of deep knowledge

of the language which 1 could not hope to acquire in the time allowed. It may be the

texts themselves that will be the most important contribution of this work to future

scholarship.

From the perspective of the current speakers of endangered languages, the

documentation process is certainly more important than the descriptive. Sucn

communities often hope for linguists to permanently record and make available large

numbers of texts. This is one of the reasons why so many texts are presented here and

why the sound recordings of them are also included. Moreover, for the speakers of

these languages, the message conveyed in the texts is at least as important as the

means of conveying it. If our only knowledge of these languages were based on a

translation of Genesis 1, it would be very shallow knowledge indeed.

Let us suppose that in a hundred years our understanding of human grammar has

advanced as much as it appears to have in the last hundred years, and let us further

suppose that most of the languages now spoken have passed away. For some of those

4.1.3 Language centred approaches

A very important issue in dealing with languages like the Tai languages of Assam, or

indeed any language other than the researcher's native tongue, is that it will be

difficult for the researcher not to be influenced by their native tongue in undertaking

linguistic research.

This difficulty is multiplied if the researcher happens to have been born a monoglot

English speaker, as 1 was. It is too easy for an English speaker at the beginning of the

21st century to assume that all knowledge is available in English and that the English

language traditions will provide all the theoretical bases for the understanding of

language that are needed.
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Working in the field with non-Indo-European languages gradually makes one aware

of other ways of describing things, other ways of thinking not just about the world,

but about the language which it is our task to describe.

For example, readers of Noss (1964). a masterly survey of the Standard Thai language,

will have noticed that many single Standard Thai lexemes are analysed as several

different poUysemous lexemes by Noss. Usually this is because this one Standard Thai

lexeme cannot be translated into a single English lexeme. Yet for Thai people, it is a

single word.

Long & Zheng (1998) show a fairly Chinese-centric approach in their grammar of the

Kam language - most obviously in the title of the work, which uses the Chinese name

for the people, Dong, rather than Kam, the named used by the people themselves.

But their Chinese centred approach extends somewhat further man that. For example,

in their very useful brief description of the language (1998:17), they state: "The word

order of Dong is essentially the same as that of Chinese, with one clear exception: in

Dong, adjectives come after nouns while in Chinese they come before."

The really interesting observation is not that Kam (Dong) has noun-modifier word

order, for that is typical of the Kam-Tai family from which it comes, rather, it is that

in some cases Kam (Dong) differs from the patterns to be found in other languages to

which it is genetically related and has, perhaps, converged to Chinese.

In Chapter (3), it has been seen that many of the writings about the Tai languages of

Assam, both those from the early British and American researchers, and those more

recently by Assamese researchers, have been seriously affected by the language bias

of the authors. The extent to which this is also true of the present work will be left to

the reader to judge.
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4.1.4 Some particular difficulties in working with the Tai languages of Assam

When writing a description of a language, the tradition has long been to produce a

synchronic description, in which everything is related to the stage at which the

language is now.

Advances in the study of the history of the Tai languages cannot, however, be ignored.

For example, the analysis of the phonology of the Tai languages may differ according

to whether the history of the languages is taken into account or not. The Aiton

consonant inventory is such a case in point. In section 6.3.1.2, a plausible analysis of

the Aiton consonant inventory is presented which is based purely on synchronic

observations and takes no account of historical factors or other related languages. A

different inventory is presented in 6.3.1, having taken account of these factors. On

balance, the latter approach is preferred, at least in this case.

Another issue which has affected this thesis is the question of grammaticality

judgements, the intuition that native speakers have about whether a particular

utterance is grammatical or not. Many times I have asked the Tai informants whether

a particular sentence is grammatically acceptable or not; in many cases the answer

may be yes, but only depending on circumstances. Since the circumstances are the

linguistic context, it is much safer to rely on actual examples of spoken text where the

context can be made explicit.

4.2 Approaches to the study of Tai languages

Several different theoretical approaches have been brought to bear in the description

of Standard Thai, or Siamese. This language, the national language of Thailand, is

often simply referred to as Thai, but that terminology may be confusing given that the

languages being considered here are called Tai. In India it is referred to as Bangkok

Thai.
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In this section, the approaches of Noss (1964), Panupong (1970) and Lckawatana

(1970) will be discussed, since they are referred to in the syntactic analysis of the Tai

languages of India (see below Chapter 8).

4.2.1 Noss (1964)

Noss (1964:1) outlines his approach as "to outline the main structural features of

standard spoken Thai,... and also to elaborate by sub-classification and example those

structural features which are least covered by existing grammars and dictionaries."

He gives considerable and detailed information about the phonology of the language,

including a very detailed discussion of the prosody of Thai, defining prosodic

phonemes (1.6), classed as stress phonemes - loud, normal and weak onset, in

combination with sustained or diminishing stress; intonation phonemes, identifying

eight possible intonation sequences for a single utterance; and rhythm phonemes,

which apply at phrase level.

To give an example of the stress phonemes, he claims that the word /pay/ 'go1, can

have the following meanings which are differentiated only be a combination of stress

phonemes:

1) loud diminishing stress /!paj/
loud sustained stress /'.paj:/
normal diminishing stress /'paj/

(Noss 1964:21)

'Let's go1

'Sure (he) went)'
'Yes, (he went)'

U can also be argued that the difference between these three utterances very much

depends on the circumstances in which they are uttered, on the context of the

utterance; but this is not a concern of Noss. In the present thesis this level of prosodic

analysis has not been possible.

The largest portion of Noss (1964) deals with lexemes (words), and how they fit into

the structure of the language. He divided lexemes into two basic classes, free lexemes
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and bound lexemes. His bound lexemes are defined at as occurring "as constituents of

syntactic units and higher-order constructions only." (1964:79). The term bound

lexeme does not refer to the kind of bound morphology found in the various

agglutinating or polysynthetic languages of the world, and indeed many of Noss's

bound lexemes have the same form as a free lexeme, but are unstressed.

For example /pay/, which in (1) above was clearly a free lexeme, a full verb meaning

'go', also appears as a modal verb, a sub class of bound morphem, with the meaning

'to act away from the speaker, or so as to affect the speaker and his group'., as in (2)

2) ya-pay k Îan bon kradaan-dam
Don't write on that (or their) blackboard

(Noss 1964:135)

As will be seen in section 8.5.7 below, the Tai languages of Northeast India show

analogous processes. The word kaa'/ks' is both a full verb meaning 'to go1, and a word

which has undergone grammaticalisation to be a TAM marker, expressing past time.

It is a contention of this thesis that regardless of the level of grammatical isation, the

word is not fully bleached of its meaning, and that the two will not therefore be

regarded as separate lexemes, in the way that Noss regards /pay/ and would regard

kaa>.

Diller (2001:146) assesses Noss' methodology as follows:

"Studies in Thai in what is generally referred to as the structuralist tradition

have emphasized synchronic form classes as determined by sentence test

frames. In this tradition, frames are typically taken a priori as the main criteria

in the setting up of a system of syntactic classification. This may lead to

"structural homophones". If a form occurs in each of two test frames set up to

distinguish form classes, then even if there is a strong semantic motivation for

considering the form a single word, the guiding assumptions normally require

it to be taken as two separate lexical items."
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4.2.2 Vichin Panupong (1970)

Where Noss concentrated on words and how they fit into different constructions,

Vichin Panupong's (1970) grammar of Thai is based around the concept of a

constituent She introduces her work by defining the basic sentence types as initiating

sentences and non-initiating sentences - where the latter is "one which cannot start a

conversation" (1970:1).

She exemplifies this as follows:

"For example, may mi: wj£l (No, there isn't) is to be regarded as a non-

initiating sentence on the ground that it cannot be fully understood without

some such preceding utterance as mi: khon may JJfllUVtSJ (Is there anybody-

there), which serves as a verbal clue."

This is an important insight into the languages of the Tai family. Tai languages permit

the deletion of noun phrases such as khon in the non initiating sentence in Vichin's

example (may mi).

An initiating sentence does not necessarily contain all of the noun phrases which the

verb subcategorises for, as in the following example of an initiating sentence:

3)
AA

trm im
A

n
thtnt: tha.n kha:w ki:
here eat rice how many
"What time do you have dinner here?
(after Panupong 1970:2)

TJJO

mo:rj
o'clock

tit

ha?
PRT

The subject is not stated; it is not required because pragmatically it is understood to be

the interlocutor, even in the initiating sentence of a conversation.

Vichin Panupong goes on to discuss a range of sentence types and the constituents of

those sentences. Her definitions of subject, object and indirect object are primarily

structural, that is a subject is a "noun in its function as a sentence constituent of the

sequence nv (noun-verb)" (1970:13), that is to say a noun or noun phrase which

I l l

precedes the verb, An object, on the other hand, is a noun phrase which follows the

verb, and the indirect object is "the third noun of the sequence nvrni."

The canonical structure for a sentence, in Panupong's analysis, is therefore:

4) (Subject) Verb (Direct Object) (Indirect Object)

The verb in a sentence which has no object is called an Intransitive Verbum (Vj), that

which has a single object is a Transitive Verbum (V^) and that with two objects a

Double Transitive Verbum

Furthermore, where the constituents contain more than one word, one constituent may

beanteposed. (1970:15)

This leads to the following list of possible structures:

5) SVj, VjS, SVtO, VtO, OSVt, VttOI, SVttOI, OSVttI,

Two of these structures are similar, being both V N - namely VjS and VtO. They are

different because the first type may be reversed to SVj, whereas the second cannot be.

Panupong gaves (6) as an example of VjS and (7) as an example of VtO:

fjltt
cep may khun
pain-QN you
"Are you in pain"

7) V\l

puat hiia
ache head
"(I've) got a headache."

Example (6) could also be expressed as khun cep may whereas * hua puat is

impossible.
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Throughout this work Vichin Panupong gives lists of the possible arrangements of

phrases, such as the possible combinations of items within a noun phrase, within a

classifier phrase and so on. She does not discuss the context in which such structures

might be used.

Another important insight of Vichin Panupong's is what she calls discontinuous

sentence constituents. She suggested that:

"It is frequently necessary to postulate "discontinuous" constituents when the

elements which make up the constituents are interrupted by another

constituent in the sentence" (1970:20)

Both verb complexes and noun phrases can appear 'discontinuous' in surface

realisation, as in (8):

iviau viiwaa 111
A

CLF-onefriend borrow book GO
S v r O- (-V0
"A friend's borrowed a book."

In the Tai languages of Assam, structures similar to (8) are not uncommon. They will

be discussed in section 8.3.

4.2.3 Pongsri Lekawatana (1970)

Pongsri Lekawatana (1970) is a study of Thai based on the theories of Fillmore (1968).

The following assumptions are basic to her analysis:

a) each case relationship occurs only once in a simple sentence (Fillmore

1968:21)

b) only noun phrases representing the same case may be conjoined (Fillmore

1968:22)

c) complex sentences involve recursion through the category Sentence under

the case category Objective (Fillmore 1968:32)
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d) every noun phrase begins with a preposition or a case marker(Fil!more

1968:33)

Fillmore proposes that a proposition is made up of a verb and cases, once a verb has

been chosen, its case frame must be filled with noun phrases marked for those cases.

Pongsri Lekawatana has studied all of the possible cases in Thai according to this

approach, discussing, for example, "verbs that take the agentive". Some of the

features of such verbs are that they

• can occur in command imperative

• can occur as complements ^f verbs like 9f-3 sarj "order"

• can co-occur with an objective or experiencer as in (9J34:

9)
1

dasasrj khaa
Dang(A) kill
"Dang kiUed that

un
nok
bird

bird"
(after Lekawatana 1970:

tua
CLF

48)

V
ft**

UU
nan
that (E)

Lekawatana's analysis of the dative is also very useful for the analysis and is

discussed below in 8.3.3.3.

Lekawatana also introduces another interesting proposal. Most of the oblique cases

are marked by prepositions, but there is a subjectivalisation rule which moves one

case to the front and triggers the deletion of the case marker. This has been

summarised in (10), based on Lekawatana (1970:172-173), where the principles

identified by Lekawatana are also exemplified with English glosses.

10) if there is an Agentive, it will be in subject position:
as in Suda (A) eat banana (O)

if there is no Agentive, the Instrument becomes subject
as in Fire (1) burn factory

the experiencer becomes the subject if it co-occurs with objective
as in Suda (E) see Dang

The Thai script has been added by me.
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the objective becomes subject if is by itself
as in Window (O) open

or with a material instrumental
as in This dress (O) is dirty with paint (Im)

the factitive becomes the subject if the agentive is unspecified at surface level
as in house cl this (F) build when year that last (T)

The approach in (10) may prove useful as the Tai languages are studied in more detail,

but a considerably deeper analysis than is possible in this thesis would be necessary.

4.2.4 Previous research on Shan

As discussed above in 1.2, the Tai languages of Assam are very closely related to

Shan. The term Shan can be used to identify the subgroup of languages of which the

Tai languages of Assam are part. Alternatively it is used to refer to the language of the

majority of the population in Shan state, Myanmar. Young (1985:1-3) briefly

discusses what is meant by the term Shan.

There is no modern linguistic grammar of Shan available in the English language,

although the language was described in some detail by Cushing (1888) and Glick and

Sao Tern Moeng (1991). The latter is a teaching grammar of the modern language of

Shan state and the diaspora of Shan speakers who have fled the government of

Myanmar.

The Elementary Handbook of the Shan Language by the Rev. J.N. Cushing (1888)

contains a significant amount of data on the language. Cushing developed a system of

marking the vowels and tones in his transcriptions, using numbers for the tones and

the letters c 'close1, m 'mediate' and o 'open' to identify vowel height, as in a j lorn, 4o

'the wind'. He also presents several texts in Shan language and an English-Shan

vocabulary.

Young (1985) presents a number of texts in Tai Mau, a variety closely related to Shan

and the Assamese varieties. She introduces her book by noting that it was "the first

major collection of materials made in recent decades within an area on which, in
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general, very little has been written" (1985:1). Young presents a brief sketch grammar

including a description of the writing system of Tai Mau. The bulk of her book is the

presentation of a number of texts, in analysis and translation. Several of these have

parallels with the texts presented in this thesis. Her first text, Revenge has a similar

material to that found in Story of a new king (1-1 -3-4).

Glick and Sao Tern Moeng (1991) is a teaching grammar of Shan. They give very

comprehensive rules for the use of particular grammatical structures, as exemplified

•n Table (2), which explains the various permutations of TAM marking.

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

(viii)

(ix)

(x)

(xi)

(xii)

(xiii)

(xiv)

unmodified verb

V + yaw.

V + yaw.

V + yuu,

trv

tC + V 4

te + V +

te + V +
yaw.

am, + V

am, + V

am, + V

te + am,

te + am,
yaw.

te + am,

+ yaw.

yaw.

yuu,

yuu, +

+ yaw.

+ yuu,

+ V

+ V +

+ V + yuu,

may indicate that the action or description is either in present or past time

action has already been performed, or that a condition has been achieved.
This pattf rn does not indicate whether the goal, if any, of the action has been
achieved.

action has definitely been performed, or a condition has definitely been
achieved. The second yaw. emphasizes completion of the action of
achievement of the condition

means that an action is still happening, or a condition still exists (this can
refer to the present or the past)

means that an action will be taking place, or that a condition will be reached.
te is also used to indicate poten.-jlity

says that an action is about to take place at any moment, or just about to take
place at the time of the speech, or that a condition is just about to come into
being.

says that an action will definitely take place, or that a condition will definitely
be reached.

says that something will have already taken place, or that if the situation does
not change, then the action or the description indicated by the verb will be
taking place

the .iegative particle may be used before any verb or adjective

means that the action will not take place, or a condition will not be reached. It
is similar in meaning to the English "not... anymore", or "not... after all."

DOES NOT EXIST IN SHAN LANGUAGE

means thai an action will not be taking place, or that a condition will not be
achieved. It is like am, + V but refers to the future.

says that something will not be happening, or that a condition is not going to
be reached

Similar to the previous. This must be either a phrase in a sentence beginning
with the shan equivalent of "if or "when", or else must be a response to a
preceding sentence, te + am, + V + yuu, may be used where this is used, but
the revese is not always true

Table 2: TAM marking after Glick and Sao Tern Moeng (1991:4If)
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As can be seen from the above, Glide and Sao Tern Moeng do not use the Shan script

in their grammar, although it is used in the comprehensive index and some of the

teaching texts appear in script at the end of the book. For the bulk of the book, they

use the phonemicisation shown above, where the symbols <->, <,>, <:> and <;> are

used as tone marks just as they are in the Shan script
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It is appears to be true that a much larger proportion of utterances in the Tai languages

of Northeast India exhibit verb final structures than is true for other languages of the

family, such as, for example, Standard Thai. Yet Aimya Khang Gohain, and other Tai

speakers, insisted mat for this thesis I should make the clear statement that SVO is the

basic word order of the Tai languages, as it is of the Tai family in general.

As a teaching grar ^r, Click and Sao Tern Moeng (1991) is not designed for use by

linguists wishing to (conveniently) discover insight mi® the structure of the grammar.

Fortunately every word used in the text appears in the index at the end which refers

back to any mention of that word. A good deal of very valuable data is presented, in

part from the author's own native speaker knowledge.

Finally, the Shan-English Dictionary (Sao Tern Moeng 1995) has been an invaluable

aid in the preparation of this thesis. Every single word which does not appear in

Banchob (1987) or in the Alton word list elicited from Bidya Thoumoung (see below

10.1.1) has been checked in the Shan-English Dictionary.

4.3 Native Intuitions and Native Pedagogy

In addition to the work of previous scholars on the Tai languages (see above Chapter

3), and the work of scholars on related languages of the Tai family (see above 4.2),

this thesis has also been informed by the knowledge and insight of the native speakers

of Tai into their own language. Sometimes these insights are informed by Grierson

(1904), the only reference widely available in Assam.

A very good example of the native speaker intuition as to the structure of the language

was the late Aimya Khang Gohain's insistence that these languages were not verb

final. In 8.4 below, the basic order of constituents (phrases) in the Tai languages is

discussed, and the claims that they have become verb final, or specifically SOV, are

explored.

How are ^e to explain this insistence, if not in terms of some kind of understanding

of the Tai language? Many previous researchers have concluded that Tai has become

or is becoming SOV, but the people themselves do not feel that, even when they utter

an SOV sentence.

Native speaker understanding of the language goes beyond intuition into native

pedagogy. There are no grammars of the language written; there is, as yet, no

monolingual dictionary, but there are pedagogical traditions.

For example, in the tran^'Mien of Burmese loan words, devices such as (11) can be

used:

1) ,/x5 O^
kyo1 cam4 wS5 tT5

famous PRT FRT
hog6 kyo1 pon4 se6 pan5

famous famous exceed COMP* other

nat1 lu! wa1 I5i6 kyun2

gad village** many CLF of place
The word kyo1 means famous, the fame of one exceeding all other gods and
humans in every place.1

(Tai Phake Manuscript Explaining ihe meaning of words to children, No. (4),
read by Ee Nyan Khet)

A monolingual dictionary is not necessary for most Tai people, but there is a need to

have words such as kyo1 explained, because it is a Burmese loan word and its

meaning is not known to all people.
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4.4 Prescription and description.

A very basic principle of modem linguistics is sometimes called the "descriptive

approach". The fact that linguistics is about describing the system of language as it is

(descriptivism), rather than making any statements about what ought to be

(prescripiivism), is emphasised to linguistics students35.

Pure description, without any regard to community's perception of what is prestigious

or correct, may not produce a grammar which is a true representation of the language.

What happens when a sentence which is non-standard or even non-grammatical is

nevertheless uttered in one of the texts? If there is no standard against which to

measure the sentence, how are we to know?

One might collect a sentence like '1 want to talk about a guy that I knocked on his

door of.1 This sentence would not be accepted as grammatical by most English

speakers in Australia36. It was spoken by a respected member of our community, an

Australian Member of Parliament37. If a similarly ungrammatical but interesting

sentence was spoken by a person of similar status in the Tai community, it is almost

certainly included in this thesis.

It may not only be for the benefit of the linguist, but for the benefit of the speakers of

the language that a prescriptive grammar should be done. The role of the linguist in

this process is unclear; because of the small number of speakers of such languages,

and because of the socio-economic conditions in which most of them find themselves

- speakers of small languages are rarely amongst the wealthy classes of a society -

the linguistic description which researchers like myself write may well become a de-

facto prescriptive grammar for that community.

If, in one or two generations, these languages begin to slide into rapid decline, then

the community will inevitably look back to this thesis, in the way that they now look

35 In my case, it was emphasied in the very first linguistics lecture 1 attended at Monash University,
given by Dr. Peter Kipka.

It is acceptable according to my computer, however, unlike the sentence that this footnote is attached
to.
37 The practise adopted in this thesis of identifying all the informants has not been followed in this case.
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to Grierson (1904), for information about tiieir language; they may even begin to trust

the written words more than their own native speaker intuitions.

Therefore, it is essential that scholars always bear the native speaker community in

mind when writing works on small languages. The English speaking world as a whole

barely notices the discussions which linguists indulge in about small pro or the syntax

of relative clauses in English. For a small language, however, everything written

acquires great importance.

In this thesis, where any prescriptive norms have been pointed out, they are noted. A

good example is the possessive construction explained in example (207) in section

8.5.2. Aithown Che Chakap indicated that one structure is preferred for inalienable

possession and another for alienable possession. Both structures are probably

available for both types of possession, but for him at least, there is a clear preference.

4.5 The importance of the Tai Script

A clear decision has been made in this thesis to use the Tai script for language

examples, both in order to make them more accessible to the Tai community and to

stress the importance of the native orthography.

It is worthwhile digressing for a moment into history. When Sir William Jones'

collected works were published (1799), scholars commonly wrote and understood

several classical languages. Let us consider a footnote to his Grammar of the Persian

Language:

"and Apoftolius compiled an Icovid jf j 4iJw a garden of violets, or a

collection of proverbs and fentences." (1799,11:205)

It was not unusual to switch into Greek or even Arabic, and the reader was apparently

expected to be able to read the scripts and perhaps understand the languages. Even to

this day, scholarly works which slip into French or Latin, untranslated, are still to be

found.
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However in the 20th century a new tradition of talking about languages without the

use of native orthography arose. One can see that this might have arisen when the

multitude of scripts in which the languages of Southeast Asia are written became

apparent, and the costs of printing in these scripts became manifest.

However there are several serious objections to this. Firstly an ethical one: native

speakers of these languages will scarcely be able to read anything about their

language if their script is not included, they will have real problems reading any

phonemicisation, whether it be the relatively user friendly Banchob (1987)

orthography (see 6.2)or the somewhat less accessible realisation of Khamti in Weidert

(1977).

Since these are living languages, the heritage of human beings, it is not acceptable to

deny to the native speaker community access to the information collected about them.

The second objection relates to the semantic content of the symbol. There are times

when the script conveys a message that no transcription can convey. The Tai

languages of Assam have a vocative particle, hi2/ in Phake, which also has a

ritualistic function in some texts.

This particle can be written as J^p, but in texts it often appears in very flourished

form, as ^ or </^or some other even more ornate form. This communicates the

ritualistic nature of the particle, which the phonetic transcription cannot show.

Another example is the subscripted consonants /r/, /y/ and /w/. Each of these

consonants can be the second member of an initial cluster in Aiton, with a stop as the

first member (see below 6.3.3.1). But when they are written, they appear in a different

form, as in Table (3):

phoneme

r

w

y

initial
consonant
form

©

subscripted
consonant
form

example

phraa2

phwaa2

my at1

Buddha

birth

happiness

Table 3: Comparison of initial and subscripted forms

The approximants in word initial position and in clusters are pronounced slightly

differently. Indeed it is possible to argue that Tai initial clusters should be treated as

single phonemes, analogous to the affricates in English. The subscripting of the

consonant, in the way that vowels are subscripted, shows this. The phonetic

transcription, on the other hand, cannot.

A third objection is that the orthography sometimes affects the language. Among the

Tai scripts we see that there is no initial <d> or <b>, yet /d/ and /b/ are phonemes in

Aiton. However, they are in variation with /n/ and /m/, with which characters they are

usually written. This variation may have arisen, at least in part, as a result of the

writing system.

Becker (1993) has put the issue of the use of native orthography clearly before

linguists: in a passage which he headed "Defamiliarizing Burmese", he wrote that:

"transliteration of this passage into roman writing is not a 'meaning preserving1

act, for the writing system which one uses shapes the way one imagines one's

language and thinks about it.... writing systems (and other systems of

representation) are among the deepest metaphors in a language ... and so for us

to substitute one technology of writing for another is not a neutral act... It

means to reimagine language itself." (1993:63)

Glossing a language is, to Becker, "clearly a political process", and one in which he

argues languages do not meet as equals. He goes on to add that putting Burmese into
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Roman fcv literation obliterates the very deep metaphor of centre and periphery in

writing, adding that

"Much traditional philology and modern linguistics depends upon this

romanization as a first step (even before glossing) in analysis. The illusion is

that nothing important is lost." (1993:64)

I find it greatly reassuring that there is knowledge of language which cannot be gained

from the examination of a Roman, or IP A, transcription. Since we do not wish to lose

any more information about the language than is absolutely necessary in the process

of translation, the script must remain.

This is not to criticise those scholars of the past who were unable to use native

orthographies in their work, because of the technical difficulties that then obtained.

Those technical difficulties apply no more38, and it is a contention of this work that

native orthographies should be present in all linguistic work.

4.6 The presentation of text examples.

The linguistic method of text analysis followed in this thesis presents each example in

four lines. The first is the script (see above 4.5). The second is a phonemic

transcription, the third an interlinear morphemic gloss and the fourth a translation.

The phonemic transcriptions used in thesis are discussed at length in Chapter 6. They

are. however, not ideal. Writing of his comparative study of several Southeast Asian

languages, Enfield (2000:62) admitted that "Transcription systems used for these

languages should not be regarded as final, but for purposes of this work they are

satisfactory."

A transcription system regarded as final, in Enfield's terms, is not necessary if there is

a practical orthography. In general a transcription is really only necessary for those

38 This is not to say thai there is lot some extra effort involved. Considerable time was spent in this
thesis on the production and refinement of the Tai fonts, (see 7.8). However fonts now exist for the
practical orthographies of most of the languages of the world.
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readers who do not know the practical orthography. However, it must be said that in

the case of the Tai languages of India, the phonemic transcription is essential because

of the problems of the orthography (such as underspecification of vowel contrasts, see

7.2, and lack of tonal marking, see 7.5).

The interlinear morphemic gloss presents further problems. Enfield raised some of the

concerns; writing that there is

"a perennial difficulty when dealing with morphemes which do not have ready

one-word translations into English. Over-general glossing can obfuscate

important and relevant information for the reader. An example is the extensive

used of TAM' as a direct gloss, neutralising in a single term the substantial

distinctions between the semantic fields of tense, aspect and modality, as well

as many conceivable distinctions within each of those." (2000:9)

In an attempt to overcome some of the difficulties raised by Enfield, in this thesis

those morphemes which are grammaticalisations of content words will be notated

using upper case letters, but with their original meanings, for example ka1'GO', ma2

'COME1, both of which are TAM markers. When they are found as main verbs, they

will be notated as 'go' and 'come' respectively.

Some important morphemes in this thesis will be glossed using neutralising terms like

'PRT, here used for 'particle'. This is not ideal; as Enfield points out, this class of

words are "sentence-final illocutionary particles which are a semantically rich and yet

poorly understood semantic field across these languages." (2000:9). In many cases the

full semantics of these 'particles' is not yet understood and this is the reason for the

glossing 'PRT1.

The final line of the examples is the translation. In many cases the need to maintain

some of the syntax of the original leads to English which is not particularly idiomatic.

Translating texts line by line is a different task from translating a whole; both have

been attempted here, but the size of the task is such that in some cases the best

possible result may not have been achieved.
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Becker (1993) discusses in detail what he calls the the exuberancies (adding to what

we hear and read) and deficiencies (taking away from what we hear and read) of

translation, by referring to (12)

12) ooos
hta:
put

He describes this as follows:

"The point here is not to argue, for instance, hta: has a different range of

meaning from English "put", although that is certainly true. It is rather that

many words of the English translation have no counterpart in the Burmese text

at all, words like: "be", "as", "we", "a", "is", "I" and past tense. I don't think it

is possible to say that these words are somehow "understood" from the context

in the Burmese text. They just aren't there." (1993:65)

4.7 Ethical considerations

As pointed out at the opening of Chapter 1, one of the main considerations in this

thesis has been to offer some support to the community of Tai speakers in Assam.

This community very much wants to conserve its language and linguistic heritage.

Some important ethical issues have arisen in the process of undertaking this thesis.

This discussion does not propose to enter into the issues of consent, privacy and

protection of anonymity that take up a good deal of discussion when dealing with the

ethics of some fields of research, such as medical research. Rather, this discussion

will concentrate on how this thesis relates to the Tai communites and their wishes for

the survival of their language.

The presence of language researchers is not a neutral act. When we work in a

community, we are not working in a vacuum. We are dealing with the very real

languages of very real people, who are affected by the presence of the researcher, as
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well as by many other pressures from outside. For many people in the Tai villages,

my visit is an opportunity to practise English, and some ask for gifts or assistance to

help them to better themselves in the society in which they live. I can hardly decline

either request, yet in doing so, I am playing a part in changing their culture.

Muhlhausler is of the opinion that

"the decline of Pacific and Australian languages,... is due primarily to the loss

of their ecological support system (language ownership, cultural practices,

speaker's lifestyles, settlement patterns, speaker's physical and spiritual well-

being) and their functional relationship with other languages (language chains,

bi-, dual- and multilingualism, sign languages, pidgins etc.)." (1996:323)

Many of the items listed by MiihlhSusler as 'ecological support syslem' are challenged

by the presence of foreign researchers. For one, the whole concept of language

ownership is challenged if most of the recordings and the copyright of the most

comprehensive grammar of a language are held by a person who lives in far-away

Australia.

Muhlhausler further points out (1996:144) that the languages of the Pacific under the

impact of contact with Christianity and European languages, have moved towards 2

"...Standard Average European typology, particularly in the semantic domains

of time, being, causality, spatial organisation, nature and nurture, human

relationships and emotions."

In my researches into the languages of the Tai of Assam, by the very questions that 1

ai,k, and the gifts that 1 bring, and certainly by the things that I write here, some effect

on those small languages is certain. Muhlhausler discussed the effects of missionary

policies and quoted from Codrington and Palmer (1896:V1II), who said:

"It is probable that some corruption of a native language is inevitable in

Mission work."
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Can this not also be said for linguistics? One hopes that it is less true of linguistics,

perhaps because university linguists often do not spend as many years in the field as

missionaries do. Nevertheless, it is surely the case that o* presence and our work will

have effects on the community, and therefore on the lang ;ge, that we may not intend.

These effects are not necessarily good or bad, but they must be taken into account.

Rhydwen (1996) further reminds us of the human aspect of this type of work:

"My original research aims were subverted in response to my interactions with

Aboriginal people who, unlike the abstraction 'objects of research1 are real

people with whom relationships develop. Nevertheless, 1 was still constrained

by my obligations to funding bodies and the formal requirements of writing a

thecis."(1996:ix)

This present work has also undergone a similar 'subversion', in that the needs and

wishes of the Tai community to have their culture and literature recorded has become

a more pressing aim than 1 initially believed it would be.

Rhydwen also discusses the problem of literature and its use in academic work

(1996:172), and the copyright thereof. Having read aloud a paper which included a

story, she was asked by her informant (an Aboriginal Australian): "Who owns stories,

you know that thing you got, copyright intit? Who got copyright of my story?". After

answering that she would not in fact receive any money for publishing the story,

Rhydwen admits that it is not the point, because

"How can I explain, how could 1 say that her story is not of interest in itself,

that it is my interpretation, my linguistic analysis, that is the point, the

meaning of the text?"

The recording of traditional literature must be accompanied by a respect for that

literature as literature; and a respect for the fact that it is important not just to the

community but to the whole of human culture that these literatures be recorded for

their own sake, not just for the linguistic information we can mine from them.

12

4.7.1 The approach in this thesis

Bearing in mind the issues raised by Muhlh&usler, Rhydwen and others, this thesis

will take into consideration the effects vhich it might have on the languages and the

informants.

1 believe it is of the utmost importance that the sources of linguistic information be

identified and named. There are communities and situations in which the

identification of informants would be inappropriate or may create difficulty for those

individuals. This does not apply among the Tai of Assam; there is no taboo on naming

the dead and some of my elderly informants are enthusiastic about recording their

language, in the knowledge that those recordings will survive them. Examples (13) to

(15) are extracts from a conversation between Sa Cham Thoumoung, an Aiton in his

eighties, his daughter Silawa, and myself:

Silawa

13.1) "3
khaam2

word
maui2

2Sg
an2

CLF
caai2

male
sa1 hap'
Sahib

hau2

1P1

0 0 "

ta1 tep1 au2 pai2 tii2 JS1 tre1 lii1 yaa1

will tape take go to Australia
Our Sahib will tape your words and take them back to Australia.1

13.2) OT^COC

ka1 larj1

after

i
mam2 po2

2Sg PRT
taai
die

OX

;2 kaa1

GO

oStf
khaam2 maui2 an2 ta1 kuit1 wai3 kaa1

word 2Sg CLF will remain KEEP GO
'After you die, your words will remain on the tape.'

naui2 tep1

in tape

SaCham

13.3) "I
uiz

yes
kau2 ko3 saa1 tho2

lSg LINK grateful

1
naa1 carj'
PRT then

'Yes, 1 am pleased!1...
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Audio Link for example (13) can be found at Wave fiies\aitan\extracts\2-9-2-6.

14)

khaam2 kau2 an2

word ISg CLF
sag
if

krat1 wai3 kaa1

remain KEEP GO

5.1)

15.2)

«3
kau2 taai2 kaa1 khaam2 an2 tal kmt1 wai3 an2 dii2

ISg die GO word CLF will remain KEEP CLF good

'If my words remain, though may I die, my words will remain, that will be

ve r
 t o<d!'

Audio Link for example (14) can be found at \wave files\aiton\extracts\2-9-2-6.

o3
taai2

die

crx
khiam2 an2 ta1

iu2 khaam2 an2 mi)2

YES word CLF NEG
The language will not die.1

oB
kun2 an2 taai' ko3

person CLF die LINK word CLF will
'People will die but the language will remain.

kun1

remain

SM:

15.3)

dii2 naa1

good PRT-QN
'Is it good?'

Sa Cham

15.4)

ui

§ (Xff 8
2 dii2 lurj1 dii2 lurj1

YES good big good big
'Yes, very good.'

Audio Link for example (15) can be found at Vwave filesxaiton\extracts\2-9-2-6.
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The full acknowledgement of the informants is both important and appropriate for the

community, as well as for scholars. In mis thesis, every sentence example will be

sourced to the text from which it comes, and the author or teller of mat text.

By acknowledging the infoiTnants in this way, we are recognising mat their

contribution to the body of knowledge presented in this thesis is on an equal footing

with the many academic texts quoted or referred to here. We are treating the oral texts

as we would a book, and quoting and acknowledging the informants in the same way

as we would quote and acknowledge a professional linguist.

Furthermore, by presenting the texts in the electronic appendix (see 9.5 below), we

are giving them the status of a published text. This is clearly an advantage from the

point of view of scholarship, because it allows for the checking of any of the claims

made in the thesis. In addition, it is a method by which the oral scholarship of the Tai

community can be presented.

The Tai people themselves greatly value many of the texts that I have collected. When

1 recorded informants speaking a story, they not only knew that it would be used for

the purpose of study (see examples (13)-( 15) above), but they expected that 1 would

make these texts available.

As 1 moved from village to village, people were often keen to hear some of the texts

recorded in other villages. For example, a number Tai people, such as Sa Cham

Thoumoung (Aiton), Sa Myat Chowlik (Khamyang) and Ee Nyan Khet (Phake) can

fell Mahosatha stories (see below 9.2). Each of these was very interested in what the

others were saying.

In previous work on the extinct languages ctoria (Bowe and Morey 2000), it

became clear how important the knowledge o* where information came from can be

to a community that has lost its language. In the future, the Tai community will be

able to use this thesis to look back on some aspect of their language, and to hear again

the stories that people like Sa Cham Thoumoung told them.
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In addition to the proper acknowledgement of the informants, there is an ethical

requirement to return to the community whatever knowledge has been gathered from

them. This, of course, includes the making available of the text analyses to the

informants, and making copies of tapes and videos and printed articles which are

written as a result of this study. It also includes the making available of this thesis.

Making this thesis available is not just sending a copy to India, it is also making this

text as friendly to Tai readers as it can be.

4.7.2 A note on bad language and swearing

I have not been able to record anything by way of swearing, oaths or bad language,

save only the single example given in Chapter 8.3, example (li>5).

While, no doubt, the recording of bad language would greatly add to the linguistic

diversity presented here, and while it would be interesting, it is not possible in this

thesis to present any such data. All my Tai informants were united in wishing that no

'bad language' be included in the thesis. If a community does not want to have any bad

language recorded, then the same ethical reasons which protect the names of the dead,

or some types of sacred texts in other communities, apply.
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5. Methodology - collectkra, asatysis aa4 traastatiea ©f the texts:

5.1 Theoretical considerations

The two main methods of obtaining the linguistic data on which a thesis such as this

can be based are elicitation and the preparation of a corpus of text.

The very nature of this type of research almost always involves the significant use of

elicitation. particularly in the initial stage of studying the language (Payne 1997:370).

In this initial stage, the researcher will usually not yet have sufficient competence in

the language to be able to make use of large amounts of textual material, and this was

certainly the case with the writer of this thesis.

However, as the language competence increase;,, !ic researcher is likely to be able to

make more use of texts otf different types, and those texts are more likely to be given

by the informants.

The example of my work with the Khamyang informant, Chaw Sa Myat Chowlik,

will illustrate this point. On my first visit very brief visit to Pawaimukh (1 3th January

!998), 1 was not yet able to converse in T'-u. Using the late Aimya Khang Gohain and

Mr. Bibek Borgohain as my interpreters, 1 elicited atone box (see 6.1.5.3) from Sa

Myat. and some simple sentences.

Chaw Sa Myat was then asked if he could tell a short stor' perhaps a children's story.

He replied that he did not really know any stories, although the text Advice to

Children was collected. 1 left PawaimuK.h that day with the impression that there was

perhaps not very much information that could be collected there.

In the succeeding years, as my competence in Tai has reached the point where I can

converse freely with Chaw Sa Myat, he has volunteered a large number of very long
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texts, and has shown himself to be most knowledgeable in the traditions, literature and

culture of the Tai39.

Why then, did Sa Myat not volunteer a story in 1998? The answer may be that to him

it would seem pointless to give such a text to a researcher who could not understand at

least some part of it.

Thus it may be said that for this thesis, the texts have increased in importance viz a

viz elicitation as the project has developed.

Payne (1997:366) opens his discussion on the issue of the relationship between

elicited and text data with the following comments:

"Both text and elicited data are essential to good descriptive linguistics. Each

have advantages and disadvant^s. The linguistic researcher needs to be

aware of these in order to make the best use of all the data available."

In discussing the relative position of elicitation in a descriptive linguistics project,

Payne concluded (19- 7:368) that

"The controlled, systematic, and rule-dominated parts of language are best

approached with an emphasis on elicited data. These would include:

1 phonology (excluding intonation);

2 morphophonemics;

3 inventory of derivational morphology (which derivational operations

apply to which roots, etc.);

4 inflectional inventory (determining the ranger of inflectional

possibilities for person and number "agreement" and case marking);

5 pronoun inventory (isolating the entire set of free pronouns);

6 lexical inventory (acquiring the words for a large number of

culturally significant things and activities)."

3l? 1 have often referred to him as Sa Myat Bor Pandit, 'Sa Myat the great knowledgeable man'. 1 have
not met any Tai person in Assam who knows more about a greater range of cultural practices and the
texts, oral and written, that relate to them.
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According to Payne, text data will be made use of more for analysing "the more

pragmatic, semantic, and subtle parts of language" (I997:368f). These include:

" 1 intonation;

2 constituent order;

3 inflectional morphology (determinfjng the precise functions,

including tense/aspect/mode);

4 voice (aligrement of grammatical relations and semantic roles of

verbal arguments);

5 sentence-level particles (evidentials, validationals and pragmatic

highlighting particles);

6 clause combining (including relativization, complementation,

adverbial clauses, and clause chaining);

7 lexical semantics (determining the nuances associated with various

lexical chokes, including derivational morphology and pronouns)."

For each of the processes for which Payne recommends the use of elicited data, it has

been found that reference to the texts considerably deepens the understanding of the

languages concerned. Two examples will sufiice to illustrate this point.

The Aiton phonology discussed in 6.3 below is largely based on a list of 1900 words

elicited from Bidya Thoumoung in December 1999 and January 2000. However a

deeper understanding of the extent to which Aiton phonology follows this was only

gained by a very close study of the texts that have been recorded. For example, the

realisation of the proto Southwestern Tai initial lyl as /y apparent in Bidya's list is

confirmed in most spoken texts recorded in the Aiton villages, although not in read

texts. The decision to notate tius as l^l consequently relied as much on the textual

confirmation of what was collected in elicitation, as on the elicitation itself.

Even items such as the pronoun inventory and lexical inventory could only be done up

to a point with elicitation. The word hS2'\s\ dual' has survived in some Phake texts

(see Words of gladness - in honour of Stephen Morey (1-7-1-11), No. (8)), even

though it is bleached of its dual meaning. No amount of elicitation would have led to
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this word being volunteered as a pronoun. As to the general lexicon, a large number

of words are literary and can only be found in the texts in which they occur. No

amount of elicitation will produce them. I believe that a high proportion of the words

which will eventually be listed in Tai dictionaries will be words that would not be

established through elicitation.

While Payne makes the important point that "text data should be distinguished from

elicited data in whatever cataloguing system is employed"(l 997:370), he does not go

on to suggest that examples in the written grammar should be marked according to

their sources. Since elicited and text data are by their nature different, it is maintained

here that it is most important to indicate what kind of data is being discussed. For this

reason, every Tai language example cited in this thesis will be sourced as either an

elicitation. a sentence spontaneously uttered or an extract from a text.

In many grammars that have been written in the past it is impossible to know whether

the sentence examples presented as an illustration of some aspect of the syntax were

elicited or not. It is the firm belief of the present writer that knowing the source of a

particular sentence will help the reader to understand more about the language

5.2 The collection of data

5.2.1 Elicitation undertaken as part of this project

The principal elicitations undertaken for this thesis were:

i) An Assamese-Aiton word list, elicited from Bidya Thoumoung in December

1999 and January 2000.

This was done by taking each initial letter of the Tai alphabet, and writing

down each of the monosyllables which were possible in Tai orthography for that

initial letter. Bidya Thoumoung then wrote every Assamese meaning he could think

of for each written syllable. These were then recorded and translated into English.

This list forms the basis of the Aiton Lexicon discussed in Chapter 10.
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ii) Sentence elicition.

In the early stages of this thesis, a number of sentences were elicited from both

Phake and Aiton speakers, particularly from Chaw Sangea Phalung (Aiton) and

Aithown Che Chakap and Aimya Khang Gohain (Phake).

iii) Discussions of grammatical features.

A number of particular grammatical features were discussed with a number of

informants, especially with Nabin Shyam Phalung (Aiton) and Yehom Buragohain

(Phake). One example of this is the TAM particle uu'/u', for which explanations and

examples were given, see below 8.5.7.6.1.

The other major task which was necessary for the research on this thesis to proceed

was the copying and typing into computer of the Phake-English-Thai Dictionary

(Banchob 1987). I was very fortunate to obtain a copy of this dictionary in January

1998 in Namphakey village. A large proportion of the data contained in this

dictionary was then entered into computer (see 10.3 below) and an English-Phake

word fiFiuer produced from that data base. This allowed for much speedier learning of

the language and analysis of the texts.

5.2.2 Text collection

The texts on which this thesis relies were collected in the period 1998 - 2002. An

attempt has been made to collect a representative sample of the kind of texts that are

regarded as important to the Tai communities, but inevitably the writer's own interests

ire reflected in the range of texts presented.

There are a number of reasons why some informants might not feel able to give a

particular text at a particular tim?; some texts take considerable time to speak and that

time may not be available. Some may not wish to take the time if they do not feel that

the researcher is able to make use of the text.
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Sometimes, on the other hand, people came to me wanting me to record a particular

text for posterity. Often these were songs and as such not always the best texts for

understanding the syntax of the language, since the songs almost invariably use either

archaic syntax or syntax that allows variation not permitted in spontaneous speech.

Another important issue in field work is the need to balance the time taken in text

collection with time spent analysing the texts collected. The latter is very time

consuming and very much more demanding than the former.
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meet Ai Than, who was said to be able to chant a particularly fine blessing, the Prayer

of Blessings.

A number of practical issues also impinged on the data collection process. Minidiscs

and video cassettes are not availabie in Upper Assam, so that sometimes I was

running short of space and could not record all the texts mat were offered.

Furthermore, electricity supply was sometimes unreliable or unavailable, and the

recharging of the minidisc player or video camera was sometime a problem.

However this research has been important as an archive of the Tai languages as well

as an analysis of them. As many different speakers were recorded as possible. Priority

was given to certain very knowledgeable elderly informants, such as Sa Cham

Thoumoung in Duburoni or Sa Myat Chowlik in Pawaimukh. Whenever either of

them had anything to say, it was recorded. Only a small proportion of the total

recordings have been analysed for this thesis. The remaining texts still await

transcription and analysis.

It may be that old people's language is over-represented in the data that forms the

basis of this thesis. Certainly the language of the younger generation - those under 30

- is barely represented here. It will be the task of future research to overcome this

shortcoming.

Another aspect was the need to try to achieve some kind of gender balance in data

collection. Because the writer is male, and because males are much more likely to be

able to read and write in Tai, there is a preponderance of data from male informants.

This is particularly so for the Khamyang data. However it is not the case for the Phake,

where my principal informant is a female, Ee Nyan Khet, who reads and writes Tai

fluently.

Another issue with data collection is finding the right person to give a good example

of a particular type of text. In March 2002,1 was taken to Tipam Phake village to

5.3 Data Analysis

5.3.1 Prerequisites for analysis

Before the data analysis could proceed, a number of tasks need to be undertaken. The

first of these was an understanding of the phonology of the language. In the case of

Tai Phake, my analysis of the phonology agrees with Banchob (1987) with minor

variations (see below 6.2.4.1). Her phonemic notation was thus accepted and

employed in the thesis.

The situation of Aiton was somewhat more complex. Prior to this thesis, no

comprehensive study of the phonology of Aiton had been undertaken. It took some

time to establish the Aiton phonemic system as discussed in 6.3.

In the case of Khamyang, the problem of establishing a phonemic notation is

increased by the tendency of most Khamyang speakers to mix Phake and Khamyang

when speaking to me.

A second prerequisite for the analysis was the development of the fonts with which

the Tai script and Phonemic transcription could be rendered (see 7.8 below). These

went through several versions before the versions employed here were finalised.
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5.3.2 Difficulties encountered in analysis.

The greatest difficulty encountered in the analysis was the amount of time required.

There are around eight hours c f text presented here, and it is estimated that the

analyses took around four hours for every minute of text recorded, exclusive of the

time spent on the prerequisites mentioned above or the time spent collecting the texts.

Every text has been checked with at least one native speaker, and some of the more

difficult texts have been discussed with several speakers. The phonemic transcription

and glosses were typed in, rather than generated automatically by a program such as

Shoebox. This was both necessary and desirable. It was necessary because the

considerable amount of homography in the Tai languages meant, that every single

grapheme had several possible meanings and the Shoeta^ system would not

automatically gloss any text. Furthermore, using Shoebox would have created a

number of difficulties with the various fonts in use.

It was desirable to type the glosses and transcriptions in because this both helped in

the process of learning the language, and ensured that every sentence was

comprehensively studied. Although this thesis employs computers, at no stage is any

computer program making any linguistic decisions on my behalf.

A number of texts present particular difficulties. Example (1) is Yehom Buragohain's

translation of a line from Nang Pe's Blessing:

However this text was rechecked with Ee Nyan Khet, who pointed otr that the

translation should be as in (2):

cau3 kham2 hau3 nai3 In1 mak4 thap4 tan1 san1 kha1

RESP gold GIVE get offer plenty place place Bhikkhus
'My you get to offer many things to the venerable monks.1

(Phake Blessing Blessing, No (24), intoned by Nang Pe)

Yehom Buragohain assumed that the first two words referred to the person who was

beir blessed, and could perhaps be i-.-instated 'oh golden one.'

2)
cau4 kham5 hail3 nai3 lu1 mak4 thap4 tan1 sag1 kha1

morning evening GIVE get offer plenty place* place Bhikkhus
'Every morning and evening may you get to offer many things to the venerable
monks.'

This text is an example of one which took a very great deal of time to translate, as was

the ca >z with all of the prayers and other liturgical texts.

Sometimes it was not possible to recheck everything, and there are places in several

texts where the translation of a particular word remains unclear.

The writer's own lack of ability in Assamese and imperfect command of the Tai

languages also made for difficulties in this regard. In the early field trips, I was reliant

on multilingual speakers who knew English in order to translate the texts. Later it

became possible to work with non-English speakers like Ee Nyan Khet and to work

out the meaning of almost all the words, particularly with the aid of the Shan-English

dictionary (Sao Tern Moeng 1995). Even so, some very difficult words may remain

unclear.

Another difficulty in transcription was persuading the informants to notate Hems such

as false starts and hesitations. On many occasions there would be such a false start but

when listening back to it, the informant would say "Oh, he didn't say anything". For

linguistic analysis, however, these false starts are very important. Wherever possible I

have notated them when they occur in spoken texts.

1 have been able to collect and analyse very little truly natural conversation between

two or more Tai speakers. Usually when the tape is on the people speak as if speaking

to me. To what extent, if any, the natural spoken form of the language really differs

from the analysis in this thesis is not possible to say.
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In order to write a truly useful description of these languages, it is essential for the

writer to be able to speak the languages being studied fluently. In an Australian PhD,

with its allotment of only three years, this is almost impossible. It is certain that some

insights into the deeper structures of the language will have been missed. Clearly this

thesis can only be regarded as a preliminary study; and the conclusions are only as

good as the variety of text which I have been able to eoitect and analyse.

5.4 Datastorage

The recordings collected for this thesis are a most valuable record of the Tai

languages, a record which will survive the speakers and survive the writer of this

thesis, just as Sa Cham Thoumoung observed in examples (13) to (15) of section 4.7.1.

The recordings have beer placed in the Department of Linguistics at Monash

University. Copies have been made and placed in other safe locations, in case of

accidental destruction of such a valuable resource.

A significant proportion of the video tapes collected for this thesis have already been

copied onto VHS and sent to the Tai communities in India, as requested by them. It is

hoped that in time all of the recordings will be copied and those copies placed in the

communities in which the recordings were made. In many cases, printed copies of the

texts and analyses were sent to the informant.

5.5 Grouping the texts

For the purpose of this thesis, a numbering system of texts was devised, which is

presented in Table (1):

1 st number

2nd number

3rd number

4th number

Language
community
Type ci text

Mode of recording

Number of text

(l=Phake, 2=Aiton, 3=Khamyang, 4=Ahom, 5=K.hamti, 6=Shan,
7=Turung)
(l=stories, 2=historical, 3=prayers, 4=Buddhist text, 5=ritual text,
6=other cultural texts, 7=songs, 8=explanations, 9=informal texts,
10=grammar, ll=speeches, 12=miscellaneous texts)
(l=video, 2=audio minidisc, 3=audio casette, 4=manuscript only,
5=other researchers text)

Table (1) System of numbering texts

The first number gives the particular language community from which the text comes,

the second the type of text, the third the mode of recording and the fourth the number

of the text.

For example, Text 1-1-1-1 is a Phake text, a story, recorded by video and the first of

that type. The document containing its translation is named 1-1-1-1.doc and the wave

file is 1-1-1-1

There are a number of issues which arise in this process. First of all, all of these

communities are multilingual and the first number will therefore not necessarily refer

to the language in which the text is recorded. In all of the Tai groups of Assam some

mixing with Assamese is to be found, and Pali language is certainly used in religious

texts.

With the Turung the situation is even less clear, because the Turung are often

trilingual with some speaking Tai fluently as well as Turung (which is Tibeto-Burman)

and Assamese. As an example of this, the text 7-1-2-1 (The old couple without any

food) is a story told by the Turung informant Pong Chap in Turung language, but he

also switches frequently into Tai, of which he is a competent second language speaker.

Text 7-1-2-2 is the same story told by Pong Chap in Tai. The initial number 7,

therefore, refers only to the community from which the speaker comes, and does not

necessarily refer to the language in which the text is spoken.

There has been a greater difficulty in the arbitrary definition of the 'type of text1 which

is the second number of this system. From my earliest days of working with these

communities, the most frequently recorded texts were children's stories and songs.

The other category of early recordings was word lists, short sentences and infonnation

about the tones which 1 have categorised as 'grammatical1.
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However it is now clear that there need to be more categories, and the following

system has been devised:

Number

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Type of text

Stories

Historical

Prayers

Buddhist Texts

Ritual Texts

Other cultural texts

Songs

Explanations

Informal Texts

Grammar

Speeches

Miscellaneous

including:

Children's stories
Buddhist Jataka stories (particularly Mahosatha)

Historical manuscripts
Oral retelling of histories
Oral histories
Informant's reminiscences and stories of their own
life

Prayers used in Buddhist ceremonies
Prayers used in other ceremonies

Buddhist manuscripts, including Mahosatha
Oral retelling of Buddhist texts
Explanations of Buddhist practice
Explanations of Buddhist ceremonies

Manuscripts relating to non-Buddhist rituals
Explanations of non-Buddhist rituals
Dances and other texts performed during non-
Buddhist rituals

Manuscripts containing information such as
traditional medicines, proverbs, astrology,
Explanations of traditional practises such as the
process of building a new house,
Children's texts such as lullabies,
Riddles

Love songs
Other songs

This is the class of text where an informant talks
about and demonstrates a particular aspect of
cultural practise, such as explaining the co-ŷ cSrtf
kyorj2 lik3'(or spirit house) in each Tai house

Conversations
Personal Letters

Word lists
Discussion about the tones
Sample sentences
Discussion of grammatical issues in other texts

Speeches in public places

Other texts, such as people's names and their
meanings,
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These categories are purely arbitrary and are not intended for in depth study of the

literature of these communities.

For example, oral Mahosatha stories (Jataka stories based on the Jataka of wisdom)

are listed as stories, whereas the Mahosatha manuscript itself is listed as a Buddhist

text. The Mahosatha manuscript is the Tai translation of the Pali text,

Mahaummaggajataka (Fausboll 1896), and is an accepted part of the Buddhist canon.,

However the stories based on it are sometimes stylistically related to the children's

stories, and are therefore listed as stories.

The literature of the Tai is discussed in more detail below in Chapter 9.

I

I

f

Table 2: Categories of texts presented in this thesis
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6* Phonology

6.1 Some theoretical considerations

6.1.1 Proto Southwestern Tai phonemes

6.1. i. 1 Proto Southwestern Tai consonants

Proto Southwestern Tai phonemes have been reconstructed by both Jonsson (1991)

and Brown (1985). Both of them reconstruct a large series of initials including both

single consonants and consonant clusters. Brown (1985:246) reconstructs the series

listed in Table (1), presented using his notation:

h ph
phi

f

P
pr

Pi

b
br
bl

V

th

t
tr

d
dr

ch

s

c

j

z

kh
khl
X

k
kr
kl

g
gr

gi
Y

khw

kw

gw

hm

hw

''m

9 m l

m

ml
w

hn

hr
hi

9n

n

r
1

hfi hq

ft 9

h refers to aspirate consonants
? refers to pre-glottalised consonsants
no mark refers to voiced consonants

Table 1: Proto Tai Initial Consonants, from Brown (1985)

Table (2) lists the initial consonants as reconstructed by Jonsson (1991:53), using her

notation:

ft
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Bilabial Dental/
Alveolar

Palatal Velar Glottal

p
ph

b

m
hm
V

f
w

hw

t

th

d

n

hn

z
s

r

hr

1

hi

c

J

fi

hfi

j

k

kh

9

g

hr,

Y
x h

Voiceless unaspirated stops

Voiceless aspirated stops

Voiced stops

Preglottalised stops

Nasals

Voiceless Nasals

Voiced fricative

Voiceless fricative

Semi vowel

Preglottal semi-vowel

Voiceless Semi vowel

Rhotic Approximant

Voiceless Rhotic
Approximant

Lateral Approximant

Voiceless Lateral
Approximant

Table 2: Proto Southwestern Tai consonant phonemes, after Jonsson (1991)

Jonsson also adds the following clusters:

-w

Labial

pl, 9bl

phr, 9br, mr~ml

Velar
kl

khr~khl, gr~y

kw, khw~xw,

r, xr

gw~vw

Table 3: Proto Southwestern Tai initial clusters, after Jonsson (1991)

Both of these reconstructions posit a phoneme inventory which is considerably larger

than the present inventory of any the daughter languages from which the

reconstruction has been done. Jonsson's inventory posits 37 proto initial consonants in

Table (2) but none of the daughter languages has more than 22. None of the daughter

languages, for example, includes any voiceless sonorants (here notated as *hm, *hn,

*hrj, *hl, *hr, *hw) in their consonant inventories.

I

i

I

i

In Jonssons reconstruction, the glyph <j> is used following the International

Phonetic Alphabet, to refer to t^e palatal semi vowel. However, in this thesis the

symbol <y> will be used instead, because it was the symbol employed for this sound

by most researchers into these languages in the past especially Punchob (1987).

Furthermore, the use of <j> might imply to some readers, particularly the Tai speakers

themselves, that the sound was actually [d3]. In Aiton, the reflex of the proto palatal

semi vowel is usually realised as [d3] or [3] (see below 6.3.1.1.6).

6.1.1.2 Consonant change in Southwestern Tai.

Previous work on the reconstruction of the Southwestern Tai languages, such as

Gedney (1972), Li (1977), Brown (1985) and Jonsson (1991) posit that the voiced

consonants as a distinct group have disappeared, as have the voiceless nasals. In the

modem Tai languages the voiced and voiceless nasals have merged and are usually

realised as voiced nasals.

The voiced stops, on the other hand, have either merged with the voiced aspirate stops

(as in Standard Thai and Lao) or to voiceless aspirate stops (as in Shan and in the Tai

languages of Assam). For this reason, Standard Thai and Lao are sometimes called

•ph1 languages (for example Enfield 2000:50) and Shan and the Tai languages of India

are called 'p1 languages. This process is bound up with tonogenesis, which is discussed

below in 6.1.5.3.

6.1.1 3 Proto Southwestern Tai vowels

The traditional reconstruction of proto Southwestern Tai vowels is that of Li who

reconstructs nine vowels, as presented in Table (4)

i
e
e

Y

a

u
0

0

Table 4: Proto Southwestern Tai vowel phonemes, after Li (1977:297)
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Li posited that vocalic length was not phonemic in his Proto Tai and developed

secondarily. Jonsson, on the other hand, claims that only seven primary vowels "are

well-retained in all the daughter languages" (1991:104). These are presented in Table

(5), using her notation:

i

ae

Y

a, aa

u

Table 5: Proto Southwestern Tai vowel phonemes, after Jonsson (1991)

Jonsson explicitly states that "The mid vowels // e 9 o // are not reconstructed. The

evidence shows that they are a result of raising, lowering, shortening and reducing of

other primary and complex vowels." (1991:104). It is worthwhile to note that this

reconstruction is exactly the vowel inventory proposed in this thesis for Aiton (see

6.3.2) and for Ahom (see 6.5.2).

Jonsson also reconstructs three diphthongs, /ia/, Aa/ and /ua/, although she puts the

question as to whether there were complex vowels in proto Southwestern Tai or

whether they arose as a result of diffusion (1991:122).

Since the various authors discussed here use different notations for the same vowels, a

comparison of these various different notational systems is presented in Table (6)

Li (1977)

i

T

u

e

0

0

£

D

a

Banchob(1987)

i

ii

u

e

3

0

e

3

a

Jonsson (1991)

i

V

u

e
3

0

ae

3

a

Diller(1992)

i

Ui

u

e

Y

0

e

3

a

This thesis

i

UI

u

e

Y

0

e

3

a

I

i

Table 6: Comparison of vowel notations - Li (1977), Banchob (1987),
Jonsson (1991), Diller (1992) and this thesis.

6.1.2 Diphthongs in Tai languages

As mentioned above in 6.1.1.3, three diphthongs (/ia/, /ma/ and /ua/) are reconstructed

for proto Tai. In addition to these three diphthongs, there are a number of

combinations which are usually analysed as being vowel + semi vowel combinations,

in particular [aj] and [aw], and in the Shan languages [am].

Edmondson and Solnit (1997a: 15) discuss the issue of "syllable-final semivowels",

pointing out that Gedney and others in what they term the American tradition

"treat them as consonants and write them with consonantal symbols such as [-

y, -w, -m]. Tuey point out that in Tai there are no possible syllable shapes

aiC/auC/auiC (where C stands for an arbitrary consonant). By assuming that -

Vi/-Vu/-Vui are in fact phonologically -Vy/-W-Vui, then no further

apparatus is necessary; double consonant codas are simply forbidden as

syllable types ;.n Tai."

Edmondson and Solnit also point out that in many Tai languages, vowel length is only

contrastive in syllables that have final consonants. This vowel length contrast also

applies to syllables with final semivowels.

Li (1977) and other Chinese scholars, on the other hand, notate these "syllable-final

semivowels" with the vowels, (-i, -u and -ui). In this thesis, the approach of Li will be

followed, rather than that of Gedney and the American tradition. There are several

reasons why this is being done.

Firstly, phonetically, it is clear that in many cases the finals are vowels rather than

semi vowels. Harris (1976:118), writing of Khamti, says of lyl that "In syllable final

position this symbol represents a close front unrounded vowel [i]". In the Tai

languages of Assam, final lyl and Av/ are often long after /a/, particularly if/a/ is short.

This is clearly demonstrated in Table (7), which presents some Tai Aiton examples

spoken by Bidya Thoumoung:
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Assamese

<F<»̂ | kukura

* W khDdsuwa

Tai

c3 kai1

08 kaai2

gloss

chicken

irritated

length of/a/

0.1"

0.32"

length of/i/

0.3"

0.1"

Audio link to Pronunciation of these words (Wave flles\aiton\sounds\kai.mp3)
Link to spectrogram analysis of kai1 'chicken* (Wave files\aitonWave
images\kail.bmp)
Link to spectrogram analysis of kaai2 'irritated' (Wave files\aitonWave
images\kaai2.bmp)

Table 7: Length of syllable final vowels/semivowels in Aiton.

A second reason for the decision to use final vowel notation is that in Phake at least,

the notation of these as <ay> (<aj>) and <aw> would create another difficulty. As

discussed below in 6.2.2.2, synchronically Phake allows the diphthongisation of mid-

open vowels in front of velars. This means that the vowel in o§<f lairj2 'light' (from

proto *lerjA4)40 is the same as that in o3 lai6 'to flow' (from proto "laiAl). This can be

heard in the words pha4 lairj2ye4tt\\t light', as spoken by Ee Nyan Khet in the Story

of Deception 1-1-3-6 No. (33). The wave form for this utterance also shows the

transition from the low to the high front vowel41.

If we notate the [ai] group as <ay>, then we have to admit the possibility for the final

consonant to be a cluster, at least phonetically.

A third reason for writing these combinations as two vowels is that historically the Tai

languages have written /ai/ as a single graph, which would suggest that the intuition of

this is as a diphthong, rather than a vowel-semi vowel combination.

Finally, treating the finals in /ai/ and /au/ as semi vowels will necessitate treating the

final in /am/ as a semi-vowel as well. This would involve the positing of a consonant

phoneme which is restricted to a syllable final position, and which has exactly the

same phonetic form as a vowel which has normal vowel distribution.

I

1

I

I

6.1.3 Syllable structure in Tai languages

Noss (1964:5) categorises the syllable structure of Standard Thai as follows:

"Within the syllable, there are four types of components: initial, nucleus, final,

and tone. Consonant phonemes result from the analysis of initial and final

components, vowel phonemes from nuclear components, and tone phonemes

from tonal components. These are all syllabic phonemes."

Table (8) presents an analyst of the Tai syllable, where what Noss calls initial is

described as onset (O). and the other three components, here called nucleus (N), coda

(C) and tone (T), are part of the rime (R). The Phake word c8vS kin2 "eat" will be

exemplified

o

N

Ik/

R
i

C
I
/n/ f-2i

Table 8: Syllable structure in Tai, as exemplified by the Phake word o8vS kin2 "eat"

Within this structure, the onset and rime are obligatory - with vowel initial words

being regarded as having an initial glottal stop as the onset - and within the rime, the

coda is optional. It is generally accepted by Tai scholars that a nucleus can be a

diphthong, but only from the following restricted set of diphthongs /ia/, /uia/ and /ua/.

As discussed above in 6.1.2 there are problems with this model for Tai Phake, at least

synchronically. In a word like Phake c&f lain2 'light' we either have to posit that /ai/ is

a diphthong (the position adopted in this thesis) or that the word is /layq/ and two final

consonants are allowed in the coda. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to explore in

detail the theory of syllable structure in Tai.

40
The proto tone is symbolised by A4, which refers the tone box. See below 6.1.5.3.

41 The sound file for this example is in Wave files\phake\sounds\laing2.mp3. The wave form can be
viewed at \wave files\phake\wave images\laing2.bmp.
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6.1.4 The glottal stop

Most researchers into Tai languages mark a glottal stop in front of initial vowels. At

least some slight consonantal onset is always necessary before vowels can be released

in any language, although in many languages glottal initials are not written.
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A further argument for marking glottal stop is that it conforms to the theory of Tai

syllable structure, namely that a syllable consists of an onset (the initial consonant or

consonant cluster), a nucleus (the vowel), a tone and an optional coda (final

consonant). The glottal stop is the onset in a word which has a vowel initial.

In some languages, glottal stop initial is contrast! ve with the lack of same, and

minimal pairs, or near minimal pairs can be found. Table (9) illustrates such a near

minimal pair for Maltese:

Written Maltese
arja
qara

Pronunciation
arja
?ara

Gloss
"air"
"he read"

Table 9: Glottal contrast in modern Maltese

In Tai languages, the writing of glottal stop occurs for several reasons. Firstly, in Tai

orthography - at least for the Indie based orthographies - vowels cannot stand alone

(see Chapter 7 below), and so a dummy consonant (often called simply a) is written.

This can then be marked in transcription using the glottal stop.

Secondly, the glottal stop is usually regarded as necessary to explain a tonal

phenomenon in the Tai languages - the fact that vowel initial words can occur only

with a restricted number of tones.

For example, in Phake, vowel initial words are mostly confined to tones 1, 2 and 3.

(see 6.2.4 below). The lack of the rising tone for vowel initial words in Phake is

explained by positing the glottal stop *PI as an initial phoneme in the proto form of

such words. Since the tone of a Tai word is dependent on what its initial syllable was

at the time of the tonal splits (see 6.1.5, Table 10), it is argued that glottal stop is still

a phoneme, causing words with glottal initial to be able to take only certain tones, the

same tones as the reflexes of the words which began with proto */b/ and */d/.

Together these three proto phonemes make up the proto glottal series of initials in

Gedney's (1972) tone chart (see 6.1.5.3).

I

I

Finally, glottal stop is often present phonetically where vowel hiatus would otherwise

occur, as in Phake « J T ^ S [ma 9iuk] /ma1 uk1/ "tomato".

One example in which the vowel hiatus is overcome by a glottal stop is presented in

(1), from Example (53) ir Story - Chaw Mahosatha meets Nang Pingya, spoken by Ee

Nyan Khet. Here there is a glottal stop, between the [tf] of kaug2 m^'pagoda1 and the

following word42. This would be expressed phonetically as [kaurj2 mo2 9an2].

1)
kaurj2 mu2 an2

pagoda CLF
min,3

one
yarj"
have

All of the above reasons have lead many scholars to mark glottal stop in their

transcriptions. However it is not universal. Some of the scholars that do not mark

glottal stop include Nos* (1964), Weidert (1577) and Banchob (1987). Along with

these scholars I will not be marking glottal stop in phonemic transcriptions.

In support of this decision, there are cases of vowel hiatus where not only was there

no insertion of the glottal stop, but the two vowels are run together. The best example

of this is (2), where the words kaa2'croW and an2'gemra\ classifier' are spoken run

together so that it is phonetically [kaan2].

2)

miu2 3aam2 nan3 kaa2 an2 uu1 luk3 tii2 tun3 mai3

at that time crow CLF live from at tree
'At that time the crow was living in a tree,1

(Aiton Story, Story of the Crow and the Fox, No. (5), told by Ong Cham).

42 The audio link for example (1) is at \wave files\phake\sounds\hiatusl.mp3.
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Had a glottal stop been present at the onset of an2, we would have expected this merge

would not result. Although the recording quality is poor, this phenomenon is still

audible.

The argument about the need to express a glottal stop to explain the tonal distribution

of words with vowel initials, can easily be rephrased as vowel initial words behave

like those which had proto-glottal initials and are basically confined to tones

permitted for A3, B3, C3 and D3 (see below 6.1.5.3).

In Aiton, at least synchronically, it is no longer necessary to posit the glottal stop even

for this reason. Because of the reduction to three tones, all three tones are available in

Aiton for all initial consonants, as well as for all initial vowels. It is extremely

unlikely that any scholar describing Aiton without the benefit of the various

theoretical models discussed above would ever think of marking glottal stop. No

minimal pair can be found to distinguish a glottal initial from a vowel initial, and it

can just as easily be said that sr?6 an2"CLF' and <W>pan2"to give" are distinguished

by the absence of a segment (as Ann and pan are in English) than that they are

distinguished by the presence of an initial glottal in one, and an initial bilabial in the

other.

6.1.5 Tones

6.1.5.1 Definition of Tone

In their discussion about Cantonese, Bauer and Benedict categorised tone as follows:

"By systematically manipulating the pitch of the voice, speakers of a tone

language have at their disposal a second phonetic dimension - in addition to

the consonants and vowels - for contrasting words. By convention, such

distinctive and indispensable pitch differences are called tones (or more

precisely, lexical tones)." (1997:107)

I

I
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The importance of tone to languages such as Tai (and Cantonese) cannot be

overemphasised. Tone is a crucial and obligatory feature of every Tai word. As Bauer

and Benedict explained it:

"..the High level tone oftSm ... 'to carry on a shoulder pole' is an essential

component to the complete form of the word as are the initial unaspirated

alveolar stop consonant t-, the long nuclear vowel -a:-, and the final bilabial

nasal consonant -m. A speaker's arbitrary change of the High Level tone ... to

some other tone ... would prove quite puzzling to his/her addressee...; in a

comparable situation an English speaker might pronounce a word with a

different vowel, eg. bed [be:d] as bead [bi:d]. However in the context of a

sentence, eg. What time are you going to [bi:d] tonight..., addressees might be

able to figure out what words the speakers had intended to say." (1997:107)

Tones take many forms in the languages of the world. In the Tai languages most of

the tones are contour tones. Contour is the relationship between pitch height and pitch

movement in time. A high level tone has a high pitch height, and little or no pitch

movement. A high falling tone may have high pitch height and then lowering

movement over time. It must be noted, however, that none of the pitches will be

absolute, because of the different levels of voices, the most obvious of which is the

different pitch levels of the voices of men and women.

There are other types of tones in Tai, which are sometimes categorised as register

tones. In Tai the presence or absence of glottal isation or creakiness is a register

characteristic. In both Phake and Khamyang, glottalisation is a distinctive feature

between tones. In Khamyang, for example, the 2nd and 4th tones are distinguished

only by the glottalisation of the 4th tone and its absence in the 2nd tone. The contours

of these two tones are identical (see below 6.4.3).

6.1.5.2 Notation of tone

Several different systems have been devised for the notation of tone. These can be

categorised as follows:
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i) The use of pitch numbers, where 1 is low, 2 mid-low, 3 mid, 4 mid-high and 5

high. In such a system a high level tone on pi would be notated/?/55 or pi55. This

system is known as alphanumeric.

ii) The use of symbols, in which a high tone on/?/ would be written as pi]. In this

system, the vertical line is the axis and the horizontal line categorises the shape of the

tone.

iii) The use of IPA diacritics, where a high tone on the syllable/?/ might be written

as/?/

iv) The use of arbitrary numbers to categorise the tone, but which refer to a

particular type of tone. In Tai Phake, for example, the tone which is numbered (1) is

categorised as being mid to high level with a possible final fall (see 6.2.4.4 below).

By marking such a tone on the syllable/?/ as/?/7, no particular part of the tonal

description is present in the notation, but all words with a similar tone are easily

grouped together.

An arbitrary system is also used by the only Tai language to have developed

an orthography based on the Roman alphabet, namely Zhuang, which uses syllable-

final letters to mark the tones. For example the letter z marks the tone in naz /na31/

'ricefield' (Edmondson and Solnit 1997a: 16).

6.1.5.3 Tone in Tai Languages - Theoretical & historical background

Gedney (1972) recognised that the native vocabulary of the languages and dialects of

the Tai family falls into 20 groups of words. At an earlier stage of the Tai language

(described by Gedney as "at the time of tonal splits"), there were three tones on what

Gedney calls 'smooth syllables', that is live or open syllables, and two more on what

he calls 'checked syllables', that is dead or closed syllables43. The three live tones have
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become known as A, B and C; whilst the dead syllables, that is final 1-kJ, /-t/, /-p/ are

known as D-long and D-short, depending on the length of the vowei, as in Table < 10):

Initials, at the
time of tonal
splits

1 Voiceless friction
sounds, *s, hm, ph.
etc.

2 Voiceless
unaspirated, *p. etc.

3 Glottal, *? 9b. etc.

4 Voiced, *b,m, 1, z,
etc.

A
1

2

3

4

Proto-Tai Tones
B C D-short
5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Smooth
Syllables

1 3

14

15

16

Checked

D-long
17

18

19

20

Syllables

43 The terms 'live' and 'dead' syllable are used by some scholars in the Tai field. Since words with final
stops (called 'dead' or 'checked') have different tonal outcomes from words with final vowels or nasals
(called 'live' or 'smooth'), it is this distinction that is crucial in the study of Tai tones.

Table 10: The Tai Tone Boxes (after Gedney 1972)

In this system, the tone of a word depends on one of five proto tones (A, B, C, D-short

and D-long) in combination with one of four types of proto initials, namely voiceless

aspirated, voiceless unaspirated, glottal and voiced. Following the orthography

developed for Standard Thai, the voiceless aspirated is sometimes known as the "high

series", the voiceless unaspirated and glottal the "mid series" and the voiced the "low

series".

In many Tai varieties, particularly those spoken in China, only a bipartite division

between the originally voiceless (the first 3 lines in Gedney) and originally voiced

(the 4th line) is necessary. In some publications on Tai, therefore, the term A2 will

refer to words which are reflexes of originally voiced initials with the A tone. In this

thesis, following Gedney, these will be referred to as A4.

The original A, B and C tones may have been tones with registral qualities such as

breathiness or creakiness, rather than of pitch and contour as they are today. Since

words with initial voiced stops tend to have lower pitch than those with initial

voiceless stops, it is theorised that this process, combined with a change of the

originally voiced series (numbered 4 in Table 10) into voiceless stops, lead to the

tonogenesis of the contour and pitch tones which are found in Tai languages today.
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A change in the initial consonant from voiced to voiceless would mean that some

words in line 4 would become homophonous with those in line 1. For example, the

word which was *bii (A4) 'fat' would become *phii (A4) and thus identical to *phii

(Al) 'ghost'. A tone split would men become necessary to maintain the contrast

between these words.

Gedney gives example words for each of his 20 boxes. These words, with some

additions, cm &z used to discover and test the tonal system of any Tai language or

dialect. Generally Tai dialects have between 4 and 7 separate "tonemes".

I have found that Gedney's tone chart works extremely well with Phake informants,

but less so with both Aiton and Khamyang informants. In part this appears to be

because both Aiton and Khamyang are languages undergoing or coming to the end of

a process of change - Khamyang because it is a language in its last phase and Aiton

because it may have undergone toneme merge in recent times.

For Aiton and Khamyang, therefore, it was necessary to find minimal pairs in order to

be able to work out the tonal system. The syllable maa was examined first, because in

most varieties it is possible to find most of the tones with this syllable. The possible

tones on other syllables such as kaa and tea were then explored.

When a list of words had been collected and the contours of the contrasting tones

made clear, a Gedney style tone chart could be produced for each variety.

6.1.5.4 Changed Tone

Bauer and Benedict (1997:175), describe a process in Cantonese, known as pinjam

'changed tone1. There are a number of different processes subsumed under this title,

but in one of them "in certain lexical contexts the tone of a syllable assimilates to the

high endpoint of the following syllable to become High Rising and then the second

syllable is lost."
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One example of the process is the loss of the Cantonese perfective bound suffix-&i.*,

which can be lost as in 3b)

3a) khey tso'w-tso: la:
3b) khey tso'w* la:

'He has done if

The word tso'w 'done' has a mid low level tone in citation44, whereas &5;has high

rising tone. In example (3b), the pinjam (changed tone) is marked with an asterisk.

When example (3b) was subject to analysis, Bauer and Benedict concluded that the

dip and peak values of the high rising pinjam contour on tsow* 'done' were very

similar to those for the regular High Rising tone contour on -tso: in sentence 3a). In

effect, the tone of the perfective suffix tso: has been transferred onto the verb, and tso:

is then dropped.

As will be discussed below in 6.2.4.5, some analogous processes have been observed

in Phake. As far as I know, no other Tai languages of the Southwestern group within

the Tai family exhibit such characteristics.

6.2 Phake

The following discussion of the phonology of the Phake language is largely based on

the Phake-English-Thai Dictionary (Banchob 1987), together with some

observations from the author's own experience. Banchob's notations have been

retained for all consonants and tones, both in the Tai Phake Dictionary (see below

10.2), and in all transcriptions and in all analyses. Some minor alterations to her

transcriptions of vowels are discussed below in 6.2.2.

6.2.1 Consonants

Table (11) lists the consonants observed by Banchob (1987:12). The symbols used for

the consonants are those chosen by Banchob. This decision was made because of the

44 This is marked in Bauer and Benedict with a vertical stroke above the vowel. Here, owing to the lack
of a standard font which can do this, it has been marked with an apostrophe following the vowel.
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availability' of the Phake-English-Thai Dictionary in India, and the feeling that it

would only add to confusion to alter them.

Bilabial Dental/
Alveolar

Palatal Velar Glottal

Voiceless unaspirated stops
Voiceless aspirated stops
Nasals
Voiceless fricative
Semi vowel
Rhotic Approximant
Lateral Approximant

P
ph
m

w
r
1

t
th
n
s

c

5

y

k
kh
n

C)

h

Table 11: Consonant Phonemes in Phake

Since the status of the consonant phonemes in Phake is uncontroversial, and since

they have been discussed by Banchob (1987), no fuller description of the consonants

will be presented here. Readers who wish to see minimal pairs may wish to consult

the Tai Phake Dictionary45 where all the words recorded by Banchob can be found.

There is one allophonic process of Phake consonants which needs to be pointed out.

Certain very common function words with initial /k/ show initial lenition when they

are unstressed. This is particularly common with reciprocal marker kan2and with ka1

'go', when it is not a main verb (see below 8.5.7.5.1). This is demonstrated in example

(4):

4) CO

ne4 cau3

DEF RESP
ma1 ho1 ne4 hu4 kS1

Mahosatha PRT know GO
hn4 thorn1 ka"1

know listen GO

D1 D3 miin2 ne4 ka1 thai6 na2

EXCL father 3Sg DEF go plough field
'Chaw Mahosatha knew that her father had gone to plough the fields.1

(Phake Story, Chaw Mahosatha meets Nang Pingya, No. (33), told by Ee
Nyan Khet)
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As a full verb in the second line of (4), kMJis realised as [k§'J. In the first line,

however, as a function morpheme it is first realised as [yg1] after the vowel /u/ and

then with nasalisation after /m/. These processes appear only to apply to common

function morphemes with initial Ikl.

6.2.2 Vowels

Based on Banchob (1987) and observations by the writer, it is believed that there are

10 contrastive vowel phonemes in Phake, as in Table (12): (The symbols are

following Banchob).

i
e
e

u

a, aa

u
o
0

Table 12: Vowel phonemes in Phake

Table (13) lists minimal pairs distinguishing respectively the two back unrounded

vowels, the three front vowels and the three back vowels.

Assamese

SF3 hat

UM d3uwa

R»^H kiman

^ * t obp

^pf bura

1 M hap

<5T35 goru

-

Gloss

'hand'

'return home1

'how many1

'a little'

'old'

'snake'

'cow'

'crooked'

Tai Phake

mii2

ms2

kl1

ke1

ke1

rjO2

no2

rp2

Audio Link to the Pronunciation of Phake Vowels (Wave
files\phake\sounds\vowel2.mp3)

Table 13: Comparison of the Phake vowels.

45 See \lexicon\phake\phakdic.doc in the electronic version of this thesis.
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6.2.2.1 Vowellength in Phake

Banchob (1987:12) actually lists 17 vowels, as in Table (14):

M
e,e

0,5
3,5

M

o
3,5

Table 14: Vowels listed by Banchob (1987)

Banchob does not give any examples of contrasts between short and long vowels in

her phonological discussion. In the bulk of the text it is clear that there are many

examples of length contrasts for the vowels /a/~/aa/, for example karj3"\o screen" and

'"fishbone".

In general, for vowels other than /a/, Banchob notates the vowels of open syllables as

long and those in closed syllables as short. In part this follows the practice of the

Phake script, where, for example, Ixxl in an open syllable is marked with a symbol

which is historically a long vowel <-> and in a closed syllable with a symbol which is

historically a short vowel <->. There is clearly a length difference between the open

and closed syllables, and for that reason, I have followed Banchob in marking at least

syllables which end in final III and final /u/ with long vowels. This is not intended to

suggest that there is a phonemic distinction.

Banchob (1987) generally only marks vowels in open syllables as being long (except

for /a/ where length distinction clearly still applies). There are some exceptions,

however. The vowel Id is sometimes marked by Banchob as long in closed syllables46,

as in (5.1), and sometimes not, as in (5.2)

5.1) cerj' a corner, an angle

cer)2 the first month of the lunar year

cerjs to learn how to stand, as the infants

cer)5 to take morninjr: ) ^ ' ;>•,••.:v. % esp. for animals

46 Note that 'closed' syllable here is used if ; ;
'dead' or 'checked' syllable as used above i. ' •
'closed' syllable includes both final stops am ; .

;;; » f"> /d8 consonant. This is not the same as
«• »yliabfes with final stops. The term
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5.2) c8£ ken2 a kind of grass, softer than the others

keg2 an iron tripod to support cooking pots or pans over a fire

keg2 a period, time

kerj3 decent or nice to look at (mostly the fruits)

The investigation for the present thesis has also revealed that at least in closed

syllables, the mid vowels tend to be somewhat longer than the high vowels, as

demonstrated for the back vowels in Table (15):

English

dig

curvy

to tie

Tai Phake

u^er5 khut1

u^o5 knot1

iqoS khot1

Approximate length of vowel

0.13"

0.2"

0.2"

Audio Link to the pronunciation of these words (\wave files\phake\sounds\khut.mp3).

Table 15: Vowels listed by Banchob (1987)

There are however no minimal pairs to im beating that this length is ever contrastive. I

have therefore adopted the practise of marking all non /a/ vowels as being short in

closed syllables, tven when Banchob marks them as long in her Dictionary.

6.2.2.2 Diphthongisation

Banchob reports a regular process of diphthongisation of the mid-low vowels before

velar

6)

consonants.

Id ->
hi -+

[ai]
[au]

/ _
/_

_ velar
_ velar

This process has already been discussed and exemplified above in 6.1.2. It is

frequently observed in Phake villages today, but is not observed in other Tai varieties

in which neither the diphthong /ai/ nor /au/ can be followed by a final consonant.
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It does appear that a mid-low simple vowel allophone is still present in the speech of

some Phake informants. In example (7), the word /lain6/ is clearly pronounced [ten6],

as can be seen from the spectrogram analysis of the word /a/J7d'vehicle' (see Wave

files\phake\wave images\laing6.bmp).

7)
khT1

ride
b 3

cart
khT1

ride
lainin6 ma1 caii6

vehicle NEG be

OO<f $6 CtO CO^ CQ1 !i

lug4 pha1 t§g2 ha2 ye4 ka1 ka4

because of this way boat PRT go trade
They did not ride their vehicles, and because of this they went to trade by
boat.'

(Phake Story, The Dolphin, the Crow and the Mosquito 1-1-1-4, No (21)), told
by Aithown Che Chakap)

It is therefore possible that it would be better to notate the diphthongised /ai/ and /au/

in words such as /a/z^'vehicle' as simply mid-open vowels. However the

diphthongisation is very prevalent in the Phake speech and the advantages of

maintaining Banchob's notation are felt to outweigh the disadvantages.

Other dipthongisations may be occurring among Phake speakers. Diller (1992:17)

notes that "the vowel -o- in other non-final environments shows the same [-UD-] or [-

wo-] variant noted by Harris for Khamti (1976:120); there is most frequently a

contiguous labialp or m: kop6[kwop] 'scoop1; pzt'lpwot] 'to scrub1..."

In February 2002, Yehom Buragohain was recorded speaking the second of Diller's

examples, and her pronunciation of it can be heard at \wave

files\phake\sounds\pot.mp3. The word (pot^'in Banchob's system), seems to clearly

show dipthongisation, with a shift to the vowel shape at the end of the vowel, not at

the beginning, as can be seen in the spectrogram at W v e files\phake\wave

images\pot4.bmp. This word might better be phonetically expressed a [past].
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6.2.2.3 Vowel reduction

Although Banchob (1987) and some other writers on the Tai languages write the

symbol <a>, this sound is not a schwa. Rather it is a back unrounded mid-close vowel,

which is marked as <y> in this thesis, except in Phake texts which follow Banchob's

orthography. The fact that it is not a schwa can be clearly heard in Yehom

juragohain's pronunciation of the word znaj^'country' (Wt dsft in Assamese) (for the

sound file, go to Wave files\phake\sounds\meung.mp3).

In Phake, there are several common words which were originally spoken on other

vowels but which are now pronounced with vowels very similar to the back

unrounded vowels. These include «M '3Sg', originally pronounced man2, but written

by Banchob as miin2. In modern Phake orthography, the word is often written fyA.

This is probably a vowel reduction process, which has been reinterpreted as a change

to the vowel /ii/ or An/. The reason why Banchob chose to notate it as <ii> rather than

<3> is probably that in closed syllables hi is usually realised as a long vowel, as in

the example of mag2 in the previous paragraph.

Several other very common words have undergone vowel reduction in Phake speech.

These are listed in Table (16).

Spelling in
Manuscripts

ccrsy

OO<£

Y*f

f€

Modem
Phake
Spelling

Putative
original
pronunciatio
n

ko4

sag6

nag1

hag2

in Banchob
(1987)

ko\ ka4

siig6

niig1

hag2

usual
pronunciation

[ka4]

[sag6]

[nag1]

gloss

'LINK'

'if

'like'

'to'

Table 16: Vowel reduction in Phake.

In connected speech, these words are usually unstressed. The main difference between

the vowels of A ^ a n d stir;6, as they are realised in examples (8) and (9), is one of
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length, rather than one of height, with the vowel of the open syllable being realised as

a longer vowel.

8) vxf 8ttr6 c86 «[ oovi" cxso 11
narj2 pirj1 nS1 ka4 ma1 tan3 se6

lady Pingya LINK NEG speak PRT
'Miss Pingya did not speak.'

(Phake Story, Chaw Mahosatha meets Nang Pingya, 1-1-1-3, No. (12), told by
Ee Nyan Khet)

9)
mtin2 wa5

3Sg say
siirj6

if
pha4 phon6 ye4 kau2 mau1 pauk4

weather rain PRT lSg NEG return

ta n52
son4

will take shelter field
'She said, "If it rains, I won't return, I'll take shelter in the fields."1

(Phake Story, Chaw Mahosatha meets Nang Pingya, 1-1-1-3, No. (47), told by
Ee Nyan Khet)

6.2.3 Phonotactics

6.2.3.1 Initial consonant clusters

Banchob (1987) does not list possible initial consonant clusters in her brief

introduction, but the forms listed in Table (17) are all found in her dictionary:

ky
khy

py
phy
my

kl
khl
tl
Pi

kw

phr phw

Table 17: Initial consonant clusters found in Banchob (1987)

Kingcom (1992:36) lists the possible clusters in Phake in Table (18)
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ky

py
phy
my

kl
khl
tl
Pi
phi

Table 18: Initial consonant clusters in Phake (after Kingcom 1992)

Kingcom specifically excludes the possibility of clusters with /w/ as the second

member, whereas Banchob records several such words.

In both cases, virtually every example is a borrowed word from Burmese or Pali.

Consider the words which Banchob recorded as having the initial /ky/ cluster in Phake

are listed in (10):

10) col i | kyam1 to attempt

cv̂ j 21 kySm2 rough, fierce

11 kyok1 the sound of a big cock crowing

1 kyok4 pen3 a grindstone

, i kyaurj2 a Buddhist monastery

Three of these words are also found in the Shan dictionary (Sao Tern Moeng 1995),

where each of them is marked as Burmese loan. Of the other two, cr^pf kyok' "the

sound of a big cock crowing" is an onomatopoeic word, and cr̂ jpSSyS kyok4 pen3 "a

grindstone" is probably related to Shan .g^oo-ioS, kyak; taan, "slate pencil", which is

also a Burmese loan.

In Phake, those words which are reflexes of words that had initial consonant clusters

are rarely realised with such initial clusters, unlike in Aiton (see 6.3.3.1). One which

occasionally appears is cq^ kwa', "go", the spelling of which reflects the proto Tai

initial */kw/and which is occasionally pronounced as if there was an initial cluster.

This suggests that /w/ final clusters may have been the last to be lost in Phake.
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Apart from this exception, the clusters which are permitted today occur only in loan

words, of onomatopoeic words, or terms such as names of birds or fish. This is quite

unlike the situation in Aiton, where some proto-Tai clusters are preserved.

6.2.3.2 Syllable structure

Kingcom (I992:26f) lists and exemplifies all of the possible arrangements of

consonants and vowels in syllables in both Tai Phake and Standard Tai. So, for

example, he comes up with the following four possible structures for a monosyllable

in Tai Phake:

CV
cvc
ccv
ccvc

Whilst (11) is essentially a restatement of the possible syllable structure discussed in

6.1.3, Kingcom goes on to state that only certain combinations of these are found in

disyllabic words. The permitted structures for disyllabic words, according to Kingcom,

are presented in (12):

12) CV.CV
CVC.CV
CV.CVC
CVC.CVC
cvc.ccv

If all four patterns found in (11) were available in all possible combinations, there

would be 12 possible disyllables. One example, recorded by Banchob (1987), which

does not accord with Kingcom's findings is kyok4 pen3'a grindstone', which has the

structure CCVC.CVC. Further investigation will be necessary to establish whether all

the possible combinations of syllables listed in (11) are permissible in disyllabic

words.
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6.2.4 Tone

As discussed above in 6.1.5.3, the tonal system of Tai languages can be derived from

a relatively modest number of words, by using the principles laid down by Gedney

(3972). The following section will present previous examinations of the Phake tonal

system and compare those observations with the present investigation.

6.2.4.1 Tone in Phake as notated by Banchob (1987)

Banchob, like the writer, did most of her research on Phake in the village of

tMrapoo^ mSn3 pha4 kes taii3(Lower Phake village) or Namphakey, near

Naharkatia, Dibrugarh District.

Based on Banchob (1987), the following tone chart (Table 19) can be derived:

B DL DS
1

2

3

4

6

2

1

5

3

4

1

4

1

2
3
4
5
6

even tone with a slight rising at the
end
high tone
grave tone, with a glottal stop
falling tone
grave tone
high rising tone

ma1

ma2

ma3

mit4

ma5

ma6

"shoulder"

"to come"
"mad"
"seeds, knife"
"not",
"dog"

Table 19: Tones in Phake (after Banchob 1987)

6.2.4.2 Tone in Phake reported by Diller (1992)

Banchob's system differs slightly from that reported by Diller (1992:18). Diller's

informant, Yehom Buragohain, was from the same village that Banchob worked in,

but had lived away from the village for many years away. The following tone box

(Table 20) retains Banchob's numbering for ease of comparison, but gives Diller's
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descriptions of the tones. The distribution of the tones is the same, but the realisation

of them is slightly different:

B DL DS
6

2

1

5

3

4

1

4

1
2
3
4
5
6

mid rising
high falling
mid falling glottalised
mid falling
low
low rising tone

Table 20: Tones in Phake (after Diller 1992)

6.2A.3 Tone in Phake as reported by Wilaiwan (1983)

A quite different tonal system is reported by Wilaiwan (1983). There are around one

hundred Phake words exemplified i*1 her article and all but two or three are marked

for tone. By examining all of these, it has been possible to derive the following tone

chart for her data:

B DL DS
1

2

3

4

1

2

5

4 (?)

6

3

5 or 3?

4

6

1
2
3
4
5
6

Description of tones (Wilaiwan 1983:231)
low level then rising
mid level
mid falling glottalised
high
high level then falling
mid

Table 21: Phake tone box, derived from data in Wilaiwan 1983
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Unfortunately, die data from Wilaiwan is not comprehensive enough for us to be fully

confident that Table (21) is correct. There are enough tokens of words with the A tone

to be clear that for this variety Al is the low level rising tone (Tone 1 in Wilaiwan's

system), A2&3 the mid level tone (Tone 2), and A4 the high tone (Tone 5). There are

also a reasonable number of tokens for B4, suggesting that this is the mid tone (Tone

6).

There are fewer tokens of the C tones, but all of those for C1-3 are the mid falling

glottalised tone (Tone 3). There are quite a few tokens for C4, but some are marked

tone 3 and some tone 5 - perhaps suggesting that this is a high falling glottalised tone,

such as is found in Khamyang for C4 (see below 6.4.3). It is equally possible that C4

is merged with either C1-3 or with A4.

Finally, there are very few tokens for B1 -3. Some of them are marked tone 4 by

Wilaiwan, as luu4 "to offer" and 9uu4"to be at", and it was this that lead me to suggest

tone 4 for that box. However a number of words which are B1-3 are not marked for

tone 4, as yai6 "big" and maa5 "shoulder". I do not know of any Tai language in

which the tone of'shoulder' and 'to be at' differ from each other, nor have I met any

Tai Phake speakers who use a variety in which the tones are distributed as in Table

(21).

Certainly the tonal system of Table (21) is quite different from that of the Phakes in

Namphakey village whom I have interviewed. It does however some show similarity

to Khamti as described by Harris (see above 3.2.13) and to Khamyang as described

below (see 6.4.3).

6.2.4.4 Present investigation

The present investigation found that the distribution of tones was the same as

described by Banchob and Diller, with some slight alterations regarding the exact

quality of each tone. As with both Banchob and Diller, the principal informants for

this thesis are from Namphakey village.
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Namphakey is much the largest Phake village, and it may be dial tonal systems are

less stable in other villages which are smaller and closer to the larger Khamti

population of Arunachal Pradesh. This may explain the tone chart reported by

Wilaiwan in Table (21). Further investigation of this is needed.

Based on data collected in 1996 - 2000, the following tone chart (Table 22) is

presented for Phake:

B DL DS
1

2

3

4

6

2

1

5

3 1

4

1
2
3
4
5
6

high level tone
high falling tone
low, falling tone, glottalised
low falling tone
low tone
rising tone

ma1

m52

ma3

ma4

cS5

m56

"shoulder"
"to come"
"mad"
"horse"
"for, to"
"dog"

Table 22: Tones in Phake (present investigation)

Table (23) gives contours for the tones as spoken by Ee Nyan Khet on the syllable

maa, except the fifth tone which is spoken on the word m£"5'mother'. It is possible that

because it was spoken on a different syllable, which has a higher vowel, the pitch

might have been slightly higher than if all six tones had been spoken on exactly the

same syllable. Unfortunately no such series of six tones can be found.

Tone no.

1

2

3

contour (Hz)

200-190

225-250-150

160-120

key feature

level

high level then
falling

glottal constriction

description

mid to high level tone with slight final
fall

mid to high onset, with rise then sharp
fall

mid falling or level tone with strong
glottal constriction

4

5

6

175-125

180-160

220-200-275

failing

low

rising

mid to high onset with immediate sharp
fall

mid to low onset with slight gradual
fall

low to mid onset with slight fall before
sharp rib3

Table 23: Tones in Phake

Table (24) lists the Assamese words and gloss for each of the five tones pronounced

by Ee Nyan Khet on the syllable mas.

Assamese

3»3R kukur

Ute" ghura

^F5lt boliya

3Fffi kandho

"sisr Dha

Gloss

'dog'

'horse'

'crazy'

'shoulder'

'come'

Tai Phake

m56

ma4

m53

mS1

ma2

Audio Link to Pronunciation of these words. (Wave files\phake\sounds\ma.mp3)
Link to Image of pitch contour chart for these words, (wave files\phake\wave
images\ma-tones.mp3)

Table 24: Tonts 1-4 and 6 pronounced on the syllable maa in Phake

In March 2002, Yehom Buragohain was recorded pronouncing words on the syllable

kaa. This included the two words in Table (25), for the comparison of the first and

fifth tones:

Assamese

{3HT d3uwa

• ^ H tioman

Gloss

'go'

'equal'

Tai Phake

ka1

k55

Audio Link to Pronunciation of these words (wave files\phake\sounds\ka-tones.mp3)

Table 25: Tones 1 and 5 pronounced on the syllable kaa in Phake

Table (26) presents the contours for these two tones:
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Tone no.

1

5

contour (Hz)

205-200-220

190-160-180

key feature

level

low

description

mid to high level tone with slight fall
and then small final rise

mid onset then gradual fall with slight
final rise.

Link to Image of pitch contour chart for these tones, (wave nles\phake\wave images
\kalka5.bmp)

Table 26: Tone contours for tones 1 and 5 pronounced on the syllable kaa in Phake

Tone number 1 is clearly a level tone in citation. When informants are required to

repeat it, the pitch of the tone may get higher. The key feature of this tone appears to

be its level nature.

Frequency analysis of tone number 2 has shown that it rises before reaching a peak

and then falls sharply. The key features of this tone seem to be that it is high, and

falling, and that this fall does not commence at the beginning of the tone. In the

production of the tone, by thinking of it as high level then failing, and repeating it

back to the native speakers, the writer has been able to manage to say it correctly.

The most important distinctive feature of tone number 3 is clearly the glottal

constriction which is very noticeable in citation form. It is sometimes pronounced

without a clear fall, but never without glottalisation, as shown in (13)

13)

nam1 pat1

number

0 0
sam6

three
ka3

ka"3

"3
khau3

rice seedlings
ka3

rice

POT)
kon2

person

CV3L
ka3

dance

868
ka3 main2 mT3 ka3

dance Butterfly ka3

'Number three is ka3, as in Vice seedlings', 'a dancer', 'the Butterfly dance', that
is ks3:

(Phake text, The Phake Tones, 1-10-2-3, No. (3), spoken by Ai Che Let.)
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An examination of the pitch contour for the last token of the word kS3'm (13)47 shows

that beginning at about 115Hz, it falls and then begins to slowly rise, reaching about

125 Hz at the end of the word. From this, we may conclude that glottalisation is the

only key feature of this tone, and that contour is not crucial.

Tone number 4 has a ciear and direct fall. The most important difference between

tone 4 and tone 2 seems not to be the level of the tone, but the fact that tone 2 rises or

is level before falling, whereas tone number 4 falls directly. It is interesting to note

that Phake speakers hear Khamyang tone number 4 (see 6.4.3) as being the same as

Phake tone 2, showing that rise then sharp fall of tone 2 is its crucial feature.

The key feature of tone number 6 is that it rises. It may fall slightly or be level before

commencing the rise.

6.2.4.5 Changed Tone in Phake

6.2.4.5.1 The questioning tone in Phake

In addition to the six citation tones discussed above in 6.2.4.4 there is a further tone,

with a quite different contour, which has been observed in questions, as can be seen in

example (14):

14) ^ ^ £ £
mauk1 ks2 kau2 sH6 han6(2)

pipe salt lSg 2P1 see.QN
'"Did you find my pipe of salt?"'

(Phake Story, The Dolphin, the Crow and the Mosquito 1-1-1-4, No (41)), told
by Aithown Che Chakap)

The tone on the last word is not the citation tone for the word p6 han6"see", but a

rising-falling tone, here notated as -6(2). I have decided not to use an arbitrary notation

(such as -7) for this tone in order to show its special characteristics, as it has a quite a

different function from the six citation tones.

47 See Wave iiles\phake\wave images\kaa3.bmp in the electronic version of this thesis.
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Aithown Che explained that "generally when there is a question, this type of tone is

found." The image of the tone contour for the word haif^ shows that the pitch rises

from 200Hz to a peak of about 250Kz then falls back to about 240HZ.48

This tone is even clearer in certain elicited sentences, such as (15), where the

questioning tone is found on the word kin2, which has the second tone in citation.

15) £ [
khau3 ta1 kin6(2)

rice will eatQN
'Will you eat rice?'
(Phake sentence elicited from Ai Chanta)

Audio Link for this sentence example (Wave files\phake\sounds\kin62.mp3)
Link to image of wave file for kin6(2) (Wave files\phake\wave

images\kin62.bmp)

The frequency of the tone of kin6(2) commences at 140Hz, rises to 180Hz and fails to

115Hz.
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Word in Citation
form

kin2

nT2

ka1

Question
morpheme

_6

_6

_6

Word in question
form

kin<*2)

ifl^

ka6

Tone change process

_2 + J> = .6(2)

_2 + _6 — _6(2)

_'« + _* = _6

Table 27: The Questioning Tone in Phake

If the suggestions in Table (27) are correct, it stiv- does not explain h;rw a question

morpheme -6 when combined with a word whose citation form has the sixth tone, is

pronounced [han6(2)] as in example (14) above. Perhaps the question form which was

originally found only with words that had the 2nd tone in citation is row being

generalised to words of all citation tones.

This question tone seems to be an innovation in Phake. It is hoped that further study

of this phenomenon will be possible. The syntax of questions is discussed below in

8.6.1.

When a question is asked on a word which in citation form has the first tone, such as

ka'"GO", the question tone is simply a rising tone, as in (16)

16)

nT2 ma1 nai3mau' non* ni* ka6

2Sg sieep good GO.QN today
"Did you sleep well today."
(Phake sentence elicited from Ai Chanta)

Audio Link for this sentence example (Wave files\phake\sounds\ka-qn.mp3)
Link to image of wave file for ka6 (Wave files\phake\wave images\ka-qn.bmp)

It appears that some tone combination is occurring in some words. There may be a

question morpheme -6, where the rising intonation indicates a question. It may be that

this rising tone is transferred from the question particle no6(see below 8.6.2.1). If this

is so, the process might be characterised as in Table (27):

6.2.4.5.2 The Tai Phake negative tone

In addition to a questioning tone, there appears to be a negative tone which is always

expressed with the 6th tone. Banchob (1987) first reported this, as in (17).

17)

IS2 IS2m55 ka6

NEG go.NEG F*tt'
"Not to go at all.
(Banchob 1987: .559}

Diller (1992:19) also reported tbk> as "a rrvorpbophonernic tone sandhi rule, involving

a rather spectacular contour reversal, regularly operates after the proclitic negative

marker \m-] (but not with the full form maw) in the case of tone 3 verbs." Diller's

tone 3 is tone 2 in Banchob's system, but as we can see from (17), this use of the 6th

lone for negation applies not only to verbs whose citation form is in tone 2, but to

other tones as well. The citation form of'go', which is negated in (17), is ka'.

See \wave files\phake\wave images\han62.bmp in the electronic version of this thesis.
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Example (18) clearly differentiates the positive yag2wiih the negative yari6:

18)

kon2 yen2 has2 ma1 van,6

person be house NEG have.NEG
'There are people but no houses.'

(Phake Story, Chaw Mahosatha meets NangPingya, 1-1-1-3, No. (26), told by
Ee Nyan Khet)

Not all negative words have the negative tone. In example (19), a compound is

negated but the tone of the compound is not affected:

19)

miin2 ma1 to2 huk1

3Sg NEG weave
"She didn't weave!1

Audio Link for this sentence (Wave files\phake\extracts\Aithown Che\2.mp3)

When this compound was split, however, as in (20), the negative tone was observed:

20)

huk1miin2 huk1 ma1 to6

3Sg loom NEG weave.NEG
'She didn't/doesn't weave.1

Audio Link for this sentence (Wave fi!es\phake\extracts\Aithown Che\l.mp3)

Further investigation remains to be done on changed tone in Phake, to identify in

which circumstances it is possible and in which it is not. Several reasons were

advanced by Phake informants themselves as to why this changed tone was used.

These are discussed below in the section of the syntax of negation in 8.6.3.

6.2.4.6 Tone assignment in loan words

Tai Phake words which are reflexes of proto Southwestern Tai words usually have a

tone which is the reflex of the proto tone of that word. However, words borrowed into
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a tonal language have to acquire tone, and the process by which this is done in the Tai

languages of Assam is not yet fully understood.

The late Aimya Khang Gohain very carefully notated the tones in that par; of

Grandfather teaches Grandchildren which he assisted me to analyse. Several loan

words from Phake occur in that work, and some of these are listed in Table (28)

Tai Phake word Phonemic transcription

sak! ka1 rit1

ta2 ti1 ya4

a1 ni1 cS4

English Gloss

"era"

"third"

"changing"

Table 28: Tone assignment in loan words from Pali

In each case, the unstressed middle syllable is first tone, raising the question of

whether there are toneless syllables in Tai Phake, and whether the first tone is in some

sense a default tone. In this regard it is interesting to note that in Chau Khouk

Manpoong's system of tonal marking for Khamti, there is a special mark for such

unstressed syllables. This mark is not one of the five citation tones (see 7.3).

Discussion with other informants suggests that the normal pattern of tone assignment

for polysyllabic loans, often from Pali, is that the first few syllables will be 1st tone,

and the last syllable will either be 1st tone. ?nd tone or 4th tone. The 3rd, 5th and 6th

tone seem rarely to be used in such borrowed.

Example (21) includes a number of these (indicated by bold type):

21) CO,/)5

woi1 cem2 si1 lil kuk1 tra4

bless Silikuktra
ya1 ma1 to2 ya1 ma1 ka2 ya1 ma1 marj4

Yamato Yamaka Yamama
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tl5 an2

which CLF
pum1 mag2 phai2 het1 cau3

reign country demon make RESP

'Blessings to Silikuktra, to Yamaka and Yamama, who reign in the Kingdom

of the Demons.1

(Phake Prayer, Prayer of Blessings 1-3-1-3, No. (25), told by Sam Thun
Wingkyen.)

6.3 Aiton

The following information about Tai Aiton phonology is largely based on a word list

containing 1924 items collected in wiWoĉ w (baan3 nam3 thum3) Duburoni village,

Golaghat district, Assam in December 1999 and January 2000. The complete word list

appears as the Tai Aiton Dictionary49

The informant for this word list was Chaw Bidya Thoumoung, a 35 year old male

teacher who had been ordained as a monk for several years, is fully literate in Tai

script and is educated in the literature of the Tai Aiton. His parents are both Tai Aiton

and one of his maternal uncles is the Tai pandit Nabin Shyam Phalung, aid another is

the expert story-teller, Sa Cham Thoumoung.

In some cases the data from the word list has been supplemented by information

gained from the analysis of the texts which form the basis of this thesis. In the opinion

of the writer, the phonological sketch below represents the present standard in the

Aiton villages.

6.3.1 Consonants

The Aiton phoneme inventory is presented in Table (29). The symbols adopted for use

in the Aiton-English dictionary have been used hsre. They are basically the same as

those used by Banchob (1987) for Phake. Additionally, however there are two

phonemes in Aiton, <b> and <d>, which are not found at all in Phake, and i have
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decided to use <3> in place of <y>, because of the strong fricativisation which

characterises this consonant in Aiton. This will be discussed in detail below in

6.3.1.1.6.

Bilabial Dental/
Alveolar

Palatal Velar Glottal

Voiced Stops
Voiceless unaspirated stops
Voiceless aspirated stops
Nasals
Voiceless fricative
Voiced fricative
Semi vowel
Rhotic Approximant
Lateral Approximant

b
P
ph
m

w

d
t
th
n
s

r
1

c

5

3

k
kh
0

h

Table 29: Consonant Phonemes in Aiton

6.3.1.1 Realisation of the Consonants

6.3.1.1.1 Voiced Stops

The voiced stops, /b/ and /d/, in Aiton are reflexes of the preglottalised initials *'7b and

*°d in proto Southwestern Tai. In every other variety of the Shan group which is still

spoken, the reflexes of *7b and ""M have merged with the reflexes of other proto Tai

consonants and the distinctions have been lost.

For example, in Phake, the reflexes of "^b and *'M have merged with /m/ and /n/

respectively. In Khamyang, they have merged with /m/ and IM respectively. On the

other hand, the reflexes of these two proto phonemes are realised as /b/ and /d/

respectively in both Standard Thai and Lao, and possibly to some extent in Ahom,

which had a distinctive glyph for /d/, see below 6.5.1.

In Bidya Thoumoung's word list, most words with /b/ or /d/ initials are also realised

with the homorganic nasal initial, as in the examples listed in Table (30):

49 See \lexicon\aiton\aitdic.doc in the electronic version of this thesis.
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Assamese

^vSt nuna

CDî ll suwa

Gloss

to smell

to see

Tai Aiton

dum2, nun?2

duu2, nuu2

Audio Link to Pronunciation of these words, (Wave files\aiton\sounds\d-.mp3)

Table 30: Initial /d/ in Aiton

In careful speech, both of these voiced stops are realised as slightly prevoiced [mb]

and [nd], as they often are in Tai languages where these phonemes are still found. This

is clearly audible in Bidya Thoumoung's pronunciation of dum2.

In present day Aiton, almost ail of the words with initial /b/ or /d/ have variants in

initial /ml and M respectively. This may be due to the influence of the writing system,

in which there is no separate character for Ibl or /d/ (see below 7.2.1). Alternatively it

may be due to the influence of the other Tai varieties in which these sounds do not

occur contrast!vely.

This variation with the homorganic nasal stops, means that there is a reduced

functional load for both voiced stops, at least in regard to words of Tai origin. The

extent lo which these two phonemes are perhaps increasing in use for words borrowed

from Assamese, such as names, is not clear. One example of the persistence of/b/

with borrowed words is the name of the principal informant, Bidya Thoumoung,

where bidya is an Assamese name based on the Sanskrit word vidyS 'knowledge',

(Sanskrit *v > *b in eastern Indo-Aryan).

Banchob Bandhumedha, in her Aiton-English-Thai Dictionary (ms) also includes six

words with initial Igl. All of these words have initial /gr-/ clusters and are all

onomatopoeic, They include grig2 gr£f/2'thc sound of a thunder bolt' and gro2 gro2

'the sound of children sleeping'. Since all Aitons are bilingual in Assamese and

Assamese has a distinctive phoneme Igl, it is clear that they can pronounce this sound.

In this study, however, no evidence has been found of Igl as a phoneme.
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6.3.1.1.2 Voiceless unaspirated stops.

The bilabial, dental/alveolar and velar stops, /p/, /t/ and Ik/ respectively are found both

in initial position and in syllable final position. In initial position each of them is

articulated with slight force. For Khamti, Harris (1976) said of this, referring to III that

it is "probably always accompanied by a simultaneous weak glottal stop [t]."

Assamese

S<3?d ud3ol

*tTo pat

C^to pet

Gloss

bright

big leaf, banana leaf

stomach

Tai Aiton

ton1

ton2

tor)3

Audio Link to Pronunciation of these words (\wave files\aiton\sounds\t-.mp3)

Table 31: Initial It/ in Aiton

In final position, each of these phonemes is generally unreleased as [p], [t] and [k].

Table (32) gives some examples of final /-k/:

Assamese

C/Wl ^NQ^T bera moriuwa

tWT dsuk^a

Gloss

to hammer

to weight

Tai Aiton

tok1

tok3

Audio Link to Pronunciation of these words (\wave files\aiton\sounds\k-final.mp3)

Table 32: Final Ik/ in Aiton

The palatal stop IcI is usually released as an affricate [tc]. Harris (1976:117) reported

that the cognate sound in Khamti "represents a voiceless laminal-prepalatal (or

alveolo-palatal) affricate [tc]. The narrow grooved fricative release is very short in

duration." The initial realisation of the palatal stop is exemplified in Table (33). It

does not occur in syllable final position.

Assamese

^Ef musa

;3flo at

Gloss

to wipe

seven

Tai Aiton

cit3

cit1

Audio Link to Pronunciation of these words (Wave files\aiton\sounds\c-.mp3)

Table 33: Initial IcI in Aiton
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6.3.1.1.3 Voiceless aspirated stops.

Voiceless aspirated stops are often realised as voiceless fricatives at the same place of

articulation, as shown in (22). The exception to this is /&/, which is unable to have a

alveolar fricative allophone because there is z separate phoneme /si.

22) /ph/
/kh/

For the corresponding phonemes in Khamti, Harris stated that /ph/ "represents a

voiceless aspirated bilabial affricate [p^]" (1976:116) and /kh/ "represents a voiceless

aspirated dorso-velar affricate [toe*]" (1976:118). In Aiton, at least, whilst there may

be some affrication of the fricative realisation of these phonemes, it does not appear to

be as strong as Harris' statements suggest. Furthermore, this phoneme certainly also

has a voiceless stop allophone.

Table (34) presents examples of the phonemes /ph/ and /kh/.

Assamese

f%^f bisora

bJ<H sakor

fir5FT tika

^iC^it? kapor

X3* ber

1̂1<M*1 atfah

Gloss

to seek

servant

thigh

cloth

wall (of the house)

sky

Tai Aiton

khaa1

khaa3

khaa1

phaa3

phaa1

phaa3

Audio Link to Pronunciation of the words with initial /kh-/ (Wave files\aiton\sounds
\kh-.mp3)
Audio Link to Pronunciation of the words with initial /ph-/ (Wave files\aiton\sounds
\ph-.mp3)

Table 34; Initial /kh/ and /ph/ in Aiton

When praying or intoning Pali language, Tai Aiton speakers follow the Burmese

practice of dental ising the reflex of Pali *s. In Burmese this reflex is pronounced as

[0], which is not a phoneme in any of the Tai languages. Among the Tai Aitons, this
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reflex of Pali *s is pronounced as a dental stop which is slightly fricativised. It would

probably be regarded as HI by the Aitons.

Banchob Bandhumedha, in the Aiton-English-Thai Dictionary, distinguishes two

phonemes /f/ and /ph/. Many of the words in the /ph/ section of her dictionary are

transcribed with both initial phonemes as variants, as pb54/fa4t\he sky'. Those words

listed under /f/, on the other hand, do not have a /ph/ initial as a variant, such as fe2\o

be born, as cattle' and /af*'to be astringent', the latter word being a reflex of a word

with Proto Southwestern Tai initial *f-. No evidence has been found in the present

investigation for suggesting that /ph/ and HI are different phonemes.

6.3.1.1.4 Nasals

Of the four nasal phonemes, Ihl is the least common, and the most restricted in its

distribution, in that it only occurs in word initial position. It is frequently found in

final position in writing, following the vowel /i/or /u/. After l\l it is pronounced /n/

and causes the vowel to be pronounced Id. When it follows Inl it is pronounced I'll as

discussed below in 7 2.2. Final -<oo l-nl in writing is never pronounced as Inl.

Words with initial In/ are more frequent in Aiton than in Phake. Several of the Aiton

words with initial In/ have variants, beginning v/ith other letters, as shown in Table

(35).

Assamese

d3rob

ttona

darjor

Aiton

n
fa*

naa3

nin2

fiaui1

Alternate

<£

3aa3

rjin2

3am1

medicine

hear

big

Audio Link to Pronunciation of the first two words in Table (35) (Wave files\aiton
\sounds\ny-.mp3)

Table 35: some variations with initial Inl

When comparing initial In-I and initial /rj-/, with reference to the words for 'wisdom1,

and 'draw a line', Bidya Thoumoung spoke sentence example (23):
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23) C23 erf erf «norf C Ĵ trpiS «norf cso erf 11

an2 ns3 rjan1 nais1 an2 ne3 nan1 an2 ne3 nan1

CLF DEF draw draw CLF DEF wisdom CLF DEF draw
This one is 'to draw a line', gSn', and this one is 'wisdom', this one is 'to draw
a line.'
(Aiton sentence spoken by Bidya Thoumoung)

Audio Link for this sentence example (Wave files\arton\sounds\ny-ng.mp3)

The other three nasal consonants are very widely distributed in both initial and final

positions. In final position are sometimes pronounced somewhat longer than in

initial position, such as the various words pronounced on the syllable tog in Table (31)

above. A spectrogram analysis of /^' 'bright' shows that the vowel lasts for about 0.3

seconds and the final nasal coda for another 0.3 seconds50.

6.3.1.1.5 Fricatives.

Of the many fricatives posited in proto Southwestern Tai (see above 6.1.1.1) two have

been maintained unaltered in Aiton. These are the voiceless alveolar fricative Isl and

the voiceless glottal fricative /h/. However, as will be argued in 6.3.1.2 below, some

of the other consonants are becoming fricativised.

For example, as mentioned above, in 6.3.1.1.3, the voiceless aspirated stops are often

released as fricatives in the same place of articulation. Furthermore there is strong

fricativisation of both semivowels, which is so strong in the case of the palatal

semivowel /]/ that I have chosen to rotate it as <3> rather than <y>.

There is sometimes palatalisation of the fricative Isl when it precedes a front vowel. In

example (24.1), the Isl in s/y '̂four' is palatalised, whilst that in saa"PRT in (24.2) is

not.
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24.1)

an2 nai3 pha1 ta1 wii1 hau2 nai3 sii1 cun2

CLF this earth 1P1 this four part

sii1 cun2 nai3 u1 tan.1 ku3 ru3 nai3

four part this Utangkuru this
'This earth of ours has four parts, and one of those parts is Utangkuru.1

24.2) €Cp& CCV[ o8(f

tun3 mai3 ko3 kurj1 saa1 larj1 din2 ko3 luirj1 saa1

tree LINK yellow PRT ground LINK yellow PRT
'(There) the trees were yellow and the ground was also yellow.1

(Aiton text, HTiy Buddha was born in this world>, 2-4-3-1, Nos. (2)-(3), told
by Sa Cham Thoumoung.)

However in Bidya's list, there is little appreciable difference in initial Is/ when

followed by /a/ or by front vowels, as indicated in Table (36):

Assamese

o*<l*l1 rowa

"stKr̂ P gabhDru

R;*T bin

C îTJt khuta

% f tiil

^C^^il mekhela

fB^B^T sinora

Gloss

to stay

female

twenty

post

morality

skirt

to roar

Tai Aiton

sau2

saau1

saau2

sau1

sin1

sin3

sen1

50 The spectrogram can be viewed at \wave files\aiton\wave images\tongl .bmp. The sound file is at
\\vave files\aiton\sounds\tongl. mp3.

Audio Link to Pronunciation of the words on the syllables saw and saau (Wave
files\aiton\sounds\sau.mp3)
Audio Link to Pronunciation of the words on the syllables sin and sen (Wave
files\aiton\sounds\sin.mp3)

Table 36: Initial Isl in Aiton

6.3.1.1.6 Semivowels.

As discussed above, both semi vowels are often realised as homorganic voiced

fricatives, with /j/ being realised as [3] and /w/ as [P]. This tendency is so strong in the
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case of the palatal semi-vowel that the symbol <3> has been chosen for use in the

Aiton dictionary and in the Aiton transcriptions in this thesis.

Assaraese

°llu>HI asura

*Rf dhuna

*ffi3 T3ffi nau buwa

^K^ ase

tiff® *RT dagi d^ra

^ eta

Gloss

to scratch

wax, gum

to row

Be

to shav*

Gum

Tai Aiton

wak3

waak1

wak3

3ag2

3aag2

Audio LinJt to Pronunciation of the words with initial lv/-t \\v/ave ii?es\aiton\sounds
\w-.mp3)
Audio Link to Pronunciation of the words with initial lyl (\wave fi!es\aiton\sounds
\yang.mp3)

Table 37: Initial /w/ and I?J in Aiton
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25) oo<f rn e8 o3
3ai}2 uu1 tii2 thai3 yan2

have STAY place here have
'Yes there is one here.'

(Aiton text, Explanation of the Spirit house>. 2-8-1-6, No. (69), spoken by
Sui Khong Thoumoung)

The phoneme l"$l is clearly a reflex of the proto Southwestern Tai /*}/ (see 6.1.1.1) and

as such it might be argued that it should be written as <y>. In the various Aiton texts

which form the basis of this thesis, it is pronounced [3] in most spoken texts although

Aitons will pronounce [y] when reading from manuscripts. The decision to write this

phoneme as <*> was taken in order to reflect current spoken practise. However the

symbol <y> is used for this phoneme when it appears in initial consonant clusters (see

below 6.3.3.1). All of the words in which lyl appears as the second member of an

initial consonant cluster are borrowed words, mostly from Burmese.

In the other Tai languages, variations in the phonetics of these two semivowels have

been noticed. For example, Harris stated that in Khamti:

7w/ represents a voiced labio velar approximant jw] or a voiced bi?abiaJ

approximant [u]" (1976:116) and

"lyl represents a voiced front-palatal approximant [j] or a voiced front-palatal

fricative [}]. In syllable final position this symbol represents a close front unrounded

vowel li]11 (1976:117).

The symbol Nl (voiced labio-dental fricative) is frequently used for the reflex of proto

*w in some Tai varieties. Jerry Edmondson (pers. comm.) has assured me that the

realisation of this phoneme in some Shan !anguages is indeed the labio-dental Nl, not

tht bilabial /(3/ which is observed for Aiton.

A good example of the variation in the use of the palatal semivowel (/j/) phoneme is

found in the following example, where the text has been transcribed narrowly:

6.3.1.1.7 Approximants

Two approximants are found in Aiton, the lateral approximant III and the rhotic

approximant hi. The rhotic approximant is often not found as a full phoneme in

languages of the Tai family, although it is present in the writing of almost all the Tai

varieties and some type of rhotic is often pronounced in careful speech. In Standard

Thai, for example, trill [r] is realised in careful speech where in everyday speech the

/r/ 71/ contrast has been largely neutralised.

In Aiton, however, Ixl is definitely present as a full phoneme both for initial position

and as the second member of an initial consonant cluster (see below 6.3.3.1). Unlike

in Standard Thai, the rhotic in Aiton is not a trill but is definitely an approximant with

fairly strong retroflexion. It would be best phonetically described as either [J] or [4].

In this thesis, however, it will notated phonemically as Ixl.
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Assamese

o 1 ^ t^oga

f T O ^ ^in kora

Rw»l(.*iM2 d3ikunubah

Gloss

broken

to hate

nest

Tai Aiton

raak1

rag3

rag2

Audio Link to Pronunciation of these words (Wave files\aiton\sounds\r-.mp3)

Table 38: Initial hi in Aiton

When reading the words in Table (38), Bidya Thoumoung stated that there is a variant

in initial /hi for several of these words, as shown in Table (39):

Aiton word

{gpc6 raak1, rak1

(cp£ rag2

Alternate

pc6 hak1

p£ hag2

Phake

hak1

hag2

Stanard
Thai

rak

rag

Gloss

'broken'

'nest'

Table 39: Variations of initial hi and Ihl in Aiton

It is not, however, the case that all words which are hi initial in Standard Thai have hi

initial in Aiton, or that all words which have initial hi in Aiton are found in Standard

Thai. Furthermore, there appear to be are a number of words which are hi initial in

Aiton for which no variant with initial Ihl is tolerated by the community.
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order to be able to explain its phonemic system or its system of tones, and I believe

that it would not be notated by scholars except that they have taken into account the

theories of syllable structure 6.1.3 aid the proto Tai tonal system as described by

Gedney (1972) see 6.1.5.3.

The marking of a glottal stop in Aiton would not appear to add anything to our

knowledge of the language. In vowel initial words, a slight glottal onset is present for

phonetic reasons, but no more than in many languages in which no initial glottal stop

phoneme is posited. This glottal onset is apparent in the words given in Table (40):

Assamese

f5ofa#l dvitiya zi

*H^ morom

*fcOT#l pajicam zi

Gloss

second daughter

pity

fifth daughter

centre of the palm of the hand

Tai Aiton

ii1

ii1 duu2, ii nuu2

uk1

un*
Audio Link to Pronunciation of these words (Wave files\aiton\sounds\v-init.mp3)

Table 40: Vowel initial words in Aiton

In connected speech any glottal onset is hardly audible, as demonstrated in example

(26):

The preservation of initial hi in Aiton as a full phoneme is most significant, especially

in light of the preservation of/bl and Id/, discussed above in 6.3.1.1.1. As was the case

with those voiced stops, hi is also a phoneme in Ahom. On the basis of the evidence

presented thus far, it appears that Aiton is indeed very close to the ancient Ahom

language. In every other language of the Shan group, the reflexes of proto l*xl have

merged with Ihl or some other phoneme. It is only Ahom and Aiton in which this does

not occur.

6.3.1.1.8 Glottal Stop

As discussed above in 6.1.4,1 do not propose to mark a glottal stop in front of initial

vowc! segments. Aiton does not require the positing of a glottal stop phoneme in

26)

tag1 lurj1 ham3 nai3 uu1 khyem... hatu3 nai3 uu1 nii2 khyem2 saa1

all GIVE get live good ... GIVE get live good good
'May all be happy.1

(Aiton manuscript, Calendar for the year 2001/2002, No. (2.1), told by Sui
Khong Thoumoung.)

6.3.1.2 Possible reassignment of phoneme symmetry

It is possible that the weakening of voiceless aspirates to voiceless fricatives and 'he

strengthening of semi vowels to voiced fricatives has so changed the phoneme

inventory that it would be better to express it as in Table (41):
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Bilabial

b

P

m

P

Dental/
Alveolar
d

t

n

r
1

Palatal

c

S

J
3

Velar

k

X

Glottal

h

Voiced Stops

Voiceless unaspirated stops

Voiceles* aspirated stops

Nasals

Voiceless fricative

Voiced fricative

Rhotic Approximant

Lateral Approximant

Table 4!: Realigned Aiton Phoneme Chart

Note that to make this table more symmetrical, one might think that /th/ should

fricativise to [9], but there is no evidence of this at this stage. As noted above in

6.3.1 1.3. in intoning prayers the reflex of Pali *s is pronounced as a dental stop which

is slightly fricativised. Whether this fricativisation and dentalisation might ever

extend by analogy to /th/ remains to be seen.

Table (42) presents some -minimal pairs of initial /ph/ - reanalysed as /<{>/ and /w/,

reanalysed as /p/ to show the way in which, synchronically at least, it micht be

possible to regard these two phonemes as a voiceiess~voiced pair.

Assamese

^ife d^ati

'̂ NBIT dui^iya

s^ni *1s2 hukori pohu

t^T mitha

f¥T din

Gloss

caste

poor

type of deer

sweet

day

Tai Aiton

phan2

phaan1

phaan2

waan1

wan2

Reanalysed

(j)an2

(j)aan'

<j>aan2

paan1

Pan2

Audio Link to Pronunciation of the weds with initial /ph/~/<j>/ (Wave
files\aiton\sounds
\phan mp3)
Audio Link to Pronunciation of the words with initial /w/-~/p/ (Wave
files\aiton\sounds
W(an.mp3)

Table 42: A new voicing pair in Aiton, Aj>/ and /p/

6.3.2 Vowels

It is the claim of this thesis that the Aiton vowel system contains seven contrastive

vowels, as in Table (43):

1

£

a.

XXI

aa

u

D

Table 43: Aiton vowels

It is interesting to observe that this is the same distribution of vowels as that posited

for the vowels of Proto Southwestern Tai by Jonsson (see above 6.1.1.3). Before

turning to the evidence from the present study, we will briefly examine previous work

on Aiton phonology by Banchob Bnndhumedha and Diller (1992).

6.3.2.1 Previous descriptions

6.3.2.1.1 Banchob

Based on her fieldwork in the Aiton villages in the early 1970s, Banchob

Bandhumedha wrote a manuscript Aiton-English-Thai Dictionary. Unfortunately her

work was never completed and has never been published. Part of this dictionary has

been analysed.

Table (44) lists the vowel symbols which have been found in the Aiton-English-Thai

Dictionary-

i j
e,e
E

ii.fi

M

u,n
0

D

Table 44: Aiton vowels found in the Alton-English-Thai Dictionary (Banchob ms)

Length is only contrastive with the vowels <a> and <a>. In the case of all the other

vowels, Banchob has used a long --. r>vel symbol only in vowel final or open syllables.

However it does not appear that the contrast between <e> and <c> is phonemic. At
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least for words beginning with fkJ, the symbol <e> is used, with onk one exception,

for open syllables, and the symbol <e> in closed syllables.

Furthermore, all of the words which have the vowel Id in Phake are notated in

Banchob's Aiton-English-Thai Dictionary with <i>, and the words which are notated

with Id all have Id (or /ai/ before a velar, see above 6.2.2.2) in Phake. Some of these

are listed in Table (45):

A ilon~English- Thai
Dictionary

kirj2

kerj9

ke8

ke9

khirj8

khirj8

khirj1

kherj7

kherj9

Phake
Banchob(1987)

kerj2

kairj3

ke1

ke3

a1 khirj1

kherj1

kherj1

khairj6

khairj5

Gloss

iron tripod

to use sticks to clean the bowels

old, mature

to loosen

time

to compete with

shelf

hard

shin

Table 45: Comparison of Alton front vowels in Banchob's Alton-English-Thai
Dictionary with the Phake-English-Thai Dictionary (Banchob 1987).

There are some contrasts observed between the back vowels <o> and <o>, such as ko9

'a measure word for persons' and &jp'too, a word for emphasising'. A similar contrast

was found in the word list elicited from Bidya Thoumoung (see below 6.3.2.2.3).

However in both Banchob's Aiton-English-Thai Dictionary and in Bidya

Thoumoung's list, the only words which appear with [o] are those which in Phake are

notated with <o>, and all of the words which in Phake are notated with <o> are

notated <u> by Banchob. It appears therefore that the Aiton recorded by Banchob

showed a merge of */u/ and */o/, suggesting * seven vowel system, as given above in

Table (43).
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Fortunately, some recordings made by Dr. Banchob have survived". Her principal

informant the late Ai Ne Phalung, or Mohendra Shyam, told the Story of the ghosts

and the precious opium pipes which includes the words sit;3'end' (sigs in Phake) and

£/>7 ?*hit* (te*75in Phake). The spectrogram analysis (see Wave files\aiton\wave images

\ting3.mp3)shows mat these two words are clearly spoken on the same vowel, namely

M-

On the other hand, Banchob's observation that the words for 'human classifier' and

'LINK' were not the same, seems to be confirmed by examining Story of the ghosts

and the precious opium pipes. Example (27) contains a token of to^'human classifier'

and example (28) Ar^'LINK1.

27)

thau3

n
kun2 phaan1

person poor
pD2 thau3 me2 thau3 son.1 ko3

father old mother old two CLF
'(Once upon a time) there was an old man and an old woman.'

(Aiton Story, Story of the forest ghosts and the opium pipes, No. (1), told by
Mohendra Shyam).

28)

kun2 thau3 an2 nan3 khuin1 kem1

person old CLF that again

hau2

1PI
ko3 sag1

LINK if
daa' kan2 phan2 nai3

quarrel REC1P like this

08
sii1

PRT

II

\. v.

hau2 ko3 ta1 maak1 kai3 kai3 wai3 sii!

1P1 LINK will rich quickly KEEP PRT

That neighbour said, "If we quarrel like this we too will become rich very

soon.'
(Aiton Story, Story of the forest ghosts and the opium pipes, No. (25), told by
Mohendra Shyam).

51 1 am deeply grateful to Dr. Navavan Bandhumeitha for making these available to me.
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An audio file with the words [ko3j *CLF and fko3] l iNK' has been made using the

tokens of these words from examples (27) and (28). It can be found at Wave

files\aiton\sounds \ko-mohen.mp3, and shows that, phonetically at least, the vowels

are not the same. This is confirmed by the spectrogram analysis (Wave

files\aiton\wave images\ko-mohen.bmp). So far this is the only minimal pair that can

be found suggesting a contrast between the mid-close and mid-open back vowels.

6.3.2.1.2 Dilier (1992)

Dilier (1992:17) presents a ten vowel system, static: tfiat "Ten vowel contrasts

common in many Tai varieties apply to Khamti and also to Phake and Aiton:

/ w u e v o e a aa D ".

This is a different finding from that in this thesis. Dilier presents a story, Ghosts of the

jungle (1992:26-38), which is very similar to The story of the forest spirit and the first

daughter. Table (46) lists all the words notated by Dilier with [u] or [o] in the Ghosts

of the jungle:

Tai word

cnpS

cy£

Phake form

kon2

Ion6

khut1

luk3 sau6

u1

Ion2

luk3

to2

ho6

urn3

hurj6

nu6

Form in Dilier (1992)

kon

log3

khut3

luk-saaw3

lurj

luk

ru

ho3

W

horj3

nu3

Proto form

*konA2

*hluagAl

•khutDSl

*lukDL4

*^uuB3

•lo$A4

*tuaA2

*huaAl

*umC3

*hunAl

•hnuAl

Gloss

person

big

to dig

daughter

lo stay

descend

from

CLF

head

to hold

to cook

rat

Table 46: Words notated by Dilier with [u] or [o] in the Ghosts of the jungle (Dilier
1992:26-38)
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There are number of irregular correspondences here. Of particular interest is the fact

that some words which are have /*u/ as the nucleus being notated by Dilier with [o] as

hoi)3lU> cook'., while some words which have /*o/ as the nucleus are notated with [u],

as Jurj 'descend'. This suggests that the distinction between [u] and [o] might not be

phonemic.

6.3.2.2 Present Investigation

As discussed above in 6.3.2, the finding of this thesis is that there are seven

contrastive vowels in Aiton, with one of the contrasts being one of length between /a/

and /aa/. This is restated in Table (47):

i

e

UI

a, aa

u

Table 47: Vowel phonemes in Aiton

The relation between Aiton and Phake vowels (see 6.2.2) is shown in (29)

29) Phake [i,e]
Phake fe]
Phake [ui.s]
Phake [a,aa]
Phake fu,o]
Phake [o]

Aiton [i]
Aiton [E]
Aiton [ui]
Aiton [a,aa]
Aiton [u]
Aiton [o], [o]

The symbols <e> and <o> have been chosen for the Aiton mid vowels rather than <e>

and <o>, because <e> and <a> in Aiton correspond with <e> and <D> in Phake.

6.3.2.2.1 Front vowels

Given the divergence between the various reconstructions of proto Southwestern Tai

vowels, the following discussion assumes Fang Kuei Li's reconstruction (see 6.1.1.3)

of a nine vowel system. In Aiton, proto */e/ has been raised to I'xl, thus neutralising a
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contrast which is still very clear in Phake. Table (48) illustrates this merger for closed

syllables.

Assamese

Eft

ada

sarj

Aiton

S£

S£

khirj1

kbin1

Phake

££

£>£

khirj6

kherj1

Gloss

'ginger'

'shelf

Audio Link to pronunciation of these words in Aiton (Wave
files\aiton\sounds\khing.mp3)
Audio Link to pronunciation of these words in Phake (Wave files\phake\sounds
\khing.mp3)

Table 48: Merger of IM and Id in Aiton

The raising of/e/ > IM may have been happening for a long period of time. Table (49),

based on Grierson (1904:214-233), gives transcriptions of some words with front

vowels from his comparative word list. It appears to show the raising of/e/ to IV.

Grierson's Aiton

Lik

Lin

Kin

Lin (len)

Chich (chet)

Pit (pet)

Pin

Phake

lek1

Ln4

kin2

len5

cet1

pet'

pen2

Aiton (this thesis)

lik1

lin3

kin2

len2

cit1

pet1

pin2

Gloss

iron

tongue

eat

run

seven

eight

be

Table 49: Proto */i/, */e/ and */e/as recorded by Grierson (1904)

We must be wary of Grierson's transcriptions, which seems to be based only on the

written forms, as shown by the form for 'run', which would be written cotryS, which

Grierson notates as <lifi>. This does not suggest that the vowel IM is present, rather

that the symbol °, which can indicate [i], [e] or [e] in closed syllables, was employed

(for the notation of front vowels in Tai script, see below 7.2.3).

Banchob, on the other hand, was a very careful observer. As discussed above in

6.3.2.1.1, where she writes lei in Phake, Bane »b usually writes l\l for Aiton. Tzvh
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(50), based on Banchob (1977), which was originally written in Thai orthography,

illustrates this:

Aiton
(Eanchob 1977)

cit1

cip1

pTk'

pit'

bit1

bit'

cit4

Phake
(Banchob 1987)

cet1

cgp1

pik1

pet'

mit1

met1

cet4

Putative proto
form (after Li
1977)

*cepD2

*pi(i)kD2

*petD2

*bitD3

*betD3

*chetD4

Gloss

'seven'

to be ill1

'wing'

'duck'

'to twist'

'fishhook'

'to wipe'

Table 50: Proto *l\l and *ld as recorded by Banchob (203/1977)

In general, *e in open syllables is realised as [i] in the data from Bidya Thoumoung,

such as JI2'granary' and jf 'eldest daughter'. These two words are recorded by

Banchob in tine Aiton-English-Thai Dictionary as yy^and yf respectively, showing

that in open syllables the l*d > IV merge had occurred by the time that Banchob

researched the Aiton language in the late 1960s and early 1970s.

Bidya Thoumoung also provided some examples in open syllables of the merge of/e/

to Id, listed here in Table (51). However these words do not merge with /e/ in

Banchob's Aiton-English-Thai Dictionary.

Assamese

nogor

kagos

diyai
t^jwa

Aiton - recorded by

Bidya Thoumoung

</*> c e 2

Ctno ce3

CKTO ce2

Aiton -

Banchob

-

c!9

cl9

Phake

c«no ce 5

G/» ce"3

c/» eg5

Gloss

'city'

'paper'

'to soak
in water'

Audio Link to Pronunciation of these words (Wave files\aiton\sounds\ce.mp3)

Table 51: Meiger of */e/ and */e/ in Bidya Thoumoung's list and comparison with
Banchob's Aiton-English-Thai Dictionary.
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One early example of the merge of Id > IV in open syllables is provided in the Treaty

between the Aitons and the Tunings, No. (44), where the word 08 j / / J ' l s t daughter1 is

found. The manuscript was written about 1950 and although it is now somewhat

damaged and the consonant can no longer be fully made out, the vowel -® [ii] can still

clearly be seen on the top line of the second half of the page, to the right (see

photograph of manuscript, \photos\books\Lik Kheu MeungV p2). It is fortunate that

Nabin Shyam Phalung made a transcription of this manuscript before it was damaged

by worms. The Phake equivalent is coo ye3, showing clearly that this is an example of

the merge of Id to l\l in Aiton.

6.3.2.2.2 Central Vowels

As with the front vowels, it appears that in Aiton there is complete merger of the

central vowels. The close back spread vowel symbol [ui] has been chosen to represent

this, just as the close front [i] and close back [u] are being used.

Table (52) shows this merger:

Assamese

CDHI sola

CtH pon

^N bagh

(̂ *il kina

Aiton

OOO SUI3

o8£ sui2

o8*S SUI1

Cj8(f SUI3

Phake

o8<5 S33

086 su5

O^(S S36

^ 6 SU4

Gloss

'shirt'

'straight'

'tiger'

'to buy'

Audio Link to pronunciation of these words in Aiton (Wave
files\aiton\sounds\seu.mp3)
Audio Link to pronunciation of these words in Phake (\wave
files\phake\sounds\seu.mp3)

Table 52: Merger of */ui/ and *M in Aiton

The Aitons and the Phakes are well aware of the difference between their languages in

this regard. In Phake, the words mu2'hand' and / ^ ' r e t u r n home1 are clearly different

(see Table (13) in 6.2.2). On the other hand, Nabin Shyam Phalung clearly that in

Aiton these two words are clearly the same, here notated as mm2.

I:
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6.3.2.2.3 Back Vowels

Whereas in the case of the front vowels, there has clearly been a merger of three

phonemes into two, and in the case of the central vowels a clear merger of two

phonemes into one, there remains some evidence for three back vowels in Aiton.

In general, as with the front and central vowels, the mid-high back vowel has merged

to the high vowel, especially in closed syllables. This is exemplified in Table (53):

Assrunese

*&* pak-Dr

R^T^l^ misa mas

Aiton

C^tf kun3

CQ(f kurj3

Phake

COYS kon3

o^f kurj3

Gloss

'bottom'

'shrimp'

Audio Link to pronunciation of these words in Aiton (Wave files\aiton\sounds
\kun-kung.mp3)

Table 53: Merger of */o/ and */u/ in Aiton

It appears that this merger of/o/ > Inl in closed syllables has been occurring for many

years. Grierson (1904) records the Aitons as pronouncing the word for 'person' as

<Kun>, although, as discussed above (see 6.3.2.2.1) we cannot be sure that this is not

simply following the written form.

In addition, Banchob (1977) recorded the following (Table 54)

Aiton
(Banchob)

ktJ2

kun2

hU2

sun,3

sut4

phun6

tuk1

Phake
(Banchob)

ko2

kon2

htf

son1

sot4

phon6

tok1

Gloss

to fear

person

hole

to send

to sip

rain

to fall

Table 54: Merger of */u/ and */o/ in Aiton, after Banchob (20/3/1977)
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An examination of all the words beginning with the letter /k/ in Banchob's Aiton-

English-Thai Dictionary shows that in closed syllables, some Alton words with

reflexes of proto *o are written with <u>, and some with <o>. This is presented in

Table (55):

Aiton (Banchob
Dictionary MS)52

kurj2

kurj9

kurj8, kon8

kurj2, kon2

Phake (Banchob
1987)

kon2

kurj3

kurj1

korj2

Gloss

'bow'

'prawn'

'hunchbacked'

•hollow-

Merge

*0>U

*u>u

*u > u, o

*o > u, o

Table 55: Merge of *u and *o in the Aiton-English-Thai Dictionary (Banchob ms).

Banchob only records six words beginning with Ik/ that have <o> in a closed syllable.

Two of these are onomatopoeics and the others are also all found with <u>, as in the

examples for 'hunchbacked' and 'hollow' in Table (52). The fact that Banchob wrote

<o> as the vowel cf the word 'hunchbacked', when the vowel is in fact a reflex of *u,

suggests that her Aiton informant freely mixed [o] and [u], but that they had been

merged into a single phoneme.

As mentioned earlier, (see 6.3.2.1.1), it appears that in open syllables there may still

be a distinction between lot and hi in a small number of cases. Table (56) exemplifies

this contrast.

Assamese

^ bDndhu

v5(i>1*ll of'uwa

W\ d3Dn

Aiton

COT[

cco"i

CCO~|

[kD3]

[ko1]

[kD3], [ko3]

Phake

CCOJ

kD3

kD1

kD4

Gloss

'friend'

'heap'

'CLF

Audio Link to Pronunciation of these words in Aiton (Wave files\aiton\sour/ds
\ko2.mp3)
Link to spectrogram image of repeated pronunciation of'friend' and 'classifier' (Wave
fi!es\aiton\wave images\ko2.bmp)

Table 56: [D] and [o] in open syllables

52 Banchob notates ten different tones in the Aiton-English-Thai Dictionary. Her numbering is
maintained in this table. Her findings on tone are discussed at 6.3.4.1.

In the audio for Table (56), Bidya Thoumoung repeats the words far 'friend' and

'classifer'. The repetition makes it clear that that the pronunciation of the word ko3

'Classifier for humans' varies between [ko3] an

In the texts, there is evidence of the vowel in ib^'CLF being pronounced with a

higher vowel than hi in a word like fo-*'LINK', just as was observed by Banchob (see

6.3.2.1.1). This can be seen by comparing the vowels of ko3 in (30.1) and (30.2), both

of which are from the same text and the same speaker.

30.1) CCO ^

le1 khaa1 kD3 uirj1 dai3

roam search LINK NEG get
'She went to look for it but could not get it.'

(Aiton Story, The story of the forest spirit and the first daughter, No (7), told
by Sa Cham Thoumoung)

30,2) II

hur •' maa* luk3 kD3 kun2 pin2 maa2

longtime come child CLF one be come
'After a long time a child was born.'

(Aiton Story, The story of the forest spirit and the first daughter, No (29), told
by Sa Cham Thoumoung)

Link to Spectrogram comparing ko3'LlNK' and ko3'CLF' (Wave
files\aiton\wave images\ko3.bmp)

Laura Tollfree (pers. comm.) pointed out that to her ear the words for 'friend' and

'CLF for humans' have a different vowel, and she felt that rounding was a key

difference between the two. This may suggest that /kD7/ 'human classifier' is

weakening to /ka3/ in Aiton.

The use of [o] as an allophone oi phoneme hi is also found in manuscripts, where the

orthography for /o/ is used for words with hi, as shown in example (31):

31)

kan1 tD2

pardon
(Aiton Manuscript, Calendar for the year 200 J-2002, No. (35))
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This use of 0^6 for COT̂  seems to show mat lol is no longer a separate phoneme. This

spelling would never be countenanced by the Phakes. Further evidence from the same

manuscript has the word head, huu1 in Aiton, speiied as #6, which would be the

spelling in Phake (ho6) and in older manuscripts. The use of the same orthography for

both lul and hi strengthens the case that the old phoneme lol is no longer contrastive.

All of the words which have [o] in Aiton are reflexes of words whose vowel is *D,

such as Ar^'CLF or to2tto weave1. The possibility of a separate phoneme 161 does not

change the fact that proto *o and *u appear to have merged as lul in Aiton.

We can summarise this as (32):

32) Phake
lul >
lol >
hi >

Alton
lul
lul
lol and perhaps lol

6.3.2.2.4 Vowel length distinction.

In general vowels in open syllables are long, and those in closed syllables are shorter.

Vowel length is not distinctive, except in the case of/a/~/aa/ where length contrast is

present in closed syllables.

It may be that the vowel length distinction /a/ versus /aa/ is being lost in dead (stop

final) syllables. Table (57) gives the measurements in seconds for the vowels of

several words with /a/ or /aa/ as the nucleus. It is interesting that the short vowels

followed by stops are longer than the short vowels followed by nasals in these

examples.
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l

Aiton

co?5

€O?5"

co6
co6

taan1

taan3

taan2

tan2

tap1

tap3

tap3

•like1

to say1

'cancer'

•to bar'

'liver'

'need1

'a town1

Length of

Vowel in Aiton

0.355"

0.275"

0.46"

0.11"

0.28"

0.225"

0.28"

Phake

covS

-

coc5

co6

tan1

tan3

tan2

tap1

tap4

tap4

siik1

'as valuable as'

"to speak'

'to close, to bar1

'the liver1

'need not, must
not'

'military camps
in the battlefield1

Audio Link to Pronunciation of these words in Aiton (Wave files\aiton\sounds
\tan-tap.mp3)

Table 57: Contrastive vowel length in Aiton

As can be seen, there is a very clear difference in the length of the vowels which have

nasal finals. The word tan2'to bar1 is phonemically short and is clearly much shorter

than the phonemically long words. In the case of taanJ'to say', the vowel length is

shorter than for taan2''cancer'. This may reflect the fact that the 3rd tone was originally

glottalised and therefore shorter than the other tones.

In Table (57), all three words with final stops have nuclei which consist of

phonemically short vowels, yet they are all somewhat longer the vowel in tan2 'to bar1.

It may be that the length contrast is being reduced for dead syllables, and that if no

contrast is present (no word taap was recording in Aiton), length is no longer

important. Where there is a phonemic contrast, contrastive length remains, as in Table

(58):

Aiton

coc5

cod

kaap1

kap3

'to bite1

'tight-

Length of
Vowel

0.17'

0.09'

Phake

co6 ''

cod
kap4

kap4

'to bite1

'tight'

Audio Link to Pronunciation of these words in Aiton (Wave
files\aiton\sounds\kap.mp3)

Table 58: Contrastive vowel length in dead syllables in Aiton
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It appears that in words with final stops, the length of/aa/ is shorter in words with ihe

3rd tone (low failing), than those with the 1st tone (high level). A neutralisation of

length contrast might then be expected to show up first in words with the 3rd tone.

6.3.2.2.5 Diphthongs

Table (59) lists the diphthongs identified in Aiton:

Finals

Initials

i

s

u

0

a

_ , ,
i

—

—

ui

oi

ai, aai

HI

—

—

—

—

aui

u

iu

eu

—

—

au, aau

Table 59: Diphthongs in Aiton

The decision to categorise these as diphthongs has already been discussed in 6.1.2

above, and the length distinction between /ai/ and /aai/ exemplified in Table (7) above.

The diphthong hit is exemplified in Table (60):

Assamese

^IW hamuk

fB^ sin

W ^ f mala gufa

Gloss

shellfish

symbol

to hang

Tai Aiton

hoi1

hoi2

hDi3

Audio Link to Pronunciation of these words (Wave files\aiton\sounds\hoi.mp3)

Table 60: The diphthong /oi/ in Aiton

The final l-\l is longer in both hoi' 'shellfish' and /w/^'symbol, than it is in hoP'Xo

hang'. This is due to the fact that the third tone is shorter than the others, because it

was originally a glottal tone.

Table (61) exemplifies the dipthong /am/.
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Assamese

f>T soj^a

•£>C/*l3ri Whttuwa

Gloss

clear

put in

Tai Aiton

sain'

saw1

Audio Link to Pronunciation of these words (\wave files\aiton\sounds\saeu.mp3)

Table 61: The diphthong /am/ in Aiton

6.3.2.2.6 Vowel reduction

Apart from the vowels listed in Table (43) above, there is vowel reduction, to

something approaching schwa, in some unstressed syllables. As discussed above in

6.2.2.3, this is interpreted in Phake as being either the vowel /ii/ [in] or hi [Y]. In

Aiton, however, these two phonemes are merged as single phoneme (see above

6.3.2.2.2.

The reduced vowel of har)2\o\ as pronounced by Sa Cham Thoumoung and the back

unrounded vowel of Au^'glare', as pronounced by Bidya Thoumoung are not the

same. The spectrogram for buoj ''glare' shows a second formanl of around 1500Hz,

suggesting a high back vowel, whereas the spectrogram for haij2\o\ although rather

weak, shows a second formant around lOOOHz. The sound files for these two words

can be found at Wave files\aiton\sounds\ as hang.mp3 and heung.mp3, and the

spectrograms at Wave files\aitonWave images.

6.3.3 Phonotactics

6.3.3.1 Initial consonant clusters

Banchob's Aiton-English-Thai Dictionary records the following initial clusters for

Aiton, mainly in onomatopoeic words:

33) br
Pi

phr dr cr sr kr
kl

khr

Several of these clusters appear to be two syllable words where the firs' syllable is

unstressed and probably pronounced with a unstressed schwa. For example Banchob
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records s&*''Buddhist monk', which is written

thesis.

Diller (199^:15) mentions only four clusters, namely:

transcribed as sa1 rSJ in this

34) pr phr kr khr

From the wOrd list of Bidya Thoumoung, the clusters listed in (35) were recorded.

35) Pr

py

phr tr khr

ky

Of these, several such as /tr/, /py/ and /ky/ are only found with words that are

obviously borrowed from Pali or Burmese.

Initial clusters are exemplified by the word khraa3<dfc' (see Wave files\aiton\sounds

\khra.mp3).

6.3.3.2 Epenthetic syllables:

In the names of the days Sunday and Monday, a syllable ka'Xs inserted in

pronunciation, as in example (36).

36) O. oCT|j?D<!>appcn6" roco^ II

(Hurj2) ta ' narj1 kal nui1 kam3 ko1

one Sunday Mesua pedunculata*
'First: on Sunday, Mesua pedunculata flowers.1

(Aiton Manuscript, Calendar for the year 2001-2002, No. (41), read by Sui
K-hong Thoumoung)

The Shan spellings of the word for Sunday is oooeicro^c^, (ta naarj: noi,) and

Banchob Wrote ta4 par/1 no/'for Phake, both of which lack the epenthetic kaJ. This

ka' probably arises as a result of a velar nasal being followed by Irxl in the next

syllable.
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6.3.4 Tone

6.3 A1 Previous Investigations of Aiton

6.3.4.1.1 Banchob

6.3.4.1.3.1 Banchob (24/4/1977)

Banchob (1977) lists seven tones which she identified for Aiton. Using the

methodology of G>edney (see 6.1.5.3), Table (62) has been derived fron the words

listed by Banchob (24/4/1977):

B DL DS
1

2

3

4

6

2

3 (also 1,5)

7 but very
little data

7 1

4

Description of Tones:
1.
3.
5.
7.

high tone
low tone with final
low tone
falling tone with a

rising

high tone at the

2.
4.
6.

beginning

high tone with final falling
falling tone
rising tone

Table 62: Tone Box for Aiton, derived from Banchob (24/4/1977)

It is clear from the above description that

A1 is a rising tone, and not merged with B1 -3

A2-4 is a high failing tone, as it is today

D1 -3 is a high level tone, as it is today

C4 & D4 is a falling tone, probably lower than A2-4, as it is today.

Unfortunately Dr. Banchob's data does not give a clear enough description of the B

tone or Cl -4 for a clear picture to emerge.
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6.3.4.1.1.2 Banchob (Aiton-Engiish-Thai Dictionary)

In the Ailon-English-Thai Dictionary, Banchob notates ten tones, but mo t of them

are very infrequently used. Only tones 1,2,8,9 & 10 are used widely throughout the

manuscript. It appears that Tones 1 and 8 refer to the same toneme, because words

like Aa/^'chicken' and .fc^'how many' belong to the same tone box (Bl) and have the

same tone in other Tai varieties. Tone number 10 is usually reserved for dead or

checked syllables. Table (63) compares Banchob's tones 1, 8 and 10 with Phake:

Aiton - Banchob (Aiton-
English-Thai Dictionary)

kT1

ko8

karj1

kuk10

kDk10

kon8

kot8

Phake-Banchob (1987)

kT1

ko1

karj1

kak1

kauk1

kauri1

kot1

Gloss

how many

heap

crossbow

to try

a glass

curve

to embrace

Table 63: Comparison of Banchob's tones 1,8 & 10 from the Aiton-English-Thai
Dictionary.

If we assume that Banchob's tones 1, 8 & 10 correspond with the 1st tone as notated

in this thesis, that Banchob's tone 2 corresponds with the 2nd tone as notated in this

thesis, and Banchob's 9th tone corresponds with the 3rd tone in this thesis, then with

very few exceptions, a three tone system can be posited from Banchob's data.

6.3.4.1.1.3 Banchob (Tape recordings)

Old reel-to-reel tape recordings made by Dr. Banchob in Bargaon in about 1970 have

come to light. Her methodology for finding out the tones was to read a series of words

from each of the Standard Thai tones and get equivalents in Aiton. She pronounced

the word in Thai first and then Ai Ne Phalung pronounced the Aiton equivalent.

Because the B4 box is merged with Cl-3 in Standard Thai, there are no examples of

B4 in her list.
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Table (64) lists ten words collected by Banchob:

Aiton
script

t/tjOO

o3

Aiton
phonemicisation (after
Aiton-English-Tai
Dictionary)

pa3 c5i2

kin2

cit8

kai8

ban9

khai9

ma4

hai9

pa3 s3u7

serj7

Audio Link to Pronunciation of th

Aiton
phonemicisation
(following this diesis)

pa1 caai2

kin2

cit1

kai1

baan3

khai3

maa3

hai3

pa1 saau1

serj1

ese words Awave files\ai

Tone Box

A2

A2

D(S)2

B2

C3

Cl

C4

C4

Al

Al
hr»n\«JOiinH«\har

Gloss

'male'

•eaf

'seven'

'chicken'

'village'

'fever'

•horse'

'dry

ricefield'

'female'

'diamond'
i-tnnp m n ^

Table 64: Aiton Tones from the Tapes of Dr Banchob Bandhumedha.

Although Banchob notates the two Al tones as 7th tone, and the two B2 tones as 8th

tone, both are rising tones and it is hard to see why they are differently notated.

Banchob uses the 9th tone to notate both the word for 'dry ricefield' and for 'fever',

suggesting a Cl-3 and C4 merge.

There is considerable variation in the way that individual Aiton informants pronounce

the tones in citation, and this may explain the large number of tones notated by

Banchob.

6.3.4.1.2 Diller (1992)

Diller (1992:18) reported two different systems, in Tables (65) and (66):
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Aiton^:
B DL DS

z

3

4

4

3

6

1

5

2

6

1
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Description of Tones:
1. low 2. mid falling 3. high falling
4. low rising 5. mid falling glottalised 6. mid rising

Table 65: Aiton2 Tone Box after DUler (1992)

This was described by Diller (1992:19) as "undoubtedly more conservative."

Considerable effort during the research for this thesis failed to find any speaker who

produces a tone box of this type.

A second tone box, for which Nabin Shyam Phalung was the informant, is given in

Table (66). It ciosely relates to the current situation in the Aiton villages:

Aitoni:

1

2

3

4

A

1

3

B C

2

DL DS

1

3

Description of Tones:
1. rising 2. mid falling 3. high falling

Table 66: Aiton Tone Box after Diller (1992)

6.3.4.1.3 Current situation

In preliminary discussions with Bidya Thoumoung and other Aiton informants in

November 1999, five tones were recognised. These were described and named as

indicated in Table (67):

Tone 1

Tone 2

Tone 3

Tone 4

Tone 5

o8<fa^<f

o8£tn5

sin,1 sin2

sin1 lurj2

sir}1 sau2

sin1 khmn3

sirj1 tmk3

straightforward

tone

falling tone

resting tone

rising tone

stopped tone

examples:

«]_<#[)

n
«i

n
«l(cq_)

baa1

maa2

maa3

maa4

baa5

'shoulder'

"tocome"

'horse'

"dog1

'mad'

Table 67: Tones in Aiton

Despite the fact that it appeared that there were 5 tonemes, on the basis of the above

list, while working through the word list, it became clear that Bidya Thoumoung

assigned tone 5 to dead or checked syllables, and tone 3 to syllables with final nasals

or final vowels, and that therefore Tones 3 & 5 were probably allotones of the same

toneme.

Tone 4 was rarely assigned, and in particular was not assigned to the word for 'dog'

when that word was encountered in the word list. It therefore appeared that tone 4 was

a sporadic allotone of Tone 1.

The following tone box, then, is proposed for contemporary Aiton (Table 68)

2

3

4

A

1(&4)

2

B C

3(&5)

DL DS

1

Description of Tones:
1. mid/high level 2. high level then falling
4. mid rising 5. mid falling glottalised

3. mid falling

Table 68: Aiton Tone Box

Examples of the three tones are given in table (69):
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Assamese

^I^J3 manufa

"Ĥ M pakor

So^l ubhola

Aiton

c^iS kun2

c ^ lain3

ro3^ kun1

Gloss

'person'

•bottom'

to uproot'

Audio Link to Pronunciation of these words (Wave files\aiton\sounds\kun-tone.mp3)

Table 69: The Aiton tones

A very clear example of the tone merger of Al and B1-4 is indicated in Table (70):

Assamese

^\H ada

UR sag

Aiton

<ft£ khig1

t/8<f khig1

Phake

khig6

kheg1

Gloss

'ginger'

'shelf

Audio Link to pronunciation of these words in Aiton (\wave
files\aiton\sounds\khing.mp3)
Audio Link to pronunciation of these words in Phake (Wave files\phake\sounds
\khing.mp3)

Table 70: Merger of tones in Aiton

The relationship between the tones of Aiton and those of Phake is shown in (37):

37) Phake tones Aiton tones
Tones 1 & 6 Tone 1
Tones 2 & 5 Tone 2
Tones 3 & 4 Tone 3

6.3.4.2 Some examples of tone variations:

6.3.4.2.1 Variation between tones 1 & 4

In mid 2000, Bidya Thoumoung was asked by letter to assign tones to a series of

words, after being sent a copy of Table (67) above. He sometimes assigned the rising

tone, Tone 4, to words which have ths level tone in Phake, and the level tone, Tone 1,

to words which have the rising tone in Phake. This suggests that the rising tone (4) is

an allotone of the level tone (1), or vice-versa.
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Some of Bidya Thoumoung's tone assignments are listed in Table (71), in which, for

ease of comparison, Shan forms are phonemicised as if they were Phake, where tone 6

refers to the rising tone. In the Aiton columns, tone 4 refers to the rising tone. Tone 1

refers to the level tone throughout.

Aiton (tones
as assigned
by Bidya
Thoumoung)
lung1

tang4

kaa1 thaa1

kho4

kheun2 kon4

English

'big'
'all'
'Buddhist
prayer'
'separately'
'also'

Phake

lot}6

tun1

khD6

Shan

log6

kaa1 thaa1

kho6

khiin2 kon1

What the Aiton tone would
be following Phake & Shan

lug4

tag1

kaa1 thaa1

kho4

kon1

Table 71: Variation between the Aiton level tone and rising tone.

6.3.4.2.2 Possible survival of separate B4 tone

The only evidence of a possible separate B4 tone was in 0^6 [kuu2 mm6 ] 'every day'

(see Wave files\aiton\sounds\tone6.mp3) where the number 6 has been arbitrarily

given to refer to a low tone. The word mm2'time' is usually pronounced with the high

level falling tone.

6.3.4.3 Short tones in Alton

There were a small number of words which Bidya Thoumoung pronounced with very

short high tones. These words were always open syllables (vowel final). One of these

is given in Table (72), and is compared with a vowel final word with a normal long

tone.

Aiton

t diyai ^uwa

ghin kora

Aiton

c<ro

CtPO

CE2

CE1

Phonetic form

[tcee]

[tee?]

Gloss

'to soak in water1

'to hate, to dislike'

Audio Link to Pronunciation of these words (Wave files\aiton\sounds\ce-short.mp3)

Table 72: Short tones in Aiton
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Another example pronounced by Bidya Thoumoung whfa a short tone was

(fona in Assamese) (\wave files\aiton\sounds\ta.mp3). This word is not always

pronounced with a short tone, as can be which can be heard in example (38), spoken

by Nabin Shyam.

38)

ta1 taaJ ham3 khan1 aa2 lrarj2 nan
thatwill wipe GIVE khon CLF one

'Will wipe (it) for that one khon.'

(Aiton text, Explanation of Hong Khon ceremony, No. (57), told by Nabin
Shyam.)

Words with short tones do not occur frequently in the texts, and when they do occur it

seems to be younger speakers who use them. One example is (39), where there is a

short tone on paa^'basket':

39) Cf]_

pa3 :2 kaa1

GO
yau3

FINISHED
man2 Idiot1 pai

basket her leave behind go
'She left her basket behind.1

(Aiton Story, Story of the monkey and the fox, No. (5), told by Bidya
Thoumoung).

Further research needs to be done into short tones in Aiton.

6.3.4.4 Tone assignment in loan words

Most loan words in the texts presented in this thesis are polysyllabic Pali loan words.

In general, the 1st tone is used for these words, although the third tone can be found

on the last syllable. An example of Pali loan words is (40):

40) corf

u1 tarj1 ku1 ru1

Utangkuru

.. oex8coo/x

.. pu3 pa3 wi1 te1 haa1 kan2

.. Pubbavideha direction west CLF* this
wan2 tuk1 an2 nai3
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khau1 paa3 wan2 pan)2

they side east**
'And there is Pubbavideha in the w^st whilst they (= Utangkuru) are in the
east.'

(Aiton Text, Why Buddha was bom in this world, 2-4-3-1, No. (13), told by
Sa Cham Thoumoung)

The assignment of tones to Pali loan words appears to be largely arbitrary.

There are another group of loan words, this time from Burmese, which have been

used by the Tais for many generations. The rules of tone assignment for these words

has not been investigated as part of this study.

6.3.5 The place of Aiton in Southwestern Tai

Throughout the discussion on the Aiton tonal system, there has been an underlying

assumption that the Aiton tones are a merged system. With only three tonemes, Aiton

has fewer conlrastive tones than almost any other language in the Tai family. It is

certainly plausible that a tonal system like that of the Phake could have merged into

what we find in Aiton now.

Yet that is not necessarily so. In the light of the Aiton tonal system, it is worthwhile to

observe that the reconstruction of proto Southwestern Tai tones posits three tones, as

discussed above in 6.1.5.3. A similar observation can be made with the vowels, where

the number and distribution of vowels in Aiton agrees with the reconstruction for

proto Southwestern Tai in Jonnson (see above 6.1.1.3).

Indeed it is only the consonant inventory of Aiton that is markedly different from the

posited proto Language. Since no Tai language has a consonant inventory anywhere

near as large as that proposed in 6.1.1.1, it may well be that Aiton, with its

preservation of certain consonant distinctions, its preservation of certain clusters, its

seven vowel system and three tones, is closer to proto Southwestern Tai than the other

daughter languages in Assam.
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6.4 Some preliminary observations on Khamyang phonology

As discussed above in 2.3.4.2, Khamyang is now only spoken is the single village of

Pawaimukh, in Margherita subdivision of Tinsukia district. Over several visits to

Pawaimukh, I have made a number of recordings in Pawaimukh, mostly of Chaw Sa

Myat Chowlik.

However, according to Deben Chowlik, Chaw Sa Myat Chowlik mixes Khamyang

speech with Phake. There are several reasons for this. The first is that the Khamyangs

are used to converging to other dialect norms because they are few in number.

Secondly, since I am much more familiar with Phake man Khamyang, the Khamyang

speakers are more likely to converge to Phake forms when recordings are being made.

Furthermore, at least some of the Khamyang speakers feel that their own variety is

more difficult to understand that the other varieties. In order to assist speakers from

other varieties, they tend to converge to them.

For example, Chaw Sa Myat spoke line (41.1) with Phake phonology and then

repeated it as (41.2) with Khamyang phonology:

41.1)
nai3cau3 khau6 ye4 thaui6 ta1 kaa1

RESP 3P1 PRT where WILL go get
'His father said: 'Where will you get (them)"

41.2) O§ €>8 ^
thaui6 ti1 kaa1 iai3

where WILL go get
'Where will you get it?'

(Khamyang Story, Of children and kings, 3-1-1-3, Nos. (8) & (9), told by Sa
Myat Chowlik.)

The differences between the two relate to the tones and the use of initial /I/ in (41.2),

for the reflex of proto Southwestern Tai *d, which is always Inl in Phake. Furthermore,

in the word thaui6 'where1, there is a full realisation of [tu], the second element of the
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diphthong, in Phake, whereas [in] is hardly audible in the Khamyang pronunciation.

This is further discussed below in 6.4.2.1.

Chaw Deben Chowlik, otherwise known as Chaw Kyun, was born around 1940 and

never learned to read Tai, although he is fully proficient in reading Assamese and also

knows English. His spoken forms are quite distinct from Phake forms, and he believes

that they represent a more 'authentic' Khamyang. Most of the phonological

information, therefore, is based on the speech of Chaw Deben Chowlik, rather than

Chaw Sa Myat Chowlik.

6.4.1 Consonants

Based on several interviews with Chaw Deben Chowlik, Table (73) has been drawn

up showing the initial consonants of Tai Khamyang:

Bilabial Dental / Palatal
Alveolar

Velar Glottal

Voiceless unaspirated stops

Voiceless aspirated stops

Voiced stop

Nasals

Voiceless fricative

Semi vowel

Lateral Approximant

P
ph

b

m

1

t

th

n

s

c

y

k

kh
O

h

Table 73: Consonant Phonemes in Khamyang

The distribution of Ibl and III differs from that in other Tai varieties, as shown in

Table (74):

English

good

star

finger

cold

speak

Khamyang

lii5

laau5

liu4

laau6

baa5

Phake
Banchob 1987

m2

nau2

nru4

nau6

w55

Aiton

dii2

daau2

niu3

naau1

waa2

Khamti
Harris 1976
ni1

naaw1

liw2

naaw4
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comb

fan

shoulder

village

bii6

bii2

maa1

maan3

wi6

wT2

ml1

m5n3

wii1

wii2

baa1

baan3

wi4

wi3

maan5

Table 74: Comparison of Khamyang initial /b/, N and Iml with other Tai varieties

This use of initial [b], rather man [w] is apparently found for all words with reflexes

of initial *w and *hw in proto Southwestern Tai. It is interesting to note that Grierson

(see 3.2.6.6) observed that in Nora, "the letter -a is sometimes ba, but more usually

wa." (1904:179). Chaw Deben Chowlik alw?ys pronounces this phoneme as [b], such

as in example (42), but other Khamyangs do not.

42) 8 yj6" csn
kau5 baa5

 UIIJ1 cam5 bii6 ho6
 E1 bii6

lSg say NEG be comb head PRT comb
'Didn't I say bii6 ho6, a comb?1

(Khamyang Sentence spoken by Deben Chowlik.)

Audio link for this sentence example (Wave files\khamyang\extracts\3-10-2-6
\44.mp3)

Sometimes this realisation of Ibl is somewhat fricativised, as in (43):

43)

khaam2 boi1 phraa2 tuu1 tuu1 khaam2 num5

word bless Buddha same word one

bt1 an2 khau6 yaau2 khaam2 boi1 phraa2

short CLF 3P1 long word bless Buddha
The words of blessing the Buddha are the same, although ours is short and
theirs is long.1

(Khamyang Sentence spoken by Deben Chowlik.)

Audio link for this sentence example (\wave files\khamyang\extracts\3-10-2-6
\56.mp3)

The pronunciation of words which are the reflexes of those that had initial *d in proto

Southwestern Tai is a much more widespread Khamyang feature. Most of the

Khamyang speakers pronounce such words with initial l\i at least some of the time.
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For example, Chaw Sa Myat pronounces the word for little finger as liu4 koi:J{from

proto *niuC4) (see Wave files\khamyang\sounds\liu.mp3).

Some of these words which are initial /I/ are not found with initial f\l in any other Tai

varieties in India. Examples of this include Iaau6'co\d\ which has initial ltd in Aiton,

Phake, Khamti and in the reconstruction of proto Southwestern Tai. Moreover, I have

not been able to identify any words with initial In! in Phake that are never pronounced

with initial l\l in Khamyang.

It is not clear why the Khamyangs pronounce so many of these words with initial /I/.

It is a distinguishing feature of Khamyang to use of initial l\! for words which are

reflexes of those with proto initial *d, and which are pronounced with initial /n/ in

Phake. It may be that in the terminal stages of the Khamyang language,

hypercorrection to /I/ is occurring.

Both the pronunciation of initial /b/ and the pronunciation of initial /!/, as discussed in

the previous paragraph, alternate with the Phake norms of /w/ and /n/ respectively.

Chaw Sa Myat Chowlik almost always uses /w/ and /n/, following the Phake pattern,

even when he is using Khamyang tones.

In example (4) in section 6.2.1 above, it was pointed out that certain function

morphemes in Phake with initial IkJ show consonant initial lenition. A similar process

is observed in Khamyang. The initial consonant of the morpheme kaaJ'GO', marking

past tense, is lenited to P] or zero. This can be seen in example (44), which also

shows lenition to [y] on the initial /k/ of nan4 kol 'moreover'.

44) Y)Yfc0Q-l

nan4 ko1

moreover

cqtS
hum2

forget

sofrn
can,1 nai3

now

coof
luk4

child

CO

ne4

DEF
khau6

3Sg
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corf
khau6 rag1 taan3 haai6 aa4luk4 on1

child 3P1 NEC speak disappear PRT.GO
'Moreover, they've forgotten, those children now, those children can't speak,
its all gone."

(Khamyang text, The future of the Khamyang language, No. (20), spoken by
Deben Chowlik.

6.4.1.1 Consonant clusters.

Although it has not been possible to make a comprehensive study of initial consonant

clusters in Khamyang, no words cf proto Southwestern Tai origin have been recorded

with initial consonant clusters. There are some words with clusters having Ixl as the

second member, such as pAra^'Buddha in example (43) above.

6.4.2 Vowels

The ten vowel contrast reported by Diller (1992:17) for the Tai varieties appears to be

maintained in Khamyang. The vowels are listed in Table (71):

i
e
e

a,

Y

aa

u
0

Table 75: Vowel phonemes in Khamyang

There is a clear contrast in height between the close vowels /i,ui,u/ and the

corresponding mid close vowels /e,Y,o/, as demonstrated for the Central Vowels in

Table (76):

Assamese

C M sula
^ bagh

f^ kina
;; •;'(:{? bisana para

':'; :V:yi €^l& pune punE

Khamyang
example

SY3

SY6

stu4

SY1

SUl5

English gloss

'shirt'

'tiger'

'buy'

'cover, spread1

'straight'

u u\, I 'enunciation of these words (Vwave files\khamyang\sounds\seu.mp3)

* ' 76: Central vowels in Khamyang, pronounced by Deben Chowlik
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Sa Myat Chowlik clearly distinguishes between /u/, in Auu6'ear' and lol in

as can be heard in the audio file Wave files\khamyang\sounds\hu-ho.mp3. However,

this distinction is also present in Phake, and Sa Myafs speech might be influenced by

Phake.

In the speech of Deben Chowlik, these distinctions also seem to be clear. In examples

(45) and (46), the mid-close vowels lol and Id are heard in both in open syllables {to5

'body' and zr^'wife') and in closed syllables (tag' Jo/;6'sill' and cep1'hurt'). The

realisation of Id is clearly mid-close, but the lol is less clear, especially tos'm example

(46). A clearer pronunciation of lol is found in example (42) above, on the word ho6

"head1.

45) €o£co£
1Y4 pY5 nai4

therefore
sii6

PRT
to5

body
tag1

all
log6 cep1

hurt
na1 hur6

how

naa6 ta1 au5 pDk4

direction PRT.QN WILL take return
'So we are distressed, and do not know how we will get (our traditions) back.

(Khamyang text, The future of the Khamyang language, No. (40), spoken by
Deben Chowlik.

46)

hag2

to
me2

p£
nan2

crytf 08

wife to
luk4

child

co£co£ £ crytf <n
tarj1 Ion6 haui3 taan3 khaani2 tai2

all GIVE speak word Tai

oovf tn o9 ii
son6 khaam2 tai2

teach word Tai
'We should get out wives and children to learn and speak the Tai language.1

(Khamyang text, The future of the Khamyang language, No. (42)>, spoken by
Deben Chowlik
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6.4.2.1 Vowel reduction:

A number of vowel reduction processes with function words are apparent in the

speech of Chaw Deben Chowlik. For example, the word (/Ink4/ in Phake) 'from' is

pronounced by him as [luk4], and is distinguished from the word for 'child', (also

/Ink4/ in Phake), as can be heard in examples (47) and (48):

47) o3 ...
luk4 maau2 lorj6 maa2 co5 an5

from Mau Lung come generation CLF so
'From Mau Lung, generations ago ...

(Khamyang text The future of the Khamyang language, No. (26)5 spoken by
Deben Chowlik

48)

nan-
there

luim2 can1 nai3 luk4

forget now child
ne4 khau6

DEF 3Sg

luk4 on1 khau6 uirj1 taan3 haai6 aa4

child 3P1 NEG speak disappear PRT.GO
'Moreover, they've forgotten, those children now, those children can't speak,
its all gone.'

(Khamyang text, The future of the Khamyang language, No. (20), spoken by
Deben Chowlik.

When luk4'from' in example (47) and the two tokens of JuI^'chM in example (48)

are compared closely, it is found that there are three different vowels, as can be heard

on the audio file (\wave files\khamyang\sounds\luk.mp3). The vowel in the second

token of M^'child' is clearly lower. This might be attributed to assimilation to the

following mid-open vowel. Phonetically the second luk4is [ly^on1]. The spectrogram

(Wave files\khamyang\wave images\luk.bmp) of these three vowels clearly shows the

presence of second formant at around lOOOHz for the words for 'child', which is not

present in the word for 'from'.
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There is also a process of reduction of the second member of the diphthong /am/. The

latter was already commented above in the speech of Chaw Sa Myat (see above

example (41)), and is one of the more noticeable differences between Phake and

Khamyang.

The words thatu6'where' and hain3tgi\€ occur quite frequently but in each case the

final An/ is barely audible (see for example hatu3m example (46) above). This could

be notated phonetically as [aa^J. This is so striking that a casual observer might

initially hear the vowels as simply [aa], and an [aaj pronunciation is accepted by the

Khamyangs.

There are a number of other vowel reduction processes that have been observed, such

as *lai4 'so' being realised as [IY4] in example (45) above.

6.4.3 Tones

The Khamyang tonal system has six tones with a different distribution from the six

tones of the Phake (see 6.2.4.4). The tone box in Table (77) is based on an interview

and some words recorded in April 2001. The informant was Chaw Deben Chowlik53.

This tone box differs from the Phake, where A2-3 is merged with A4, and B4 is a

separate tone, It also differs from Khamti where Al is merged with Bl-3.

B DL DS

2

3

4

6

5

2

1

5

3

4

1

4

53 am very grateful to Jerrold Edmondson for discussing these tones with me.
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Tone 1 mid level with slight fall
2 high level then falling
3 low, falling and glottalised
4 high level then falling with glottal ending (weaker glottalisation than tone 3)
5 low falling
6 level, with possible rise at the end

Table 77: Tones in Khamyang

The numbering of the Khamyang tones in this thesis follows the Phake numbering as

closely as possible. Because of the different distribution of the tones, A2-3, which are

tone 2 in Phake, are numbered as tone 5 in Khamyang. All other boxes have the same

tone number as Phake, although the contour and quality of the tones differs.

Table (78) exemplifies five of these tones on the syllable maa, as spoken by Deben

Chowlik.

Assamese

^\% kandha

3»3R kukur

#RIT boliya

^ oha

UJftpt ghura

Gloss

'shoulder'

'dog'

'crazy'

'come'

'horse'

Tai Khamyang

maa1

maa6

maa3

maa2

maa4

Audio Link to pronunciation of these words (Wave files\khamyang\sounds\ma-
tones.mp3)
Link to Image of pitch contour chart for these words (Wave files\khamyang\wave
images
\ma-comp.bmp)

Table 78: Tones 1-4 and 6 pronounced on the syllable maa in Khamyang

The contour of the 2nd tone and 4th tone are almost exactly the same. Both are high

level and falling, but the 4th tone has an abrupt glottal ending. The contour of these

two tones differs significantly from the 5th tone, which is low falling. Table (79)

compares the 1st, 4th and 5th tones on the syllable kaa.
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Assamese

^ d3ab3

•s»lvb̂ l kauri

W^IR bepar

Gloss

'go'

'crow'

'business*

Tai Khamyang

kaa1

kaa5

kaa4

Audio Link to Pronunciation of these words (Wave files\khamyang\sounds\ka-
tones.mp3)
Link to Image of pitch contour chart for these words (Wave filesMchamyangWave
images
\ka-comp.bmp)

Table 79: Tones 1,4 and 5 on the syllable kaa in Khamyang

Unlike in the other varieties of Tai spoken in Assam, the C4 tone (tone 4) is a high

faliing tone, with only an abrupt glottal closure clearly distinguishing it from the A4

tone (tone 2). The contours of tones 2 and 4, however, are almost identical.

The difference between the C4 tone and the cognate tone in Phake is exemplified in

(49), where Sa Myat Chowlik pronounces a sentence first in Phake, then rather more

quietly in Khamyang phonology:

49) G&6
khaui3

want
'Want

kin2

eat
to eat

nv4

meat
meat.1

khaui3

want
kin5

eat
lY4

meat

(Khamyang Story, Of children and kings, 3-1-1-3, No (65) told by Sa Myat
Chowlik.)

The Al tone (tone 6) and the B1-3 tone (tone 1) are similar. They are both level, and

both at about the same pitch, but the key difference is the possible final rise in tone 6,

which is not found in tone (1). This final rise is much less pronounced than in Tai

Phake, and was another difference between examples (41.1) and (41.2) above. Clear

examples of the rising tone in connected speech can be heard with the words siJ6and

lorj6\K\ example (36) above.
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Where mere is no contrast required, the 6th tone can even fall, as in example (42)

above, where the word bii6ai the end of the sentence clear falls. This can be seen in

the pitch contour diagram (see Wave files\khamyang\wave images\bi.bmp).

The first tone can be either level, as with ff^in (50.1) or falling, as with U'm (50.2):

50.1) cH ovf €O[ SYj_ same

kii1 ban2 ta1 uu1

how many day will stay same
'How many days will you stay, it's the same (as in Phake).'

50.2)

kii1 ban2 ta1 uu1

how many day will stay
'How many days will you stay.'

(Khamyang sentences spoken by Deben Chowlik.

Audio link for these sentence examples (Wave files\khamyang\extracts
\3-10-2-6\79-80.mp3)

This has been only been a brief sketch of Khamyang phonology. Moreover it is

largely based on the speech of a single informant, and it is not clear whether this

sketch represents the Khamyang speech community adequately. Readers who wish to

hear the Khamyang, as spoken by Deben Chowlik, are enjoined to examine the story

of the Hunter's Parrot. The text contains some other features of Deben Chowlik's

speech, such as word fusion, where two words are fused as one. This is demonstrated

in (51):

51) mvnH narj5cau3 phaa4

at that time ... king CLF.one

(Khamyang story, The Hunter's Parrot, No. (1), spoken by Deben Chowlik.

bai4

have KEEP

The first morpheme in (51) is a combination of muis'timd and nan4'that', with the

whole word being in the fourth tone. A second fused morpheme is [korj4] which is a

combination of ko4'CL¥' and nyy-1 'one'. It also takes the fourth tone. In both cases

the fourth tone (high falling glottal) seems to override the fifth tone (low falling).
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Perhaps the contour and other features of the fourth tone are stronger than those of the

fifth tone, and this is why both of these fused forms bear the fourth tone.

6.5 Some preliminary observations on Ahom phonology

6.5.1 Consonants

Based on the Ahom alphabet, and assuming that there is a one to one correspondence

between the glyphs for the initial consonants and their phonemes, the following

phoneme table can be presented:

Bilabial Dental /
Alveolar

Palatal Velar Glottal

Voiceless unaspirated stops

Voiceless aspirated stops

Voiced stop

Nasals

Voiceless fricative

Semi vowel

Rhotic Approximant

Lateral Approximant

P
ph

b

m

r

I

t

th

d

n

s

c k

kh

n rj

y ' 3

h

Table 80: Possible Consonant Phonemes in Ahom

Because Ahom is no longer spoken as a mother tongue (see above 2.2), any

discussion of the Ahom consonants must be based on written sources. We are

fortunate to have access to an eighteenth century Ahom-Assamese word list, the Bar

Amra (manuscript No. 31 in the Department of Historical and Antiquarian Studies,

Guwahati.). This manuscript, written entirely in Ahom script, gives definitions for

several thousand Ahom words in Assamese. By analysing this manuscript, we may be

able to establish the status of at least some of the Ahom phonemes.

For example, in Assamese the reflex of proto lndic * j , the palatal semi vowel, is

realised as [3], [d3] or [z] and phonemicised as /z/54. In the Bar Amra, this consonant

is usually written with Ahom <w> which is the reflex of proto Tai * j , also a palatal

M I am very grateful to Dr. Jyotiprakash Tamuli of Guwahati University for his assistance on Assamese
phonology.
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semi vowel. Given that Aiton shows fricativisation of the palatal semi vowel (sec

6.3.1.1.6 above), it might be that, at least in the late 18th century, the reflex of the the

palatal semi vowel in Ahom was [3] or [d3].

Example (52) from the BarAmra exemplifies its use

52)
V

kaa cam baa
go PRT say
'Kaa means 'go'.'

yaa bor / 3aa bor
go (Assamese zabo)

The reflex of proto Southwestern Tai *c is still pronounced as [c] in both Aiton and

Phake. However in Assamese, the reflex of proto Indie *c is always [s]. Present day

Ahoms generally pronounce Tai words with initial Id as if they had initial /si. If this

were so in the late 18th century, we might expect to find Assamese words with /s/

being written with both Ahom <vtj> Id and <w> Is/. However, in that portion of the

BarAmra so far examined, there is no examples of Ahom <vo> being used for /s/ in

any Assamese word. This suggests that Ahom Id was maintained as a phoneme

towards the end of the Ahorr era.

There is one interesting orthographical usage in the BarAmra, and that is the use of

subscript Ixl to mark the voiced aspirate series. For example, in (53), the Assamese

word is pronounced [mule*1 bSnibor]. The voiced aspirate Ibhl is written with Ahom

<uo> /ph/ and the subscript Ixl. In Ahom this cluster would have been pronounced

/phr/.

53) Vvy xv W
klie cam baa mukh phrarji bor
khe PRT say remove the evil eye (Assamese muk11 bharjib3)
'Khe means 'to remove the evil eye1.'

As Diller (1992:14) observed, Ahom maintains at least one of the proto preglottalised

stops, namely /d/, which is a reflex of proto *d. The Ahom symbol for Idl, <v> is very
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similar to that for /n/, and it is not clear which letter is intended. This may suggest that

in Ahom, as in Aiton, words with initials that are reflexes of proto *d varied between

/n/ and 161 in initial position.

In written Ahom it can sometimes be difficult to distinguish <w> /ml from <o> Ibl.

Ahom /b/ is itself a merge of proto *b and proto *w, and since in many other Tai

varieties the reflexes of proto *b merge with proto *m, the orthographical similarity of

these two symbols is a source of some problems.

Finally, the printed edition of the BarAmra (B.K. Barua and Phukan 1964), together

with the earlier Ahom-Assamese-English Dictionary (G.C. Barua 1920) contained a

number of words with initial consonant clusters. Some of these do appear in Ahom

manuscripts, but it seems that many do not. The extent to which B.K. Barua and

Phukan (1964) can be relied upon has not yet been fully determined. Historical

reconstructions which rely on G.C. Barua (1920) or B.K. Barua and Phukan (1964)

should be re-examined in the light of these findings.

6.5.2 Vowels

Only six vowels are written in Ahom, discussed below in 7.1. Therefore it will be

difficult to reconstruct the Ahom vowel system from the script alone. One clue,

however, will come from the marking of front vowels in open syllables. In Phake,

where there are three contrastive front vowels, words like /^'granary' and vwe '̂wife'

are written with initial so/' tJio2 (c-), just as words with final l-el would be. In Aiton,

on the other hand, where Id and HI have merged, these words are written with lurj' ki5

The Aiton pattern is also found in Ahom, at least in the BarAmra, where the word for

wife is written as v? (mii) and granary as \xf (yii), as in examples (54):
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54.1) Vt7 ^

mii cam baa tii ro tak
mii PRT say female (Assamese tircta)
'Mii means 'a female'.'

(BarAmfa, p 8 top line)

Link to a photograph of this page of the Bar Amra (\photos\Bar Amra\p 8.jpg)

54.2)

yii cam baa phrsrabk
yii PRT say granary (Assamese b^ral)
1 F/>"means 'a granary1.'

(Bar Amra, p 13 third line)

Link to a photograph of this page of the Bar Amra (\photos\Bar Amra\p
13-jpg)

It is therefore probable that the Ahom vowel system, at least in the final stages of the

language, was the same as Aiton (see above 6.3.2.2). This is given in Table (81):

i
£

a,

Ul

aa

u

Table 81: Possible vowel phonemes in Ahom

6.5.3 Tones

Almost nothing is known of the original tonal system of the Ahoms. Grierson, having

indicated that there should be tones in Ahom, and that tradition is silent on the matter,

states:

"Moreover, in the one word, the tones of which I have been able to ascertain,

they differ from those of the KhSmtT and Shan. This is the word m& which,

when it means 'a horse', has in Ahom a long tone, and in Khamtl and abrupt

tone, while ma, 'a dog', has in Ahom an abrupt tone, but in KMmtTand ShSn a

rising inflection." (1904:90)

It would be most curious if this statement reflected the situation. The abrupt tone

referred to is presumably a glottalised or creaky tone, a feature of C tcnes and

occasionally B tones, but rarely if ever of A tones (see the discussion of tones in
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6.1.5.3 above). Grierson gives no information about his source for this claim, and it

must be treated with some caution.

The only attempt to reconstruct Ahom tones has been Weidert (1979), who compared

the Shan, Standard Thai and Khamti tonal systems in order to make a reconstruction

of the Ahom tonal system (see above 3.2.14.2). I do not believe that this methodology

was valid. First of all it fails to take into account the tonal systems of the other Tai

languages remaining in Assam, the Aiton, Khamyang and Phake. Secondly, Weidert's

methodology gave equal weight to each of the three languages, even although

Standard Thai is part of the Shan group and on linguistic grounds appears to have

been separated from Ahom for a long time. Thirdly, not enough languages are

examined.

Future attempts to reconstruct the original Ahom tone system might involve:

• Exploring foreign sources, particularly from China, which have data about the

Ahom. It is likely that Chinese missions visited Assam over the centuries, and if

they did, they may have collected some linguistic information about Ahom. Any

recording of the Ahom language in Chinese would encode information about the

Ahom tones.

• Comparing the tonal systems of the existing Tai languages of Assam and trying to

explain how they came about. Existing Tai tone systems are quite different from

those in, for example, Shan state of Burma. This may be due to the influence of

the Ahom.

6.5.4 Ahom and Aiton

Interestingly, the putative reconstructions for the inventories of Ahom consonants (see

above Table (80)) and Ahom vowels (see above Table (81))are very similar to those

found for Aiton, (see above 6.3.1 and 6.3.2 respectively). In addition, Aiton and

Ahom both preserve some initial consonant clusters.
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Given this, and the Alton traditions about contact with King Suhungmung as far back

as 1500 and Grierson's statements on the Aitons being interpreters for the Ahoms (see

above 2.3.1), it might be well to rethink the relationship between Aiton and Ahom.

It may be that some aspects of contemporary spoken Aiton, particularly those that

differ from the other Tai languages, are features that might have been present in the

Ahom language.

It is to be hoped that further research on the relationship between Aiton and Ahom

will be possible in future years.
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7. Writing

All the various Tai communities in India are literate. The scripts that they use are all

related to the other scripts of mainland Southeast Asia, and like them are descended

from Indie scripts. There are two distinct systems in use amongst the Tai of Assam:

the Ahom scrip*, and the scripts of the other Tai groups. The living Tai scripts are

known in Phake as er̂ Sc8Mc8 to2 lik4 tai2Tai writing1, or simply Lik Tai.

Only a brief survey of the Ahom script will be presented here, so that it can be

referred to and compared with the script in use amongst the other Tai groups. The

Ahom script was discussed in very great detail by Ranoo (1986).

7.1 Ahom Script

Scholars differ as to the origins and date of the Ahom script. The leading scholars

among the Ahom community, for example J.N. Phukan, believe that the Ahom script

was brought with King Sukapha (vt$M[\x^suj kaa phaa), suggesting a date for the

genesis of the script in the 12th or 13th century. This, however, would appear to

predate the time at which the merger of proto voiced and voiceless consonants (see

6.1.1.2 occurred55, and had the script been devised at that time, it would have been

expected that it would have marked this distinction, as the Thai, Lao and Lanna

scripts all do. This issue will be discussed in detail below in 7.6.

Table (1) lists the initial consonants of Ahom in two fonts, the first of which is based

on the printed Ahom font developed for the publication of Ahom texts in the first half

of the 20th century, and the second of which is based on an Ahom manuscript. The

transcription into Roman script is that of B.K. Barua and Phukan (1964). The order of

the consonants in Table (1) is given by B.K. Barua and Phukan (1964:198), itself

based on the order in which the consonants first appear in the Bar Amra (see 3.2.9)

55 The script used in Thailand dates from around the 12th or 13th century. The fact that there are 44
consonant glyphs in the Thai script is thought to suggest that the distinction of voiced and voiceless
consonants was stili in place at that time in Thailand.
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Ahom letter

m

OV

V

"ID

V

V

w

v6

vi

vfi

Ahom ietter
(manuscript font)

V

\3A

u;

w

vt;

Transcription into
Roman, B.K.. Barua
and Phukan (1964)

k

kh

n

t

ir

Ph

b

m

j

s

th

r

1

ch

ft

h

-

d

dh

Reconstructed
phoneme

Dd

I)£l

/n/

In/

Ixl

¥
/pV

/b/

/m/

^j/~/d3/

/tc/

/f1/

/r/

/I/

/s/

IjJ

/hi

-

/d/

/dh/

Cognate
phoneme
inPhake

Ik/

/)£!

/g/

/n/

Itl

/P/

/^ /

/m/, /w/

/ml

/tc/

/f1/

/h/

/!/

/s/

/ji/

/h/

-

/n/

-

Cognate
phoneme
in Alton

Ik/

/kV

/n/

/n/

l\l

Ip!

Ibl, /w/

/ml

iy

it/

/h/, /r/

/I/

/s/

/p/

/h/

-

/d/

-

Table 1: Initial Consonants in Ahom

The column headed 'reconstructed phoneme' posits the pronunciation of these

consonants at the end of the period of the Ahom Kingdom. This is discussed at 6.5.1

above.
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The last two consonants may have been added later. The glyph v; Id/ almost certainly

represents an Ahom phoneme, but the symbol is very similar to v/n/. As discussed

above in 6.5.1, the phonemes ltd and Idl may have been in variation in Ahom, as they

are in Aiton today. The glyph T& /dh/ is listed in B.K. Barua and Phukan (1964), but it

is not accepted as an Ahom phoneme. The glyph was developed from XJO Ah/ and was

probably mostly only for borrowed words.

In addition to these consonants, all of which occur regularly in the manuscripts, there

are a number of consonants used for borrowed words, most of which are derived from

existing Ahom consonants. These are shown in Table (2)

Ahom letter

O

?

Ahom biter
(manuscript font)

O

cn

Ttranscription into
Roman, Barua and
Phukan (1964)

g

g

g

gh

jh

bh

Pable 2: Ahom Consonants used for borrowed words

Table (3) shews the vowels of Ahom. As in most of the alphabets based on old Indie

R-ŷ Kibets,, vowels cannot stand alone, but have to be attached to a consonant. In Table

(3) they are all shown below with initial Ikl (n), and with a final l-kl when showing

the method of writing media! vowels.

,
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Ahom
Symbol

Recon-
structed
Phoneme

Cognate
sound in
Phake

Cognate
sound in
Aiton

Initials

*l
^ l

/a/, /a:/

l\l

Isl

lul

hi

luil

a,a

i(T)

e, e

u (H), o

0

ii, a

a, aa

i(")

£

u (uu)

0

UI

Ahom
Symbol

Recon-
structed
Phoneme

Ccgpzse
sound in
Phake

Cognate
sound in

Mediate

/a/, /a;/

/i/, /e/

/u/

hi

luil

a, a

i, e, e

u, o

0

ii, a

a, aa

i, e

u,

3

in,
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Table 3: Ahom Vowels

The phonemic values given for the vowels in Table (3) are discussed above in 6.5.2.

In addition to the consonants and simple vowels there are three symbol which are

used for diphthongs and vowels with final consonant combinations. These are listed in

Table (4):

V

n

/am/

/am/, /am/

/ai/, /ai/

Table 4: Combined vowel and consonant signs or diphthong signs in Ahom

7.2 Aiton & Phake

7.2.1 Initial Consonants

The Tai alphabet, (ojcSofoB tuu2 lik3 tai2'in Aiton and c^dcSofcx1- to2 Iik4 tai2'\n

Phake), contains 18 initial consonants. The symbols used vary from manuscript to

manuscript and from scribe to scribe, with those presented in Table (5) being those in

the Aiton and Phake fonts (see below 7.8). The Phake transcription in this table is that

of Banchob (1987), with the Aiton transcription being that proposed in this thesis.

Aiton
Symbol

CO

c

KTC

0 0

«P
CO

CO

1)

O

CO

<y

CO

gb
CO

o

p

Phake
Symbol

CO

t

CO

CO

V)

o

CO

CO

&

CO

o

p

.no

Transcript-
ion in
Aiton

k

kh

n.

c

s

n

t

th

n& d

P

ph

m & b

3

r

!

w

h

-

Aiton
Phoneme

fkJ

/k"/

'V

Id

/s/

Ijd

IV

/f1/

/n/, Id/

Ipl

/pb/

/m/, Ibl

l\l

Ixl

IV

/w/

/h/

(PI)

Phonetic
realisation
in Alton

M

in [x]

[te]

W, 01

LP3

W

[ti

[n], [d]

[P]

[ph3, [<H

[m], [b]

[3], U)

[r]

[1]

[w], [p]

[h]

-

Transcript-
ion in
Phake

k

kh

0

c

s

n

t

th

n

P

ph

m

y

-

1

w

h

-

Phake
Phoneme

Ikl

/kV

/r,/

/tc/

Isl

Ijll

III

l?l

Inl, Idl

Ipl

/ph/

/m/, Ibl

1)1

IV

Iwl

Ihl

(PI)

Phonetic
realisation
in Phake

M

M. [x]

[n]

[tc]

[s]

IP)

[t]

[n]

[p]

[Ph], W

[m]

U]

[1]

[w]

[h]

-

Table 5: Initial Consonants in Aiton & Phake.

As can be seen in Table (5), there are two Aiton phonemes not expressed in the script,

namely 161 and Ibl. The Aiton sometimes use the Burmese symbols 3 for Idl and o for

Ibl, and these have been used from time to time in the transcription of Aiton texts.
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In Phake. M is not a phoneme, although it may be pronounced in carefui speech. The

symbol is used in manuscripts for Pali words.

7.2.1.1 Shapes of the Consonants

Many of the consonants are based on circular elements. The symbol for M, which is

a plain circle in Burmese and Shan, was in the opinion of villagers of both

communities preferable if there was a small black dot on the inside of the left hand

side of the circle, as in O. This black dot is a feature of the writing of the Tais of

Northeast India.

In some manuscripts the black dot is much larger than in others. The large black dots

are exemplified in the Aiton Creation of the World which may be several hundred

years old (see \photos\books\Lik Kheu Meung\Creation of the World 2.jpg). The

smaller type is exemplified in the Book of history from the time of the ancestor Chaw

Tai Lung up until Sukapha (see \photos\books\Lik Kheu Meung\History of Chaw Tai

Lung to Sukapha 1 .jpg)

Many of the consonants are based on one or two circles, some of which may be open.

The glyph oo /th/, for example, is formed from two adjacent circles, whereas oo IxJ is

formed from a circle on the left and a circle open at the bottom on the right.

The small black dots were added to most of the consonants, although in the case of Id

and /ph/ - both consonants based on a full circle and an incomplete circle - the Aiton

consultants asked for a dot on the inside of the circle on the right of the character and

the Phakes preferred it not to be there. It appears that the Phakes preferred to have a

dot only when it was on the left hand circle, whereas the Aitons would allow it for any

one circle, but not in both, as would be the case in /th/.

The only major difference between the two scripts was with the character for /n/,

which has a different form for Aiton and Phake, although both are reflexes of symbols

which were historically the same.
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In the case of/ph/ mere is an alternate version where the open circle of the first half of

the character is flipped. This was the form preferred by the late Aimya KJiang Gohain,

as in, as in Table (6):

Aiton

CO

Phake Form proposed oy
Aimya Khang Gohain

CO \ U)

Phoneme

ph

Table 6: Forms of the consonant /ph/

7.2.2 Final consonants

Table (7) lists those consonants which are found in final position, where they are

generally marked with the sign -r, called sat1. This sign is now required, but is often

absent in old manuscripts, (see for example Book of calling back the khon, \photos

\khamyang\books\Lik Hong KhonVHong Khon p3.jpg)p3, showing Nos. (40) ff. in the

analysis.)

Aiton
Symbol

I

6

6

Phake
Symbol

J6

oS

vS

6

6

6

Transcription

-k

-5

-t

-n, -i

-t

-n

-P

-m

-u, -0

Notes

used only in certain words after ? /i/, Id, Id

Inl after - , causing the vowel to be realised as /e/,/e/.

HI after -, realised as /ui/ or /oi/

zero after ?, which is realised as ImJ (/ii/) or Nl (hf).

Table 7: Final consonants in Aiton and Phake
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7.2.2.1 Subscripted consonants

Several consonants arc also found itn subscripted form. There are two types. Firstly,

the consonants mat can be die second member of an initial consonant cluster, that is

the approximants /r/, /w/ and lyl. These have a different form in clusters from their

initial form, listed in Table (8), in combination with the letter /k/.
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Tai
svmbol

Name in
Phake

ya' let'

ha' tho1

ya' pen'

Transcription

kr

kw

ky

Notes

This sign is sometimes used to indicate the
vowels Id or Id.

Table 8: Subscripted consonants in Aiton and Phake

A second series of subscripted consonants is used for multisyllabic borrowed words,

in which there may be doubled consonants in the language from which the words

were borrowed. The subscripted consonants that have been recorded in Aiton

manuscripts are listed in Table (9):

Tai Character

CO

CO

6o

u

CO

Transcription

k

c

t

th

P

y

l

Examples

<Mcrp(gpnr6 sak1 kal rit1 'era'

SJT\(£><J\^ aa1 tii1 pa1 tii1 'king, lord'

HSTWPuk1 ta1 huu2 'Wednesday'

oop&reoyx pu3 pa3 wi1 te1 ha3 'Pubbavideha'

cooco we1 pu1 la1 'Vepula'

Table 9: Subscripted final consonants in Aiton and Phake

7.2.3 Vowels

Whilst the consonant system is fully capable of expressing the range of phonemes, the

vowel system is underspecified, as is shown in Table (10) where the various vowel

symbols are combined in open syllables with the dummy consonant sr>.

Aiton Symbol

'"I
JTX.

cm

QSrf\

«no<5

Phake Symbol

sr\

/£

Transcnption in
Aiton

a, aa

a, aa

ii

uu

£

0

o

Ui

Transcription in
Phake

a , 5

a, 5

T

u

e, e

0

0

ii, a

Phonemic in
IPA script
(Aiton)

[a] [a:]

[a] [a:]

[u:]

W

[9]

[UI]

Phonemic in IPA
script (Phake)

W [a:]

[a] [a:]

[i:J

[in]

[e] & [e]

[o]

[o]

[in] & [Y]/[9]

Table 10: Vowel symbols in open syllables

By far the most common symbol for /a/ is -^, but the alternate symbol -r is used in

several circumstances. In manuscripts it is often used for the unstressed syllables in

Pali words such as o^oiio: tuk1 kha4"suffering" from Pali dukkha {Grandfather

teaches Grandchildren Proverb No. 15).

However, the symbol is also found for Tai words. Table (11) lists all of the uses of

this symbol in the Aiton manuscript, Treaty between the Aitons and the Tunings:

Aiton script

axco

phonemic
transcription

khaa2

pa1 cam3

pa' ke1

English

straw

'messenger' - literally 'person-employ'

old men

Reference in
text

(4)

(25)

(3D
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<ro6occ

coruno

o x

cau3 phaa3

la1 aam2

kan2 naa3 taa2 paai2

ta3

kum1 mai3 la1 wo1

aa1 ma1 khaam1

ma1

king

Proper name

in future, literally 'side-face-eye-side'

PRT - hortative

Proper name - probably Singpho

accept on behalf of

NEG

(32)

(35)

(51), (67)

(56)

(102)

(103)

(111)

Table 11: Use of the symbol -v in The Treaty between the Aiton and the Tuning

Referring to the symbol -^ Diller (1992:19) observed that "occasionally a visarga-like

symbol" was used in words which have or once had the C tone (see 6.1.5.3). There are

some examples in Table (11) which are the original C tone, such as cau3 phaa3'king'

(> *faaC4 'sky'), but most of the examples of the use of-£ are for short /a/. In The

Treaty between the Aiton and the Tuning, No. (25), we also find the word OTar^ pa1

cam3 'messenger', which is arguably a case of marking the C tone with the symbol -v.

Another use for the symbol -v is in the special combination %:, in words like & nui3

with1, also a word with a reflex of the C tone, (see below, Table (15)),

The symbol -" is still used by in writing as shown in example (1):

1) O§

kau2 khaa1 3ag2 maa2

lSg be be COME
no1 bin1 tern3

Nabin write
laai2 maai1 sii1

letter PRT

Oi£ <ro6 O£
phaak! hot3 maa2 tii2 suu1 cau3 3au3

send arrive COME at 2P1 RESP FINISHED
'It is r4abin who has written this letter to you.1

(Phake letter, No (2), written by Nabin Shyam Phalung, 1997)

When translating example (1), Nabin Shyam stated that the word khaa1 meant 'be1.

However there is reason to think that this might actually be the word itate^'slave',

which would be yet another example of this symbol being used in a word the tone of

which is a C tone.

There is a further symbol for /a/, -o which is only found in older manuscripts. This is

the usual symbol in Burmese script for /a/. In Tai orthography, it is used both for Pali

loan words, as in ta2 ti' ya4 in example (2), and in native Tai words, as in cS4'm

example (3):

2) COO

kau2 si6 (se6) pan1 khoi5 ta"2 ti1 ya4

1 PRT whirl meet again third
i1 ya4 tau5 khap4

turn complete whole circle

ho6 hauk1 khin2 yom2

head grey hair body be decreased
'I have completed the third stage of my life, my hair is grey and my body is
decreasing.'

(Tai Phake Text, Grandfather teaches Grandchildren, Intro. No. 5, reed by
Yehom Buragohain)

3)
p5n5

other
ca4

bad we
ya1

don't
phiin4

return

_ CO II

him2 cau2 kan3 khan6 pe4

restrain mind control quick can
'Others may be angry with you but you are to endure it and not return it.
Restrain your mind as quickly as possible.'

(Tai Phake Text, Grandfather teaches Grandchildren, Proverb No. 36, read by
Yehom Buragohain)

Whilst the system of open vowels described in Table (10) covers the existing

phoneme inventory of Aiton reasonably well, it clearly underspecifies for Phake. In

Phake, the contrasts between [e] and [e] and that between [m] (written <ii>) and [Y]

(<o>) are not specified.
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For closed syllables, the writing system is even less specific. Table <12) shows the

marking of vowels in closed syllable with initial dummy consonant <m *nd final /n/,

written as £.

Tai Symbol

sty:

Transcription in
Aiton

a, aa

i, e

u

0

UI

Transcription in
Phake

a,a

i,e, e

u, o

D

ii, 9

Phonemic in IP A
script (Aiton)

[aj [a:j

PL M

M

[Q]

[UI]

Phonemic in IP A script
(Phake)

[a] [a:]

M. M. [£]/[ai]

[u], [o]

[o]/[au]

[ui] & [v]

Table 12: Vowel symbols in closed syllables

The lack of contrast in the front vowels in closed syllables means that in Phake there

are potentially 18 different pronunciations of the glyph written as o8<f <kirj>. Table

(13) lists the various words written as c8<f <kirj> found in Banchob's 1987 Phake-

English-Thai Dictionary:

cH£ 11 kin1 a small branch of the tree

C<i£ 21 kin3 to roll.to tumble down

*C 3, kirj4 green (mostly for dye or paint)

cH£ 41 kcrj2 a kind of grass, softer than the others

S<£ 51 kcrj2 an iron tripod to support cooking pots or pans over a fire

cH£ 61 kcrj2 a period, time

cH£ 71 kcrj3 decent or nice to look at (mostly the fruits)

cH£ g i kairj2 dwarfed, stunted

cS£ 9 | kairj3. to use sticks to clean one's self after evacuating the bowels

C%£C<n ii kairj4 khe6 a shuttle used for weaving a net

Table 13: Forms of the glyph o8(f <kirj> in Phake (after Banchob 1987)

'

Had all 6 tones been realised for each of lay, key and kaig in Phake, there would have

been eighteen different pronunciations of the same glyph. As it is, mere are eight.

7.2.3.1 Special symbols for vowel-consonant or diphthong combinations.

There are a number of special symbols for combinations of vowel and consonant, or

for diphthongs. These are listed in Table (14):

Tai Symbol

ST)

• 3

Transcription in Aiton

am, aam

im, em

ai, aai

oi

ui

au, aau

am

Transcription in Phake

am, 3m

im, em, em

ai, ai

ni

oi

ui, oi

au, au

au

Alternative

«oo(5, «n5o, <rr56

Table 14: Special signs for vowel~consonant combinations and diphthongs.

7.2.3.2 Names of the vowel symbols

Apart from the consonants, the names of which are pronounced as the consonant

followed by a short /a/, as in CQ [ka91], all of the symbols in the orthography of the

Tai Phake have names based on Burmese. These names, elicited from Ai Che Let

Hailung of the Tai Phake, are listed in Table (15):

Symbol

~\

Sound

-a, a

-i

- I

Name

cx[£c%cft£

oy£c%c8£<£>£<no5

Transcription of name
in Phake

khya2

lurj1 kl5 ten1

lurj1 kl5 ten1 sain1 khat4
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L

c —
")

©

L

0

- a

D

0

-u. o

-U

-e, e

-ai, 5i

c

-am, am

-urn

-am

~UU, Y

-au

subscripted
/w/

- 3

-31

\£8o5

a5oo<f

O]CIUO6"

ta1 kbyaioj1 en4

nS' khyaur)' en4

soi1 tho2

nSu! pet4

soi1 tho2 khyS2

yam' tag'

ta1 khyaur}1 en4 yam1

tag'

wa1 soi' yarn1 taij!

hnj5 ki5 teg' ta' khyaur)'
en4 wa1 sat4

wa1 sat4

ha' tho1

wa1 soi1

wa1 SDS1 nau1 pet4

Audio Link for the pronunciation of the names of the vowels (wave files\phake\texts
VM 0-2-7. mp3)

Table 15: Names of vowel symbols in Tai Phake

When spelling out words, these names are used, as in example (4), which is the

spelling of the word oBvf Ia'n2'eat'.

4)

ka1 lun1 k!5 ten1 na1 sat4 kin2

I\J letter /i/ /n/ final consonant 'eat'
'Ea/ is spelled ka i final na.'

7.2.4 Ligatures

In addition to the system described above, there are two type*; of ligature in Tai script.

One is the use of a special symbol to wn*e a word, often a very common word. This

will be calied the si2type because the most common example of it is the word di2

'VOC. These are listed in Table (16) and appear to be a closed class.

i

\

Form in Phake

<

phonemic

ai2

nurj5

saun6

Form in Aiton

*

phonemic

nri2

lunj2

SDTJ1

gloss

"VOC", "EXCL"

"one"

"two"

Table 16: p/2type ligatures in Tai

The symbol ^ or t/ftjs only found with the meanings given above, but the ligature

for "two" can also be used for homphonous words which do not mean 'two', as in (5):

5)

khaarj2 ssn1 coi3 saai1 hurj1 mau1 phaak3

near bright Queen glorious NEG separated
'He sat close together with his queen, (they were) never separated.'

(Aiton History, Book of history (from) the time of the ancestor Chau Tai Lung
up until Sukapha, No. (4)).

The second type of ligature will be termed the ho6 kham2type, after one very common

word in this class. In this class, compound words are expressed with the initial

consonants of the second member of the compound elided, as is shown in Table (17):

Full form

QfS\p

transcription

e h a kh am

kh y am s a

Ligature
form

transcription

e h a am

kh y em a

phonemic

ho6 kham2

khyaam2 saa1

gloss

palace

good, well

Table 17: ho6 kham2Xypt ligatures in Tai

In Table (17), the columns headed 'transcription' present a romanised transcription of

each of the symbols. Some of the transcriptions use digraphs, such as <kh>, to refer to

a single symbol. Because of this, a space is used between the transcrij on of each

symbol. The ligature is formed by the omission of the initial consonant of the second

syllable.
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7.2.5 The writing of borrowed words in Tai script

Since the Tai languages are using an increasing number of words borrowed from

Assamese and other languagei", including English, some new traditions are arising for

the writing of borrowed words. As indicated above in 7.2.3, the use of alternate

symbols for /a/ is common in borrowed words.

Since both Assamese and English aiiow for final consonants which are not permitted

in Tai, some interesting traditions have arisen. Example (6), from a poem composed

in 2000 and written down in a manuscript, shows the use of writing of borrowed

proper names:

6) c&c6 */x5
lik4 com2 sa1 tT1 fen4 mo1 le4 DS1 tre1 H1 yS1

book glad Stephen Morey Australia
"The book of thanks to Stephei. Morey, Australia."

(Tai Phake Song, Song in honour of Stephen Morey,. (1), read by Ai Che Let
Hailung)

The word DS' tre117' ya'has final I si in the first syllabic, which is contrary to Tai

phonology. The use of sat4to mark a consonant like /s/ that is not a permitted in Tai,

is not accepted by all Phakes. For example, Ai Chanta insisted that the Assamese

word 3pj mul yo "value" would have to be written with ta1 sSt4, as in (7):

7)
kharj5 lain1

important

col
lag6

CLF this
nan4 ne4 nun

PRT as
po1 khau1 wS5

CO

ne4

others 3P1 say PRT

mul1 yo4 miin2 ta1 ma1 yag2 kin2 kS1

value 3Sg will not have eat GO
"The value, as the Assamese call it, of these important things will be lost."

(Tai Phake Speech,. No (11), given by Ai Chanta)
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Ai Chanta explained that as la1 saf* was not possible in Phake orthography, ta' sSt4

would have to be written, as in s$ksJ\crp6 i' sa1 kuJ4 "school", which is also

pronounced as i1 sa1 kut4 or simply is' kul4.

ta' mun'.In Aiton, final /I/ is more likely to be written with a final nasaL, as in

betel nut (tamul in Assamese), which occurs in the Manuscript of the Tai Calendar

for the Year 2001/2002 (Sakkarit), No (89).

7.3 A note on the revised Khamti Script.

In the early 1990s, Chaw Khouk Manpoong, together with a committee of other

Khamti people in Arunchal Pradesh, produced the revised Khamti script. The script is

based on the historical forms of the Khamti alphabet, which is virtually ideniu \\ to

the Aiton and Phake. In addition, voiced and voiced aspirate consonants have been

devised in order to write words borrowed from English and Assamese. Some of these

consonant shapes, such as O /ga/ and 2O /gha/ are based on Burmese forms, but others,

Sc-oh as S /ja/ are of unknown origin. Furthermore, the script fully marks all the vowel

distinctions in modern spoken Khamti, including long and short /a/ in closed syllables

A two volume Primer teaching the revised Khamti script (Chaw Khouk Manpoong

1993) has been published. This is the first comprehensive attempt to mark tones in a

Tai script in India, as well as the first comprehensive attempt to standardise the

writing of borrowed words, such as yco bo!3 'ball1.

The revised Khamti script has nine tone marks. Of these, five are for marking the

citation tones (see the discussion of Khamti tones in 3.2.13), and the other four are

found in various prosodic situations. Tone mark No. 1 is used to mark the

pronunciation of the consonant names, tone mark No. 2 for unstressed syllables in

polysyllabic loan words, and No. 9 is used only in utterance fina' position.

Table (18) lists the consonants in the revised Khaiini script, and table (19) the vowels:
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Velars:

Palatals

•

CO
k

JX>
c

JO
kh

CO

s

o
g

3
j

gh

&

jfa

C

*p
ft

manuscript and Shan. Table (20) uses the fonts produced in this project, which are

discussed below in 7.8.

Dentals:

Labials:

Semivowels

Others

00
t

o
p

00

y

i>
h

00
th

CO
ph

-

d

o
b

CO
1

3
dh

o
bh

o
w

Y)

n

<=>

m

Table 1?. Consonants in the revised Khamti script

1

"1
a

C - l
0

0

i

0

e

ii

~*

ai

I
U

I
aui

«L

o
I
Ul

C -
£

o
•I
Y

t-
e

Table 19: Vowel symbols in the revised Khamti script

It. appears that these reforms have not been accepted by most Khamti. The objections

to the revised script include aesthetic objections, that the symbols are not sufficiently

beautiful, and practical objections, that use of the new script would necessarily

involve a loss of knowledge of the traditional scripts.

7.4 Comparison of the Tai Scdpts

fable (20) is a comparison of the consonants of the Aiton and Phake scripts with the

revised Khamti, a Phake font derived from the manuscript Lama Mang in the library

of Namphakey temple, the Ahom printing font, an Ahom font based on an early

I

Phake

CO

oo

c

,/JO

7 s

CO

CO

\ 0

O

CO

CO

gP
CO

o

p
rn

Aiton

CO

c

"P
CO

CO

53

O

CO

CO

gP
CO

o

p

Revised
Khamti

JO

c

so

00

sp

0 0

0 0

n

o

CO

uo

CO

o

Y>
it)

Phake
Script in
Lama
Mang

r*

*%

#V0

O

Ahom

W

OA

tD

V

10

V

w

V

vt

Ahom
Chicken
bone MS

Vtf

W

vt;

V

\J

w

Shan

Jl

*P

C

CO

0 0

cp

CO

CO

o

CO

CO

CO

o

9

Sound in
Pfeake

k

kh

c

s

n

t

th

n

P

ph

m

y

(r)

1

w

h

-

Table 20: Comparison of consonants in several Tai scripts
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7.5 Some notes on tone marking

Tone is not marked in any of the Tai scripts in Assam, although, as discussed above in

7.2.3. the symbol - : sometimes appears to mark words that are reflexes of those that

had the C tone.

Historically, tone was not marked in any of the Shan languages. However in the last

50 years the other Shan languages, Tai Mau (Young 1985) or Dehong (Luo 1997) and

Shan (Sao Tern Moeng 1995) have adopted tone marking. Some Tai speakers in India,

such as Chau Khouk Manpoong (see above 7.3) and the late Aimya Khang, have been

working toward the marking of tone in the Tai scripts of India.

7.5.1 Proposals for marking tones in Tai:

Unfortunately, because the distribution and quality of the tones differ from variety to

variety, marking tone quality would lead to different marking for different varieties.

As indicated above (see 7.3.), a tone marking system has been developed for Khamti,

but it has been decisively rejected by the Phakes and the Aitons.

Several people in the Phake community have developed proposals for marking tone,

although none of these are in use. One possible system for marking tone in Phake

would be to follow the lead of the Shan script reform which was established in Shan

state in 1958 (Sao Tern Moeng 1995:i). The tone marks of Shan are given in Table

(21).
Shan tone
number

1

2

3

4

5

6

Tone quality

no tone mark

0

o
o

o

Shan tone mark

rising tone

low level tone

mid level tone

high level tone

falling tone with glottal stop

emphatic tone

Example

W l
y l '
W[?

Gloss

dog

shoulder

mad

come

horse

Table 21: Tone marking in Shan (after Sao Tern Moeng 1995)
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Table (22) presents a proposal for marking tone in Phake, using the symbols from the

Shan system and applying them to the 6 tones of Phake. For example, in Shan, the

symbol <:> marks a high level tone, in Phake this would be used to mark ma1

shoulder1, but in Shan the high level tone is spoken on the word for 'come', as shown

in Table (22):

Tone number in
Banchob(1987)

1

2

3

4

5

6

Tone quality

high level tone

high falling tone

grave tone with glottal
stop

falling tone

grave tone

high rising tone

Phake
Example

«!_;

o|.

«f

phonemic

ma1

ma2

ma3

mS4

ka5

ma6

Gloss

shoulder

come

mad

horse

value

dog

Shan

W V
°1:

°1-
•n~\£

Table 22: Comparison of possible tone marking in Tai Phake with Shan cognates

Unfortunately this type of marking inevitably leads to the Shan forms being marked

differently from the Phake forms, because the quality of Shan tones are different..

Furthemore, if this system, or one like it, were to be adopted, it would mean that the

Aiton would either develop a different system of marking, or would have to learn by

rote that certain words were marked in a particular, and arbitrary, way. Table (23),

developed from Table (22), adds possible marking of Aiton words:

Mark

o

c
»

o

-

Tone No.
Banehob
(1987)

1

2

3

4

5

6

Possible
Phake
marking

«|S

«t
«£

Gloss

shoulder

come, to

mad

horse

value

dog

Tone quality in
Aiton

high level tone

high falling
tone

falling tone

falling tone

high falling
tone

high level tone

Possible
Aiton
marking

«LS

«p
op

«|r

wi:

Gloss
i

shoulder

come, to

mad

horse

value

dog

Table 23: Comparison of possible tone marking in Phake and Aiton
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As can be seen in Table (23), the Phakes mark the words "dog" and "shoulder"

differently, whereas for the Aiton, these two tones have merged. Presumably the

Aitons would want to write these two words using the same graph. If such a tone

marking system were to be adopted, Aitons could perhaps come to leam to read Phake,

and apply the tone merger rules in (8):

8) tones 1 & 6

tones 2 & 5

tones 3 & 4

> 1

> 2

> 4

However, the distribution of tones for Phake and Khamti is very different. Khamti

splits A2&3 from A4 and merges them with B4. This would create significant

ambiguity. Table (24) lists the comparison across the three varieties:

Boxes

Al
A2-3
A4
Bl-3
B4
Cl-3

C4

Dl-3
D4

Tone in Aiton

high level
high falling
high falling
high level
high falling
low falling

low falling

high level
low falling

Tone in Phake

rising
high falling
high falling
high level
low level
low falling
glottalised
low falling

high level
low falling

Tone in Khamti

high level
mid falling
high falling
high level
mid falling
mid rising,
glottalised
low falling,
glottalised
high level
mid falling

Box group
designation
a
b
c
d
e
f

g

h
i

Table 24: Comparison of tones in Aiton, Phake and Khamti

In Table (24), lower case letters have been assigned to show all of the possible

distinctions of tone. For example, in Aiton tone boxes designated by the letters b, c

and e have the same tone, the high falling tone. However in Phake there is one tone

for the boxes b and c and another for the box designated e. In Khamti, there is one

tone for boxes b and e and another for the box designated c.
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Another alternative might be to mark every box of the Gedney tone chart (see 6.1.5.3),

and simply learn the appropriate tone for that box. This however is too fussy. It would

require 20 different tone marks, for languages in which no more than six tones are

distinguished.

Professor E. Annamalai (pers. comm.) suggested that it might be possible to mark just

the nine groups of boxes in Table (24), with each variety then assigning tone

according to its rules. By this system, The Aitons would know that the boxes

designated as b, c and e would be realised as having a single tone, the high falling

tone, whereas the Phakes would know to distinguish the tone of boxes b and c from

that of box e.

It may be that tone marking is necessary if the Tai scripts are to survive in usage;

however many Tai people remain of the view that it is possible to continue using the

traditional scripts. Any process leading to the marking of tones would have to be

undertaken with wide consultation.

7.6 Development/ History of the Tai scripts

It is generally believed that each of the Tai groups brought their writing systems into

India with them. The fact that both the Ahom and the other Tai scripts are clearly

more closely related to the Mon/Burmese based scripts of Southeast Asia than to any

of the north Indian scripts would certainly suggest that is so.

However, there are considerable problems with accepting that the Ahom script was

brought into India with Sukapha in 1228. As Diller pointed out:

"... the fact that no Ahom texts examined yet show any trace of distinguishing

etymological correlates of "low series" from "mid" or "high series'5 consonants

appears to indicate that the script was adopted after pan-Tai consonant

mergers of the sort in which sounds of the "low series" consonants presumably

fell together with certain of the others." (1992:11) (see above 6.1.5.3)
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He goes on to speculate whether it might have been possible that there was previously

a script which did differentiate low and high series, an;1 *vas "subsequently modified

to accord with the sound changes".

The date of the development of the first Thai scripts is around the time of the

Sukhothai kingdom in the late 13th century.56 Since that writing system apparently

preserves the voicing contrasts in proto-Tai, between the voiced (line 4) and voiceless

(lines 1 or 2) series, it is presumed that the contrast still existed when the writing

system was developed (see above 6.1.5.3). Yet, if the Ahom script was brought to

India with Sukhapha in 1228. that contrast would have to have been lost already in the

Ahem language.

As to the Aiton/Phake/Khamti script, this is a clear development from Shan, itself

developed from Burmese. It borrows Burmese vowel combinations, such as the

combination of/i/ and /u/, °, which in Burmese [ou] and in Phake is [uij or [Y].

Similarly, in Bu-mese c-1 is [aw] (as the cognate sign is in Standard Thai), but in

Phake it is [D]

There are no manuscripts that can be dated to earlier than the 18th century in any of

the Tai Aiton, Tai Phake or Tai Khamyang villages that I have visited. A deeper

discussion of the origin of these scripts is beyond the scope of this thesis.

7.7 Alphabetical order of the Tai scripts

The alphabetical order of the consonants as listed in Table (5) above, follows the

traditional Indie alphabetical order (velar, palatal, dental, labial). This order is fixed

and accepted by all literate members of the Tai community.
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The order of the vowels on the other hand, is not so clear. In a letter written in 1997,

Nabin Shyam Phalung gave the order as in Table (25). He later informed me that this

order was taught by a visiting monk who came from Burma in the 1970s or 1980s.

ka

CO

kam

cri

kaa

km

cH
ki

kiu

kii

<i
kau

ku

cojS

kau

kuu

<i
kam

ke

*1
koi

o3 ccr^ ccvr[

II

Table 25: Alphrbetical order according to Nabin Shyam Phalung

The late Ainiya Khang Gohain suggested thai the vowel ordering should be slightly

amended as in Table (26):

CO,

ka

kam

CO)

kaa

°t
kum

ki

<i
kom

( ^

tCl l

c\6
ka/kii

ku

kau

kuu

ko

ceo
ke

o$
kam

kai

°3
koi

ka kDD

II

Table 26: Alphabetical order according to Aimya Khang Gohain

In Aimya Khang's system, c%6 kiu will be immediately after o8t£ kirn rather than

after c^6 Ao/as suggested by Nabin Shyam Phalung.The principle is that consonant

symbols always precede vowel symbols, and that final consonant symbols are in the

same order as initial consonants. Therefore the first word in the Tai alphabet will be

kuk.

s" fhe traditional dale for the invention of the Thai script is 1283. Whether or iiat ,:>•*; accepts the
authenticity of the 'First Inscription', the pillar of King Ramkhamhaeng, the iargt number of other
inscriptions from around this time indicate that the 13th-14tf, century saw the genesis of the Thai script.

Alphabetical ordering is not standardised amongst the Tai in Northeast India. Since

there are not yet dictionaries available nd since a large proportion of the community

are not able to nad the Tai script, there has been little discussion of Jie alphabetical

order. The order adopted for the Phake and Aiton lexicons presented in this tnesis is

that of! able (25).
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7.8 Development of the Tai Fonts

The Tai fonts used here were developed in 1997-2000 as part of this PhD project. As

noted above in 1.1, the developments of the Tai fonts was the first part of this project

to be undertaken.

The fonts were created using Macromedia Fontographer 3.5, and three different

processes were used to produce them. The Phake and Aiton fonts were built from

existing Burmese fonts, taking those Burmese letters which are similar to the Tai

characters and altering them to include the small black circles that are a distinguishing

feature of these fonts. Of the 18 letters of the Tai alphabet, 11 could be built in this

way. The others, which are quite different from Burmese, were built by combining

sections of one letter with sections of another.

When I visited India for the second time, in January 1998,1 took with me a laptop

computer and demonstrated the shape of the fonts to gatherings of villagers. In

Namphakey village, a meeting was held of the older men who are the guardians of the

manuscripts in the village. Every letter was discussed and in some cases alterations

were made. A similar process was undertaken with Nabin Shyam Phalung for the

Aiton script.

When this process was complete, several villagers tried out the computer. The first to

do so was Yenow Than Gohain, who was the first person of the Tai community to

type her own name in her own language. This was recorded in a photograph (see

\biographies \Yenow.doc).

The font called Phake Ramayana, in which the shape of the glyphs is bused on an old

Phake manuscript, was later developed from the Phake Script font.

In the case of the Ahom font, the printed characters from the Ahom Primer

(G.K.Barua 1936) were scanned and the scanned bitmaps imported into the

Fontographer programme. The characters were then adjusted.
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The Ahom manuscript font is based on the shape of characters in a manuscript of

Ahom augury, a copy of which was made available to me by Sri Atul Borgohain, of

Diburgarh. This font was drawn using fontographer, without borrowing from any of

the other fonts or importing bitmaps. Characters were often built from others of

similar shape, so that, for example, the character for /ph/u? was built from the

character for /y/ u;.

Table (27) lists the Tai fonts which have been produced as part of this project:

Font name

Ahom font

Ahom
Manuscript
Aiton

Khamti

Old Shan

Phake
Modern
Phake
Ramayana
Phake
Script
Shan

Font description

Font based on the printed form of
Ahom scripts (after Barua 1987)
Font based on Ahom Chicken
Bone manuscript
Font based on usage in the Aiton
community
Font based on the revised Khamti
script (Chaw Khouk Manpoong
1993)
Font based on the Shan script in
use before the reforms since 1950
Font based on the ideas of the late
Aimya Khang Gohain for Phake
Font based on the Lana Mang,
the Phake Ramayana.
Font based on usage in the Phake
community
Font based on the reformed Shan
script

Font file name &
Location
ahomfont.ttf

ahom-ms.ttf

aiton.ttf

Uiamti_.tif

oldshan.ttf

phakmod.ttf

phakeram.ttf

phake.ttf

shan.ttf

Explanatory
document
\fonts
\Ahomfont.doc
\fonts
\Ahom-ms.doc
\fonts
\Aiton.doc
\fonts
\Khamti.doc

\fonts
\Oldshan.doc
\fonts
\Phakmod.doc
\fonts
\Phakeram.doc
Vfonts
\Phake.doc
Vfonts
\Shan.doc

Table 27: Fonts produced for the Tai scripts

In addition to these nine fonts, this thesis also employs several other non-standard

fonts which were developed or altered for the purpose of this thesis. The most

important of these is the Banchob font, used for romanisations of the Tai scripts. This

font is an adaptation of a phonetic font developed by Richard Horsey.

7.9 On writing the Tai language in Assamese script

Almost all native speakers of the Tai languages can read and write Assamese, but

many cannot read their own script. There are a number of manuscripts of songs,

stories and other texts which individual villagers have written down in Assamese
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script. There is no standard method of realising the Tai language in Assamese script,

but after studying several manuscripts, the correspondences listed in Table (28) were

found to be most common:

Initial vowels are listed in Table (29):

Aiton
Symbol

CO

tD

C

ono

CPJ

0 0

CO

•»

3), 3

O

CO

w, o

CO

to

gb
CO

o

p

Phake
Symbol

CO

{O

C

JO

0 0

0 0

0 0

T)

O

0 0

Q

OJ

CO

0

P
«no

Transcript-
ion in
Aiton

k

kh

rj

c

s

n

t

th

n

d

P

ph

m

b

y

3

r

1

w

h

-

Transcript-
ion in
Phake

k

kh

c

s

n

t

th

n

P

ph

m

y

l

w

h

-

Assamese
character

$

Phonetic
realisation in
Assamese

Dd

Ml

Isl

l&l

Ijil

III

/f/

Inl

Id/

/p/

/ph/

/m/

/b/

l\l

III

IV

Iwl

Ihl

{PI)

Phonemic
realisation
in Aiton

w

Ml

/n/

/tc/

/s/

/Jl/ •

IV

Iti

Inl

Idl

IVI

/ph/

/m/

/b/

/j/

/y

hi

IV

Iwl

Ihl

(PI)

Phonemic
realisation
in Phake

lid

Ml

/!)/

/tc/

Isl

/Jl/

/t/

/t11/

Inl

Ipl

/p h /

/m/

/ j /

/r/

/I/

/w/

/h/

(/V)

Aiton
Symbol

c«no

Phake
Symbol

rr^

<m
it

•noo'

cm

QSTS\

sf\6

Transcript-
ion in
Aiton

a, aa

ii

uu

8

3

III

Transcrip*-
ion in
Phake

a, 5

I

n

0

e, e

3

a, ii

Assamese
character

Phonetic
realisation
in
Assamese

/a/

lil

IvJ

/ou/

Id

hi

/au/

Phonemic
realisation
in Aiton

/a/, /aa/

/ii/

/uu/

/ £ /

hi

Iwl

Phonemic
realisation
in Phake

/a/, /aa/

in

mi

lot

Id, lei

hi

hi, l\ul

Table 29: Assamese letters used for writing initial Tai vowels

Non initial vowels, written in both and Assamese using both initial ar d final Ikl are

listed in Table (30):

Aiton Symbol

COCO~

c8cQ~

coc6

0 3 ^

c8c6

Phake Symbol

CQcfi

oScvf

cc^crt

Transcription in
Aiton

kak, kaak

kik

kek

kuk

kok

kuik

Transcription in
Phake

kak, kak

kik

kek, kek

kuk,

kok

kDk

kak, kuk

Assamese character

Table 30: Assamese letters used for writing non initial Tai vowels

Table (31) Lists the Assamese symbols used for writing combined characters in Tai:

Table 28: Assamese letters used for writing Tai consonants
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Aiton Symbol

en

CO

Phake Symbol

CO

Transcription in
Aiton

kai, kaai

kam

kaui

Transcription in
Phake

kai, kai

kam

kaii

Assamese character

Table 31: Assamese letters used for writing combined characters in Tai

This system for writing Tai language in Assamese script was used in the publication

of the Tai Aiton History (Morey 1999b), the Book of calling the khon (Morey 2001a)

and Grandfather teaches grandchildren (Morey 2001 b). A similar system was

adopted by Ngi Kheng Chakap and Ai Che Let Hailung when they published The

Good Way of Teaching in 2001.

S. Syntax

8 1 Typological Profile of the Tai Languages of Assam

Chapter 8 presents an analysis of the syntax of the two closely related varieties, Tai

Aiton and Tai Phake. Reference will also be made to Tai Khamyang and Tai Khamti.

Together these four will be referred to as the Tai languages of Assam, or sometimes

simply the Tai languages, or even just Tai.

Before proceeding to present a detailed syntactic analysis of these various Tai

languages, a short overview of the morphological structure (see 8.1.1) and the

syntactic structure (see 8.1.2) will be presented.

8.1.1 Morphological Structure

In common with many languages of Southeast Asia, the Tai languages are isolating in

structure. Furthermore, the languages of the Tai family share a common propensity

for monosyllabic morphemes (Edmondson and Solnit 1997a:7), and both 'content

words' and 'function words' are generally expressed by such monosyllabic morphemes.

This is demonstrated in example (1):

CO

ne4

DEF

CO

pe4

win
kiin2

RECIP

I
ka1

GO

&\
tra2

case

CO

ne4

DEF

l) y^ co
ha1 ne4 luk4 on'
time DEF child
'So the boy won the case.'

(Phake Story, Story of the kum4bird, No. (104), told by Ee Nyan Khet)

As can be seen in (1), almost all of the words are monosyllabic and there are no

affixes or clitics marking functions such as person and number on verbs or case on

nouns. Grammatical functions such as Tense, Aspect and Modality (see below 8.5.7)

are expressed by independent words, such as ks"go' in (1). There are, however, some

cases in which the realisation of some of these TAM morphemes approaches that of

postclitics (Diller 1992:24).
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In fact the Tai varieties in Assam are not exclusively isolating nor is the vocabulary

exclusively monosyllabic. Compounds are commonly formed, such as luk4 on'in (1),

which is formed from two elements, luk4'child' and on' 'small'. Moreover there are

polysyllabic morphemes which cannot be analysed as a compound of two

monosyllables. This is demonstrated by the word pe4^-"goaf in example (2) below:

2)

pe4 yaJ saurj6 to2 luk4 se6

goat two XF from
kan5 pa1 nan4 ka4 ma'- ma2

direction there LINK come COME

luk4 se6 kan5 pa1 nai4 ka4

from direction this LINK
'Two goats came, from this direction and that.'

(Phake Story, The story of the two goats, No. (3), told by Yehom Buragohain)

Example (2) also includes two polysyllabic forms, pa1 nan4'Xhtv€ and pa1 nai4'here,

this1, both of which include the morpheme pa' that could be analysed as a proclitic.

The form pa 'appears to be an unstressed form of the word paa3/pa~3'side', but in this

unstressed form it never stands alone.

Even clearer examples of non-isolating morphology are seen with the use of changed

tone in Phake to express negation, imperative and questions. This was already

discussed above in 6.2.4.5, and will be discussed further in 8.6.

Despite these exceptions, the Tai varieties in Assam are usually isolating and thus

most morphemes are also words, at least in the pretheoretical sense of'word1. Since

these are written languages, all of these elements can be written as words. For

example, when speech is transcribed using the Tai script, hesitation phenomena and

other particles are regarded as words, such as STT[<LJG£ aa1 say1 and sri a/?in (3):

3.1)

kliau1

3P1

«/7T[

aa'
PRT

/TT[OO<f

a1 sag'
HESIT

srl
ai?

PRT
pin2

be

crr[ ...
kaa'
GO

coc6
luk3

child
nii2

good
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3.2)

ol a1 sarj1 nai3 kaa1

GO
luk3 kan2 pa1 3in2

child REC1P girl
khau1 nar1 pin*

EXCL HESIT 3P1 get be
'Umm, they got the (local) girls.'

(Aiton text, History of the Tai. Nos. (51-52) told by Sa Cham Thoumoung)

When the History of the Tai was first transcribed by Bidya Thoumoung, he wrote both

the forms jrr\ool aa' sag1 and sfi aP, although we might not expect either of these

words would be listed in an Aiton dictionary.

Even when a form might be argued to be approaching clitic status, as with kaa'in

(3.2), it is still regarded as a separate word by the Tais, both in writing and when

discussing the analysis of the texts. In this thesis, none of the morphemes encountered

will be treated as clitics or affixes.

8.1.2 Syntactic Structure

The Tai languages of Assam exhibit a basic constituent order of Subject Verb Object

(SVO) as exemplified in (4):

4) 6
mai4

COO II

se6

PRT
kon2 marj2 khau6 ka' pam3 mar nan"1

person city 3P1 go fell tree that
'These city people went and cut that tree down.1

(Phake Story, Story of the foolish king, No. (78), told by Ee Nyan Khet)

As will be discussed below in detail in section 8.4, sentences with a different

constituent order very frequently occur in Tai and this is reflected in the corpus of

texts w?::ch form the basis of this thesis.

The expression of noun phrases is not obligatory in any of these languages. If a

participant has already been introduced, it is not necessary to express it either by a full

noun phrase or by a pronoun. Therefore a sentence such as (5) would be as

'They, um, became ...'
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grammatical as (4). provided that the agent had already been introduced into the

discourse.

5) 6
kaa1 pam3

coo II

mai4 nan4 se6

go fell tree that PRT
'(They) cut that tree down.1

(Phake sentence)

Where a sentence is intransitive, the single noun phrase participant is usually

expressed before the verb, as in (6):
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9) oooSod
pap4 lik4 luk4

book child
'the child's book'

(Phake sentence)

nan4

that

Noun phrases are discussed in detail below in see 8.3.2.

As mentioned above, some arguments are marked in prepositional phrases. Animate

core participants which are not agents are frequently found in prepositional phrases

marked by the preposition han2\o\ as in (10).

6) OOYS V5Y^ Yjvf

kun2 nan? non2 suu1

person that sleep TOWARDS
That person is sleeping.'

(Aiton sentence)

10) CO

ne4

DEF
S3 6

tiger

en
ne4

DEF

oo 6
kap4

bite
tiirj1

all
W9t4

PRT

p£
harj2

to

\
mH6

Pig

CYi II

ne4

DEF
ha1

time
'The tiger ate the pig up.'

(Phake Story, Story of Deception, No. (39), told by Ee Nyan Khet)

Adjectives can also appear as the intransitive predicate, as in (7):

7)

pa1 sau6 ne4

006

SDp1 pheu6

girl D E F beautiful excessive
'That girl was very beautiful.1

(Phake Story, Story of the foolish king, No . (19), told by Ee Nyan Khet)

The core arguments of a predication are expressed either as noun phrases or as

prepositional phrases. Noun phrases are headed by nouns or pronouns, the former of

which can be postmodified in a variety of ways, such as in example (8) which shows a

noun modified by an adjective and example (9) which shows a noun modified by a

possessor:

8)

kon2 surj6

person tall
'a tall person'

(Phake sentence)

The use of the prepositional phrase in (10) might be a type of non-obligatory case

marking, and is discussed further in 8.3.3 below. This is a type of dependent markh.g

in the terms presented by Nichols (1986). In most syntactic constructions in the Tai

languages, however, neither head nor dependent is marked.

The remainder of this chapter on syntax is divided as follows:

8.2 Words

8.3 Constituents
8.4 Constituent order

8.5 Predications

8.6 Interrogative, negative and imperative
8.7 Complex Sentences
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8.2 Words

This section has been titled 'words', using the term in a pre-theoretical and perhaps

intuitive sense. As discussed above in 8.1, for Tai speakers in India, morphemes are

words and most of these words are monosyllabic. Of the words that are not

monosyllables, many are compounds of two or more monosyllabic Tai elements.

There are a smaller, but not insignificant, number of borrowed words, particularly

from Pali, Assamese and Burmese, and these are often polysyllabic. These will be

discussed in 8.2.8 below.

8.2.1 Word classes in Tai languages

In his study of Standard Thai, Noss (1964:79) divided words into two classes, 'free

lexemes' and 'bound lexemes'. Free lexemes are those which occur 'in isolation' and

can occur as 'minor sentences', a category similar to the non-initiating sentences as

defined by Vichin Panupong (1970). Bound lexemes are those which cannot so occur

and thus include a large number of words which would not normally be regarded as

bound morphemes, such as prepositions. For example, the word thtiij 'reach, arrive' is

included by Noss as a preposition, one of the subclasses of bound lexeme, with the

meaning 'to, all the way to, reaching' in (11).

11) tuinu nan arao nu
klap-maa thiJrj-baan welaa s5arj tTim
return-come reach ing-home time two evening o'clock
'Got back to the house at eight p.m.' (Noss 1964:149)57

In addition, Noss also categories thilg both as a conjunction (1964:173), another form

of bound lexeme in his analysis, and as a completive verb (1964:127), which is a free

lexeme.

Noss's analysis seems to suggest that native speakers of Standard Thai can

compartmentalise the different senses of a word like thitj. It appears that he regards

57 Only the phonetic script and translation is from Noss. The morpheme gloss and Thai script were
supplied by me.
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words like this as having polysemous senses as both a free and a bound lexeme, or

perhaps even as more than one separate homophonous words. This, however, fails to

take into account either the diachronic factors, by which it can be shown that thug 'to,

reaching' is related to and derived from tiuh} "to reach', or the native speaker's intuition,

which would normally suggest that this is a single word.

Noss' free lexemes are themselves divided into three discrete categories: isolatives,

substantives and predicatives. He defined substantives as "any free lexeme which

occurs as co-constituent of a predication of which it is not the predicator." (1964:88)

This group includes nouns, complementives, pronouns, numerals, classifiers and

demonstratives. Predicatives, including modal verbs., adjectives, transitive verbs and

completive verbs are defined as "any free lexeme which occurs as a predicator"

(1964:114).

There are difficulties with Noss's approach. For example, his characterisation of

adjectives as a subclass of predicatives (verbals) is not uncontroversial. It is followed

by Vichin Panupong (1970:125) who describes adjectives in Thai as 'intransitive

adjectival verbs'.

On the other hand, Dixon (2001 b) maintains that three word classes, nouns, verbs and

adjectives are "implicit in the structure of each human language", and that each has

"(a) a prototypical conceptual basis and (b) prototypical grammatical function(s)."

Let us examine for a moment how we might attempt to establish that a particular word

was a verb in the Tai languages. Semantic, syntactic and morphological criteria might

be used. Being isolating languages, there are i.o formal criteria to distinguish verbs

from other word classes and no bound morphology peculiar to verbs. There are sone

features which mark verbs out from the prototypical nouns. Whereas verbs can be

accompanied by TAM markers, nouns cannot. This TAM morphology is exemplified

in (12), where the verb Aap7lbite' is followed by the TAM marker kaa''GO\

indicating past tense.
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12)

man2 aa3 paak1 noi1

co6
man2 kan3 nui3pai2 kap3 kaa1

3Sg open mouth PRT 3Sg go bite GO piece meat
"He opened his mouth and ate that piece of meat"

(Aiton Story, Story of the Crow and the Fox, No. (56), told by Ong Cham).

No noun can be followed by a TAM morpheme in this way, but adjectives in

adjectival predicates can, as shown in example (13):

13) ©7D tf ^ r o ] ^ °$CY}f[ rocr[c\3^ 87^ $&5

wan2 linn2 cau3 phaa3 sik1 kyaa2 kam1 pa1 laa1 iron2 duit1 kaa1

day one king Sikkya throne 3Sg hot GO
"One day, the throne of Lord Sikkya was very hoi."

(Aiton text, History of the Aiton, No. (5) told by Nang Wimala Thoumoung)

Syntactically, a verb is the head of a predication (for the syntax of predications, see

beiow 8.5). In (14) where the structure is Subject - Verb, the subject nominal is naan2

de' wii1 nai3, and the predication is made up of a verb {turn1) and its modifier, a TAM

morpheme:

14) •»£
naan2

lady
'Queen

(Aiton

C3&

de1 wii1

Devi

73
nai3

this
Devi woke up.'

Story, The twelve

087S £f[ II

tuin1 maa2

wake COME

questions, No (7), told by Sa Cham Thoumoung)

In the case of both the morphological and syntactic arguments advanced in favour of a

word being a verb, it could be argued that these are properties of the phrase in which

the word appears, rather than of the word itself. So, for example, it could be argued

that kaa1 in examples (12) and (13) is a marker of the whole predication, rather than of

the verb.

This is akin to the key idea of construction grammar, in which the full specification of

a word is not apparent until it is in a construction. Goldberg (1996:32) sums up the

program of construction grammar:
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"In the theory of Construction Grammar, constructions play a central role in

that grammar itself is claimed to consist of a structured inventory of

constructions."

Following this argumentation, a word like duitJ'hot' in (13) only achieves its syntactic

status as a predication when it is in a construction like (13). If it were in a different

construction, it would have a different status.

Let us consider the word kaag3/kan3'wide'. This is often found as a modifier of a noun,

as in example (15):

15)

torj5 nS2 karj3

area ricefield wide
'a wide paddy-field'

(Phake sentence, Banchob 1987:9)

Example (15) demonstrates kaan3/kan3'm one of the prototypical functions of an

adjective, that of an attribute of a noun. In example (16), on the other hand, kaai)3/kSi]3

appears as a noun:

16)

kaan3 man2 yuu1 caa1 naa1 luirj2 3aau2 man2 yuu1 caa1 naa1 lmn2

wide 3Sg league one long 3Sg league one
"Its width was one league/yojana, its length was one league."

(Aiton Story, The twelve questions, No (118), told by Sa Cham Thoumoung)

Statistically, by a very large margin, the commonest use of col kaarj3 is as an

adjective. Nevertheless, sentences of the form of (16) do occur, where it is the head of

a noun phrase, as shown by the fact that it is modified by another nominal, «?!> wan2

'third person singular pronoun1 (see 8.3.2.1).
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Had he been writing this grammar, Noss might have argued that there are two

separate morphemes, kaag3"an adjective (verbal) meaning wide, to be wide' and kaarj3

a noun meaning 'width'.

On the other hand, the native speakers of these languages certainly regard kaarj3as a

single word and for this reason it will be treated in mis thesis as such.

The problem of how to categorise word classes in the Tai languages is not a new one.

Grierson was well aware of the problem, stating that he could not "divide the

vocabulary into parts of speech" (1904:73), and adding that:

"As to what function each word performs, that is determined partly by custom.

Although, theoretically, every word may perform the function of any part of

speech; in practice, such is not the case."

Grierson's statement that the function is "determined partly by custom" might be a

forerunner of the approach of construction grammar, taking the view that a word does

not acquire its full meaning until it is in a syntactic construction.

In this section of the thesis, words will be divided into classes on the basis of loosely

semantic categories. We will discuss nominals (see 8.2.2), verbals (see 8.2.3),

adjectives (see 8.2.4), prepositions (see 8.2.5), numbers and quantifiers (see 8.2.6),

demonstratives (see 8.2.7), conjunctions (see 8.2.8) and isolatives (see 8.2.9). This is

then followed by some remarks on morphemes which cannot stand by themselves (see

8.2.10) This section is then concluded by a discussion of borrowed words (see 8.2.11).

8.2.2 Nominals

The prototypical nominal is a noun and nouns are typically animate creatures or

material objects. The class of nominals treated here includes nouns (see 8.2.2.1), and

three groups of words that can stand in the place of nouns, namely pronouns (see
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8.2.2.2). interrogative words (see 8.2.2.3), classifiers (see 8.2.2.4) and noun class

markers (see 8.2.2.5).

8.2.2.1 Nouns

The class of nouns is probably the largest class of words in Tai. It is certainly an open

class, with new words, usually either compounds or borrowed words, being added

constantly.

Nouns could be divided into several classes, of which the most numerous are the

common nouns (see 8.2.2.1.1) but there are also proper nouns (see 8.2.2.1.2).

8.2.2.1.1 Common Nouns

8.2.2.1.1.1 Simple monosyllabic nouns

Most nouns in Tai are monosyllabic words, many of which can be traced back to

Proto-Southwestern Tai. Some examples are given in Table (1):

Tai Phake
(Banchob)

PQ| kS2

cH£ kin1

o8c5 kip1

OQvS kon3

CO6 kop1

cn£ kaurj2

PQ<£ kauq3

Aiton

kaa2

kit)1

kun3

kup1

kon2

Ahom

vn,'

vryB

Standard
Thai

m
i

1 !«

nu
nu

nu

V

nfiao

Proto
South-
western tai

kaa A2

kiqB2

kiip DL2

konC2

kop DS2

koon A2

kooq C2

Meaning

crow

branch

hoof

bottom

frog

drum

pipe

Table 1: Some common nouns in Tai
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8.2.2.1.1.2 Compound nouns

Compound nouns are made up of two or more elements, the most typical being a two

morpheme compound, consisting of two monosyllabic words, often of proto Tai

origin.

Aimya Khang Gohain (1995:53) listed a number of types of compounds. An example

of each type is reproduced in Table (2):

Elements

N + N

N + Adj

N +V

V+N

v + v

1st
word

o8<f lairj6

$ Y S nin2

G/O ce3

6 pai1

Jio£ can5

gloss

vehicle

earth

paper

strike

know

2nd word

O^ lom2

YS nam2

8vf men2

c3 phai2

ccr6 phan4

gloss

wind

black

fly

fire

massage

compound
gloss

motor-vehicle

coal

kite

safety match

masseur

Table 2: Compounding processes after Aimya Khang58 (1995)

Unlike in standard Thai, where the word-class of the head usually decides the word

class of the whole compound, in the examples given by Aimya Khang, there are

compounds headed by verbs which are nevertheless nouns, although, as discussed

below in 8.2.3.1, there are also compounds headed by verbs which are verbs.

Compounding is one of the two most productive ways of forming new nouns, the

other being borrowing (see 8.2.11). Compounding may also occur between a

compound word and a simple monosyllabic word, as in Phake kliun6 ho6 kharn2, 'king'

which is a compound of khun6'prince' and ho6 kham2, 'golden palace', itself a

compound.

8.2.2.1.2 Proper Nouns

Proper names, mostly the names of people and places, are usually polysyllabic, as the

examples listed in Table (3), from the Treaty between the Aitons and the Tunings,

indicates:

OQ(§3

aai3 khorj1

rjii2 khaarj3 ton,1

saam1 mu1 khaarj3

laai1 ruu1 huk1

bar1 po1 thaat1

kaa1 so1

ta! kum1

ta1 rai1

pvk1 san3

hurj3 mut1

name of a person

name of a person

name of a person

name of a person

name of a town

name of a river

name of a tribe

name of a tribe

name of a year

name of a year

Table 3: Proper names from the Treaty between the Aitons and the Turungs.

The first three examples in Table (3) are native Tai names, instantly recognisable by

the presence of the prefixes as/^'first son', ij/P'second son1 and saam1 'third son'.

These are arguably compounds. The fourth personal name may be that of a non-Tai

person, and as with many borrowed words, the first tone is generally preferred (see

6.3.4.4).

Table (3) also includes some place names, names of other tribes and the names of the

years. The names of the years are native Tai words, although the correct

pronunciation of them is no longer known to most Aiton speakers. The tones given

here for the names of the years were established by comparison with the List of Phake

years elicited from Sam Thun Wingkyen.

58 The transcriptions in this table follow Banchob (1987), rather than Aimya Khang's system.
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The names of the various Tai groups in Assam are all polysyllabic, as phi4 ke5, the

Phake term for themselves.

emphasise the low status of the speaker. It probably can be used as a singular pronoun

as well.

8.2.2.2 Pronouns

The Tai languages of Northeast India have a basic six pronoun system, as shown in

Table (4):

Word

i
WYS"

Phake

kau2

maii2

miin2

hau2

su6

khau6

Aiton

kau2

mam2

man2

hau2

suu1

khau1

Gloss (mostly from Banchob 1987)

1

you

he, she, it

we

you all

they

refin
Banchob

(1987: 18)

(1987:311)

(1987:325)

(1987:410)

(1987: 130)

(1987:60)

Table 4: Tai pronouns

Two other first person non-singular pronouns are occasionally used. The word tuu2/to2

is most often found as a classifier for animals, but it can be used as an exclusive first

person pronoun, as in example (17):

17)

1Y4 pv5 nai4 sii6 to5 tag1 log6 cep1

therefore PRT body all hurt
na1 hoi6

how

khan5 naa6 ta1 au5 pok4

direction PRT.QN WILL take return
'So we are distressed, and do not know how we will get (our traditions) back.

(Khamyang text, The future of the Khamyang language, No. (40), spoken by
Deben Chowlik.

The origin of the use of the word tuu2/to2\o refer to the first person exclusive is not

known. It may arise from a desire to be deferential to the addressee and wish to

The pronoun hS2, the meaning of which in Shan is 'we two', also survives in some

texts, as in example (18):

18) •noioo
a1 sanr u1

PRT

COO

hau2 b.52 yug3 se6

Assam 1P1 1D1 disordered PRT
This Assam is very disturbed at present'

(Tai Phake Song, Words of gladness - in honour of Stephen Morey, No. (8)),
sung by Am Saeu Khyo)

Banchob (1987:44) also points out that in Phake, the word ar^ khp6'both' can be added

to the singular pronouns to form dual pronouns, as in y ^ hau2 kha6'both of us1. The

marking of duality is not obligatory and is only used if the speaker or writer has a

very specific reason for wishing to indicate it.

Aimya Khang (1995:52) discusses the use of the respectful particle *% cau3, glossed

as "RESP* to mark a respectful pronoun in Phake. This is common to all the Tai

varieties, and is exemplified in (19):

19)

kau2

ISg
khaa1 no1 bin3 tern3 laai2 maai1 sii1

am Nabin write letter PRT

c8 it

tii2 .3
cau1

RESP FINISHED

surj1 hot3 maa2 tn^ mauy
send arrive come at 2Sg
'1, Nabin, am sending a letter to you.'

(Aiton letter, No (2), written by Nabin Shyam Phalung, 1999)

The third person pronoun khau'/kliau6can also be used, generally in final position in a

noun phrase, to indicate the plurality of a noun or noun phrase, as in (20):
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20) U|8
pg1 war6

Pawaimukh
khau6

3P1
khai5 kham2 wiin4 tiirj1 kon2

tell word PRT with people
'Spoke with the people of Pawaimukh.'

(Tai Phake Song, Poem in the khe2 kbyan2 style: How Stephen Morey came to
the Tai Phakes,. No (75.1), read by Ai Che Let Hailung)

8.2.2.2.1 Reflexive pronouns

In both Phake and Aiton, a reflexive u^fypa' cau3 is formed by the combination of the

respectful particle causw\ti\ pa1, the noun class marker for humans, exemplified in

(21):

21) OQCSOOYS

kap tan
captain
The captain

CO

ne4

ex
shot

p€
harj2

(to)
himself.'

Uj«rt5
pa1 cau3

himself

d{6
yu2

shoot
ka1

past

59(Phake sentence, from Kingcom 1992:310, No. 489)

8.2.2.2.2 Reciprocals

In addition to the reflexive pa7 cau3, a reciprocal marker kan2(or kiin2) is a very

common morpheme in all Tai varieties. It is glossed 'RECIP' and exemplified in (22):

22) Col CO

2 luirj2 tan,1 pa2 thau3 me2 thau3 daa1 kan2

one with father old mother old quarrel RECIP
wan
day
'One day the old couple quarrelled.'
(Aiton Story, Story of the forest ghosts and the opium pipes, No. (4), told by
Mohendra Shyam).

In example (22) we can see the reciprocal marker in what would be the Object

position in a transitive sentence. The literal meaning of daa1 is 'curse, abus? with

words' and in the reciprocal form is 'curse each other1, here translated as 'quarrel'.

Occasionally the reflexive and reciprocal forms are used together, as in (23):

59 The translation and glosses are from Kingcom (1992). For consistency, the phonemicisation follows
Banchob (1987) rather than the system adopted by Kingcom. The Tai script has been added by me.

pa1 cau3 tal so1 lai1 kin5

RECIP

23) {£
mvrj2 hau2 hau2

country IP! 1 PI self WILL rule
'We will rule our country ourselves.'

(Khamyang Text, The second world war and its aftermath. No. (79), told by
Sa Myat Chowiik.)

The Khamyang pronunciation of the reciprocal particle differs from that of the Aiton

and Phake, but Aiton and Phake informants agreed that the syntax in (23) would be

acceptable to them. The implication of (23) is that we ourselves will rule each other in

our own country. Once again, as with (22), the English translation does not require a

overt reciprocal.

Sometimes kan2is not a reciprocal, as in (24):

24)
r-4

IIoBcvf
ne" miin^ khai1 t!5 than4 taik1 ka1 taik1 kan2

DEF 3Sg lay egg to there break GO break RECIP
'She laid her eggs there and they shattered and broke.'

(Phake Story, Story of the kum4bird. No. (5), told by Ee Nyan Khet)

Example (24) refers to young chicks breaking out of their shells. No reciprocality is

implied; it is not being suggested that the young chicks help break each other's eggs.

This pluralising use of kan2is also found in Standard Thai, where the cognate kan was

defined by Haas (1964:25) as a reciprocal pronoun with the meaning "1. each other,

one another, mutually, together. 2. severally (imparting a distributive sense to the

verb). Often not rendered explicitly in English."

8.2.2.3 Interrogative Words

Interrogative words in Tai behave syntactically like noun phrases, and they are

therefore included in the class of nominals. This is shown in examples (25.1) and

(25.2) where the object of the verb horn6 'gather' is ka3 san6 or san6'what' in the

question (25.1) and a noun phrase k32'salt' in the answer (25.2).
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25 1)

yug2

mosquito
ye4

PRT
ka3 sag6

what
maii2

2Sg

O0[

ta1

will

0

horn6

gamer

€3Qi ^ y oo<f it

maii2 ta1 kg1 ka4 sag6

2Sg will go trade what
'"Mosquito, what will you gather, what will you trade?"'

25.2) [ % ^ j
D2 kau2 ta1 hom6 wai4 ka2

YES lSg will gather KEEP salt
"'Oh, I will gather salt."1

(Phake Story, The Dolphin, the Crow and the Mosquito, Nos (15 & 16), told
by Aithown Che Chakap)

Table (5) lists interrogative words and the kind of phrases that can be used to answer

them:

Word

rS

o^

Phake

ka3 sag6

kT'

kha1 lau1

thaii6

naii6

niig1 hti6

phaii6

ma5 naii6

Aiton

ka1 sag1

kii1

kha1 daui1

thaui1

daui1, nam1

nag1 hui1

phaiu1

mui2 daui1,
mui2 naui1

Gloss

what?

how many?

how much?

where?

which?

how?

who?

when?

Answering phrase

Noun phrase or
sentence

Numeral or
quantifier

Quantifier Phrase

Locational Phrase
or Place name

Demonstrative or
sentence

Sentence

Proper Name

Temporal Phrase

Table 5: Interrogative words in Aiton and Phake
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8.2.2.4 Classifiers

In the languages of the Tai family, as in many of the languages of mainland Southeast

Asia, many nouns cannot be directly counted. The term 'classifier' has long been used

(for example Haas 1964) to refer to the morpheme which is counted. In example (26),

the noun is muu1'p\g\ but the word tui^'animal classifier' is required for pigs to be

counted:

26) (̂  A °i
muu1 haa3 tuu2

pig five CLF
'Five Pigs'

(Aiton sentence)

Aikhenvald (2000:1) discusses the various grammatical means for the categorisation

of nouns and nominals, and uses the term 'classifier' as "an umbrella label for a wide

range of noun categorization devices." The particular device exemplified in (26) is a

numeral classifier in Aikhenvald's typology, so called to distinguish them from other

classifiers. For the purpose of this study, the term classifier will continue to be used to

refer to these numeral classifiers, and they will be glossed as 'CLF'. The syntax of

these classifiers and the phrases in which they occur is discussed at 8.3.2.3.

Not all nouns require classifiers to be counted. Some abstract concepts, as we would

expect, are never counted at all, but in addition there are some nouns which refer to

material objects that do not need a classifier in order to be counted. For example,

body parts are usually directly counted, as in (27), where the word /7/tf"fingers' is

counted without a classifier.

27) §6
mu2 ha3 niu4

hand five fingers
'A hand with five fingers'

(Tai Phake Riddles, No. (5), read by Ee Nyan Khet)

Large objects, such as countries, are also directly counted, as imuy2'country' in (28):
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28)
hak3

time that brother love
mm2 nan3

cco8o5
lo1 saa1 pa1 the1 myat1

Kassapa holy

mun2 hurj1 phun2 ko3 khyat3 laai1 munj2

holy famous power LINK preach many country
Then the beloved brother Kassapa, the holy and powerful, preaching in many
countries.1

(Tai Khamyang text, The Parinibbana, No. 25, read by Chaw Cha Seng)

Where classifiers are to be used, there is a choice between specific classifiers and

general classifiers. The general classifier srt6 an2'is used for most objects, but never

for persons, for whom the classifier is generally ko3/ko\ and only rarely for animals,

for which the classifier is tuu2/to2.

There are a large number of specific classifiers, the use of most of which is quite rare.

The full list of classifiers for Phake identified by Banchob (1987), together with some

additional classifiers found in the texts, are listed in Table (6). These are compared

with a list of Aiton classifiers elicited from Bidya Thoumoung. Where there is an

empty square in either the Aiton or Phake columns of Table (6), it indicates that the

particular classifier has not yet been identified in the language concerned. It does not

indicate that it does not occur.

Word

cq6

ccoy

CO

c^vS

c^6

Phake

kon2

kup'

ko4

kam2

kot1

kop1

Aiton

ko3

Gloss

a classifer for human beings

a classifier for a piece of wood which is cracked
open

a classifier for persons

a classifier for a spoken word

a classifier for the circumferance of the trunk of
a tree

a handful, used as a classifier

£6

oScvS

o§

co£

co6

°3
COL

Y*f

$6

Y|a5

Y|Y^

06

o8vS

¥

khep'

rjai2

slk4

sT3

tarj4

tap'

to2

tap'

tDl2

nag2

nep'

nut'

non3

no6

pap4

pa2

phen1

phst1

phiin6

mag2

mug4

khan'

rjaai2

cog

tuu2

thaa1

no'

paap3

paa2

puig2

phuu1,
phaa1

phun1

a classifier for valuable and expensive things

a classifier for thin and flat things, mostly round

a classifier for meals

a classifier for questions, points of dispute

a classifier for a torn thing, as a banana leave or
a banana stem

a classifier for a tooth or the similar things

a classifier for shelves

a classifier for a flat and thin thing

a classifier for animals

a classifier for a flat and round thing

a volume of book

a classifier of time

a classifier for a prince (now obsolete)

a classifier for packets

a classifier for cigarettes

a classifier for pieces or sticks of cut firewood

a classifier for persons (poetic)

a classifier for 'lik4' ( a scroll of book)

a classifier for respectable persons, as monks.

a classifier for holy things

a classifier for thin things

a classifier for persons

a classifier for skeins of thread, wool, or the like

a classifier for clothes and cloths

a classifier for thin things, as paper, leaves of a
tree, or the like

a classifier for a brood

L
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col

cot

CO(f

covf

°e
ceo

c\5

°s
ovS"

8

mug5

maii2

Ian6

lag6

Ian'

lem3

in'

le2

lam2

lau2

wan1

wT

hap'

ha'

hoi'

ha2

hoi4

an2

mam2/
bain2

lag1

lag1

Ian1

luk3

lam2

waan'

haa1

hui'

an2

a classifier for a distance within eye reach

a classifier for knives

a classifier for houses

a classifier for drums

a classifier for many kinds of things, also for
human beings

a classifier for leaves of books

a classifier for small and long things, as boats,
pencils, etc.

a classifier for worlds and heavens

a classifier for flowers

a classifier for some amount of gunpowder used
at one shot

a classifier for long things, as bamboo

a classifier for guns

a classifier for an amount a bowl contains

a classifier for the above hands (of bananas);

a classifier for 2 bundles of baskets of things
carried by a long stick on the shoulder

a classifier for a fall of rain

a classifier for round or spherical things

a classifier for bunches of bananas or betel nuts

a classifier for strings of things

a classifier for many sorts of things, both big
and small

The general classifier an2,

Specific classifiers for classes of nouns according to animacy, such as ko3/ko4

'classifier for humans' and ftrt/^c^'classifier for animals'.
Special classifiers for important or respected humans and religious objects, such
as paa2/p32,

Specific classifiers for classes of objects according to size and shape, such as lam2,
Specific classifiers for specific objects, such as Aac^//na^'classifier for knives'

Table 7: Types of classifiers in Tai

Table 6: Classifiers in Phake and Aiton

These classifiers appear to fall into the following groups:

The grouping of classifiers in Table (7) is related to the frequency of their use. The

general classifier an2, which appears at the top of Table (7), is much more frequent in

the texts that any of the other groups of classifiers. The next most frequent classifiers

are ko^o""classifier for humans' and JbJ/fo"classifier for animals.1

Furthermore, as will be seen in examples (30) and (31) below, it is probable that

among younger speakers classifiers from the groupings listed at the bottom of Table

(7) are being replaced by the more general classifiers from groupings at the top of

Table (7).

Semantically, most of the classifiers are classifiers of things on the basis of their

shape, such as /^ 'c lass i f ier for long things'. Some of the classifiers have developed

from nouns, like tuu2/to2, the original meaning of which was 'body', and which still

has that meaning in some contexts. Others of the classifiers are of unknown origin.

One special classifier, recorded for Aiton, is phuu3 'classifier for persons' is worthy of

further comment. It is found in example (29), where it is modified by the number lunj2

'one1, the only numeral which follows the classifier:

29) KQC6 o^c6 8 (TO tf <rd $6 w

kliot1 luk3 wai3 phuu3 hug2 caai2 niu2/diu2

leave son keep CLF one male only one
'He left one son,'

(Aiton manuscript, History from the time of the ancestor Chaw Tai Lung up
until SukaphaMo. (58)
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This classifier is cognate with Standard Thai phuu. In Standard Thai it cannot be

counted by numbers, as it can in Aiton, but can be followed by a demonstrative, as in

Standard Thai phuu nan with the meaning 'that person'. It may be that the noun prefix

pa' (see 8.2.2.1.3 above) is a reduced form of this classifier.

Given the large number of specific classifiers, it would not be surprising to find

speakers getting confused as to their use. In (30) below, Sa Cham Thoumoung makes

a false start after the noun mit3, starting to say ao^'general classifier' and then

correcting himself with the specific classifier bam2:

30) sn.
a..
*

• £
batu2

CLF

tf

luirj2

one
puu1 naai2 a1 ham3 maa2 mit3

grandfather maternal HESIT give come knife
'His maternal grandfather gave him a knife,'

(Aiton text, History of the Tai, No. (94) told by Sa Cham Thoumoung)

When Bidya Thoumoung, a much younger speaker, made a transcription ^f this story,

he wrote smS an2. Among younger speakers, this use of the general classifier in place

of the specific classifier seems to be quite widespread, as example (31) shows. In (31)

Chaw En Lai Phalung uses the general classifier an2in place of the animal classifier
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8.2.2.5 Noun class markers

In addition to the numeral classifiers discussed in the previous section, there is a

series of noun class markers listed in Table (8). These noun class markers precede the

noun, unlike the numeral classifiers which occur postnominally.

Word

J O

°l

°L

°l

ycrf

Phake

ca1

pa'

pa'

ma1

mak1

main2

la4

Aiton

pa'

pa'

ma1

mak1

men,2

la3

Gloss (mostly from Banchob 1987)

a word which prefixes the names of insects
and small animals

a particle prefixed to a noun denoting a person

a particle prefixed to the names offish

a particle prefixed to the names of vegetables

a prefix denoting fruits

used as a prefix to the names of some kinds of
fruit or something similar to that

some kinds of flying insects with wings

a particle prefixed to some names of animals

ref in
Banchob

(1987:94)

(1987:
244)

(1987:
245)

(1987:
302)

(1987:
312)

(1987:
327)

(1987:
358)

tuu2: Table 8: Noun class markers.

31)

wan2

day

cetf sftergfi
luin2 phan2 aai3 ton2 khau1 luk3 aai3 ton2

one tribe Aiton 3PI young/child Aiton
khau1

3PI

3m2 maa2 men3 an2 luirj2

shoot come porcupine CLF one
'One day one of the young men of the Aiton shot a porcupine.'

(Aiton Story, How the Aitons and the Khamtis quarelled, No. (3), told by
Chaw En Lai).

The syntax of these noun class markers differs. The prefix laVla4, for example, is only

found in combination with the names of animals and never stands alone as a separate

morpheme. The word megVmajg2, on the other hand, is a full noun which can stand

by itself, or be combined with a noun referring to the specific insect, as in Aiton meg2

sap' 'cockroach', or combined with a word that does not refer tc a specific insect and

may not even be a noun, as in Aiton meg2 deg2'a tick, literally insect-red1.

The noun class marker pa 'combines with adjectives and verbs to form a noun

referring to a person. Example (32) demonstrates a number of these.
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32) A
lai4 ko4 pa5 nai4 kau2

therefore lSg
con2 niig5

a little
taug2 paun2 hau3

remember GIVE

sot

khsn2 kon2 pa! h\f pa1 yaii1 pa1 can5 khau6

please person CL-human know CL-human big CL-human know 3P1
Therefore I remember the old men and the knowledgeable men.'

(Tai Phake Speech,. No (35), given by Ai Chanta)

When discussing the translation of (32), Ai Chan Ta indicated that pa'yaiiJ meant

'an old man1, and pa' caij5 'a clever man'.

8.2.2.6 Nominalisation

Nominalisation occurs in several ways. Sometimes verbs or adjectives occur in a

construction where they are the head of a noun phrase, as with kaarj3'w\te in example

(16) above.

Another method of nominalisation is exemplified in (33), where the word tag2lway' is

prefixed to the word for 'to die', to create the abstract nominal tarj2 khoi3'death':

33)
phaii6 yarj6 we5 tan2 khoi3 pun hu6

who have.NEG avoid death way how
'There is no way for anybody to avoid death.'

(Phake Manuscript, Chaw Mahosatha meets Nang Pingya, No. (22), read by
Ee Nyan Khet)

The general classifier an2can also be used in this way to nominalise a verbal, as in

(34).

34) ceo
ha1 nai4 taurj4 mai3 an2 ta1 kin2 ma1 yan6 ye4

at that time hungry CLF will eat NEG have.NEG PRT

'At that time they were hungry, but there was nothing to eat.'

(Phake Story, The two brothers, No. (4), told by Ee Nyan Khet)
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The phrase an2 ta1 kin2 is a noun phrase because in sentences of the form X ma1 yaij6.

the element X is a noun phrase.

8.2.3 Verbals

Verbals wil! be dicussed under the headings of verbs (see 8.2.3.1), auxiliary verbs

(see 8.2.3.2) and completive verbs (see 8.2.3.3).

8.2.3.1 Verbs

8.2.3.1.1 Monosyllabic verbs

Most verbs in the Tai languages are monosyllabic, as those exemplified in Table (9):

Tai

coc6

coc6

coc6

cxy6

oovS

coc6

Phake
(Banchob)

phat1

phat1

phat4

phan2

phan4

Aiton

phat'

phat3

phan2

phaan'

Ahom

tot;

tot;

Standard
Thai

Proto South-
western tai

fatDSl

fat DS4

fanA4

faan A1

Meaning

to read

to winnow

to whip

to cut

to massage

to peel, slice

Table 9: Some simple verbs in Tai

The semantics of verbs in Tai would be the subject for a thesis in its own right. One

example will be presented to raise this issue. Nabin Shyam Phalung explained that in

Aiton different words for 'cut' would be used, according to the implement being used.

This is detailed in Table (10):

Aiton Verb 'cut'

hy5 quit3

o o 5 pat'

ooc^ tep1

oO soi2

Cutting implement

?)c5 daap1 'sword'

CCf\ phaa3 'cleaver'

8 o 5 mit3 'knife'

cotf phaan' 'slicer'

Table 10: Terms for cutting in Aiton
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8.2.3.1.2 Compound verbs

Verbs compounds are generally formed by a process that appears to be noun

incorporation, as in Phake D2 buk1 to weave', which is literally 'weave-loom*. English

speaking Phakes consistently translated to2 buk1 as the single English verb "to weave'.

When Aithown Che was asked how to negate this verb, however, he offered example

(35), which suggests that to2 buk1 Is not a true compound and not a case of noun

incorporation.

35)

miin2 huk1 ma1 to6

3Sg loom NEG weave.NEG
'She didn't/doesn't weave.'

Audio Link for this sentence (Wave files\phake\extracts\Aithown Che\l .mp3)

However, Aithown Che did accept that (36) was a possible, although not preferred,

way of speaking:

36)

miin2 ma1 tD2 huk1

3Sg NEG weave
'She didn't weave!1

Audio Link for this sentence (Wave files\phake\extracts\Aithown Che\2.mp3)

In example (36) to2 huk1 is arguably a compound, because the tone of to2dots not

change after the negative particle ma1, as it did in (35) (see above 6.2.4.5.2 for a

discussion of the Phake negative tone). In (35), on the other hand, the noun is clearly

not fully incorporated.

Several of these verb-noun combinations in Aiton are exemplified in Table (11):
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Elements

V + N

V + N

V + N

1st word

c86 kip1

O^cS kap3

c8?S kin2

gloss

take

cling

eat

2nd word

c3 laai-

OT^ 3aa3

t/£ khau3

gloss

pattern

medicine

rice

compound gloss

to make a design on
cloth

to bind a medicinal
poltice

to dine

Table 11: Some V+N combinations in Aiton

Another process akin to compounding is the use of multi-verb sequences or verb

serialisation (see below 8.5.8). Sometimes these serial verbs are translated in English

by a single verb, but they are nor single words in the Tai languages, as in (37), where

khupJ'kneeY and paaP'pray' can be translated as a single word 'pray1, but syntactically

this is a case of serialisation.

37) O3

khup3 paai3 ai3

kneel pray PRT
muirj2 karj2 ai3 lai3 cau3 phaa3 lurj1

the earth PRT thus king big
'So the great king (and his people) prayed.1

(Aiton text, History of the Aiton, No. (4) told by Nang Wimala Thoumoung)

8.2.3.2 Auxiliary Verbs

True auxiliary verbs are those verbals that cannot stand alone as a predication but

always have to be followed by another verb. In example (38), we see the auxiliary

kbauJ'want', a verb which does not occur unless followed by another verb.

38)

baa? maa2 khaui3 tag2 khaui3 dai3 rjin2

crazy come want know want listen
'She was crazy and wanted to know ...

(Aiton Story, The twelve questions, No (8), told by Sa Cham Thoumoung)

The syntactic frame for an auxiliary verb is expressed in (39)

39) NP Auxiliary Verb (TAM) (NP) (TAM)
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In the data collected so far on the Tai languages, the TAM morpheme is never

attached to the auxiliary verb, but only to the main verb of the predication.

Auxiliary verbs differ from verbs in a multi-verb or serial construction (see 8.5.8), in

that the first verb in a multi-verb construction can be a main verb in other

circumstances, whereas the auxiliary verb is never found as a main verb.

Banchob (1987) listed a number of Phake verbs which we can consider as auxiliaries:

Word

JD£

Phake

kun1

khaii3

khan4

can5

sain1

Gloss

should

to want

to be unwilling or not care to do, to dislike, to be lazy

may

should

Table 12: Auxiliary Verbs in Tai Phake (after Banchob 1987)

Banchob (1987) exemplified all of these, as in (40):

40)

maii2 kiirj' tan3

2Sg should speak

'You should speak' (Banchob 1987: 24)

These auxiliaries are also found in the text, as in (41):

41) ccrri o86"
phan6 pheu6

J)D£ &6 £61
carj5 pen2 rjii5

poor too much may become foolish
'Poverty may cause you to become foolish.'

(Tail Phake Text, Grandfather leaches Grandchildren, Proverb No. (5), read by
Yehom Buragohain)
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The Aiton auxiliary saai3'should, lef, which is not found in Phake, is exemplified in

(42):

42) C&f U c8<f %£ en

nirj3

tea
rnaa2 ta1

waa'1
COME will say

lirj3 nirj3 wai3 saui3 lig3

feed tea keep let feed
'Feeding people tea, giving them tea, we say.1

(Aiton text, Conversation with Nabin Shyam, No. (80), told by Nabin Shyam.)

Another auxiliary like morpheme is laa2/JS2'should', which is exemplified in (43):

43)

an2 kham2 tai2

CLF word Tai
haii3 pD2 c5rj5 E1

GIVE PRT know PRT

nam6 nam6
ceo

la2 le1

should roam country many
'In order to know the Tai language, (you) should go to many places.'

(Tai Phake Song, Poem in the khe2 khyarj2 style: How Stephen Morey came to
the Tai Phakes,. No (16.1), read by Ai Che Let Hailung)

The auxiliary Iaa2/ls2cm sometimes stand on its own. Tai informants will often say

ma' Iaa2'no need to1 in response to a suggestion that something be done. None of the

other auxiliaries discussed in this section have been recorded without a following

main verb.

8.2.3.3 Completive Verbs

Since the Tai languages permit verb serialisations (see 8.5.8), the situation can arise in

which one verb completes the action of another, as in (44) where the verb ma

syntactically completes the action of main verbs *?/yand phau"io put to the fire'.

44)

phai2 phii1 phai2 kun2 sot1 phau1 khirj2 mau1 mai3

fire spirit fire person burn burn body NEG burn
The fire (lit by) the Gods and men would not burn his body.'
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(Tai Khamyang text, The Parinibbana, No. (19), read by Chaw Cha Seng)

Since mai3 'burn' in (44) is negated, the action of the main is not in fact completed.

Had the negation not been expressed in (44), the meaning would have been 'The fire

(lit by) the Gods and men burned his body up.1

The syntactic pattern of sentences like (44) is expressed in (45):

45) NP V (TAM) (NP) (NEG) COMPLETIVE (TAM)

8.2.4 Adjectives

The primary function of adjectives is to describe or mark an attribute of a noun, as in

example (48), where the noun has the attribute sop1 'beautiful':

48)

pa1 saau1 sop1

girl beautiful
'(a) beautiful girl' or '(a) girl is beautiful', 'girls are beautiful'

(Aiton Sentence)

Some verbs are only able to occupy the completive position, unlike /na/J'burn', which

can also be a main verb. A very common general completive is psJ/p£4'can,ab\e',

found in sentences like (46):

46) o
siirj6 maii2 an1

CO CO 001 COVb JX3[ C£ II
ma1 pe4 kau2 1a1 kin2 ca5 maii2

if 2Sg count NEG can lSg will eat to 2Sg
'"If you cannot count them, I will eat you."'

(Phake Story, Story of Deception, No. (16), told by Ec Nyan Khet)

In Aiton, this completive verb pe3usually occurs before the main verb, as in (47)

47) c6 sfyS CU jfj W § II
kau2 mm1 pe3 haui3 saam1 pii*
lSg NEG can give three years
'I cannot give them three years.'

(Aiton Story, The twelve questions, No (20), told by Sa Cham Thoumoung)

This divergence in constituent order between Aiton and Phake is one of the syntactic

distinguishing features between the two varieties. It will be discussed further in

8.3.3.1.

Further research is needed to identify all the verbs which can act as completives and

in what circumstances.

In the Tai languages, adjectives can be both modifiers within a noun phrase (see

below 8.3.2) or the heads of intransitive predications; both analyses are available for

example (48). In actual speech, however, such ambiguity is rare. If (48) were part of

sentence like (49), the noun phrase translation of'(a) beautiful girl' would be the only

one available:

49) .no
tii2pa1 saau1 sop1 nan3 uu1

girl beautiful that live at
'Where does that beautiful girl live?'

(Aiton Sentence)

daui1

where

If, on the other hand, there was no other possible predication in the sentence, then the

second reading of (48) becomes possible, as in (50):

50)

pa1 saau1 nan3 sop1 lurj1

girl that beautiful big
That girl is very beautiful'

(Aiton Sentence)

In the texts, if the adjective is the head of an intransitive predicate, the noun phrase is

usually marked with some kind of discourse particle, as in (51):
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51) cno
tu2 main2 e1

sen-' nan1 kharn2

body 2Sg PRT beautiful as gold

'Your body is as beautiful as gold.'

(Aiton Story, Story of the Crow and the Fox, No. (33), told by Ong Cham).

At first glance, it may appear that adjectives are indistinguishable from verbs, and

they are categorised as verbs or verbals by both Noss (1964) and Vichin Panupong

(1970) (see above 8.2.1). However in this study adjectives are recognised as a

separate class because they can be both intransitive predicates (which nouns cannot)

and can modify nouns (which verbs cannot). Furthermore, adjectives can be part of

comparative constructions (see below 8.3.2.2.1).

One of the chief arguments in favour of including adjectives with verbals would be

that they can be modified by TAM markers. However, adjectives are only modified

by TAM markers when they are an intransitive predicate, and not when they are

modifying a noun. In example (52), the adjective kaag3tw\de' is followed by the TAM

marker kaa1'GO', which is ingressive in combination with adjectives:

52)

a1 luk3 pa1 nan3 khau1 kaarj3 kaa1 lasi1 kaa1

from there 3P1 wide GO many GO
'From this point they increased in number.1

(Aiton text, History of the Aiton, No. (13) told by Nang Wimala Thoumoung)

In translating (52), Nang Wimala stated that oo£rnqo3c^ kaaij3 kaa' laai' kaa1 meant

'increase in numbers', that is literally 'get wider and get bigger'. The ingressive

meaning conveyed by kaa1 is quite different from its meaning in combination in verbs,

where it suggests past tense, as discussed below in 8.5.7.5.

Some monosyllabic adjectives are listed in Table (13):

Tai

cot

tie

i

Phake
(Banchob)

kSr)?

yau2

nairj2

ton6

maii1

thau3

nl2

Aiton

kaar)3

yaau2

den2

lunj1

mam1

thau3

dii2

Ahom

yf

tDo

Proto South-
western tai

kwaanC2

yaau A4

dtaj A3

Ituarj Al

mam Bl

thauCl

dii A3

Meaning

'wide'

'long'

'red'

'yellow'

'new1

•old'

'good'

Table 13: Some monosyllabic adjectives in Tai

The syntax of adjectives is further discussed below in 8.3.2.2.

8.2.4.1 Adjectival modifiers

Another point of divergence between adjectives and verbs are the adjectival post-

modifiers. Adjectives can be followed by a modifier which intensifies the meaning, as

in (53):

53) fi co£ £ cy£

dii2 lurj1 dii2 lurj1

good big good big
'Very good, very good1

(Aiton sentence)

The word lug1 is itself an adjective, but in (53) acts as an intensifier/modifier. It can

be termed a general modifier, since it seems to be able to be used with many

adjectives.

Many adjectives have specific modifiers, which also intensify the meaning and follow

the adjective, in the same position as Jug1 in (53). Example (54), from Banchob,

shows the use of such a modifier. Specific modifiers are very often either fully or

partially reduplicated:
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54)

yam2 yuk4 yak4

wet modifier
'very wet1

(Phake sentence, Banchob 1987:350)

These specific modifiers are also found in the texts, as in (55):

55)

khum2 kan1 waa2 aa1 sarj1 dap1 sin.1 kui2 kui2

again say HES1T dark very dark
'Again I say, it is very dark'

(Aiton Story, The twelve questions, No (85), told by Sa Cham Thoumoung)

The full list of such adjectival modifiers can be found in the English-Phake word

finder based on Banchob (1987), under the entry 'modifier'.

8.2.5 Prepositions

Prepositions in the Tai languages share a number of characteristics with nominals.

Many are historically nouns, such as tii2/t?%d!C, which was originally and sometimes

still behaves like a noun meaning 'place1. Prepositions can head phrases which are

core constituents of a predication, and behave like noun phrases (for the syntax of

these core prepositional phrases, see below 8.3.3). Noss (1964:146) regards

prepositions as bound lexemes, and therefore neither verbal nor nominal.

Banchob (1987) identified a number of prepositions in Phake, and these are presented

in Table (14)

Phake
preposition

ca5

cu2

tT5

taii3

for, to, with

to be near, to go near (i.e. towards)

at

under, beneath

Ref. in Banchob

(1987:95)

(1987:96)

(1987: 165)

(1987: 170)

o3 tai3

y$ naii2

U?vf yan5

oovScoif kan3 lag6

o^o i luk4

<X^5co£ lop1 lag6

Q-] loi3

O(f warj5

<̂ <f wog5

3 8 ^ him2

«/T3|OQ<f S1 tag1

0 (twag1)

near

in, inside

about, aroung (time)

behind

from

behind

with

between, during, within

during

near

during

(1987: 179)

(1987:220)

(1987:345)

(1987: 364)

(1987: 374)

(1987- 384)

(1987: 390)

(1987:397)

(1987:41!)

(1987:425)

Table 14: Phake prepositions found in Banchob (1987)

8.2.6 Numbers and quantifiers

Numbers, and certain quantifiers like *z7flall, every', do not behave syntactically like

adjectives, and are therefore treated separately in this analysis. Numerals cannot

appear as the head of a predication as adjectives can (see 8.2.4 above). Furthermore,

whereas adjectives post-modifier nouns, numbers and quantifiers premodify the

classifier, or, -fit is a noun that can be counted, the noun.

Therefore (56) is grammatical in Tai and (57) is not:

56)

wan2

two day
Two days.1

57)

wan2 son.2

day two
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The only exception to this is lun]2/nikj5%onz\ which together with the demonstratives

postmodifies the classifier or noun.

8.2.6.1 Cardinal Numbers:

Table (15) lists the numbers used by the Tai

Number

0, /

J
R
9
3
G

1.
O

Phake

ntir)5

saurj2

sam6

sT1

ha3

hok'

cet1

pet'

kau3

Aiton

lturj2

son1

saam1

sii1

haa3

huk1

cit1

pet1

kau3

one

two

three

four

five

six

seven

eight

nine

Number

OO

0 0

J°
ooo

oooo

ooooo

Phake

sip'

sip1 et'

sau2

pak'

hen6

mun1

Aiton

sip1

sip1 it1

saau2

paak1

hirj'

mun1

ten

eleven

twenty

hundred

a thousand

ten thousand

Table 15: Tai numbers

For the higher numbers, borrowed words are used in a combination with words of Tai

origin. Both Aiton and Phake informants use sen '/sen6' 100,000' to mean 'many', but

the Indian English term lakh is also used for' 100,000', along with laanVlaan4, the

latter of which is also used to mean 'million' as in Shan and Standard Thai.

For the higher numbers, kuk4 tey'10 million' and sag4 khe''\00 million' are borrowed

from Burmese, and crore '10 million' from Indian English.

8.2.6.2 Ordinal Numbers

There are no ordinal numbers in Tai. Aimya Khang Gohain, in the Elementary Tai

Primer, written for students of Ahom, but using Phake grammar, stated that: To mean

•r

the order of place, the word <** is placed before the numerals. Nowadays a Pali word is

also used:" (1997:63).

This is exemplified in Table (16):

Tai

o\wie tl ling

tl son

Pali

pa tha maa

tu tii yaa

Assamese English

first

second

Table 16: Ordinal numbers in Tai (after Aimya Khang 1997)

Aimya Khang's Tai method' of expressing ordinal numbers in Table (16) is that used

in Standard Thai, and is not accepted by most by speakers of the Tai languages in

Northeast India. The Pali system, however, is seen in many manuscripts, as in

example (58):

58) of coo
kau2 sg6

lSg PRT
pan1 khoi5

whirl meet again third
ta"2 ti ' ya"4 tSu5 khop4

turn complete a circle

^ ^ 5
ho6 hauk1 khin2 yom2

head grey hair body be decreased
'1 have completed the third stage of my life, my hair is grey and my body is
decreasing.'
(Tai Phake Text, Grandfather teaches Grandchildren, Intro No. (5), read by

Yehom Buragohain)

8.2.6.3 Other quantifiers

A number of other quantifiers are found whose syntax is similar to the numbers. One

of these is kuu2/ki?ye\ery\ as in example (59).

59) CO O*6 CO O \ i cH6 o^V^Cy^ CO

kOs wan2 kn5 wan2 ka4 khun6 ho6 kham2 ne4

every day every day LINK king DEF
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khau3 kin2 ns4 nok4 tS3 war4

want eat flesh dove PRT
"Ever>' day the king wanted to eat the meat of dove."

(Phake Story, Story of the foolish king, No. (3), told by Ee Nyan Khet)

Like the numerals, these quantifiers pre-modify the noun rather man postmodifying it

like adjectives (see 8.2.4). A fuller study of non-numeral quantifiers remains to be

done.

8.2.7 Demonstratives

Demonstratives in Tai have certain similarities to both nominals and verbals. They

behave like verbals in postmodifying nouns, as in example (60):

60) 02S"

nan3 aa luk3 kun2 phaan1 nan1

person poor that
pun3 luk3 en1

yonder child that HESIT child
'Yonder, that child, that poor child.'

(Aiton Story, The twelve questions, No (56), told by Sa Cham Thoumoung)

There are some features of demonstratives which are closer to nominals. In (61) the

demonstrative follows the word nun' 'like, as', a position which is normally occupied

by a nominal:

61)
phi6 nam3 kg1 het1 pha1 nik)1 nan4

spirit ancestor go do like that

wa5 niin1 nai4

say like this
"The spirit ancestors will do it in that way", She spoke like that1

(Phake Story, Chaw Mahosatha meets Nang Pingya, No. (30), told by Ee
Nyan Khet)

There are three positions of deixis in Tai demonstratives: 'proximate', 'distant' and 'far

distant'. The first two are arranged in pairs of /-ai3/4/ 'proximate' and /-an3/4/ 'distant'.

These are listed in Table (17):

Tai word

oovS

o3

YTYS

vJ

COYS

Phake

than3

thai3

nan4

nai4

Ian4

lai4

Aiton

than3

thai3

nan3

nai3

gloss

there

here

that

this

that

this

Table 17: Pairs of demonstrative words in Tai Aiton and Tai Phake

In addition there is a word with far distant deixis, namely pun3/pon4"over there'. Its

syntax is somewhat limited in comparison to /w/-'/*and nan3/4, in that it does not

appear in combination with nan'/nun/'likel.

The definite particle, ne3\n Aiton and ne4\n Phake, is among the commonest

morphemes in the language and appears to be derived from the demonstratives. Its use

is exemplified in (62):

62) 86 Y)Y$ srs^oS en
ma5 nan4 a1 mat1 ne4

time that minister DEF
"Then the minister said."

(Phake Story, Story of the foolish king. No. (26), told by Ee Nyan Khet)

SI"
wa5

say

When translating this, I first wrote v} nai4'this', but Ee Nyan Khet insisted on co ne4,

stating that"srs\&o5cocr3\8rf a' mSt1 ne4 ta1 pen2<li should be a1 mat1 ne4."'

The late Aimya Khang explained that whereas nai4and nan4differed because they

were respectively proximate and distant, ne4was neither of these and rather placed
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stress on this being a particular person or object He said that luk4 ne'meant this

particular child.' I have therefore glossed ne4as 'DEK, indicating that it marks

defmiteness. Foley and Van Valin (1985:287) characterised defmiteness as "Speaker

assumes the hearer can identify referent" In the case of example (63), ne4 marks the

word mar/2, which the speakers knows the hearer can identify.

63) CU5 CO

wa5 kyim2

CLF
kyun2 ye4 harj2 man/
CLF PRT to country DEF say
'The word kyun2 is used for countries.'

(Tai Phake Manuscript Explaining the meaning of words to children, No.
(4.24), read by Ee Nyan Khet)

The word ns4\s also used to mark a noun phrase which has been preposed, as in (64),

where the object nd4 miin2has been preposed and it, along with the subject, are both

marked with ne4.

64) H.
time

nan4

that
ne4 na4

old man PRT meat
imur
his

CY)

ne4

PRT

COO
,6

p£
mairj1 haii3 ka1 harj2 khau6 p!5 naurj4 se"
dist. GIVE GO to 3Sg elder younger PRT
Then the old man gave his meat to those two brothers.1

(Phake Story, The two brothers, No. (14), told by Ee Nyan Khet)

8.2.8 Conjunctions

Conjunctions in Tai are of two types, those which link constituents within a noun

phrase, and those which link two predications.

8.2.8.1 Linking two nouns in a noun phrase

Two nouns of equal status can be linked with khaa'/kha6or ta1 kha6, as in example

(65):

65) OVS February C9

wair sau2 saug* me5 ta1 kha6 ti3

CCO

ta1 kha6 le1 ko ya
day 22 February * .therand father and travel Gaya
"My mother and fattier will i to Budhagaya on the 22nd of February."

(Phake letter, Nc (2), written by Peim Thi Gohain, 1997)

8.2.8.2 Linking two predications

When linking two predications, khaa1/kha6\s never used. Several morphemes such as

si'j'/sfrse6, ysVye4 ox noi3/noi4^mark the end of the first predication in a complex

sentence, when the second predication refers to events that occur later, and perhaps as

a result of the first. This is exemplified in (66):

66) COO

miin2 khau3 caii2 se6

3Sg think PRT

sryrf
an2miin2

3Sg
y53

medicine CLF
nun
one

5 au2 ma"2
coo
se6

take COME PRT

ma2 haii3 hag2 cau3 ma1 ho'sa1 thS1

come give to RESP Mahosatha

ma2 u1 tT5 nau2 taurj4

CO

tT5

at
naii2

intime stay at in stomach DEF

'When he had thought of this, he took a sprig of medicine and came and gave

it to Chaw Mahosatha, who was at that time in his mother's womb.'

(Phake Story, The birth and early life of Chaw Mahosatha, No. (6), told by Ee
Nyan Khet)

Grierson (1904) and following him, Gogoi (1994) have stated that sii'/se6"suffixed to

the verb" forms a participle, for which Gogoi gave the example in (67)60:

60
The script and translation are after Gogoi; the phonemicisation and interlinear gloss have been added.
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67) yvf co[ coo
miin2 ka1 se6 pauk4 ma2

3Sg go PRT return come
'Having gone, he cams back.'
(Phake sentences from Gogoi

The analysis in Gnerson and Gogoi is akin to treating siiJ/se6as a clause final marker,

regarding the clause that it marks as an anterior dependent or subordinate clause. If

this were the case, we might expect that there would be restricted use of TAM

markers in clauses that are marked by siil/se6. In example (68.1), however, s£*co-

occurs with the TAM marker ka1.

68.1) CO[ ©3
ka1 tai1 kho6 se6 ka1

go walk bridge PRT GO
"Went to walk on the bridge.'

throyghout this thesis as 'LINK'. This word has cognates in all the languages of die

Southwestern Tai group and has a number of functions. It can be translated as 'also',

as in (69), where the father kum4bird joins all the other birds in fleeing a fire.

69) «rn YXTS" OQ

ti3 nok4 kum4 n£4 ka4 oai2 sa1 ne4

PRTfather bird kum4 DEF LINK go
'The father kwn4b"vrd also flew away.'

(Phake Story, Story of the kum4 bird, No. (8), told by Ee Nyan Khet)

In Phake this particle is often realised as [ks4], as in (69) and is now often spelled c^6

by the Phakes as a result. An alternative analysis of (69) is that ko3/ko"'marks a

topicalised phrase, signalling that the core sentence is following. This analysis would

explain why in many cases it simply cannot be translated at all, as in example (59)

above.

68.2)

ka1

go

O0<£

thiirj6 khiiij5 k5rj2 kho6 ye4 pe4 y53 saurj6 to2

reach middle middle bridge PRT goat two CI.F

na1 kun2

quarrel RECIP
'When they reached the middle of the bridge, those two goats quarrelled.'

(Phake Story, The story of the two goats, Nos. (4) and (5), told by Yehom
Buragohain)

When asked the meaning of sii'/se6, Tai informants sometimes answered that it is a

kham2 hau3 sop1'a word to make the language sound beautiful'. This is one of ways in

which sentence final particles (see below 8.2.10.2) are characterised by the Tai

informants. In this thesis, sii'/se6\s treated as a kind of conjunction and glossed as

'PRT1, a term used for function morphemes whose precise function is not always clear.

Further examination of the texts would be needed to adequately categorise this

mon>heme. The richness of the data presented here will allow this in the future.

In many cases koJ/k^4 marks both of the clauses which it is linking, as in example (70):

70)

kun2 thau3 an2

person old CLF
nan3

that
khuin1 kon1

again

hau2 ka3

IP! LINK if

,6

sarj1 daa1 kan2 phan2 nai3 sii1

quarrel RECIP like this PRT

erf
hau2

1P1
ko3 ta1

LINK will
sii1maak1 kai3 kai3 wai3

rich quickly KEEP PRT

'That neighbour said, "If we quarrel like this we too will become rich very

soon.'
(Aiton Story, Story of the forest ghosts and the opium pipes, No. (25), told by
Mohendra Shyam).

Another very common linking word in the Tai languages is kj3/ka4which is glossed
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In combination with interrogative words (see above 8.2.2.3), ko3/ko4\a& indefinite

meaning, such as Phake phaii6 ifo4lwhoeverf or ka3 sag6 / ^ 'wha t eve r 1 . When the

verb is negated, the English translation will be 'nobody1 or 'nothing', as in (56):

56) C § CCnt\ &l Og . .

phatu1 ko3 ma1 to.. unj1 torj2

who LINK NEG kn.. NEG know
'Nobody could understand.'

(Aiton Story, The twelve questions, No (15), toid by Sa Cham Thoumoung)

8.2.9 Isolatives

A further class of words are those which Noss called "isolatives" in Standard Thai.

This is a grouping of miscellaneous forms found throughout the languages of the

world. Noss (1964:81) defined them as follows:

"Isolatives typically occur as sole lexemic constituents of entire phonemic

phrases which precede, follow or interrupt the large syntactic constructions

that are their co-constituents."

In the Tai languages of Assam these are often found in phrases, for which the term

isolative phrase is used. The syntax of isolative phrases is discussed below in 8.3.5.

The following sub-classes of isolatives are discussed below: Interjections and

Exclamations (see 8.2.9.1), Responses (see 8.2.9.2), Vocatives (see 8.2.9.3) and

Imitatives (see 8.2.9.4).

8.2.9.1 Interjections and Exclamations

Banchob (1987) reported a number of interjections and exclamations, which are listed

in Table (18):

CJTD

CJO

COO

c«rr^

c£2

C€6

se'

nik4 ca4

me1

hut1

y$ a1 ka' bi1

a1 bi1

a6

56

eu2

Fie! an exclamation expressing disapprobation and
disgust (used by both men and women)

an exclamation expressing displeased feeling (used by
women only)

exclamation expressing disgust

exclamation expressing pity or sorrow (from Pali
anicca)

exclamation expressing surprise (used by women)

exclamation expressing disgust

exclamation expressing pain

exclamation expressing tiredness

exclamation for ease and comfort before starting
speaking

Oh!

exclamation expressing insult

Table 18: Phake interjections and exclamations found in Banchob (1987)

In the Phake-English-Thai Dictionary (1987). Banchob exemplified many of these,

such as (57):

57) 383 0 0
ce2 nai4 pi1 het1

Fie! PRT don't do
'Don't do that1

(Phake sentence, Banchob: 1987: 98)

Most of the interjections and exclamations reported by Banchob have not been

encountered in the present study, nor have the shades of meaning found by her been

exemplified in the texts. Exclamations are found frequently in spoken texts, as in (58):

58)

o2 cii3 maa2 cok1 khaa1 kau2

EXCL point come basket 1P1
'"Point out my basket!'"

(Aiton Story, The story of the forest spirit and the first daughter. No (9), told
by Sa Cham Thoumoung)
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8.2.9.2 Responses

Another subgroup of isclatives are called "responses" by Noss. In the Tai languages,

the most frequent of these is that which is translated into English as 'yes', as in (59):

59)

cam2 aa1 sarj1 luk3 khui1 mam2 phii1 thorn1 lau2

YES HESIT son in law 2Sg spirit forest tell
"'Yes, your son-in-law is a forest spirit", she said.1

(Aiton Story, The story of the forest spirit and the first daughter, No (39), told
by Sa Cham Thoumoung)

Three such responses are listed in Banchob (̂  1987) and are presented here as Table

hoi2 a vocative particle, used for calling the inferior persons or animals,

such as dogs, bulls or buffaloes

ai2 a vocative particle, following the name or the personal pronoun

Table 20: Phake vocatives found in Banchob 1987

/tf mi'2/si2which is also written as a special symbol, variously «^or <^ has a very

special use in manuscripts. At the end of important sections of manuscripts, a three or

four word phrase often commencing with cau3 'RESF and concluding with IW'2/QJ2

One of its functions is to draw back the attention of the listener, remembering that in

former times these manuscripts would have been intoned. It is exemplified in (61):

c«noi

caii5

§ 2

52

yes

yes

yes, sir, ut,ed to express
chiefs questions

affirmation in answer to the monks and the

61)

Table 19: Responses found in Banchob (1987)

8.2.9.3 Vocatives

In addition to interjections, which tend to precede the utterance with which they are

connected, .here are vocatives, which can both precede or fol'r v tin; utterance, as in

the following examples. The vocative word tur/oi2 follows the name of the person

being called.

60)

me2 thau3 uii2 maui2 vaa1
win1 nam3 taai2

mother old VOC you don't jump water to die
'Old mother, don't jump into the water and die.'

(Aiton Story, Story of the old woman, No. (17), told by Nabin Shyam).

o
num2 huk1 wan2 khau maa2 khau3 tun2 hau2 ho1

month six day they come enter caste, race our PRT

vau3 khau1 mi2

RESP they PRT
'In the sixth month, (was) the day that they came and entered our caste, Oh
everyone!'

(Aiton manuscript, The treaty between the Aitons and the Tunings, No. (18)

The phrase cau khau UIJ has developed an almost sacred meaning in revived Ahom.

8.2.9.4 Expressives or Imitatives

Noss (1964:88) defined a fourth sub-class of isolatives which are morphologically

reduplications. He exemplified them as in (62):

62) khau day- yin slag , iat-iat
he hear sound creak
'He heard something go creak-creak1

Table (20) lists the vocatives found in Phake by Banchob (1987):
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Noss's argument that tit-tit is an isolative is based on the fact that in mis example

there is a pause (marked by a comma), which separates the imitative from the rest of

the sentence.

8.2.10.1 Tense / Aspect Words

Tense/Aspect/Modaiiry (TAM) words are of two types, those which precede the verb,

and those which follow it.

Noss's imitatives are more commonly called 'expressives' in the languages of the

world. Banchob has collected many of these for Aiton, and exemplified some of them,

such as (63), in which Banchob's version of the Aiton text is given in her original

Thai. The Aiton script and phonemic versions are supplied by me.

63)

win an2

krak1 krak1 mai3 rak1 maa2

ONOM. tree break come
'Krak krak, the wood / tree breaks'
(Aiton sentence after Banchob 1977)

Table (21) lists a number of these from among the large number recorded in the

Aiton-English-Thai Dictionary (Banchob ms):

kruk"1' kriik10

krok? krok3

kron8 kron8

krot1 krot1

krop1 loop1

the sound of cows walking

the cackling of hen

the sound of striking a pot

the sound of pulling timber

the sound of beating the wooden clappers

Table 21: Aiton imitatives in Banchob ms.

8.2.10 Bound Lexemes

Noss argues that there are two types of lexemes in Thai, free and bound. For Noss

(1964:133), bound lexemes include any lexeme that cannot stand alone, such as

prepositions or conjunctions. In this thesis, two types of words will be treated as

bound, TAM words (see 8.2.10.1), and sentence particles (see 8.2.10.2) Neither of

these are bound in the sense of bound affixes in agglutinating languages.

The three types of TAM words are those which immediately precede the verb., as

with ta' and //"WILL"; those which follow the verb and can be immediately attached

to it, as kaa"QO'\ and those which follow the verb but always appears in utterance

final position, as yau4. The TAM particles are discussed in detail at 8.5.7.

8.2.10.2 Sentence Particles

Sentence particles occur at the end of sentences and usually cannot be translated. For

Phake, Banchob has recorded a number of these and has categorised them as in Table

(22):

Phake

cn>i

CO] CrcJ)

cH<5

ceo

ka1 sa1

ka1 sa'

k§2

ke4

kin2

kiin2

koi4

ta4

136

na2

no6

ya2

Gloss

a final particle denoting a familiar request

a final particle denoting uncertainty

a final particle denoting certainty

a particle for emphasizing (mostly come along
with SE6)

a final particle for emphasizing

a final particle denoting an indefinite sense (=
it seems)

a final particle for emphasizing

a final particle denoting a familiar request,
used among equals in rank, interchangeable
with ka1

a final particle denoting familiarity in request

a final particle denoting asking for permission
or consent

a final interrogative particle sometimes used
in a persuasive sense

a final particle denoting the present
continuous tense

Ref in Banchob

(1987:1)

(1987:1)

(1987:5)

(1987:6)

(1987:20)

(1987:25)

(198*7 j«)

(1987:163)

(1987:167)

(1987:218)

(1987:221)

(1987:336)
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ya3 a final particle denoting certainty (1987: 338)

a terminal particle, used at tine, close of poetry (1987:436)

66)

Table 22: Phake Sentence particles in Banchob (1987)

Of the particles listed in Table (22), only ta4, the hortative particle (see below 8.6.4),

no6, the questioning particle (see below 8.6.2.1) ar>d si2arc found in the texts collected

for this thesis.

Several other particles do occur in the texts, such as konJ'm (64):

64)

m2 main2 cam3 saui3 sau2 au2 kon1

EXCL you let rest take PRT
'You should take rest.1

(Aiton Story, The twelve questions, No (75), told by Sa Cham Thoumoung)

This particle is also found in Shan, where it was defined as 'verbal sign of the future

often with the idea that an action or condition has still to take place, or that a

condition is more intensive than what one has thought to be.'

In Phake narratives, the particle wo^is frequently found. It is thought to be a

discourse particle which was originally w§5 nwj1 nai4<say like this1. It is exemplified

in in (65):

65)

ha1 nai4

COOco6co£
lop1 Ian6 ye

8
cSi2 miin2 w55 wat4

at that time afterwards PRT elder male 3Sg say
'After that, the elder brother said,'

(Phake Story, The two brothers, No. (11), told by Ee Nyan Khet)

Ee Nyan Khet explained the meaning of wdt4m (66):

PRT

ScrS on
sun.1 khai5 nan2 pan5 wat4 n£4 la2

if tell to other war4 DEF should have
If telling the story to others, the word wat4should be there.
(Phake sentence, spoken by Ee Nyan Khet)

Table (23) lists some of the other particles which have been recorded .A full

examination of these is beyond the scope of this thesis.

Particle

<JO\CO

ceo

ceo

Phake

sa1 ns4

ye4

le4

Aiton

saa1

sa1 ne3

ye3

le3

ai3
possibly a reduced form of wa/?'keep'

Table 23: Sentence particles in Tai

8.2.11 Borrowed words

The Tai languages also have a great number of borrowed words. The principal sources

for borrowing are Burmese (see 8.2.11.1), Pali & Sanskrit (see 8.2.11.2), Assamese

(see 8.2.11.3) and English (see 8.2.11.4). In this thesis only a very cursory

examination of borrowings has been possible.

A ful! discussion of the assignment of tone in borrowed words, discussed briefly

above in 6.2.4.6 (for Phake) and 6.3.4.4 (for Aiton), is also beyond the scope of this

thesis.

8.2.11.1 Burmese loans

The Burmese loan words are often monosyllabic, and cannot be immediately

identified as non-Tai words. Table (24) lists all the words which Banchob (1987)

identified as Burmese loan words beginning with /&'. David Bradley (pers. comm.)

provided the Burmese transliterations. He indicated that there seemed to be a very
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inconsistent representation of the Burmese vowels, and tones. This may suggest mat

the words were borrowed at different stages of the history of contact between Tai and

Burmese.

Tai

ooc6

00<f

o

o8a5

oovS

$

Phake
(Banchob)

sak4

san2

sin2

surj2

su2

som2

siit4

son2

soi2

soi1

Burmese

sooS

GCOS

Burmese
transliteration

hsa?55

than22

thoun42

hsun42

hswe44

thun42

the42

Meaning

to pay tribute to the
king

to be healthy

to attach

to use, spend

reward, present

food offered to
Buddhist monks
to move backward,
forward or sideways

to pour upon

to rub on a slab

narrower, more slender

Table 24: Burmese loan words in Phake

Compounds can also be formed between Burmese borrowings, such as maan'/man1

'glass' and Tai words, such as taa2/ta2'eye\ as in maan' taa2/man' /^'spectacles' .

8.2.11.2 Pali Loans

Table (25) lists some Pali loans which have come through Burmese:

Tai

OJjCOO

Phake (Banchob)

sat1 la' wa2

sa' the2

si' kya2

siin5

Burmese

O3gOOl

006GS
cJ

oSocjo:

oSco

Pali

satva

setthi

sakka

sHa

Meaning

creature

millionaire

Indra

precept, morality

Table 25: Pali loans through Burmese
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It is probable that many Pali words were introduced into Tai when the Tais were

converted to Buddhism, and that this influence has come through Burmese.

8.2.11.3 Assamese Loans

There are fewer Assamese loans than Pali/Sanskrit or Burmese ioans listed in

Banchob (1987). This does not indicate that the number of Assamese loan words is

small. Rather it. may indicate that Banchob's Tai informants did not wish these loan

words to be included in the Dictionary, or that they regarded the use of Assamese

words as cases of code-switching rather than borrowing.

Some of the Assamese loan words listed in Banchob are in Table (26):

Tai Phake
(Banchob)

toi1

si5 nT2

ses sa1

poi1 sa'

Assamese

B E T

*feET

Assamese
Transcription

doi

se ni

si sa

p3i sa

Meaning

curd, sour milk

sugar

bottle

money in genera!

Table 26: Assamese loan words in Tai

Assamese loan words appear to be even more common in Aiton than amongst the

Phakes. The Assamese words for the days of the week, for example, are now

generally in use amongst the Aiton, whereas the Phake use the Burmese names for the

seven days of the week. The original Tai system of numbering the 60 days in a cycle

seems to be completely lost from everyday usage.

8.2.11.4 English Loans

Loan words from En.;.;.-??sii are also gradually entering the language. They can even be

used in poetry, as example {f>7) indicates:
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67)
pen2

be
to2

letter
kom1 piu1 tat1 cak1 kya1 tauk1

computer machine print
'The computer printed the books."

(Tai Phake Song, Poem in the kbe2 kbyag2 style: How Stephen Morey come to
the Tai Phakes... No (92), read by Ai Che Let Hailung)

8.3 Constituents

8.3.1 Preliminary theoretical considerations

A sentence in the Tai languages of Assam consists of several constituents, and those

constituents may themselves be made up of other constituents. The sentence

constituents are:

• Noun phrases, which may include noun modifiers such as:

• Possessor phrases,

• Adjective phrases,

• Classifier phrases,

• Demonstratives

• Relative clauses,

• and Prepositional phrases;

• Core Prepositional phrases;

• Non rore elements such as:

• Locational phrases and

• Temporal phrases;

• Isolative phrases;

• Predications, which may include

• TAM marking - which may be discontinuous from the verb

• Auxiliary verbs

• Completive verbs - which may be discontinuous from the verb

• Negation

• Sentence final particles

aIt is assumed by many scholars that in every language verbs and their objects form

single constituent, called a verb phrase. There are arguments both for and against a

verb phrase being present in the Tai languages of Assam. This is discussed below in

8.4.1.2.

In the following section, noun phrases will be discussed first (8.3.2), then Core

Prepositional Phrases (8.3.3), Non core elements (8.3.4) and Isolative Phrases (8.3.5).

Sentence final particles were discussed above in 8.2.7.2. Predications will be

discussed in a later section in 8.5.

8.3.2 The Noun Phrase:

The noun phrase in the Tai languages is a strongly head initial structure. The head of a

noun phrase, which is either a noun, a pronoun or an interrogative word, is always the

first element in the phrase, as in (68), where the Subject noun phrase is headed by the

pronoun kau2, and the direct object noun phrase, pap4 lik4 /7a/4'this book', is headed

by the noun pap4 lik4"book1.

68)

nai4 harj2

to
pa4 sau6kau2 haii3 pap4 lik4

lSg give book this
'I gave this book to the girl.'
(Phake sentence elicited from the late Aimya Khang Gohain)

nai4

young woman this

The basic structure of the Tai Noun Phrase is given in (69):

69) Noun Modifier

The modifier can be:

• An adjective phrase, consisting either of a single adjective or an adjective and its

modifier,

• A quantifier phrase, consisting of a classifier, preceded by a number or quantifier,

or followed by a demonstrative

• A possessor phrase
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• A relative clause

• A demonstrative

If more than one of these modifiers is present, the most unmarked order appears to be

that given in (70):

70) Noun Adjective Possessor Classifier Relative Clause Demonstrative

In cases of special emphasis, the older of the elcnients Possessor, Adjective Plirase,

Classifier Phrase and Demonstratives can be altered. However any such reordering is

usually marked by prosodic features such as slight pauses.

Examples (71) - (74) below demonstrate some of the possible noun phrases:

71) Head Noun Adjective(s)

72)

Possessor

mau' khau6 on1 so2 po2 hau2

young man white little beautiful 1P1
'Our beautiful little white young man,'

(Phake Lullaby The little rooster, No. (6), sung by Ee Nyan Khet)

Head Noun Classifier Phrase

pi5 naurj4 saurj6 ko4

elder younger two CLF
'Two brothers'

(Phake Story, The two brothers, No. (1), told by Ee Nyan Khet)

73) Head noun Classifier Phrase Demonstrative

pa1 sa1 naa1 sip1 son.1 corjJ naiJj 3 nai3

question ten two CLF this
'The 12 questions.'

(Aiton Story, The twelve questions, No (1), told by Sa Cham Thoumoung)

74) Head Noun Possessor Relative Clause
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T ft
khau3 suu1 khag1 suu1 kaa2 an2 Jam2 hau2 kin2 kaa1

rice you tilings you equal CLF people we eat GO
Your rice and goods, which we have eaten,..."

(Aiton manuscript, The treaty between the Aitons and the Tunings, No. (72)

In example (74), the head noun and possessor are combined into a reduplicated four

syllable expression, or elaborate expression (see below 8.3.6). This type of expression

is preferred by the Tai for aesthetic reasons. The head noun cf the phrase is a

compound khau3 khog1 'goods', literally 'rice and things', and the possessor is suu'.

As will be seen below in 8.3.2.3, sometimes the quantifier is separated from the rest

of the noun phrase by other constituents. This is often called 'Quantifier Float',

although as will be discussed below it may be the case that it is the head of the noun

phrase that has moved and not the quantifier. Verbs can also be separated from their

TAM markers by other constituents. Wilting of Standard Thai, Vichin Panupong

(1970) used the term discontinuous co:?stituents for this phenomenon (see below

8.5.7.5).

The different types of modifiers within a noun phrase are discussed below, namely the

possessor phrase (see 8.3.2.1), the adjective phrase (see 8.3.2.2), the classifier phrase

(see 8.3.2.3), demonstratives (see 8.3.2.4) and the relative clause (see 8.3.2.5).

8.3.2.1 Possessor Phrase

In Tai, the placing of two noun phrases in apposition usually means that the second

noun phrase is the possessor of the first. This does not apply when two noun phrases

follow a ditransitive verb, in which case the first noun phrase will be interpreted as the

theme and the second as the beneficiary (see 8.5.6).

In example (75), the noun phrase daap' cat/'consists of two nouns, the first of which

is the possessed, daap1, 'the sword', and the second the possessor, c#tfJ'RESP', which

here refers to the King.
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75) CCO II

p32 mau1 ke3 nai? dai3 daap1 cau3 saa1

if NEG answer this get sword RESP PRT
'If you cannot answer, you will die by the King's sword.1

(Alton Story, The twelve questions, No (12), told by Sa Cham Thoumoung)

Possessive phrases are full noun phrases and can have all the constituents of a noun

phrase, and can be headed by pronouns as well as nouns.

As with the other modifiers of a head noun, the possessive phrase can be separated

from the head noun as in (76).

O76) o8c5 yj
tep1 huu1 khaat1 kaa1 caa2 huu1 suik1 aa1 ham1 rjii2 raa2 rjii2 rui3 rui3

cut head separate GO to commander Ahom Ngi Ra Ngi Reu Reu
'He cut off the head of Ahom Army commander, Ngi Ra Ngi Reu Reu.1

(Aiton text, History of the Aiton, No. (59.1) told by Nang Wimala Thoumoung)

In example (76) the possessor phrase huu' suik' aa' how1 gii2 raa2 gii2 rui3 rui3 'the

Ahom commander Ngi Ra Ngi Reu Reu1, has been postposed. The head of this

possessor phrase is the compound noun huu' suik' 'commander1, itself literally 'the

head of the army1. The head of the whole noun phrase is Aw/7'head'. It may have been

to avoid having the head of the noun phrase and the head of its modifying possessor

phrase (both of which are the word At/u^'head') being directly adjacent, that the

modifying possessor phrase is separated from its head noun61.

It appears to be the head noun huu1, rather than its possessive modifier that has moved.

Example (76) is from a text for which more than one version exists, and the alternate

version is given in (77).

61 In view of this discussion, and the fact that the commander has been separated from his.head, one is
tempted to ask whether (76) a case of iconicity in syntax.
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77)

tep1 khaat1 kaa1 huu! gii2 raa2 rjii2 rui3 rui3

cut separate GO head Ngi Ra Ngi Reu Reu
'He cut off the head of Ngi Ra Ngi Reu Reu.'

(Aiton text, History of the Aiton, No. (59) told by Nang Wimala Thoumoung)

The noun phrase in (77) is huu' gii2 raa2 gii2 rui3 rw3<ihe head of Ngi Ra Ngi Reu

Reu' and it is found after the second verb khaat' 'separate' in the position where the

possessor phrase was found in (76). Since the noun phrase in (77) is much shorter that

mat in (76) and since it does not contain a potentially problematic repetition of the

word huu'head, the noun phrase can comfortably remain as a single unit.

There is one major exception to the rule that where two nouns are in apposition, the

second is the possessor of the first. This relates to nouns referring to minerals and

other objects such as kham2'go\d'. When this is placed in apposition to a head noun, it

is interpreted as an adjective with the meaning 'golden', as in (78):

78) cxpS
phun1

rjum2 phun1 kham2 au2 tui3

rain silver rain gold take fall down come
'Made silver and golden rain fall.'

(Aiton Story, The twelve questions, No (150), told by Sa Cham Thoumoung)

Example (79) demonstrates a possessor phrase within a possessor phrase.

79) 8
pi2

year
luk4 me2 pan2 on1 miini k3" sip1

child wife time lead 3Sg LINK ten
'The child cf his previous wife was also ten.'

(Phake Story, The widow, No (24), told by Aithown Che Chakap)

The noun phrase in (79) can be schematised as (80)

80) (child ((previous wife) of him))
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8.3.2.2 Adjective Phrases

The simplest Adjective phrase is just a single adjective, as in (81), where tbau^'old' is

an attribute of /zK^'mother', and phaan1 "poor" is an attribute of kun2"person1:

81) cw
me2 thau3 nan3 kun2 phaan1 ...
mother old that person poor ...
"That old woman was a poor person...

(Aiton Story, Story of the old woman, No. (2), told by Nabin Shyam).

Sometimes adjectives are themselves modified by either a general or a specific

modifier. These were discussed above in 8.2.4.1.

As shown in example (71) above, there can be more than one adjective phrase

modifying the head noun of a noun phrase.

Most attributive adjectives are capable of being the heads of intransitive predicates, as

discussed in 8.2.4 above. There are a small set of adjectives, many of them related to

states of health, which can follow the copula verb pin2/pen2> as in Aiton pin2 bat1'to

have a cold1, and pin2 khais\o have a fever".

8.3.2.2.1 Comparison and similarity

Comparison is expressed by an adjective phrase which is headed by a comparison

word, such as khen2xn Phake, which precedes its adjective, or me1 in Aiton which

often follows its adjective. Example (82) demonstrates the use of khen2.

82) O|0$

nai4

this
pa1 sau6 nai4 hag2 hik4 on1

girl this to child
'The girl is taller than the boy.1

(Phake sentence elicited from Aimya Khang Gohain)

khen2 sug*
COMP tall

In (82), the adjective sun6is analysed as the head of an intransitive predicate and the

entire predicate is han2 luk4 on' nai4 khen2 sun6'ta\\er than the boy1.

This type of adjective phrase is also found with increase, as in (83):
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83) CO<f 8

PT2lop1

come after back year one 2Sg will
'After one year, you will grow taller.'
(Phake sentence elicited from Aimya Khang Gohain)

niig5 maii2 ta1 khen2 sug6

tail
te2 ma2

increase come

In Aiton, the comparative word me1 follows the adjective, as in nam1 nt£1'm\ich-

COMP1, as in example (84):

84) o3 £ reqoop^ snti c§£ mti o3 cu| o3
taai2 naui2 phaa1 taa1 kap1 an2 Img2 an2 taai2 po! taai:

die in world CLF one CLF die born die
P
born

nam3 taa2 man2 nai3

tears 3Sg this
sag
if

horn2 wai-
together keep to

hag2

Ti

nam3

water

53 CO

saa1 muk1 traa1 ko3 ta1 me1 ta1 nam1 me1 lau2

ocean LINK will more will much COMP say
'In this world, if all the tears of one person through all the cycles of birth and
death were gathered together, they would be more than the all the waters of
the oceans, it is said.1

(Aiton Story, The twelve questions, No (178), told by Sa Cham Thoumoung)

The comparative word is not necessary for the comparison to be grammatical, as in

(85):

85)

wan2 nai3 khyaam2 saa1 caa2 mm2 gaa2

today good to yesterday
'Today I am better than yesterday.'
(Aiton sentence, spoken by Nabin Shyam Phalung)
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Another adjective phrase construction with syntax analogous to mat of the

comparatives is the expression of similarity, as in (86):

86)

kun2 paai2 can2 naa3 herj3 nag1 la3 lin2 hat1 hat1 kai2 kai2

person south face dry like monkey very angry
'The faces of the people of the south were dry like angry monkeys.'

(Aiton text, Why Buddha was born in this world, No. (8), told by Sa Cham
Thoumoung.)

The frame for (86) is given in (87):

87) Head noun Adjective Phrase modifying adjective
naa3 herj3 narj1 la3 lin2 hat1 hat1 kai2 kai2

face dry like very angry monkeys

8.3.2.3 Quantifier Phrases:

The prototypical quantifier phrase consists of a numeral followed by a classifier that

is specifically associated with the head noun, as in (88):

88) COCfi sti OO

luk3 caai2 saam1 ko3

child male th:*ee CLF
'(his) three sons,'
(Phake sentence)

The numeral Iunj2/nun5 'one' has a special syntax and can only follow the classifier,

as in (89):

89)

puu1 lurj1 cau3 baan3 ko3 luirj2p
grandfather big respected village CLF one
"A respected village leader,"
(Aiton manuscript, The treaty between the Aitons and the Tunings, No. (33)

Quantifier phrases can stand in the place of noun phrases in the syntax of Tai

languages as is shown in (90):
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90) 08
mm2 3aam2 nan3 sii1

h

cacti or[
nan3 mam2 mat1 kaa1

takeout GO
an2

then four CLF these 2Sg
'Then, four of these have been explained,

(Aiton Story, The twelve questions, No (145), told by Sa Cham Thoumoung)

In example (90), the quantifier phrase sii1 an1'is the object of the verb that1'take out'.

The sentence literally means 'At that time, you have taken out these four (arrows)',

where the understood lew3 'arrow' is a metaphor for the questions that are being

answered. This dropping of the head noun is only possible because it is understood

from the context.62

Example (90) is also interesting because it contains a quantifier phrase with what

appears to be the maximum number of modifiers. The full phrase is sii' an2 nan3

'these four' and is of the form shown in (91), with both modifiers in place.

91) Classifier Phrase (Numeral) Classifier (Demonstrative)

Literary manuscripts sometimes use multiple classifiers, as in (92):

92)

lai4 ciirj1 au2

so take
khaurj6 tii2

thing use

Ocot
tiirj1

all

srro YJO
caurj5 lai6 an2 nop4 haii3

CLF many CLF offer give
'Bring all the many utensils which were given1

(lai Khamyang Manuscript, The book of calling back the Khon, No. (107),
read by Sa Myat Chowlik)

62 It is not known whether maw2 thot1 kaa1 sii' an2, literally '2Sg-take out-GO-four-CLP would be
grammatical. This is a question which only occurred to me long after the last field trip for this project.
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In example (92), the quantifier phrase is caun5 l&i6 an2, which is translated as the

many'. The head of this phrase appears to be the classifier cam}5, but the general

classifier an2is also present Interestingly the head noun of the whole NP, khaun6 tti2

'utensils' is premodified by 2%''all'.

from theAs mentioned above in 8.3.2, the quantifier phrase is sometimes .̂rp

head noun, as in (93):

93)

me2 mtin2 wa5 luk4
on
nai4 saurj6

two
to2

CLF
kau2 tal au2

wife 3sg say child that lSg will take
'The wife said: "I'll take two of the children".'

(Phake Story, Story of dogs dividing up their children, No. (7), told .by Sam
Thun Wingkyen)

The separated quantifier is sometimes called 'quantifier float1, but this may not be a

case of floating quantifier at all. In (93) the noun phrase with the quantifier is luk4

nai4 sautj6 fo''these two children (puppies)1 is discontinuous. The head of the object

noun phrase {luk4 'child;) and its determiner (nai4that) occur before the subject of the

sentence. Assuming the unmarked word order is SVO, we could analyse this as a case

of the single movement (topicalisation) of the head of the object noun phrase to clause

initial position, the quantifier remaining in the unmarked postverbal position.

If we were to argue that the quantifier in examples like (93) was 'floated' or postposed,

this would assume that the unmarked constituent order is SOV.

8.3.2.4 The syntax of demonstratives

Demonstratives are one of the constituents of a noun phrase identified above in 8.3.1.

The demonstrative may post modify a noun phrase, or, as in (94), a classifier:
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94) STtoS

i3nai
this

ton3 hin1 an2

lump stone CLF
'The lump of stone'

(Aiton sentence spoken by Sui Khong Thoumoung)

Audio Link for this sentence example (Wave files\aiton\extracts\2-l -1-3
\suikhong.mp3)

In (94) both the noun (kon3 hin''stone') and the classifier (an2) are postmodified by a

demonstrative. This is quite rare in the texts. More often, the noun may be dropped

because it is understood from context, as in (95):

95)

i2an2 nai3 pai2 kaa1 sii1 an2 sut1 kaa1

CLF this go GO four CLF finish GO
'These four questions are finished.1

(Aiton Story, The twelve questions, No (142), told by Sa Cham Thoumoung)

Example (95) is literally "These are gone, these four (questions) are finished.1 The

head noun, pa' sa1 naa1 'questions' is understood.

8.3.2.5 Relative Clauses

Another of the constituents that can modify a noun phrase is a sentence. Sentences of

this type will here be described as relative clauses. There does not appear to be any

difference in the syntax between restrictive and non-restrictive relative clauses (see

Comrie 1989:138), although this is an area that requires further research. Most of the

examples presented here are non-restrictive relative clauses.

Relative clauses are often introduced by the general classifier an2, here acting as a

relative pronoun. In (96), the head noun is luk' //5'the realm under ground1, and the

relative clause is at least an2 yu' ySk4, if not the whole of the rest of the sentence
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96) 8
woi1 hau3 pak1 sau2 pet1 luk1

l
an2 yti1

bless give 128 realm under ground place CLF stay

86^ co3 il

yak4 khau6 khlm1 war4 nat1 mai3 peu2 au2 ga2 lai2

difficult they suffer keep hot burn flame take hell
'Blessings to the 128 realms under the earth, where those who live in there in
difficulty suffering the heat and burning flames of hell.'

(Phake Prayer, Prayer of Blessings, No. (25), told by Sam Thun Wingkyen)

It is not necessary for relative clauses to be headed by a relative pronoun, as shown in

(97). Here the head noun pA/^'spirit' and the adjective hog6 Aa^'famous' have been

combined into a semi-reduplicated four syllable phrase phi6 hog6 phi6 hag2. The

remainder of the sentence can be read as a relative clause modifying this head noun

and adjective.

97)
woi1 cem2 phi6 hog6 phi6 hag2 paii4 tug1

bless give ghost famousghost EUPH take care all
cai1

eye tooth

co <n coo5
sain6 phum6 kham2 that3 phra2 ken1 cau3

diamond hair gold element, relic Buddha lord
'Blessings to the great and fine ghosts who -ike care of the diamond tooth and
golden hair (of the Buddha), the relics of the lord Buddha.1

(Phake Prayer, Prayer of Blessings, No. (13), told by Sam Thun Wingkyen)

Spoken language rarely provides us with relative clause structures of the complexity

of (96) oi (97). In speech, sentences such as (98) are common:

98)

an5 khum3
maa' nar khau6

3P1
luk4 on1

child CLF increase COME this
'These children who are growing up.'

(Khamyang Story, Advice to children, No. (31), told by Sa Myat Chowlik.)

The structure in example (98) is laid out in (99):
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99) Head noun Relative clause Demonstrative
luk4 MI1 an5 kham3 maa2 nai4 khau6

child who are growing these

It might be argued that the pluraiiser khau6is a floated quantifier in (99). The analysis

followed here is mat it is modifying the demonstrative as nai4 khau6'ihese\ This

combination is found vsry frequently, as does nan4 khau6lihose'.

If the noun phrase is the object of a sentence, and is also the object of the embedded

sentence which is the relative clause, it is still possible to relativise it. In (100), the

relative clause is tf5 khun6 ho6 kham2 khau6 ks' khais\to) which the king and others

had told' and it is postposed and separated from its head noun mai4 'tree1:

ioo)
ks1

go
han6 mai4 log6 nan4 ne4 kog2 haii3 wai4 ye4

see tree big that PRT hollow give keep PRT

tf khun6 ho6 kham2 khau6 ka1 khai5

place king 3 PI go tell
'They went ts> see the big tree with the hollow in it, to which the king (and
minister) had told the story.1

(Phake Story, Story ofthe foolish king, No. (75), told by Ee Nyan Khet)

In example (100), the relative clause is headed by the noun tf5, a word which is most

frequently found as a preposition meaning 'to' or 'at'. It is used here because the item

being relativised {mai4 /o/76'the big tree') is regarded as a place. Example (100) is

presented as Ee Nyan Khet spoke it. Interestingly, when transcribing and translating

this text with her, in place of the particle ye4to. the end of the first line, she wrote naii1

rniin2^in-3Sg), where mun2refers back to the item being relativised.

Another interesting feature of (100) is the presence of the inclusory construction

khun6 ho6 kham2 khau6, literally 'king-3Pl', which means the king and others.
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8.3.3 Core Prepositional Phrases

One very interesting aspect of fee Tai languages is the use of prepositional phrases for

core arguments of the verb, either for the patient in transitive sentences, which will be

investigated in 8.3.3.1, or for the beneficiary in three participant events 8.3.3.2 or for

the experiencer in certain circumstances 8.3.3.3

8.3.3.1 Object as prepositional phrase

Examples (101) elicited from a Phake speaker, shows fee object, fee semantic patient,

marked in a prepositional phrase, something which is not found in most other

languages of fee Tai family:

ma6 ns4 kap4 ka1 han2 miu1

dog this bite GO to cat
'The dog bit the cat.'
(Phake sentence elicited from Aithown Che Chakap)

ne4

DEF

This marking of fee object by Aa^also occur in texts:

102)

maii2
CO

r4surj" mail* an1 ma1 pe* kau2 ta1 kin2 ca5

if 2Sg count NEG can lSg will eat to
'"If you cannot count them, I will eat you."1

(Phake Story, Story of Deception, No. (16), told by Ee Nyan Khet)

maii2

2Sg

In both Tai Phake and Tai Aiton, hag2 is one of two prepositions used in this way. The

other, caa2/ca5 is also found marking fee object, as in (103):

103) co6
lap1

TAKE afraid
au2 caa2

to

OD6

pa1 haa1 rii1 lap1

me2 po1 haa1 rii1

woman businessman

08 II

paiz

go

CO

me2

woman businessman afraid PRT
'They frightened the woman businessman. She was afraid'

(Aiton Story, Story of the monkey and the fox, No. (4), told by Bidya
Thoumoung).

sii1
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In this example, the verb au2acts as a causative, raising fee number of participants

from one to two for /^"afraid1. Diller (1992:24) pointed out that this construction

was often "case marked" by fee preposition bag2. It may be feat in this type of

construction the prepositional phrase is always necessary. Further research would be

needed to establish this claim.

Verbs which allow fee patient to be expressed in a prepositional phrase are not

confined to verbs such as "bite1 or 'frighten1, but also include verbs such as 'leave1, i

example (104)
in

104) co
mm2 cip1 mau1 pe3 haa3

o§

sii1
knot1 pai2 caa2 la3 lin2

hand hurt NEG can tolerate PRT leave go to monkey
'His hand hurt and he could not tolerate it so he left fee monkey.'

(Aiton Story, Story of the monkey and the fox, No. (14), told by Bidya
Thoumoung).

The marking of fee object in a such a prepositional phrase is not obligatory. In History

of the Aiton, the verb sew*'catch' is found five times, but the object of fee verb is only

marked in a prepositional phrase once, in (105):

105)

maa2 seu3 caa2 aai3 ton2

come catch to Aiton
'Came and caught fee Aitons.1

khau1

3P1

(Aiton text, History of the Aiton, No. (78) told by Namj Wimala Thoumoung)

There is one set of verbs for which the object is always marked in a prepositional

phrase, namely verbs of speaking and asking, as in (106):

106) oo^ cx5 p£
ta1 th5m6 harj2 n3rj2 pin1

WILL ask to lady Pingya
'(He) wanted to ask Miss Pingya ...

(Phake Story, Chaw Mahosatha meets Nang Pingya, No. (9), told by Ee Nyan
IChet)
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Furthermore, there are verbs, such as han6tto see' few which neither participant is

generally marked in a prepositional phrase, as in (107) below:

107) c t o ii

cau
3 ma1 ho1 han6 n5i)2 pig1 S31 ye4

RESP Mahosatha see lady PingYa PRT
'Chaw Mahosatha saw Misf Pingya.'

(Phake Story, Chaw Mahosatha meets Nang Pingya, No. (8), told by Ee Nyan
Khet)

It appears that the marking of core arguments of the sentence in prepositional phrases

headed by hay2or caa2/casis determined by two factors, namely the animacy of the

phrase, and the agency. The agent of a sentence is prototypically animate; it is never

marked in such a prepositional phrase. Moreover, the marking is only used for the

patient when, as in the preceding examples, the patient is also animate. In example

(108), the inanimate patient {cauk1 "basket'), is not in a prepositional phrase.

108)

narj2 pirj1 na1 ye4 pi2 cauk1 khau3 se6

lady Pingya PRT carry/bring basket rice PRT
'Miss Pingya was carrying a basket of rice.1

(Phake Story, Chaw Mahosatha meets Nang Pingya, No. (4), told by Ee Nyan
Khet)

The fact that animacy is a key factor is confirmed by example (109):

109) c86 yj
tep1 huu1 khaat1 kaa1 caa2 huu1 suik1 aa1 horn1 mi2 raa2 mi2 rui3 rui3

cut head separate GO to commander Ahom Ngi Ra Ngi Reu Reu
'He cut off the head of Ahom Army commander, Ngi Ra Ngi Reu Reu.1

(Aiton text, History of the Aiton, No. (59.1) told by Nang Wimala Thoumoung)

In (109), although it is the head of Ngi Raa Ngi Reu Reu that is cut off, it is the person,

rather than his body part, which is marked in the prepositional phrase. In this sentence

(also discussed above in (76)), the possessor of the noun Am/7'head' is the phrase huu'

suik1 aa' horn' rjii2 raa2 ijii2 nu3 nu3 'the Ahom commander Ngi Ra Ngi Reu Reu'.
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There are, however, sentences in which there are two non-animate noun phrases,

of which is marked in a prepositional phrase. These are definitional sentences (see

8.5.3), of which (110) is an example.

one

no) pi
harj2 psk1

kyep4

chaff
khau3 ne4 wS5

to skin rice PRT say
'The skin of rice is called 'Chaff'.
(Phake sentence, uttered by Ee Nyan Khet)

ma
A final example of one participant in a two participant event being marked

prepositional phrase is (111), in which Sui Khong is explaining the meaning of a line

in the manuscript relating to the new year festival of Sangkyen63.

in)

harj2 saarj2 kysn1 e1 mum2 paui3 mum2 nuu2 mum2 lem2

to Sangkyen PRT 3Sg watch 3Sg look 3Sg look at
'She (will) watch over and take care over Sangkyen.1

(Aiton manuscript, Calendar for the year 2001/2002, No. (24.2), told by Sui
Khong Thoumoung.)

This example is interesting in that the other participant in this event, here expressed

by the pronoun mum2t2>$>g is animate, whereas the participant marked in the

prepositional phrase is inanimate. In the manuscript of which example (111) is an

explanation, the prepositional phrase is not found, as in (112):

112)

kirj' naa1 te1 wii1 naan2

Kinnya Devi lady

an an2 som3 an2kin3 an2 luirj1

CLF green CLF yellow CLF orange CLF purple
muu2

phii1 cam3 nuij2 khuirj2 an2 khaau1

spirit PRT wear thing CLF white

bJ Held on 14th April each year.
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haa3 phan2 sii1 paoi3 saan2 kyen1 yau3

five type PRT watch Sangkyen FINISHED
'As for Kingya Devi, who wears the five colours - white, green, yellow, orange
and purple, she will watch over Sangkyen.'
(Aiton manuscript, Calendar for the year 2001/2002, No. (24), told by Sui
Khong Thoumoung.)

The fact that the prepositional phrase is found only in the spoken explanation of the

manuscript and not in the written form, may suggest that this widespread usage of

prepositions is more frequent in spoken language man in written language. If so,

given that manuscripts are generally written in very archaic style, it would suggest

that this use of prepositional phrases is an innovation.

Perhaps this prepositional marking has developed because of the relatively free

constituent order, and is used to distinguish one participant (usually that which is

more like the patient) from the other. Where one of the participants is inanimate, it

will not be the agent, and consequently no such marking is necessary - except in those

special cases where both participants are inanimate - such as (110) above.

The form of this prepositional marking is possibly borrowed from the typical three

participant construction (see below 8.3.3.2), where the animate beneficiary, that is to

say the animate non-agent, is usually marked in this type of prepositional phrase. The

early recorders of the Tai languages, using Latinate terms for describing a case system,

indicated that the dative case" was marked by hag2, and perhaps this indicates that the

prototypical usage of this preposition is to mark the beneficiary. If so, then the

sentences examined above may be an extension of the syntax used for three

participant events to two participant events.

8.3.3.2 Prepositions in three participant events

The adjunct strategy for three partipant events (see 8.5.6), is the most common and

therefore probably unmarked strategy for such sentences. Example (113) is an elicited

64 The word hag2is never used for the allative.
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sentence showing the marking of the beneficiary in the prepositional phrase headed by

hag2.

113) ' v3 H
i4 harj2 pa4 sau6 nai4

to young woman this
kau2 haii3 pap4 lik4 nai
lSg give book this
'I gave this book to the girl.'
(Phake sentence elicited from the late Aimya Khang Gohain)

The typical three participants of such events and there animacy status and status of

marking in prepositional clauses is indicated below in Table (27):

Participant

Agent

Theme

Beneficiary

Animacy status

animate

inanimate

animate

Status of marking in prepositional phrase

unmarked

unmarked

marked

Table 27: Relationship between animacy, agency and the marking of core arguments
in prepositional phrases.

In actual discourse all three participants are rarely expressed, although they are in

(114).

114)

&£

nan*
time that

pu' ne* na*
old man PRT meat

mmr
his

CO

ne4

PRT

COO

main1 haii3 k?.1 harj2 khau6 pT5 naurj4 se6

dist. GIVE GO to 3Sg elder younger PRT
'Then the old man gave his meat to those two brothers.1

(Phake Story, The two brothers, No. (14), told by Ee Nyan Khet)

Usually, at least one of the human or animate participants is dropped because it is

understood. Example (115) is a set of three sentences where the agent/subject is 'the

old man', the beneficiary/indirect object is 'us', or 'me' and the theme/direct object is

'food'.
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115.1) sfyfr C£
si2 ptf na4 mau2 nai4

VOC grandfether meat 2Sg this
"Oh! granddad, give me your meat!'

115.2) 86
main1 m2 2 ca 5 hau2 w 3 5

distribute come to us say like
"'Distribute it to us!" , he spoke like tins'

haii3 mS2 cS5 kau2

give come for/to ISg

nun1 nai4

mis

115.3)

pH1 nai4 ma 5 haii3

grandfather that NEG give
'(But), the old man didn't give (them) (the food).'

(Phake Story, The two brothers, Nos . (7) & (8), told by Ee Nyan Khet)

In this example, none of the three sentences fully spells out all the arguments as NPs

of the main verb, because in (115.1), the agent is a vocative. The syntax of these three

sentences is:

116) 115.1 Voc (Agent) O (Theme) V
115.2 V ca5 I (Beneficiary)
115.3 S (Agent) V

c55 I (Beneficiary)

In Tai, an expression can be regarded as having three participants even if not all of

them are expressed. Example (115.2) is quite grammatical by itself and it forms part

of a three place expression. The other two places are understood, having been

introduced in (115.1).

Sometimes, there are three animate participants in a situation. Example (117) comes

from a story of a forest spirit and a mother. The spirit had stolen the mother's spade,

with which she dug for root vegetables. To get this back, she offers the spirit her

daughter, saying:

117)

kau2 ta1 haul3 luk3 saau1 lau2

1 Sg WILL give child female say
'"I will give you my daughter", she said.'
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(Alton Story, The story of the forest spirit and the first daughter, No (20), told
by Sa Cham Thoumoung)

Here there are three animate participants, the mother (agent), the daughter (theme)

and the forest spirit (recipient), the last of which is unexpressed. When discussing this

example with Bidya Thoumoung, I asked him whether (118) could have been said

here and he replied that it could.

118) c£ ocr̂  £ pi §
kau2 ta1 bam3 harj2 luk3 saau1

ISg WILL GIVE to child female
'I will give you my daughter.1

It therefore appears that harj 'can be used to mark an animate participant, even when it

is not a recipient/beneficiary. Example (118) could mean 'I gave it to my daughter', in

other contexts, where the theme was unexpressed, but here the context would make it

clear that the 'daughter' is the theme and it is the beneficiary that is unexpressed.

We can then perhaps categorise this use of harj2z& being available to mark a non-

agent animate participant, regardless of the semantic role of that participant.

When both the theme and recipient/beneficiary are animate and both are expressed, it

is possible for both to be marked in adpositional phrases, as in (119), where the King

of Varanasi is deciding a custody dispute between the parents of young kum4chick.

119)

ha1

time

CO CU5

ne4 ye4

DEF PRT
hag2 luk4 nok4 kum4 ne4 haii3 wen5

to child bird kum4 DEF GIVE discard

pi
harj2 D3 miin2 «ie4

to father 3Sg DEF
'"The kum4chick will be given to the father".1

(Phake Story, Story of the kum4 bird, No. (64), told by Ee Nyan Khet)
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When discussing the translation of this story with Ee Nyan Khet, she told me that all

three participants could have been expressed as in (120):

120) <rp6cp£O co p€ corf
khun6 ho6 kham2 ne4 hag2 luk4 nan4 hau3 hag2 tf miin2

king DEF to child mat give to father 3Sg
'The king gave the chick to the father.'

The syntactic frame of (120) is given in (121):

121) Subject Direct Object/Theme Verb Indirect Object/Beneficiary
khun6 ho6 kham2 ne4 hag2 luk4 nan4 haii3 hag2 D3 miin2

the king (to) that chick give to its father

There appear to be several ways in which the theme and recipient are disambiguated

in (120). The first is that it could never be the case that a chick could be given its

father. The second is contextual, it is clear from what has gone before that it the chick

is the theme. The third is syntactic; it does appear that in verbs such as 'give', the

beneficiary is a more salient argument of the verb and so it is the one most likely to

appear in the canonical post-verbal position. The constituent order of Tai sentences is

discussed in more detail in 8.4 below.

It is not only with verbs of giving that this structure is found. The word caa2is used in

(122), where the verb means 'to beg' and the second animate participant is not a

beneficiary but a source:

122)

mm2 3aam2 an2 nan3 pai2

then go
3on2 kaa1 mit3 daap1 man2

beg GO knife sword 3Sg

8.3.3.3 Experiencer as Adjunct:

There is another class of animate participants which are sometimes marked with hag2

or caa2/cS5. Example (123) was reported by Kingcom (1992).

123) p£
dig1 nai3 hag2

now to you
'How do you feel now?1

(Kingcom 1992:56)65

nag1 hii6

how

SYT6&6
an2 pen2

feel

CO
n e 3

P R T

A better translation might be 'How does it feel for you now?' In February 2002 a

number of sentences of this type were elicited from Yehom Buragohain, including

example (124), although she added that this type of sentence is rarely found in

everyday speech.

124) p£
hag2 kau2 kat1 log6

to lSg cold big
'I feel very cold.'
(Phake sentence, edited from Yehom Buragohain)

It was argued above that marking of animate participants in prepositional phrases was

necessary to mark the non-agent animate participant and this analysis is not disturbed

by this example, even though there is no agent in this sentence.

A further example of a non-agent animate participant being marked in prepositional

phrases is presented as (125). This is a sentence from the Khamyang speaker, Sa Myat

Chowlik, whose speech often mixes Phake and Khamyang forms. This sentence has

been phonemicised using Khamyang phonology:

caa2 cau3 pb :
to king
'And then f. : v •

(Aiton tex' f<:>;s

• * ! : ? < *
4 for her knife from the king of Ko Lang.'

.VM , No. (62.1) told by Nang Wimala Thoumoung)

125)

aa1 muu2

work
an5 ma1 nii5

CO

ne4 ma1

CLF NEG good this not
ham3 het1

GIVE do

65 The script and interlinear gloss have been added by me, and the phonemic transcription altered to
accord with other Phake transcriptions. The original example and English translation are Kingcom's.
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cv^ofcnovS
hag2 luk4 on1 an5 khnm3 maa2 nai4 khau6

to children CLF increase COME these 3P1
'The growing generation of children should not be allowed to do these wrong
deeds.'

(Khamyang Story, Advice to children, No. (31), told by Sa Myat Chowlik.)

In (125), there is an unstated agent, perhaps 'parents' or 'the community' which may

explain the use of the prepositional phrase.

In the light of these examples, it will be worthwhile to review Pongsri Lekawatana's

(J 970) case grammar explanation. In a study of Standard Thai using Fillmore's Case

Grammar as its theoretic base, she (1970:114) defines what she calls the dative case in

standard Thai as the argument which ans\: ;.s these three questions:

126) a) Who experiences something?
b) To whom does something happen?
c) Who is affected by something?
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The agent is never marked in a prepositional phrase in the Tai languages. In sentences

like (123) above, the animate participant is not considered an agent and is analysed by

Lekawatana as Dative, and so can carry the prepositional phrase marking.

However, although Lekawatana's explanation in (127) very neatly corresponds with

the three situations in which the marking with prepositional phrases has been

observed, / docs not explain why such marking appears to be used more often with

some verbs lhan with others.

If we consider again example (107), we can see a sentence in which there are two

animate participants, neither of which is marked in a prepositional phrase. The first

participant, cau3 ma' A?7'Chaw Mahosatha', is the experience^ and as we have seen

in (123), experiences can be marked in a prepositional phrase; however this would

certainly lead to some confusion in that the second participant, which is arguably the

least agent-like, might also be able to marked in a prepositional phrase.

These three were exemplified by Lekawatana (1970:114), restated as (127):

127) a)

b)

c)

suda (D) ch5op na"rjs«
Suda like book
Suda likes this book.

dasaerj (A) hay nags« (O)
Dang give book
Dang gave a book to Suda

dasasrj (A) khaa
Dang kill
Dang killed Suda

suda(D)
Suda

lem
cl

n'ii (O)
this

kaeae suda (D)
to Suda

In the Tai varities of Northeast India, we have seen the marking in prepositional

phrases of the participants which Lekawatana identifies as Dative, (D) in example

(127), although this marking is not obligatory.

We are lead to the conclusion that where there are two animate participants, neither of

which is an agent, the marking with a prepositional phrase does not occur.

8.3.4 Non core elements

The two non-core elements discussed below are both in the form of prepositional

phrases, headed by any of the large range of prepositions, which were discussed in

8.2.5 above.

8.3.4.1 Temporal Phrases

Temporal phrases appear to be permitted both before and after the core sentence,

although in story telling they are used as links between different sections and so

usually occur as the first element in the sentence, as in (128):
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128) ^6

ma
time

nan4 pu1 ne4

that old man DEF
ns4

meat
miin2 ne4

his PRT

8 \g<f COO II
mairj1 hafi3 kal hag2 khau6 pi5 naurj4 se6

dist. give GO to 3Sg elder younger PRT
'Then the old man gave his meat to those two brothers.1

(Phake Story, The two brothers, No. (14), told by Ee Nyan Khef)

When another portion of the sentence is being emphasised, as in (129), the temporal

phrase may appear at the end:

129)

maii2 ta1 ks1 k§n2 naii6 kSn2 kham5

2Sg will go middle morning middle evening
'Will you go in the morning or in the evening?'
(Phake sentence, elicited from the late Aimya Khang Gohain)

131)

lai3 pm2 nai3 kaa1 cm2

therefore all

kup1 tan1 kun2 son)3 kun2

with
rnunj"

person country person city

can3 phaa3 can3 phDi3

king resp EUPH

tii2

at
doi2

hill
tau1

Tau
san3

San
nai3

this
ta1

will
paai3 wai3nai3 pai2 khup p

GET GO kneel pray pray

08

caa2 phii1 lurj1 phii1 tan3 kam1 phaa3

to ghost big ghost setup world
'The king, together with all the people of the country, went to Mount Tau San
in order to pray to the great spirit who had made the world.1

(Aiton text, History of the Aiton, No. (3) told by Nang Wimala Thoumoung)

8.3.4.2 Locational Phrases

As with temporal phrases, locational phrases are found as adjuncts either in front of,

or after, the core sentence, as in (130):

130) CO 08 CV)

ne4 t!5 khun4 t5rj2 nai4 kyaurj2 mO2 an2 niirj5 yarj2

PRT at road PRT pagoda CLF one is
'Along the road there is a pagoda.1

(Phake Story, Chaw Mahosatha meets Nang Pingya, No. (53), told by Ee
Nyan Khet)

Sometimes the locational phrase ends up in the middle of the sentence, because

another constituent has been topicalised. as in (131), in which the subject noun phrase,

'the king together with all the people of the country', has been topicalised and appears

before the non-core locational phrase tii2 doi2 tau1 san3 nai3' at Mount Tau San1.

Often, the locational phrase is a full argument of the verb, as in (132), where it is the

argument of uu1 'live at':

132) §6 u^6ca^ .rrtagtf /yj 08
mui2 cau3 phaa3 aai3 ton1 uu1 tii2 ce2

when King Aiton live at at city
ran noi2 / doi2 sun1

range mountain high

nam1 naa1

08 fi ?5
uu1 tii2 him2 nam3 kaa1 so1

live at near river Kaso PRT
'Then, the King of the Aitons lived at the City of Long Doi Sung (high
mountain range), near the bank of the Kaso river.1

(Aiton manuscript, The treaty between the Aitons and the Turungs, No. (22)

Locational phrases are not always headed by prepositions, as with man3 pS1 wai6in

(133). The verb ka~J'go" does not require a prepositional phrase as its object, although

in this case the locational phrase is not a non-core element.
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133)
ma5 naii6 mau2 ta1 ka1 man3 pa1 wai6

when 2Sg will go village Pawai
When will you go to Pawoimufch?'
(sentence elicited from Aithown Che Chakap)

8.3.5 Isolative Phrases:

As discussed above in 8.2.9, the various exclamations, reponsives and vocatives are

categorised as isolatives. Sometimes they are only a single v ord, as in (134):

134) co
3*

YES
nan1 hurj2 pirj1 25'
knowledge DEF to knowledge

Yes, na~n2me&m knowledge.1

(Tai Phake Song, Poem in the khe2 khyan2style: How Stephen Morey came to
the TaiPhakes,. No (10.3), read by Ai Che Let Hailung)

1
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Example (135) is the closest to swearing mat I have been able to record in the Tai

languages. I have not been able to record such a phrase in combination with a

predication.

In (136), there are arguably two isolative phrases, the first being an exclamation (S2)

and the second a vocative phrase pU1 cau3 ai2.

136)

a2 pD1 cau3

EXCL grandfather RESP VOC
ai2 na4 maii2 ne4

meat your this
khen2

please

main1 haii3 mi2 ca5 hau2 hau2 ks4

dist give COME to us Us LINK

'Oh, respected grandfather, please, give your meat to us.'

(Phake Story, The two brothers, No. (12), told by Ee Nyan Khet)

This is a definitional sentence where the verb is not stated; the thing being defined is

the first noun phrase (nan' ne4) and its definition is in an adpositional phrase {pin'

na1). The other element of the sentence, the reponse a^'yes' is not part of the core

syntax, hence the use of the term isolative. Initial isolatives are always in absolute

initial position (unless preceded by a hesitation).

Sometimes an isolative is a phrase, as in (135), which was spoken by an Aiton

informant when she picked up my small back-pack and found it to be much heavier

than she expected. The whole utterance could have been regarded as an exclamation

phrase, had it been followed by something like 'This is really heavy'.

135)

cauJ phra2

RESP Buddha
'Oh! God!'
(Aiton Sentence)

pnr
be

rauJ

RESP

This syntax of (136) is:

137) EXCL
a2

Oh!

VOC
pD1 cau4 ai2

respected grandfather

Object NP (topicalised)
ns4 maii2 ne4

your meat

Verb complex Indirect Object NP Indirect Object NP (postposed)
khen2 main1 haii3 ma2 c35 hau2 hau2 ka4

please give to us us

It is not necessary for the Isolative Phrase to be headed by an isolative, such as a

vocative. The name of the person being called, or their kinship relationship, is

sufficient, as in (138):

138)

pa kau2 wan2 oaii3 pai2 son1 lik3
mau1 pai2

NEG gofather me today go study
'Father, I am not going to school today.'

(Aiton Story, The boy who wouldn't go to school, No. (2), told by Bidya
Thoumoung).
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Sometimes, the Isolative Phrase is the first element in a sentence which is itself

embedded, as the Isolative Phrase mc^'mother' in (139). There is a pause after the

vocative, and mis makes it clear that he is not asking, 'Who are my parents?. If there

were no pause, the two nouns me2and po2would be assumed to form a single noun

phrase

139) o£
a1 nan3

there

CO

me2

3au3

FINISHED

po2 hau2

luk3

child

phaui1

caai2

male

n£3

3am1

big

II

maa2

come
lau2

tell

mother father 1P1 who PRT
'Then Hie eldest son came and asked, "Mother, who is our father?1

(Aiton text, History of the Tai, No. (88) told by Sa Cham Thoumoung)

As discussed above in 8.2.9.4, for Standard Thai, Noss included a category of

isolatives that he named imitatives, but which are better known as expressives.

Banchob (1977) collected many of these for Aiton, such as (140) below. In this

example, Banchob's version of the Aiton text is given in her original Thai. The Aiton

script and phonemic versions are added by me.

140)

at2 so2

la3 lirj2

monkey

vm
han1

see

l a
SUI1

tiger
hai3

cry

nnn6]
Kraak1 kraak1

ONOM
'The monkey saw the tiger calling kraak1 kraak1.'

The imitative kraak1 kraak1 is arguably a core element of the sentence in (140). A

fuller examination of these in the Tai languages is beyond the scope of this thesis.
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8.3.6 Elaborate expressions

In example (74) above, we saw a four syllable expression, or elaborate expression.

For standard Thai, Haas (1964:xvii) pointed out that most of these expressions have

four parts and are semi-repeated.

The examples that will be presented here are all from a single text, a blessing given to

the writer by Nang Pe of Namphakey village, who is particularly skilled in forming

them. This should not be taken to imply that this type of expression is confined to

texts such as blessings. In fact they are very common in all styles.

Sometimes these elaborate expressions are simply reduplicated compounds,

(141), in which the elaborate expression hum1 hum1 com2 com2'to be glad1 i

compound of two verbs.

as in

is a

141) v} of /5 j& coo 11
ha"5 nai4 kau2 hum1 hum1 com2 com2 se6

time this lSg glad glad PRT
'Now I am very appreciative.'

(Phake Blessing Blessing, No (3), intoned by Nang Pe)

When polysyllabic loan words are compounded, they can also form elaborate

expressions, as with puk4 CJ1 kan' /^'worship' in (142):

142) c £ JXJ COO ^ p
kau2 com2 se6 kau2 puk4 CD1

lSg happy PRT lSg worship
kan1 to2

homage
ka1

GO

pi
han2 miin2 cau3

to 3Sg RESP
'I pay my respects to him.1

(Phake Blessing Blessing, No (13), intoned by Nang Pe)

In example (142), the preferred four syllable structure is maintained and there is a

rhyme on hi which gives the expression a partly reduplicated feel.
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As already mentioned in relation to example (74), sometimes these expressions

conflate two constituents, as in (143), where the expression thug6 sug1 thug6 ni3g2is

translated as "to (our) country'

143)

au2 thiin6 sin}1 thiiniin6 nai4

take reach country reach
maip w8f
country come this

CY) II

ma2 haii3 ca5 kau2 nan2 pe1 ne4

come give to lSg NangPe DEF
'He has brought (them) here to (our) country, to give to me Nang Pe.'

(Phake Blessing Blessing, No (12), intoned by Nang Pe)

Often there is more than one elaborate expression in a sentence, as in example (144),

which has three:

144)

khai3 wat1 khai3 ai2 ho6 pan1 ho6 mO2

fever cold fever cough head giddy head dizzy

8 /> Y3 § v3 LO£ H

pi1 haii3 nai3 ml2 nai3 yan2

don't GIVE get have get have
'May (you) not have colds and coughs, giddiness or dizziness.1

(Phake Blessing Blessing, No (16), intoned by Nang Pe)

The elaborate expressions in (144) are khai3 wat1 khai1 ai2 'have a cold and cough',

ho6pan' ho6 /nf^'giddy and dizzy' and nai3 nil2 nai3yan2'get to have'.

Finally, example (145) is presented, containing a series of elaborate expressions:

au^ mon2 phr§2 mon2 tra2 au2 mon2 cau3 sag1 kha1

take glory Buddha glory Dharma take glory RESP Sangha
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haii3 horn1 haii3 cS1 haii3 nam2 ka
GIVE cover GIVE cover GIVE cover GO

c*{6
sii5

straight

*L
naii6

where
tan2

place
naii6

where

oS

PRT
ka4

LINK

'By the grace of the Buddha, the Dharma and the respected monks, may you be

protected and covered in every place."

(Phake Blessing Blessing, No (17), intoned by Nang Pe)

In the first line of (145), the three gems of the Buddhist religion, plna2'ihe Buddha1,

£r#^'the Dharma (teaching of Buddha)' and sag1 khi"the Sangha (followers of

Buddha)' are compounded into a long elaborate expression with the phrase au2 mon2

which means *by the grace of.

In the second line, hau3\o give1 is a causative or benefactive auxiliary combined with

three verbs meaning 'to cover', and in the third line, sus nau6tan2 naii6is a semi

reduplicated expression meaning 'every nook and cranny, everywhere.'

8.4 Constituent order

8.4.1 Preliminary theoretical considerations

Word order, or more accurately constituent order, is one of the typological features

which distinguishes some languages from others. The most frequent constituent order

of languages of the Tai family is Subject-Verb-Object (SVO) (Hudak 1990:40).

However in Northeast India, Subject-Object-Verb (SOV) sentences have been

reported by all researchers since Robinson (1849) (see 3.2.3 above), and SOV has

been claimed to be the basic word order for at the Khamti language. This claim will

be discussed in detail in 8.4.2 below.

For Standard Thai, Vichin Panupong (1970), has defined 'subject* as the noun or noun

phrase which appears in the position in front of the verb and 'object' as that which
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immediately follows die verb. She then posits that in certain circumstances one of

these noun phrases may be topicalised.

For the Tai languages of Northeast India, a definition of subject and object based

solely on the position of a noun phrase in the sentence is problematic. This is because

of the following factors, some of which apply to Standard Thai also:

146.1) In any sentence any of the core participants (expressed as noun phrases) may

be dropped if its meaning is otherwise understood,

146.2) Any of the noun phrases may be topicalised.

146.3) In some circumstances, particularly with quantifier phrases, the modifier

within the noun phrase may be separated from its head.

146.4) Non agent noun phrases, if they are animate, are often marked in a

prepositional phrase, and

146.5) The languages prefer that if there is only Giie noun phrase, such as the patient

when the agent is dropped, it should stand before the verb, excepting where it

is a case of (near-) noun incorporation.

Before proceeding to discuss constituent order in detail, each of these points need to

be exemplified.

The dropping of core participants is exemplified in (147), which is the kind of

sentence spoken by one Tai Aiton person to another when meeting along the main

street of the village:

147)

kaa1 daui1

go where?
'Where are (you) going?'
(Aiton sentence)
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The subject noun phrase, 'you', is understood, even though it would not have been

stated already in the conversation. The sentence 'Where am I going1 would be a highly

marked sentence and the subject would have to be stated.

A second circumstance in which a core argument NP can be dropped arises when the

referent of die NP has already been mentioned and is clearly understood. Such an

example is (148), where the subject, a1 mSV 'minister1, is understood because it was

introduced earlier in the story.

148) ro^ ê <f 08 uvf srr6 ^£ cu? II
ka1 thiin6 ti5 man3 an2 niin5 ye4

go reach place village CLF one PRT
'He reached a village.'

(Phake Story, Story of the foolish king, No. (13), told by Ee Nyan Khet)

The topicalisation of NPs is demonstrated in example (149), where the object NP

saau' nai'\s the topic and the constituent order has become effectively OSV.

149)

saau1 nai3 (0.7) aa1 stu1 phuik1 nai3 (0.35) au2

younger female this HESIT tiger white this take

'As for this younger daughter, the tiger took her (as a wife).'

(Aiton text, History of the Tai, No. (81) told by Sa Cham Thoumoung)

Tai speakers know which noun phrase is which constituent in the sentence t n the

basis of context and also prosody. To indicate the importance of prosodic features, the

significant pauses in (149) have been marked with their length. The first pause is

somewhat longer than would normally be expected and is followed by a hesitation.

The marking of the direct object or patient in prepositional phrases has been discussed

above, in 8.3.3.

As stated above, it seems to be the case that noun phrases are sometimes topicalised to

ensure that there is a noun phrase in front of the verb. In example (150), there are
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three clauses, each with the main verb kin2'cat, in the causative, so that the subject of

the causation is an unstated 'they'. The first clause is not associated with any other

soun phrase, but in the second and third clauses, the other constituent, a prepositional

phrase headed by hag2, occurs in front of the verb.

150)

ham2 kin2

GIVE eat
dii2 sail3 hag2 me2 ko3

good FINISHED to mother also
ham3 kin2

GIVE eat

harj2 man2 kD3 hara3 kin2

to 3Sg LINK GIVE eat
'They gave good food to his mother and also to him...

(Aiton Story, The twelve questions, No (77), told by Sa Cham Thoumoung)

There are numbers of exceptions to the principle expressed above in (146.5). One is

when there is a particular wish to topicalise the verb, as in (151), where it is the

forgetting of the Khamyang variety by younger people that Chaw Deben wants to

comment upon, and so the verb appears before the subject of the sentence.

151)

narj1 ks1 hum2 can1 nai3 luk4

moreover forget now child

CYi

ne4 khau6

PRT 3Sg

luk4 on1 khau1 vn1 taan4 haai6 yaa4

child 3P1 NEG speak disappear FINISHED
'Moreover, they've forgotten, those children now, those children can't speak,
it's all gone.1

(Khamyang text, The future of the Khamyang language, No. (20), spoken by
Deben Chowlik.

Another exception is object incorporation (see 8.2.3.1.2). Except in negative

sentences, the object follows the verb, such as in kin2 khau3xtdX rice, dine', even if it

is the only noun phrase in the utterance.
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As a consequence of the various factors detailed in (146) above, in any sentence,

whether it is a one, two or three participant event, one or more of the places may be

vacant. Take for example the case of the verb 'give', which semantically requires an

agent, a theme and a beneficiary. A sentence having 'give' as the main verb is always

a three participant event, even, when, for example, the agent and theme are expressed

but the beneficiary is not.

In example (152) (already discussed above as example (1152 in 8.3.3.2), mere are two

sentences in each of which the main verb has three arguments although in (152.1) the

agent is a vocative and in (152.2) only one of the three argumeats is expressed.

152.1). i
i4

&
haii3

give
ftffl2

come

•*\
ca5

to
kau2

ISg

nun' ;4

this

9i* pu' naH matt'' nai
VOC grandfather meat 2Sg this
'"Oh! granddad, give me yourfneat!1"

152.2).8<f

maiq1 ma2 ca5 haw7 w55

distribute come to us say like
"'Distribute it to us!", he spoke like this'

(Phake Story, The two brothers, No. (152), told by fie Nyan Khet)

It is argued that (152.2) is a three p>ace predicate, because the semantics of the verb

requires it, and because following the principle in (146.1) above, the other two places

are occupied by noun phrases that gre understood.

8.4.1.1 Is there & basic constituent order in Tai?

Given the large variety of constituent orders that actually surface in the data for the

Tai languages of Assam, i\ might ibe argued that there is no basic constituent order,

and no need to postulate one Sentences are uttered in a context, whether a written or

spoken one. That context is made up of pragmatic factors and cultural factors as well

as whatever has previously been stated in whatever text is being examined. These

alone mighl be enough to disambiguate any sentence, and therefore a basic word order

becomes unnecessary.
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However, as we will see in 8.5.6, when a ditransitive verb has all its three arguments

present, and none in a prepositional phrase, the order is fixed. From this, it is argued

that the basic constituent order for one participant events is as in (153), for two

participant events in (154) and for three participant events in (155), each subject to all

the constraints and possibilities in (146) above.

153)

154)

155)

S

S

S

V

V

V

0

0 I

Before discussing the findings of ' nresent study of Tai Alton and Tai Phake, it will

be necessary first to discuss the issue of verb phrases in the Tai languages (see 8.4.1.2)

and then to review the literature relating to Tai Khamti (see 8.4.2).

8.4.1.2 Is there a verb phrase in Tai?

The concept of verb phrase is regarded by some linguists as a universal category. A

verb phrase, consisting of the verb and its object or objects, is claimed to be present in

all languages.

For the Tai languages of Assam, it will be necessary to offer evidence for a

constituent verb phrase. On the surface, it seems counterintuitive to posit a verb

phrase for the Tai languages when sentences like (156) occur:

156)

phiin6 S3n6 tan2 nT2 nai4 hau2 tiirj1

CLF teach way good this 1P1 all

08
hum1 tun1 com2 si6

glad all glad PRT

ca5 maii2 cau3 sa1 t!1 fen4 mo1 Is4 pan2 sD1 hail3 ma2 yau4

to 2Sg RESP Stephen Morey give PRT give COME FINISHED
'We gladly present this book Teaching in a good way to you, Mr Stephen
Morey.1

(Tai Phake sentence, personal letter from Namphakey village, April 2001)
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In the English translation of (156), the verb phrase is present this book, 'Teaching in a

good way', to you, Mr Stephen Morey.'

The structure of (156) can be expressed as (157):

157) Object
phiin6 sDn6 tan2 nl2 nai4

this book of Teaching in a good way

Indirect Object PP
c55 maii2 cau3 sa1 tT1 fen4 mo1 le4

to you, Stephen Morey

Subject NP
hau2 tun1 hum1 tun1 com2 si6

we who are glad'

Verb complex
pan2 sD1 hau3 ma2 yau4

present66

If we accept that the unmarked constituent order for such sentences is that presented

in (155) above, then we have to explain how the two objects can end up in different

positions from those in (155), one (the direct object) in the topic position in front of

the subject, and the other (the indirect object) between the subject and the verb.

A verb phrase analysis would allow a sentence like (156) to occur, provided that we

argue that a noun phrase is still within the verb phrase if is occurs immediately before

the verb, as well as immediately after it. We could then argue that in (156), the

indirect object was still within the verb phrase and only the direct object had been

topicalised. The subject remains in its canonical position given in (155).

If we do not accept that the indirect object in (156) is within a verb phrase, then we

would have to posit three topicalisations. Firstly the indirect object is topicalised.

Then the subject is topicalised in front of the indirect object, and finally the direct

object is topicalised to the front of the utterance.

If multiple topicalisation were permitted, it would be confirmed if there were

examples of both the direct object and indirect object occurring before the subject,

66 Literally 'presenting so that it has come to you.'
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that is to say the constituent orders OISV and IOSV. Neither of these has been

recorded.

We will therefore conclude that an analysis positing a verb phrase can be defended for

the Tai languages of Assam.

8.4.2 Constituent order in Khamti.

Greenberg (1990:67) listed the Khamti language, which is closely related to the Aiton

and Phake, as having a basic constituent order of SOV. This is surprising considering

the basic constituent orders posited in (154) and (155) above. Greenberg's conclusions

appear to be based on Grierson (1904), which is itself based on Needham (1894). It is

therefore necessary to review what Needham recorded.

8.4.2.1 Needham

Although many of Needham's sentences are in the SOV order, they are not always so,

as in (158):

158) sii kap ngo yau

tiger bite cow PAST
'(A) tiger killed (a) cow.1

(Needham 1894:11)

When we examine some of the texts provided by Needham, a more complex story

emerges, as shown in (159):

159.1) o|co&/^5 tS6 oo^ ocpf oo^ o8v$" 5
Palungkhu shoot PAST hit PAST foot ACC pig
'Palangkhu fired (and) hit the wild pig on (the) leg,'

forest

159.2)
NEG die go
'but (the pig) not dying, fled.'
(Needham 1894:127)

In (155.1) the verbs d$5 yii 'shoot' has OJCO6^6 Palangkhu Palangkhu' as its subject.

The second verb ootri thuk 'hit, touch1 has o8tf tin 'foot as its object. This object is

marked by the Khamfi particle mai, which Needham glosses as 'accusative1. Example

(159.1) certainly has S VO order.

Diller (1992:20) examined Needham's sentences in detail and listed the following

sentence configurations:

160) s o
O+[MARKER] S
S+[MARKER]

V
V
V

O S DAT.+[MARKER]
S
S O+[MARKER]
C v

V
V
i r

•3 V

S [(zero copula) (zero agent) V

V
o

o iPURPO:

[transitive]
[transitive]
[intransitive]

[transitive]
[transitive]
[transitive]
[intransitive]

Diller's conclusion on the data from Needham is that "the general impression,

especially from connected text, is of a very 'pragmatically1 controlled configuration:

issues such as topicality, specificness, and so forth, appear to play a crucial role on

how sentence constituents are ordered." (1992:21). It is difficult to see how the

contention that Khamti is a basically SOV language could be derived from this data.

8.4.2.2 Wilaiwan

After fieldwork in the Khamti lands, Wilaiwan (1986:178) concluded that "SOV is the

dominant word order in Kamti while in other known Tai dialects SVO is the dominant

one. We may conclude ... that Kamti has developed from SVO to SOV. It has also

been shown that Kamti contains a set of object marking postpositions."

Wilaiwan (1986:175) exemplifies her claim with sentences like (161). The numbers

above the transcription indicate tone.

5 1 1 6
161) man wan-phan ne9

He glass the
'He broke the glass.1

2 1
9au-phee
to break past tense particle
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In (162) she exemplifies the object marker maiA:

162)
2

kau
I
'I gave

5 4
man+mai
he object marker
her rice.'

3
khau-
rice

1
san

3
hau
to give

6

past tense particle

Although I have >t been able to investigate Khamti to the extent that I would wish, it

seems likely that the marker maiA is a postposition similar in the range and meaning

to the prepositions Aa^and caas/ca\ discussed above in 8.3.3.

Wilaiwan adds that "In the event that the speaker wants to emphasize the nominal

object, it can be topicalized and moved to the front of the sentence." (1986:178). This

is exemplified in (163), where the object in (161) has been topicalised:

1 1 6 5
161) wan-phan ne9 man

glass the he
'He broke the glass.1

2 1
r'au-phee
to break

6
yo?
past tense particle

Wilaiwan compares the Khamti data with the Phake, which she also investigated, and

concludes that Phake "also has OSV as the alternative basic order, but its dominant

order is SVO." (1986:176).

8.4.2.3 Chau Khouk Manpoong

A very brief survey of the Khamti primers published by Chau Khouk Manpoong in

1993 suggest that in Arunachal Pradesh Khamti, both SVO and SOV sentences are

found, as in the following examples:

162). WY) ft
nai6

(coi cod
man' nar naan3 pen4 phraa7 yau9/5

3Sg get wisdom be Buddha FINISHED
'He got wisdom and became a Buddha.'
(Chau Khouk Manpoong 1993 11:15)
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163). fc?TOr> GOOD T? .

maa3 nin4 sit3 nai5 kon6 nv5

fox clever this lump meat
'The clever fox ate the lump of meat.1

(Chau Khouk Manpoong 1993 11:36)

8.4.2.4 Present investigation

e
coio /no GO

sii3nai- kaap4 au4

this bite take PRT

In March 2000,1 was fortunate to meet Chaw Khamoon Gohain, a traditional Khamti

chief. I asked him how to say 'the tiger ate the deer' and he immediately gave (164.1)

as the answer.

164.1)

sui kaap3 phaan7

tiger bite barking deer

164.2)

sui phaan7 mai6 kaap3

tiger barking deer to bite
'The tiger ate the barking deer.'
Audio link for these sentences (Xwave files\khamti\l .mp3)

After discussing the sentence, Chaw Khamoon Gohain added that (164.2) was equally

acceptable to Khamti speakers. Among the small amount of text that I was able to

record from him, several examples had the verb in final position, as in (165):

165)

kon4 yaui1 mai6 cau6 phaa6 mai6 hau7 khup4 khau3 sii3 paai6

person big to king to 1 PI kneel knee PRT pray

'We kneel down and pay homage to important people and kings.1

Audio link for this sentence (Wave files\khamti\2.mp3)

On the basis of (164) and (165) above, we might tentatively conclude that SOV would

be possible in Khamti if the O is marked by the word mai6. This suggests that SVO

may be the more basic constituent order. Whilst it appears likely that Khamti

constituent order is pragmatically controlled, as suggested by Diller above in 8.4.2.1,

only further research, including the collection and analysis of substantial corpus of
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Khamti texts, will be able to further illuminate this issue. la the meantime, scholars

would be advised to treat the claim mat Khamti is an SOV language with some

caution.

8.4.3 Constituent order in the Tai languages of Assam

The late Aimya Khang insisted mat SVO was the basic constituent order in Phake.

Not long before he died, the Tai Phake Primer (Morey 1999c) was published,

containing simple sentences for people to practise reading. Many of the sentences

were supplied by Sam Thun Wingkyen, including (166)

166) CO

nau2 an1 mau5 pe4

star count NEG can
'The number of stars cannot be counted.1

In his review of the Primer, Aimya Khang stated that this was an SOV order (with the

subject unstated), and that (166) should be altered to (167):

167) CO

mau5 pe4an1 nau2

count star NEG can
'The number of stars cannot be counted.'

Writing of example (166), he said that:

"Such way of writing syntactical sentence may lead others to think and

practise corrupt sentence. Our aim and objectives should be to teach the

learners the correct way." (Aimya Khang Gohain, pers. comm.)

Regardless of how we view Aimya Khang's aims and objectives, he was one of the

most linguistically aware members of ihe Phake community, and his strong perception

that SVO is the basic word order of the Phake language, and indeed of all the Tai

varieties in Assam, must be given serious attention.
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In mis thesis, it is posited mat mere is an underlying constituent order in Tai Aiton

and Tai Phake, which is presented in (168):

168) (Iso) (Non-core) (NP) V (NP) (NP) (Non-core) (Iso.),

In (168), Iso stands for an isolative phrase (see above 8.3.5), Non-core for the

locational or temporal phrases (see above 8.3.4) and NP for the noun phrases or in

some cases core prepositional phrases (see above 8.3.3). The grammatical roles of the

noun phrases in (168) has already been set out in (155) above.

The frame in (168) is exemplified in (169), where all three noun phrases are present,

although none of the non-core or isolative phrases are:

169)

kau2 ta1 ka1 son1 khau3 phi6 nam3

lSg will go send rice spirit ancestor spirit
'I am going to bring rice to the ancestor spirit.'

(Phake Story, Chaw Mahosatha meets Nang Pingya, No. (18), told by Ee
Nyan Khet)

Examples of all three noun phrases spelled out, none being in prepositional phrases,

are rare. On the other hand, two participant events in which neither noun phrase is

marked in a prepositional phrase occur frequentl} in the corpus, as example (170):

170) «/rk>grf </5 086 c^6 $6"
aai3 tan2 khau1 seu3 sui1

Aiton 3 PI catch tiger
'The Aitons caught a live tiger.1

(Aiton text, History of the Aiton, No. (79) told by Nang Wimala Thoumoung)

nip1 /dip1 maa2

alive COME

Non core elements such as locational phrases can be placed outside this core, at either

end of the utterance. Examples (171) are two different versions of the same sentence,

with the non-core locational phrase tii2 nanJ'ihere' in both positions :
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171.1) 08 3
tn nan
place that

tep1

cut
kai1 seij1

chicken diamond
noi1 kin2

PRT eat
maa2

COME

171.2)

teu noi1 kin2 maa2 t i i2
nanmaa2 kai1 sen1

cut COME chicken diamond PRT eat COMEplace mat
'At that place, (he) killed the diamond chicken and it was eaten.'

(Aiton text, History of the Aiton, Nos. (43) and (43.1), told by Nang Wimala
Thoumoung)

Commonly, however, one ot * ore participants, expressed either as a noim phrase,

a classifier phrase or a prepositional phrase, is topicalised as in (172), where the

subject noun phrase is in front of the temporal phrase.

172)

nai4 thiirj6 naii2 cet1 wan2 miin2 ta1

coo
phe5

& no'
YES cow this reach in seven day 3Sg WILL bear young
Yes, this cow of mine will bear young in seven days.1

(Phake Story, Chaw Mahosatha and the raising of cattle, No. (11), told by Ee
Nyan Khet)

Example (172) was spoken immediately after (173), a sentence in which the canonical

order proposed in (168) was observed. Since in the canonical structure, the subject

occurs before the verb, subject topicalisation might only be apparent when there is a

non-core element, in this case a temporal phrase, present.

17.3) OY) YJ

nau'1

in
cet1

wan' nar

CO

ne'
cow

kau2

ISg
nar
thisseven day this DEF

COO

ta1 phe5 rjo2 lorj6 rjo2 thuk1 rjo2 lorj6

WILL bear young cow big cow male cow big
'Within these seven days my cow will bear large male young.'

(Phake Story, Chaw Mahosatha and the raising of cattle, No. (10), told by Ee
Nyan Khet)
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Topicalisation of the object is also frequently encountered, as in (174):

174)

pik1 kai1 an2 khau1 ko3 tep1 noi3 ham3 khum1 kon1

wing chicken CLF 3P1 LINK cut PRT give again
'So (she) cut the chicken wings off and gave it to her, as before.'

(Aiton Story, The story of the forest spirit and the first daughter, No (62), told
by Sa Cham Thoumoung)

In (174), the subject is not stated and the object is topicalised. This might, suggest that

object fronting is meeting the principle in (146.5) above. However in (175), the

subject is stated and even so the object is topicalised.

175) CO

au^ saurj6 to2

take two CLF

me2 miin2 wa5 luk4 nai4 kau2 ta1

wife 3sg say child that ISg will
"The wife said: Til take two of the children."'

(Phake Story, Story of dogs dividing up their children, No. (7), told by Sam
Thun Wingkyen)

Examples (175) was one of those sentences which Aimya Khang insisted should be

altered so that SVO order be maintained, as in (176).

176)

m52 miin2 w55

wife 3sg say
kau2 ta1

au2 luk4
CY)

nai4

co6

ISg will take child that
saurj6 to2

two CLF

Core participants can also occur at the end of a sentence, as in (177).

ill) ^ oj corf o8£ II
ma1 ru1 kan2 serj6

NEG same RECIP sound
'Their sound is not the same.1

(Phake sentence, spoken by Ee Nyan Khet)

Audio Link for this sentence (Wave files\extracts\l-10-2-9\seng.mp3)
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In some particular circumstances, the subject can be postposed white the object is

topicalised as in (178):

178) co6 ©6 ^ [
lik4 tem3 ks4 phai1 pe4 kS1 sS1 bap1

book write LINK read can GO Sahib
'He can read the books when mey are written, me Sahib.'

(T«a Phake Song, Poem in the kbe2 kbySg2 style: How Stephen Morey came to
the Ten Phakes,. No (90.1), read by Ai Che Let Hailung)

Example (178) wss spoken m explanation of (', 79), in which the object was

topicalised:

179) cSotf oS coo5
lik4 tem3 cim1 com1 phat1

book write here and there read
'He can read the books a little.'

enough be

(Tai Phake Song, Poem in the khe2 khySg* style: How Stephen Morey came to
the Tai Phakes,. No (90), read by Ai Che Let Hailung)

Audio Link for this sentence example.
Audio Link for the Poem in the khe2 khyag2 style: How Stephen Morey came
to the Tai PJtakes.

It appears that in (178), Ai Che Let is restating (179) in more everyday language, and

then adding a resumptive subject. Thus oil the surface the constituent order OSV

appears, but this is a highly marked situation which cannot arise except in

circumstances similar to those obtaining here. The roles of the various noun phrases

are disambiguaied by the context, and also semantically: obviously it cannot be the

books that are doing the reading.

Constituent order variation is even wider where there are three core participants.

Example (180) shows SO VI order, (181) SOIV and (182) OSIV. In each of these

three sentences, topicalisation of one of the noun phrases has occurred, and at either

the direct object m the indirect object or both has been moved to the position in front

of the verb. This is argued to be still within the verb phrase, as discussed above in

8.4.1.2.
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AH of the noun phrases that are not in the canonical positions are marked either by

demonstratives such as nai4, or the definite particles ne4.

180) ^ 5 "

ma*
time

nan4

that
pB1 ne4 na4

old man DEF meat

CO

miin2 ne4

DEFhis

rnairj1 haii3 ka' harj2 khau6 pT5 naun4 se6

dist. GIVE GO to 3Sg elder younger PRT
*7t»en the old man gave his meat to those two brothers.'

(Phake Story, The two brothers, No. (14), told by Ee Nyan Khet)

181)

nai4 bag2

to
kau2 pSp4 lik4

1 sg book this
'I gave this book to the girl.1

(Phake sentence elicited from Aithown Che Chakap)

pa1 sau6 ne4

girl PRT
haii3 ka1

give GO

182)

phiin6 san6 tan2 nT2 nai4 hau2 tun1

CLF teach way good this 1P1 all
hum1 tun1 com2 s?
glad all glad PRT

$ | j { ^ yj |_
ca5 maii2 cau3 sa1 tT1 fen4 mo1 le4 pan2 sD1 hau3 mS2 yau4

to 2Sg RESP Stephen Morey give PRT give COME FINISHED
'We gladly present this book Teaching in a good way to you, Mr Stephen
Morey.'
(Phake sentence in personal letter from Namphakey village, April 2001)

In each of these three sentences, the semantic roles of each of the three noun phrases

is clear both from the context, the syntax and semantics of the verb. The semantics

ensures that the meat in (180) and the book in both (181) and (182) are clearly

understood to be the theme of their respective sentences. Syntactically, in each of.

sentences, the beneficiary/recipient is marked in a prepositional phrase. Context, at

least in (180) and (182) will also make it clear who is transferring what to whom.
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What then is the motivation for this considerable variation in constituent order? It has

been suggested that these languages are moving towards verb final constituent order

through the influence of the strongly verb final languages that surround them, namely

Assamese and the languages of the Tibeto-Bunnan family. Alternatively the

motivation may be largely discourse related, with items being topicalised for reasons

of special emphasis as is the case in example (151) above. Furthermore, as will be

argued in 8.5.7.5 below, there is an increasing tendency for the verb to be attached to

TAM markers. Since the TAM markers we: orically utterance final, there may be

an additional motivation for verb final structures.

However, the evidence presented in mis section makes it clear mat we cannot yet

conclude that the Tai languages are synchronically verb final; the underlying order

posited in (168) above remains the closest we can come to basic structure for these

languages.

We can represent the entire frame as in (183), subject to all of principles in (146)

above.

183) Sentence

Core

(Iso P) (Non-core P) core (Non-core P) (lso P)

S [(TAM,) V (TAM2)J O I (TAM3)
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184)

on)1 pe3 kin2

NEG can eat
'(I) cannot eat (it).1

(Aiton sentence spoken by Nabin Shyam)

185)

kin2 ma1 pe4

eat NEG can
'(I) cannot eat (it).1

(Phake sentence spoken by Ee Nyan Khet)

A second difference between the two comes with the negation of verb compounds.

Aiton compound verbs are generally negated without splitting the compound, as in

(186), whereas, as discussed above in 8.2.3.1.2, in Phake the compound verb splits

when negated, as in (187):

186)

mrj1 kin2 khau3

NEG dii.e
'(I) haven't/won't eat.1

(Aiton sentence spoken by Nabin Shyam)

8.4.3.1 Differences in constituent order between Tai Aiton and Tai Phake

There are a number of quite consistent differences in constituent order between Aiton

and Phake. In a discussion with Nabin Shyam (Aiton) and Ee Nyan Khet (Phake), two

particular constructions were identified as being different between the two varieties.

The first of these is the completive verb construction with pe3/pe4 'can', already

exemplified above in examples (46) and (47) in section 8.2.3.3. In Aiton, the structure

of a negative sentence with this completive is as in (184), in which the completive

verb occurs before the main verb. The Phake structure is presented in (185), where the

completive follows the main verb.

187)

khau3 ma1 kin6

rice NEG eat.NEG
'(I) haven't/won't eat.1

(Phake sentence spoken by Ee Nyan Khet)

8.4.4 A note on syntactic packaging

Many of the issues covered in the ubove discussions on constituent order have

touched on issues of the way in which information is presented in a clause. Foley and

Van Valin (1985:282) called this information packaging and discussed issues such as

passivisation, topicalisation and left dislocation.
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In the Tai languages, there is no passivisatkm in the sense that English The dog was

chased by the boy is a passive sentence, because there is no *by phrase* and there is no

passive morphology. In the Tai languages, following the principles introduced in (146)

above, if there is a desire to foreground one of the participants, it can be shifted to the

front. If there is a desire to background one of the participants, it can be omitted. Thus

we can translate (174) above ss The chicken wings were cut off and given to her as

before. The fronting of the patient argument is thus expressed in English as best as

English can.

8.5 Predications

In this section on predications, three types of sentences in which the verbal constituent

is sometimes dropped, copula (see 8.5.1), existential sentences (see 8.5.2) and

deifiniiioual sentences (see 8.5.3) will be examined iirst. Following that, three types of

sentences in which verbs are obligate y will be ex<3Trrrned: one participant events or

sentences with intransitive verbs (see F.5.4), two participant events or sentences with

transitive verbs (see 8.5.5), and three participant events or sentences with ditransitive

verbs (see 8.5.6).

The verbal constituent or verbal complex is made up of, minimally, a verb. However

other elements can be included in a verbal complex. The constituents of this verbal

complex, in the order in which they appear, are as follows:

• J» odal verbs,

• TAM markers that precede the main verb (TAMi)

• The main verb

• TAM markers rhat immediately follow the main verb (TAM2)

• Completive verbs that may be separated from the main verb and placed at the end

of the core sentence, and

• TAM markers that may be separated from the main verb and placed at the end of

tiie core sentence (TAM3).
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TAM markers and their syntax are discussed in detail in 8.5.7 and completive verbs i

8.5.9. There may be more than one main verb in a sentence, Ihis verb serialisation

discussed in 8.5.8.

8.5.1 Copula

m

is

orCopula sentences in Tai are expressed by tw< , ominal constituents, either with

without the copula verb pw2/pen2. Dixon (2002) categorised the criteria for

recognising a verb as a copula as follows:

• It can have two core arguments

• It has a relational rather than referential meaning

• It is used for, at least, the relations of identity/equation/naming and or

attribution (2002:4)

Sentences of identity and equation are frequently expressed with the copuila verb. In

example (188), the two nominal constituents, the first argument pa' ruk' nai3

'tomorrow' (called the copula subject by Dixon) and the second, a classifier phrase tit'

wan ''seven days' (called the copula complement by Dixon) are linked with pin2.

188) fl 08
pa1 ruk1 nai3 ta1 pin2 cit1 wan2 ti1 taai2 dii2 o1

tomorrow this will be 7 day WILL die PRT
'Tomorrow it will be the seventh day, and we will die.'

(Aiton Story, The twelve questions, No (62), told by Sa Cham Thoumoung)

Frequently, however, the copula verb is omitted, as in (189):

189) c «

me2 thau3 nan3 kun2 phaan1 ...
mother old that person poor ...
"That old woman was a poor person...

(Aiton Story, Story of the old woman, No. (2), told by Nabin Shyam).
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In copula sentences, generally the first noun phrase or copula subject is marked by a

demonstrative, such as iraar?'thaf in (189), or by some other particle. However, if both

noun phrases have the same head noun, as in (190), this marking is not necessary.

190)

ce2 nai3 baan3 hau2 baan3 thorn1

now village 1P1 village forest
'Now our village is a forest village.1

(Aiton text, History ofBarhula, No. (36) told by Ong Thun

In (190), the two noun phrases which are being equated are both headed by baan3

'village'. The marking of a copula subject by a demonstrative or other partncle is also

unnecessary if the head nouns of both the copula subject and copula complement are

from a similar class of words as in (191), where two kinship terms, /o^'sister in law1

and pi5'elder1, are linked.

191) sffe <x{6 sficHl^ </5 Q 06 o f 11
s2 lo2 Tl kirj1 kham2 khau6 pi5 s5u6 kau2

Yes sister-in-law Ee King Kham 3P1 elder female lSg
Yes, Ee King Kham's sister in law is my elder sister.'

(Phake Text, Story of her youth, No. (31), told by Ee Nyan Khet)

An alternative way of marking the copula relationship between two noun phrases that

do not have the same or similar noun as their head is to use a pause, as in (192):

192)

lorj6

big
sa1 tT1 phen1 (0.33) kon2 pon1 tit1

Stephen person pandit
'Stephen is a great pandit.'

(Tai Phake Song, Poem in the khe2 khyai}2 style: How Stephen Morey came to
the Tai Phakes,. No (7.1), read by Ai Che Let Hailung)

The third relation identified by Dixon (2002), that of naming, is also expressed with a

copula sentence, as in (193), but in this case the copula verb pin2/pen2is never used.
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193)

cu5
kau2 ai3 sain6

name lSg Ai Seng
'My name is Ai Seng.'
(Phake sentence)

Here it is argued that cus kau2 is the first argument or copula subject and Mi3 saig6 is

me second argument or copula complement. As noted above in example (3) in 3.2.4

above, mere is some evidence for both arguments having being headed by cii5 in an

earlier phase of Aiton. Interestingly, in Standard Thai, the cognate of ctf5heads the

second argument (copula complement) and can be interpreted as both a noun and a

verb.

In the Tai languages there is a second way of naming, using the verb waa2/wa5'speak'.

This is discussed below in 8.5.3.

Copula sentences, with or without the verb pin2/pen2, can have the meaning 'become'

as well as 'be1, as in (194):

194)

cau3 phaa3 ka1 laarj3 ai3 cau3 phaa3 aai3 ton3

king KoLang PRT king Aiton
'The King of Ko Lang became the King of the Aitons.'

{Aiton text, History of the Aiton, No. (55) told by Nang Wimala Thoumoung)

In some texts, copula sentences can have possessive meaning, as in example (195),

which • a verbless copula sentence, or example (196), with the verb pin2/pcnz.

195) ^ 6 (Xf£ Oi3

nan2 lorj6 sam6 pSk1 hauq3

house big 3 hundred rooms
'The house is as big as three hundred rooms,'

(Tai Phake Riddles, No. (4), read by Ee Nyan Khet)
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196)
mai4 nai4 kog2 wat4 naii2 miin2 pen2

tree this hollow PRT in 3Sg be
'That tree had a hollow in it.'

faB2

hole
wat4

PRT

(Phake Story, Story of the foolish king, No. (61), told by Ee Nyan Khet)

8
pi1 haii3 nai3 ml2 nai3 yan2

don't GIVE get have get have
'May (you) not have colds and coughs, giddiness or dizziness.1

(Phake Blessing Blessing, No (16), intoned by Nang Pe)

As mentioned above, the only circumstance ill which the copula verb is used with

adjectives is when the adjective relates to a state of health, as in (197):

The phrase khai3 wat1, literally 'fever-cold' appears to be interchangeable witii pen2

'be-cold'.

197)

kau2 pen2 khai3 pen2 n5u6

lSg be fever be cold
'I have a fever.'

(Phake Sentence)

The word khaP'fever' is glossed by Banchob (1987) as 'to be ill', indicating that she

regarded it as an adjective. The word na~u6%co\$ is clearly an adjective when used in a

phrase like nau6 Jon6'very cold1 to refer to the weather67. One could not refer to the

weather with a phrase like (198):

198) CO<f

pen2 n3u6 Ion6

be cold big

However when nau6xefets to illness it can be used in combination with the copula

verb as in (197) above. Another word referring to illness is war7'have a cold', which

can also be combined with the copula verb. This is used in combination with khai3

'fever'in (199):

199)

khai3 wat1 khai3 ai2 ho6 pan1 ho6 mU2

fever cold fever cough head giddy head dizzy

07 It can get very cold in Assam in December and January, particularly at night.

8.5.2 E* istential sentences and possession

Existential sentences are a special kind of one participant event with the verb yan2

'have'. In existential sentences, because there is only one other constituent, the verb is

usually in final position. Example (200) contains two existential sentences

apposition:

200)

in

kon2 yan2 hsn2 ma1 yarjc

person have house NEG have.NEG
'There are people, but there are no houses.'

(Phake Story, Chaw Mahosatha meets Nang Pingya, No. (26), told by Ee
Nyan Khet)

In example (201), the translation is 'He had one daughter', but syntactically there is

only one argument of the verb, a noun phrase luk4 sSu6 miin2 ko4 nuns'his one

daughter', but the modifying classifier phrase has been postposed.

201) cn co£ ccn>
miin2 yarj2 ko4

>[
ne4 luk4 sau6 miin2 yarj2 ko4 niirj
DEF child female 3 Sg have CLF one
"He had one daughter."

(Phake Story, Story of the foolish king, No. (15), told by Ee Nyan Khet)

ScrS
wst4

PRT

Sometimes an existential sentence is verbless, as in the first line of (202), which has

the same syntax as a verbless copula sentence, namely a first noun phrase pha1 tal

wii' hau2 nai3 'this earth of ours1 and a second noun phrase sii' cun2''four parts'.
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202) CCT[OCf]§

pha1 ta1 wii1 hau2 nai3

earth 1P1 this

08
sii1

four part

nai3sii1 cun2 nai3 u1 tag1 ku1 rul

four part this Utangkuru this
'This earth of ours has four parts, and one of those parts is Utangkuru.1

(Aiton text, Why Buddha was born in this world, No. (2), told by Sa Cham
Thoumoung.)

In both the first line of (202), which is a verbless existential sentence, and the second

line of (202), which is a verbless copula sentence, the first noun phrase (copula

subject) is marked by a demonstrative.

There are a few examples where .ya^appears to have two arguments, as in (203).

This construction indicates possession:

203) CY)

puu1 sin,1 phaa4 nan' kau1 yaa5 ne4

grandfather Singpha in addition grandmother DEF
yarj2 sa1 ne4

have PRT

me2 mum2 sa1 ne4

wife 3Sg PRT
'In addition Grandfather Singpha had Grandmother (as) his wife.'

(Tai Khamyang Manuscript, The book of calling back the Khon, No. (5.1),
read by Sa Myat Chowlik)

The core existential sentence of (203) is as analysed in (204), and is then followed by

a postposed NP, me2 mwn2'his wife', which confirms this reading.

2nd participant (possessee) V204) 1 st participant (possessor) LINK
puu1 sii)1 phaa4 nan1 kau1

grandfather Singpha in addition this grandmother
yaa5 ne4

yan/
have
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Sentences like (203) are rare. Generally possession is expressed by a construction

such as (205), which is literally 'her one child there was1.

205) cocfi w$ cco | c&?$ o-)£ coc6 m$ CQ

luk3 man2 ko3 lain2 yan2 (0'5) iuk3 nan3 phu3

child 3Sg CLF one have child that person girl
'She had a single child, a daughter.'

(Aiton Story, Story of the old woman, No. (4), told by Nat>in Shy.un).

Where the item being possessed is an alienable item, such as money, the construction

in (206) is possible.

206)

tT5 miin2 sSm6 sip1 tr32 yan2

at 3Sg thirty rupee have
'He/she has 30 rupees.1

(Phake sentence elicited from Aithown Che Chakap).

Aithown Che Chakap indicated that any possessive sentences using tf^as in (206)

would be ungranimatical or at least strongly dispreferred if the possessee was

something inalienable like a relative, spouse or body part. The preferred syntax of

possessive sentences is summarised in (207)

207) Alienable possession -* i\\2lxt POSSESSOR POSSESSEE yan2

Inalienable possession -> POSSESSEE POSSESSOR yan2

8.5.3 Definitional sentences

In example (193) above, we saw that the relation of naming persons was achieved in

the Tai languages by use of a verbless copula, where the copula subject was headed

by the noun co/%wf'name'. An alternative way of naming people is to use the verb

waa2/wSs'szy\ as in (208):
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208)

to1 sii1 naP ko3 nun2 nan3 caa2 mom2 aai3 maau2 pai2 waa2

in spite of this time that to 3Sg Ai Mau go say
'However, at that time he was called Ai Mau.'

(Aiton text, History of the Alton, No. (15.5) told by Nang Wimala Thoumoung)

In (208) the entity to be named is mvn2'3Sg' and is marked in a prepositional phrase.

ITie name to be given is aai3 maau2. A similar structure is used when things are

named, as in example (209), where pak1 kbau3tfhe skin of rice1 is the entity to be

named and kyep4tchaff is the name given.

209.1) c^otf </£ ^Y$" O^jcS
psk1 khau3 mun2 (...) kyep4 mun5 wa5

skin rice 3Sg chaff dust say
'It is the skin of rice, we call it chaff dust'

209.2)

wa5 kyep4

chaff
harp pak1 khau3 ne4

to skin rice PRT say
'The skin of rice is called 'Chaff'.
(Phake sentence, uttered by Ee Nyan Khet)

In (209.1) there was a noticeable pause68 between the words miin2and kyep4. This is

necessary to separate the two noun phrases pak1 khau3 miin2and kyep4 mun5, as there

is no prepositional marking. It was not necessary to haves a pause in (209.2), however,

because one of these noun phrases, in ihe slightly reduced form of pak1 khau3"skin of

rice1, the entity to be named, is marked in a prepositional phrase. The name to be

given to this entity then follows the verb.

When the entity to be named, the 'known' or reference object, is marked in a

prepositional phrase, it is marked with hag2ox caa2/cS5, in the same way as the

marking of non-agent animate participants in core prepositional phrases (see above

8.3.3). This is the only circumstance in which inanimate noun phrases can be marked

with these prepositions.

68 Unfortunately the length of the pause is not know. This sentence was not recorded; it was rpoken
during the process of translating a story.
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Sometimes, in definitional sentences, the verb is omitted altogether, as in (210):

210)

San1
nc4 hug2 pirj1 fia1

YES knowledge DEF to knowledge
Yes, ffSn2means knowledge.'

(Tai Phake Song, Poem in the khe2 kbySg2style: How Stephen Morey came to
the Tai Phakes,. No (10.3), read by Ai Che Let Hailung)

That pin' S31 is the entity to be named or reference object is clear from its being in

the prepositional phrase. The name it is to be given is /K/?7 "knowledge1.

8.5.4 One participant events

Predications with one participant can have as the head of the verbal complex either an

intransitive verb, as in example (211) or an adjective, as in example (212):

211) CO

ha2 ne4 ko4 khom3

boat this LINK capsize
'The boat capsized'

(Phake Story, The Dolphin, the Crow and the Mosquito, No (29), told by
Aithown Che Chakap)

212) U\o6 CO

pa1 sau6 ne4 sap1 pheu6

girl DEF beautiful excessive
'That girl was very beautiful.1

(Phake Story, Story of the foolish king, No. (19), told by Ee Nyan Khet)

Sometimes a one participant event can have more than one predication, as in (213):

213) OO<fcYTJ_ 53 oSc^f 33 3

tan1 kaa1 nam3 lik3 nam3 noi1 herj3 cuim2 kaa1 cam3 3au3

all river small river small dry evaporate GO PRT FINISHED
'All the small rivers have dried up and evaporated.'

(Aiton manuscript, The creation of the world, No. (8))
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In example (213), the main predicate is me adjective beg3i6xy\ The verb cann2 is

arguably a completive in this case, or alternatively this is a serial verb structure.

There are many sentences in the Tai languages in which only one participant is stated,

but in which there are one or more understood. These are to be understood as two or

three participant events, depending on the number of participants mat are not

expressed.

8.5.5 Two participant events

The prototypical two participant event has an agent and a patient, as in (214):

214)

hS1

CO

ns4 s§6

co
ne4

co6 co£ 8o5 pi « co
kap4 tun1 wat4 hag2 mtf ne4

all PRT to pig DEFtime DEF tiger DEF bite
'The tiger ate the pig up.'

(Phake Story, Story of Deception, No. (39), told by Ee Nyan Khet) .

As discussed above in detail in 8.3.3.1, the patient, if animate, is often marked in a

prepositional phrase headed by hag2or caa2/c5\ although this marking is not

obligatory.

8.5.6 Three participant events

The most common way of expressing three participant events is with the second

animate participant, the prototypical beneficiary, in a prepositional phrase, as

exemplified above in 8.3.3.2. A ditransitive strategy, although rare, is attested and

verb strings or verb serialisation can also be used. In the Tai languages, ditransitive

sentences have the following structure:

215) NP V NP NP
S V 0 1
Agent Predicate Theme Beneficiary
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If neither animate participant is marked in a prepositional phrase, men only the order

in (215) appears to be permitted, as in example (169) in section 8.4 above. This type

of sentence is quite rare in the Tai languages, but within a few lines, Ee Nyan Khet

repeated this sentence with the beneficiary marked in a prepositional phrase,
asm

(216):

216) c6 crs^ tso£ c5 p£
kau2 ka"1 sorj1 khau3 harj2 phi6 nam3

ISg go send rice to spirit ancestor
'I am taking rice to the ancestor spirits,'

(Phake Story, Chaw Mahosatha meets Nang Pingya, No. (22), told by Ee
Nyan Khet)

The story Chaw Mahosatha meets Nang Pingya, although told as an oral narrative, is

based on a large Tai manuscript, tiseif based on a Pali text (See Morey 2001b). It may

be that the syntax found in (215) is an archaic form, because the only other examples

of mis are also from manuscripts. Example (217) is taken from The Creation of the

World, an Aiton manuscript several hundred years old, which is not yet fully

translated.

217) tf
mo tok maa2

sun1phuu3 luirj
person one come send

'A person came to give a brinjal to the king.'

(Aiton manuscript, The creation of the world,)

haui3 maak1 khui1

give brinja!
cau3 phaa3

king

Unfortunately, some aspects of this sentence remain unclear, and need to be

rechecked with native speakers.

Where the agent participant is not expressed, and yet the beneficiary is not marked in

a prepositional phrase, it is arguable that the syntax is the same as (215) and (216)

with the dropping of one noun phrase. (218) and (219) occur in the Tai Aiton History,

a manuscript dating back at least 100 years (Morey 1999b). In the passages presented

below, King Tai Pum is dividing his country between his heirs, Chaw Tai Lung and
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Pa Miu Pum, who are therefore the beneficiaries. In these examples, neither

beneficiary has been placed in a prepositional phrase, and bom beneficiary NPs

appear in front of the verfe.

Only when the agent is not expressed is it possible for a beneficiary unmarked in a

prepositional phrase to occur in front of the verb in a three participant event. The

beneficiary role is men assigned to the first expressed animate participant. Thus the

order IVO becomes possible, even although there is no preposition:

218)

cau3 tai2 lug1 cam3 ham3 kin2 munj2 yun2 koi3

Chau Tai Lung PRT give eat country Yun PRT
'He gave Chau Tai Lung the country of Muang Yun to rule69.'

219)

mi2 cam3 pa miu pum haui3 kin2 maau2 lurj1 put3 p32

2nd PRT Pa Miu Pum70 give eat Mau Lung inherit father
'The second son, Pa Miu Pum was given Mau Lung to rule in place of his
father.'
(Aiton manuscript, History from the time of the ancestor Chaw Tai Lung up
until Sukapha, Nos. (7) & (8))

Another strategy for expressing three places is to use a serial verb strategy. This is

discussed in detail below in example (289) in section 8.5.9.

8.5.7 Tense, Aspect and Modality

8.5.7.1 Preliminary Theoretical Considerations

Tai languages are usually categorised as being 'tenseless1. Comrie (1985:9), defines

tense as a "grammaticalised expression of location in time.", and adds that:

"Indeed, given that no restrictions are placed by the definition on what kind of

location in time is to be considered, it is probable that most of the world's

languages will turn out to have tense,..." (Comrie 1985:9)

69 The phrase 'eat country' is a common euphemism for 'to rule a country'.
70 The correct pronunciation of this King's name is no longer known. Tone marks have therefore not
been notated

In discussing the difference between tense marking, a form of grammaticalissiion, and

lexicalisation, Comrie observes that "grammaticalisation refers to integration into the

grammatical system of a language, while lexicalisation refers merely to integration

into the lexicon of the language." (1985:10). Full grammaticalisation requires two

criteria, obligatory expression and morphological boundedness. As he concludes:

"The clearest instances of grammaticalisation satisfy bom these criteria (they are

obligatory and morphologically bound), the clearest instances of lexicalisation satisfy

neither, while there will be many borderline cases which the criteria do not assign

unequivocally to grammaticalisation or lexicalisation."

By this definition, for example, the morpheme kaa'/kS1'(see below 8.4.7.5.1)

borderline case, but it does often behave as a past tense marker.
is a

Many of the languages of Southeast Asia are categorised as having aspect rather than

tense. Comrie (1985:51) discusses Burmese in some detail, contrasting the realis

particle te/tha/ta/hta with the irrealis particle me/ma/hma. In Comrie's discussion of

Burmese particles, the realis can be seen as an indicator of non-future, as in (220.1),

whereas the irrealis must be used in the future as in (220.2)

220.1) Saturday-every grass cut te '(he) cuts the grass every Saturday1

220.2) tomorrow begin-we '(we) will begin tomorrow'

The irrelais particle can be in present or past time "provided the reference is not

restricted to our actual world", as in (221)

221) tamarind:fruit eat-ever-mtf think-te '(I) think (he) must have eaten tamarinds

before'

Comrie concludes that"

"What Burmese shows us, then, is a language where time reference per se is

not grammaticalised, i.e. there is no tense. It is, of course, possible for time
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reference to be expressed in other ways (for instance lexically, by me used of

adverbials like ... 'tomorrow**1 (1985:51)

The situation described for Burmese is not the same as the situation mat will

described below in Tai (see 8.5.7.3). The morpheme kaal/kB'cannot be regarded as an

aspect marker, because it does not appear to "view me iidernal temporal constituency

of a situation", the definition given aspect by Comrie (1976:3).

Foley makes the distinction between aspect and tense clear:

"Aspect says nothing about the relationship between the time of the event

described by the predicate and the time of the speech act:... Aspect delimits

the predicate: is it extended or not? Tense delimits the whole sentence by

situating it in time with regard to the present moment of speaking: does it

precede, overlap with or follow the moment of speaking?" (1986:142)

By this definition, kaa'/ks'h not aspect, since in most cases its presence tells us

simply that the sentence being uttered preceded the moment of speaking.

Diller (1992:24-25) very concisely discusses the marking of Aiton verbs for time. He

discusses the marker kaa'/kS1, pointing out that it:

"occasionally occurs as a main verb in Aiton, but more often it... occurs

postverbally to indicate several time-related factors, most commonly past time

or possibly perfective aspect... In this function, articulation sometimes

approaches postclitic status." (1992:24)

8.5.7.2 Previous studies of the Tai languages

8.5.7.2.1 Needham

A traditional view of time marking in the Tai languages comes from Ncedham (1894),

a grammar with several texts and a sixty page English to Khamti vocabulary. The

remainder of this section is taken from Needham's discussion of the verbs of Khamti,

by reference to the 'conjugation' of the Tai verb kin "to eat' (1894:40-41).
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CONJUGATIONAL EXAMPLE:

Root verb OOvS = (kin) to take food, or liquid, Assamese khau.

INDICATIVE MOOD

Present Tense
The bare root of the verb is used to form mis tense.

Present Indefinite Tense

The present definite is formed by adding tDO (u) to the root as:
Singular Plural

r o jr = I am eating
CO COY} / 7 J 1 2 3
kau kin u
1 3 2
r o r - You are eating
•S- i 1 2 3
maii kin u
1 3 2

r o r - He is eating
C 1 2 3

man kin u
1 3 2

O r = We are eating
c r j o ™ ^ 1 2 3
tu kin u
1 3 2

o r = You are eating
c^cW/yj 1 2 3
su kin u
1 3 2

r- o J- = They are eating
$™sri 1 2 3
khau kin u
1 3 2

This tense may also be used by adding 08 = si participial suffix to the root followed by

co<f (yang) ((sic.)), as :

khau kin si u '
1 3 2

= He is eating (and has not yet risen)
t/yl 1 2 3

Past Tense
'The past tense suffix is r^(ka), though «^(ma) is often used to mark it.'
Example from paradigm:

c r 8
kau
1

.,0,

kin
3

O OO|
ka
2

= 1
1

ate
2

Examples showing the use of «[(ma):

«L y[ ©3
= He came near (to) me.

1 2 3 4 5
man mama tai khangkau mai
1 2 3 5 4
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Perfect Tense
'This tense is made by suffixing c£ (yau), a particle denoting completion^ to the pas!
tense suffix, as - '

1'8
kau
1

-P r t

kin
3

kayau
2

= I have
1 2

eaten
3

'o£ (yau) may be and often is used alone, i.e., without n | (M) , as:
Ten days ago

1 2 3
sip wan thon yau
1 2 3

Future Tense
'This tense is made by prefixing the particle c8 (ti) to the root as:

c '8
kau
1

t / J

ti
2

CQY}

kin
3

= I will
1 2

eat
3

(o8 (ti) may be termed the indefinite future prefix particle. The present tense suffix
(u) is often used to express future time as:

pho kau ma ka cham kau mai het cha u
3 2 4 6 5

When my husband comes,
1 2 3 4

(he) (will) scold me
5 6

'(j£ (yau) the completive particle may be added and often is used in conjunction with

the future tense prefix 08 (ti) as:

COY!)

kon
2

man
1

kaw
3

ti
4

cham chaii
5

yau

His
1

men
2

also
3

will
4

(be) inconvenienced.
5

Other particles discussed and exemplified by Needham include:

• Y5 (nam) the particle denoting certainty or affirmation (vide page 37 ante) is also

used in conjunction with the future tense prefix e8 (ti)

• A definite future is made by suffixing c^aS (kat) to the root

• Physical power or capacity is expressed by adding the word 8r6 = (pen) able to
the root.

• Conditional sentences are constructed by means of participles. The conditional
participial suffix is cô  cuS (ka ye), crs^ so (ka cham) is also used as a conditional
participial suffix

• The imperative suffix proper is oô  (ta). It is only used for the second person
singular and plural
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• £ (hau) - permit, allow give, is used as an auxiliary causal imperative, indicating
authority b

• The prohibitive particle is 8 (j>?) prefixed to the root verb,

8.5.7.2.2 Banchob

A different approach was followed by Banchob (1987). The following words

found in Banchob referring to the marking ortime:
are

Phake word

cou se6 / se6

CO1, COcrS ta1, tak1

CJC^ ya2

o 5 yau4

• 7 J U1

Table 28: Words

Gloss

a word denoting past participle

shall, will, must

a final particle denoting the near future

statement

a final particle denoting the present

continuous tense

finished, a word denoting the past tense

an emphatic word

C X D r e s s i n o l e n s e a n H tim*» fivwi D o n o V . ^ u / i n

Reference in

Banchob

(1987:133)

(1987:163)

(1987:236)

(1987:336)

(1987:347)

(1987:427)

C 7 \

Banchob exemplified these as follows:

se6/se6

222) «vS OO| CUJ cgotf «L

miin2 ka1 sg6 pauk4 m32

3Sg go PRT return COME
'Having gone (somewhere), he came back.'

ta

223)

man1 man1kau2 ta1 ka1

lSg WILL go surely
'I mu^t go definitely.1
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numJ

224)

kau2 kin2 num1

ISg eat PRT
'I am going to eat now.'

yax

225)

yau4

226)

n'
227)

kau2

ISg
'lam

fieri
het1

do

fioS
het1

do
doing'

yau4

PRT

ya2

PRT

°°L
k§'
PRT

'It has been done.1

kau2

ISg
'I do

oSvi
kin2

eat
eat it.1

u1

PRT

8.5.7.2.3 Aimya Khang

The influence of Needham is very strong in present day Assam, probably because of

the reprinting of key parts of Needham's analysis in Grierson (1904), with Grierson

being the only widely available source on the languages. For example, the late Aimya

Khang Gohain sent me the following: (pers. comn. 23/6/1999)

o§«ryj

oopS/r^

sl^U1

kin2 n6 B1

kal si6 01

present continuous tense

is / has been eating

is / has been going

Table 29: 'Present Continuous Tense1 according to Aimya Khang Gohain

Aimya Khang Gohain also presented two further examples with translations into both

English and Assamese, which are detailed in Table (30). The Assamese for the first

example in Table (30) is described in Assamese grammars, such as Dasgupta (1993),

as present perfect tense1, whereas the second is 'past indefinite tense'.

a2

a2

ma2

ma2

ka1

wai4

The

The

aunt

aunt

came

came

(and still is).

(but had left).

Table 30: Two examples of past tense after Aimya Khang Gohain

In Table (30), the Assamese translations are not the same as the English gloss.

8.5.7.3 The present investigation

In this study, the TAM morphemes will be divided into groups according to their

syntax. The first are those which precede the verb, of which there is only one,

tak'/ta'/ti1''WILL' (see 8.5.7.4.1). These will be referred to as TAMi markers.

Several TAM morphemes, kaa'/ka1 %GO\ maa2/kS2fCOUE and wai3/wai4'KEEV can

both immediately follow the verb, or be placed at the end of the core sentence. These

are discussed in 8.5.7.5 and will be referred to as TAM2 markers.

A number of morphemes occur only at the end of the core sentence. These are

discussed in 8.5.7.6 and will be referred to as TAM3 markers. A number of other

morphemes with TAM functions are discussed in 8.5.7.7.

8.5.7.4 TAM morphemes which precede the verb (TAMi)

8.5.7.4.1 tak1 / ta1 / ti1:

Diller (1992:24) observed that te7(which also occurs in the corpus as ti1 and tak1)

"appears to cover many of the auxiliary functions of Central Thai ca\ irrealis or future
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marking, sometimes involving intention or volition ..., normally without

accomplishment."

Comrie (1985:45), discussing the future tense in German pointed out that the present

tense is usually used for future events, such as Ich gehe morgen 'I will go tomorrow',

and the fut" construction, ich werde gehen 'I will go', would only be used 'where

there would otherwise be a danger of misunderstanding in the direction of present

time reference". This has led linguists to posit a PAST~NON PAST dichotomy in

such languages

In Tai, on the other hand, this does not appear to be so. All future events, except for

some in the negative (see (231) below) are obligatorily marked with the morpheme

takl/ta'/til.

The marker tak'/ta'/ti1 is glossed in this thesis as 'WILL'. In manuscripts it is usually

written oocf (talc1) but it is more often pronounced as ta'or til. In oral texts, where it

has been pronounced talox tiJ, I have usually written it as it is pronounced. The late

Aimya Khang (pers. comm.) criticised me for mis, stating71 that:

"The pre-position word ooof (tak) in future tense should also be corrected and

should be vmtten in literary way as in old Puthis, as ooof (tak) and not c8

(ti1) ... At most we may shorten to oxccs^(taJ kSl 'WILL-go') not 'cSc^1, which

may mean 'place to go' (tT5 ka1)"

The prototypical use of takW/ti'k to express future time, as in (228). It is > ery

frequent in conversation and seems to be obligatory wherever future time is meant:

228) 8

P!2

stay

"I
na3 siirj6 ma2 kT1 wan2 ta1

year next if come how many day will
"If you come next year, how long will you stay."

(Phake sentence, spoken by Yehom Buragohain)

Audio link for this sentence (Wave files\aiton\extracts\2-9-2-l\87.mp3)

71 I have added phoncmicisations and some glosses in parentheses for the sake of clarity.
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Following Diller's characterisation of tak'/ta'/ti'as being sometimes intentional or

volitional, example (228) could be translated as 'How long do you intend to stay1.

When reaching a village, the hosts will often ask kT1 wan2 ta1 u', and this arguably

implies intention or volition. Some examples of tak'/ta'/tt1, on the other hand, do not

involve intention, as the in (229):

229) 8?$" 08
pa1 ruk1 naii3 ta1 pin2 cit1 wan2 ta1 taai2 dii2 ol

tomorrow this WILL be 7 days WILL die PRT
Tomorrow it will be the seventh day, and we will die.'

(Aiton Story, The twelve questions, No (62), told by Sa Cham Thoumoung)

Diller (1992:24) indicated that £s7was "normally without accomplishment". In

example (229), there are two tokens of ta', the first of which is in the predication

'tomorrow will be the seventh day'. This is something which was accomplished, and

of which the accomplishment was certain, for the sentence was spoken on the sixth

day and the seventh day will certainly follow.

The second use of te;in (229), on the other hand, is in the predication 'we will die'.

This was not accomplished in the story of The twelve questions, because those who

spoke this question did in fact survive.

The marker tak''/ta'/ti' can also be used with the negative, as in (230):

230)

nai"
this

hau2 ta1 ma1 yam6 wa5 niirj1

1P1 WILL NEG wet.NEG say like
"We will not get wet.' He spoke like this.'

(Phake Story, The birth and early life of Chaw Mahosatha, No (29) told bv
EeNyanKhet)
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However with negatives its use appears to be non-obligatory, as shown in (41), where

the positive na/3tgeC is preceded by ta1, but die negative aai3 in the second clause of

the sentence is not:

231)

luk4 ye4 B3 ta1 nai3 me5 ma1 nai3 w35 nun1 nai4

child PRT father WILL get mother NEG get say like this
'"As to mis chick, the father will get it, the mother will not", he spoke like
this.'

(Phake Story, Story of the Jam4 bird, No. (62), told by Ee Nyan Khet)

The marker tak'/ta'/ti1 is not confined to future meaning, and also expresses the

English 'should1 as in (232):

232) tafcrtf c n o CQqotxf Otf| ^ English OuJcryS

soi3 e1 ka3 sarj6 ta1 wa5 English soi3

jealous HESIT what will say English jealous
'soi3(jealous), what will/should we call soi3in English?1

(Phake sentence, spoken by Yehom Buragohain)

Audio link for this sentence (Wave files\aiton\extracts\2-4-2-2\20-4.mp3)

8.5.7.5 TAM morphemes which may either immediately follow the verb or be placed
at the end of the core sentence (TAM2)

As indicated above in example (183), section 8.4.3, some TAM markers can

immediately follow the verb, preceding the object noun phrase or any other non core

phrase that follows the subject.

In other Tai languages, where the object is expressed, the TAM morphology will be

separated from the verb and be placed utterance final, as in (233):

233) cm «ua i m inusn
ch£n sui: khaiw ma: Mw
I buy rice COME-ALREADY
S V r O (-Vt)
(Standard Thai sentence, after Vichin Panupong 1970:20)
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This is called a discontinuous constituent by Vichin Panupong. She marked this

constituent V r ... (-V^, showing that there was a transitive verb (Vj) complex,

interrupted by the object. Vichin regards the structure in (233) as a special case of the

structure S Vt O, because it would be possible to antepose the object, thus making the

discontinuous constituent "continuous" (1970:20).

We can typify the pattern of (233) as in (234):

234) S V 0 TAM marker

In (234), either TAM2 or TAM3 markers can occupy the TAM position. If the Object

is moved to the preverbal position, as in (235), or is topicalised as in (236), or is

elided for any reason, as in (237), then the verb will end up adjacent to the TAM

marker.

235) S (O) V TAM marker

236) (O) S V TAM marker

237) S V TAM marker

It appears that among the Tai languages of Assam, the proximity of TAM markers

like kaa1 to the verb or verbal complex is leading to a reanalysis of the position of this

marker as being adjacent to the verb, as in (238):

238) wS srr^ orf ^ ytf <3 co6 cnn cosS" $6" «
man2 aa3 paak1 noi3 man2 pai2 kap3 kaa1 kon3 nui3

3Sg open mouth PRT 3Sg go bite GO piece meat
'He opened his mouth to grab that piece of meat.'

(Aiton Story, Story of the Crow and the Fox, No. (56), told by Ong Cham).

This sentence is of the pattern:

239) S V TAM2 O
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This process of reanalysing kaa'/kS'vs. a morpheme which is adjacent to 1fae verb was

first observed by Diller (1992:24) who wrote that "articulation sometimes approaches

postclitic status." Since the reanalysis is not complete, and sentences with the pattern

of (234) are still found, the morphemes discussed in this section are categorised as

TAM morphemes which may either immediately follow the verb or be placed at the

end of the core sentence, witib the abbreviation TAMb-

8.5.7.5.1 kaaVka1:

The TAM marker kaa'/kS1, a grammaticalisation of the verb 'to go1, is very frequently

used to mark past time, especially in narrative texts. Diller (1992:24) categorised it as

indicating "several time-related factors, most commonly past time or possibly

perfective aspect.". In example (240) it marks simple past time, indicating that the

action of the verb is 'gone'.

240)

caa2 man2 ka3 kun2 sunj1 kun2 mmn2 sat1 phaPhaui3 kaa1

to 3Sg LINK person country person country burn fire GIVE GO
'The countrymen burned his body.'

(Aiton text, History oftheAUon, No. (71) told by Nang Wimala Thoumoung)

Sometimes, in a text with more than one verb in the sentence, all of those verbs will

be marked with kaa'/kB'&s in (241):

241) <3
.1

II

iron1 rai3pai2 kaa1 pai2 kaa1 pai2 uu1 kaa1

go GO go GO go stay GO cluster name of a tree
'He went, and went, and went and rested at a cluster of Mon Rai.'

(Aiton Story, Story of the monkey and the fox, No. (15), told by Bidya
Thoumoung).

In some texts it is marked both on the main verb and on the completive, as in (242),

which is part of a story in which two brothers go out hunting. The first shoots and

misses, but the second gets his prey:
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242.1)

30a2 kaa1 ma1 rhuk1 kaa1

shoot GO NEG touch GO
'He shot but didn't hit it.'

242.2)

kaa1 pai2 thuk1 kaa1 nuk3 kuk3 ah2

shoot GO go touch GO bird kuk3 CLF
'He shot and hit the kuk3bk&:
(Aiton sentences spoken by Sa Cham Thoumoung)

Audio Links for these two sentences are found at Wave files\aiton\extracts
\2-l-2-2\a.mp3 and b.mp3.

When used with adjectives, the TAM marker kaa'/kS1 suggests ingressive meaning, as

in (243) (see also above example (52) in section 8.2.4).

243) f£
han2 hau2

FINISHED
kaa1

to 1P1 difficult GO
'It became very difficult for us.1

(Aiton text, History ofBarhula, No. (35) told by Ong Thun

This ingressive meaning is similar to that observed with the perfective marker in

combination with adjectives in Chinese (Comrie 1976:20). However the TAM2

marker kaa'/ks'is not a perfective, which in thise languages is yauVyau"(see below

8.5.7.6.3).

Even though kaa'/ka1 often appears as past tense marker, it is not bleached of its

original meaning of'go'. It is glossed as 'GO', to show the original meaning; capital

letters are used to show that some grammaticalisation has occurred. The same

morpheme kaa'/ks'cm also be used as a full verb, or in a serial construction with

other morion verbs (see example (288) in 8.5.8 below). An related imperative form

ka3is also found (see below 8.6.4). Example (244) illustrates ite'in a serial

construction and kaJ&s an imperative.
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244)

nai3pha1 se6

despite PRT get
ye4 kau2 ta! non2 ham3

PRT lPl WILL sleep GIVE

mara2 wen6 kham2 ka1 ka3

2Sg jump across go GO.IMP
'In spite of mis quarrel, I will lie down and you jump over me.'

(Phake Story, The story of the two goats, No. (12), told by Yehom Buragohain)

8.5.7.5.2 maa2/ma2:

The TAM marker maa2/m§2 is used to mark past time, just like kaa'/ks'above, but in

the specific context of the action referring towards the speaker or place where the

speaker is. For example, in (245), Lord Sikkya (Sakka) is in heaven looking down to

the earth where the teller of the story is. In this circumstance, maa2/ma2 is used.

245) 0 8 0 ^

lai3 pui2 nai3 cau3 sik1 kyaa2 duu2 lem2 maa2 muirj2 kaarj2

therefore RES? Sakka look look at COME the earth
'And so Lord SpJcka looked (down) at the earth.1

(Aiton text, HMory of the Aiton, No. (6.1) told by Nang Wimala Thoumoung)

Since the full verb maa2/m52'come' is always indicating motion towards the speaker,

it will usually be marked by the TAM marker maa2/ma2in situations of past time,

such as in examp'e (246):

246) COCO
luk4 thai1 len1 khT1 lairj6 men2 m52 m§2

from Thailand ride vehicle fly come COME
'He came from Thailand by aeroplane.'

(Tai Phake Song, Poem in the khe2 khySg2 style: How Stephen Morey came to
the Tai Phakes,. No (26.1), read by Ai Che Let Hailung)

This usage of maa2/ma2is also found in historical manuscripts, such as (247), from

the Phake chronicle. The TAM marker maa2/mS2is used here because the movement

is both towards the present time, and, gradually, towards the place where the

manuscript was written, Assam. This chronicle tells of the movement of the Phake

people towards Assam.

247)

kin2

eat
khau3 khSu6 mSu2 (Ion6) saun2 tin2

rice white Mau(Lung) two feet
sSi1 nam4

wash

SZ. JO
m5u2 log6 ma2 cam4

Mau Lung come PRT
'He ate the white rice of Mau Lung and washed his feet in the Mau Lung river.'
(from the Phake Chronicle)

A similar phenomenon is observed in Aiton, as shown in (248), where King Sukapha

is making his way, gradually, to Assam. In the narrative at this point, he had battled

with the Nagas, won the battle and taken their women to be wives for him and his

men. This done, (yau3 maa2), sentence (248) is uttered.

248)

3au3 maa2 maa2 thuirj1 tii2 doi2 pat1 kai3

FINISHED COME come reach place mountain Pat Kai
'That being done, (they) reached the Pat Kai mountains.'

(Aiton text, History of the Aiton, No. (42) told by Nang Wimala Thoumoung)

Sometimes, the TAM markers kaa'/kS1and maa2/mS2'are interchangeable. Example

(249) was the version in the manuscript of this text written out by Bidya Thoumoung.

When Nang Wimala discussed this text with me, she indicated that in her version,

kaa"G(y was used in place of maa2 'COME' in the first line, but that this made

difference to the meaning.
no

249)

duu2

look
han1

see
maa2 cau3 phaa3 3aau2 ai3 tan1

COME king Yau PRT all
kun2 sing1

person country
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kun7 muin2 kup1 tag1 suu2 ton2 ham2 kaan3 haul3 laai1

person country with pray give wide give many
'He saw mat king Yau and all the people were praying for more people.'

(Aiton text, History of the Aiton, No. (7) told by Nang Wimala Thoumoung)

The context of sentence is that it immediately follows (245) above. The scope of the

verb han'is therefore towards the speaker, and as a consequence maa2/mS2 is

appropriate. The fact that kaa'/ka'can also be used in this circumstance strongly

suggested that kaa'/ka1 is the more generalised marker and that it is bleached of its

directionality. On the other hand, maa2/m52is used only when the action of the verb is

towards the speaker.

A very good example of the difference between kaa'/JcS1 and maa2/m$2is (250),

where there are two clauses in the past tense, the first marked by maa2 and the second

by kaa1.

250)

khuin2 kon1 ka1 larj1

also after

8

sui1 kaa2 phaa3 khot1

Sukapha leave
maa''

country COME

sii1 paak1 pii2 kun2 muiq2 maan2 khau1

100 year people country Burma 3Sg

him1 au2 kaa1 muin2 kon2

snatch take GO country Kong
'Four hundred years after Sukapha left his country, the Burmese took Muang
Kong.'

(Aiton text, History of the Aiton, No. (73) told by Nang Wimala Thoumoung)

In (250), ma2can be used to mark the first clause, because the place to which Sukapha

came, Assam, is the place in which the speaker is situated. The second clause, on the

other hand, cannot be marked by ma~2, because it refers to events in another place,

which in no sense come towards the speaker.
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As with kaa'/ki'the TAM marker maa2/mS2can be used with adjectives, and as with

kaa'/kS'its meaning is ingressive. However, in contrast to kaa'/ka1, maa2/mS2wi1h

adjectives implies future time, (i.e. time mat is to come) as in (251).

251)

au2 mun2 phraa2

take glorious Buddha
traa2

law
sag1 khaa1 canr nai3

monks now

con1 con1 uu1 dii2/nii2 maa2 ko3

little live good come also
'By the grace of the Buddha, his teaching and the monks, little by little we will
became well.1

(Aiton letter, No (11), written by Nabin Shyam Phalung, 1999)

The different functions of kaa'/kS1 and ma#2/ma~2are summarised in Table (31), below.

8.5.7.5.3 wai3/wai4:

A third morpheme which is used with a past tense sense is waiVwai4, which also

occurs as a main verb meaning 'keep' (see example (25.2) in 8.2.2.3 above, for an

occurrence of wai'as a completive verb meaning 'keep'). The past tense use of

wai3/wai4 is exemplified in (252):

252) ,/)8<fv3
ciin2 nai4 c5i2 su*
now male 2P1

tun1 lotj6 ka1

all go
yeu3 wai4

pass urine KEEP

tT5 han2 kau2 ye4

at house lSg PRT
'Now you have all come and urinated at my house.'

(Phake Story, A story of justice, No. (20), told by Sam Thun Wingkyen)

In (252) more is implied than simply an event which is in the past. There are longer

term results which remain, and it is for this reason that wai3/wai4\s found. In (252),
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for example, it is the fact that the results of the urination remain around that causes

the owner of the house to request compensation. In (2S3) the subject of the sentence

wishes not only to be able to write the language, but to keep that skill.

253) JO J)fy O§ CCJCrS c8 C
miin2 cam2 com2 phaii1 thuk4 tern3 wai4

he self glad desire, to be interested to copy write KEEP
'He was glad and interested to write (our language).'

(Tai Phake Song, Words of gladness - in honour of Stephen Morey, No. (17)),
sung by Am Saeu Khyo)

However, wai3/wai4\s also used to express a past state which no longer exists, as in

(254):

254) tsJ\fQ?l
miin2 hit1 sa1 la1

3Sg do teacher
'He was a teacher.'
(Phake sentence)

wai4

KEEP

Aithown Che Chakap stated that (254) should be literally translated 'At some time he

was a teacher, but he is not now' and that the morpheme wo/Mm'was best translated

as 'at some time past'.

It might be expected that the other TAM2 markers kaa'/kM'and maa2/mS2, being verbs

of motion as main verbs, could not be used as past tense markers on sentences such as

(254) which are relating to states rather than actions. No example of maa2//n82being

used to mark past time on states has been recorded, but (255) shows kaa'/ks'vn this

role. This suggests that kaa'/ks' is a more generalised past tense marker than the other

TAM2 markers.

cau3 mun2 kaa1

monk GO
a monk.'
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(Alton text, Explanation of the spirit house, No. (27), told by Sui Khong
Thoumoung.)

Some of the postverbaJ occurrences of wai3/wai4 art analysed as completive verbs

rather than TAM2 markers. In example (256), the action is in the future so a past time

interpretation is not appropriate.

256) crpS" o£ smS
kun2 thau3 an2 nan3 khum1 Ion1

person old CLF that again

hau2 Ico3 sarj1 daa1 kan2 phan2 nai3

1PI LINK if quarrel RECIP like this
sii1

PRT

hau2 ko3 ta1 maak1 kai3 kai3 wai3 sii1

1P1 LINK will rich quickly KEEP PRT

That neighbour said, "If we quarrel like this we too will become rich very

soon.'

(Aiton Story, Story of the forest ghosts and the opium pipes, No. (25), told by
Mohendra Shyam).

Table (31} compares the ww.e of the three TAM morphemes which can mark past time,

among other functions:

kw'/kS'

maa2/ma2

waiVwai4

as TAM marker with verbs

General marker of past time

Marker of past time - used when the
scope of the process indicated by the
verb is in some way towards the
speaker

Marker of past time, used when the
process indicated by the verb is
intended to have long term results, or
past marker with states

as TAM marker
with adjectives

ingressive
meaning in the
past

ingressive
meaning in the
future

other uses

as a main verb
meaning 'to go'

as a main verb
meaning 'to come1

as a main verb and
completive verb
meaning 'to keep1

Table 31: TAM2 markers in Phake and Aiton
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8.5.7.6 TAM morphemes which occur at the end of the core sentence (TAM3)

As discussed above in 8.5.7.5, there are TAM markers which can only occur at the

end of the core sentence. These are uu'Ai1'STAY' (see 8.5.7.6.1), SIOJ'/SD1 (ste

8.5.7.6.2), and yau3/yau4(see 3.5,7.6.3).

8.5.7.6.1 uuVD'and a1:

Needham (1894) stated that the morpheme uu'Ai'was used to mark a 'present

indefinite tense", see 8.5.7.2.1, which modem linguistics would categorise as

continuous or progressive aspect. Banchob (1987), on the other hand, categorised B1

as being an emphatic particle. Diller (1992:24) reported that uu'Ai1 (together with

suu'/sU1) "function postverbally to suggest progressive aspect.". In both of the

examples given by Diller, the progressive aspect is marked by suu'/sU1.

Yehom Buragohain explained that in Phake sff'and u'had the same meaning. She

translated kau2 kin2 ^(lSg-eat-sti1) as 'I am eating'. As a TAM marker, uu'Ai'

occurs frequently in elicited sentences, such as (257), where it marks the progressive,

and (258), where it was stated to be emphatic:

257)

kon2 haii3 pap4 lik4

person give book

si6

nai4

this

«rn

hag2 kau2 nai4

to lSg this

258)

kin2 male1 mon5

lSg mango PRT STAY
"The man from whom I received this book is eating mangoes."
(Phake sentence elicited from Aimya Khang Gohain)

sffe *n§ «ryj cocrS o^
52 cair Q1 kat1 koi4

YES YES STAY cold PRT
'Yes, its definitely cold.
(Phake sentence elicited from Aimya Khang Gohain)
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However, in the texts that I have collected, uu'Ai1 has not been found in the

progressive/continuous meaning, although it is found with emphatic meaning, often in

combination with adjectives, as in (259):

259)

tai2 ko4 miin2 wS5 nl2

friend 3Sg say good STAY
'His friend said 'Yes, Very good.1

(Phake Story, 77K? blind man and the man with scabies, No. (9) told bv Ee
Nyan Khet)

The word uu'Ai1 is very frequently found as a main verb meaning 'to stay', 'to live

at' .It is therefore glossed 'STAY', showing that its verbal meaning is not fully

bleached.

There is another particle, especially in Aiton, pronounced o', which is probably the

same morpheme. It is exemplified in (260):

260)

ui2

ceo
hatu3 lel kau2 cau3 mi2

YES GIVE PRT lSg RESP*EXCL

kau2 cuu2 31 cit1 wan2

I agree STAY seven day
'Yes, my lord, I agree (to give them) seven days.'

(Aiton Story, The twelve questions, No (32), told by Sa Cham Thoumoung)

In (260), it appears that the meaning of 2yis emphatic, as in (258) and (259). Nabin

Shyam stated that in Aiton, D1 was used to mark the present tense, as in mum2 ma2 a'

(3Sg-comeo') which he translated as 'He is (still) coming'. Nabin added that the

meaning of ^7and uu'were the same.

In example (261), oJ\s found in conjunction with an adjective, with ingressive

meaning:
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261) CV73

nii2sag1 kkra1 pak3 maa2 e1 khai3 ko3 nii2 o1

if khon return come PRT illness LINK good STAY
"If the khon returns, the illness will gel better."

(Aiton text, Explanation of Hong Khon ceremony, No. (6), told by Nabin
Shyam.)

sit is not clear what the difference is between khai3 Jo3 nii2 o1 in (261) and khai3 ko3

ta1 /w/*(fever-LINK-WILL-good).

8.5.7.6.2 suuVsu1:

The verb suu'/sU1 is variously translated 'to arrive' or 'to progress towards1. As a TAM

marker it is glossed as TOWARDS1, and is used for progressive aspect, as in (262):

262)

me kai1

V ) OijJ II

nam2 to2 nug5 gam2 sB1

mother chicken black body one cover TOWARDS
"'At the pagoda there is a single black hen sitting on her eggs."1

(Phake Story, Chaw Mahosatha meets Nang Pingya, No. (55), told by Ee
Nyan Khet)

That this is a marker of aspect not of tense is shown in example (263), where it marks

the progressive in past time. It is possible to read $ffyin example (263) as the main

verb 'to arrive', rather than a TAM morpheme.

263) ^Vf CCO Oi£ UjCOV "̂ N$_ §6 Yw5 II

miin2 Is1 sHl p53 Ian4 naii2 ma5 nan3

3Sg roam TOWARDS there in time that
'She was away travelling there, at that time.'

(Tai Phake Song, Poem in the khe2 khySij2 style: How Stephen Morey came to
the Tai Phakes,. No (39.1), read by Ai Che Let Hailung)

Unlike the morphemes in 8.5.7.5 above, suu'/su1 always appears at the end of the core

sentence, as in (264):
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264) snpc6 on
a1 mat1 ne4

minister PRT
ka>
GO

1

COO

ye4

PRT
ks1

go

wa5

hau3

give

*&£
nug1

kin2

eat

nai3

CO)

ks1

GO

wut4

CV)

nai4

this
au2

take

hag2 khun6 h36 kham2 sD1

to king TOWARDS say like that PRT
"The minister took it and went to give it to the king to eat, it is said like that."

(Phake Story, Story of the foolish king, No. (42), told by Ee Nyan Khet)

In this example we clearly see suu'/sB'\s in final position within the core sentence,

whereas kS' is attached to the verb complex ks1 hau3 kin2. The constituents of the

core sentence are analysed in (265):

265) Verb complex TAM
ka1 hau3 kin2 kS1 nai4

go and give ... to eat GO this

Object TAM
hag2 khun6 ho6 kham2 sD1

to the king TOWARDS

Another example of the usage of suuJ/sUJ is in (266), in which Sa Cham Thoumoung

is telling about the various migrations of the Aiton, and then moves into present time

to refer to something that is the case now.

266) Cc/€>

puin2

other

"if\

naa2

ce2

now

aai3

lau2

say

>gtf
ton2

CJT)
suu1 kham2 tii2

TOWARDS Khamti
khau1 lau2

3 PI say

.1SUU1 £'

PRT PRT

naa2 aai3 ton2

field Aiton field Aiton
'In the place that the Khamtis now call the Aiton fields,1

(Aiton text, History of the Tai, No. (26) told by Sa Cham Thoumoung)

8.5.7.6.3 3au3/yau4:

Diller (1992:24) categorised jau3/yau4as a temporal adverbial, translated as 'already1

An excellent example of jau3/yau4 is (267), which is taken from a text telling about

the death (Parinibbana) and cremation of the Buddha. Example (267) relates the
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complete burning up of the Buddha's body. It is the only time in this text that

occurs.

267) ^00 ^ ©£ *£ Jtf- •no^ f£ o o c l £
mui1 haai1 waan.2 nam2 cun2 cat}1 haaij2 to1 38U3

gone gone inside in coffin then body until FINISHED
'Then the body inside that coffin was gone.'

(Tai Khamyang text, The Parinibbana, No. (32), read by Chaw Cha Seng)

From example (267) we can derive the analysis that jautyau4 is TAM marker of

perfective aspect. It is glossed as 'FINISHED' in this thesis.

Example (268) shows that an action marked by jautyau4 is completely over before

the next action commences:

268)

waa* nag1 nai3 3au3 i2 kaa1

GO
thau3 ok1 pai'

say like mis FINISHED woman old go out go
'When she had said this, the old woman went out.'

(Aiton Story, Story of the old woman, No. (14), told by Nabin Shyam).

Example (269) is from Ongthun Shyam's History ofBarhula. He has been talking

about the fact that in days long past, there was teaching of the Tai scripts in the village.

The introduction of Assamese schools with Indian independence meant that only

Assamese script was being learned, and that finished off the Tai script.

269.1) oSotf p ^

lik3 ma1 nun2 ku1 laa1 son1

book Assam foreigner teach
'(Only) Assamese writing was taught.1

269.2)

aa1 luk3

from

FINISHED

mm2 3aam2 nan3 mak1 lik3 tai2

time time that since book Tai
lik3 maan2

book Burma
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csn 08
i i1an2 hau2 son1 c1 p m 2 maa2 sii1

CLF 1PL teach PRT get less COME PRT
'After that, the Tai and Burmese writing which we had learned, got less.'

(Aiton text, History ofBarhula, No. (34) told by Ong Thun

The TAM morpheme jauVyau4 can also be used in sentence initial position to

indicate that the item previously being discussed is completed and a new topic has

begun, as in (270):

270) £ l

3au3 maa2 maa2 thmrj1 tii2 doi2 pat1 kai3

FINISHED COME come reach place mountain Pat Kai
'That being done, (they) reached the Pat Kai mountains.'

(Aiton text, History of the Aiton, No. (42) told by Nang Wimala Thoumoung)

The TAM marker jau3/yau4 is also found in future contexts, showing clearly that it

marks aspect rather than tense, as can be seen in (271):

©3

ma dai3 rjin2

271) IV VJ[ GO CO Oj C<

kau2 ta1 taai2 3au3 kau2 po2

I will die FINISHED I if NEG hear
'(By then) I will have died if I do not get to hear the answer.'

(Aiton Story, The twelve questions, No (21), told by Sa Cham Thoumoung)

This use of jau3/yau4'm the future is very common in certain manuscripts, as in (272):

272) ODC6 oS

luk3

§ i
sii1 wan2 aan1 kaa1 cam3

i
piiii2 main1 num2 mam1

from PRT* day Tuesday PRT year new month new

tf

nai3
3au32 luin2

get day one FINISHED
'From Tuesday, it will be the first day of the new year and the new month.1

(Aiton manuscript, Calendar for the year 2001/2002, No. (8), told by Sui
Khong Thoumoung.)
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In (272), jau3 co-occurs with na/3'GET (see below 8.5.7.7.1V, bui the meaning is

clearly in the future, because at the time at which the manuscript was written, the

beginning of the new year was still in the future. The literal meaning is 'got the first

day of the new year'.

8.5.7.7 Other TAM morphemes

8.5.7.7.1 dai3/nai3

The word daJ3/naj3has a basic meaning of'get' (see example (231) above). In all of

the languages of the Tai family, this word has a number of meanings. In a study of

Lao texts, Enfield (2000:123) found that it occurred as a main verb in 15% of

occasions, as a preverb 45% of the time, and the remainder of the time postverbally.

No statistical analysis of the texts in this thesis has been done, but it does appear that

dai3/nai3occurs much less frequently as a preverb than in the Lao texts studied by

Enfield. It does occur postverbally as a completive verb with the meaning 'can1, as in

(273) and preverbally with the meaning of achievement, as exemplified in (274):

273) oo<f </x>6 cm cm
sarj1 ma1 ca(a)pl e1 khon1 e1 horj3

ex
ma1 dai3

if NEG join PRT khon PRT call NEG GET
'If it doesn't adhere, the khon can't be called.1

(Aiton text, Explanation of Hong Khon ceremony, No. (159), told by Nabin
Shyam.)

274)

pan2 khirj2 thug6 ma2

duration of life body reach come

oo<f

a1 ni1 c54 tak1

changing will
kati3

near

kham2 sarj6 mau1 nai3 sarj1 son6 wai4

word any NEG GET advise teach to keep
'The duration of my life has nearly reached it's end (i.e. will change), and yet I
have not taught any words of advice.'
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(Tai Phake Text, Grandfather teaches Grandchildren, Intro No. (7), read by
Yehom Buragohain)

Example (274) is from a manuscript and the use of daj3/nai3here probably does not

reflect common spoken usage.

For Lao, Enfieid (2000:181) categorised the preverbal daJ3/Da<3as (275).

275) preverbal modal 'result of prior event'
daj-V
V
this is the case because something else happened before this.

Enfield added that daP/nai3should not be thought of as a 'past tense1 marker, adding

that

"As many of the examples ... show dqj is neither required by an expression's

being set in the past, present or future, nor does its presence unequivocally

denote any particular tense locus... It does, however, have aspectual properties

related to a successful completion of actions/events ... and a common 'past

tense1 interpretation can arise from this."

The most frequent occurrence of daP/naP in preverbal position is in combination with

haiu3/haii3\o give', as in (276):

276)

nai3 yarj2

an2 khai3 an2 cep1 an2 nat1

CLF fever CLF pain CLF hot
an2 nSu6 pi1 hati3

CLF cold don't GIVE

get have
'May you not have fever, pain, heat or cold.'

(Phake Blessing Blessing, No (15), intoned by Nang Pe)

This is a different preverbal usage from that found by Enfield for Lao and presented

above in (275). Unfortunately there are not enough examples of preverbal daJ3/nai3 in
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the texts that form the basis of this thesis to be able to discuss its usage in any more

depth.

8.5.7.8 Combinations of TAM morphemes

Sometimes more than one of the TAM morphemes discussed iii some detail above co-

occur, as in example (277):

277)

ntirj1

as
anz

CLF

nai4

1P1 think

time one
wan2 ntirj5

oneday

PRT meeting CLF this

CU3

ye4

PRT

on
ne4

PRT

siirj6 het1 ka1

if do GO

a1 mu2 hau2 ne4 ta1 phen3 ka1 ta1 curj1 ka1

work 1P1 PRT will tidy GO will complete GO
'I also think that our work will be tidy and complete if our meeting is done
today.1

(Tai Phake Speech, No (40), given by Ai Chanta)

In this example, the adjectivesphen3<tidy' and ciuj''complete' are marked by both the

future/irrealis marker ta1 and ka'. As indicated above in Table 31, kS1 marks

ingressive with adjectives, so the co-occurrence of these two markers in not

inconsistent. In example (278), on the other hand, te'and tnS2'co-occur with a verb.

278)

ko4 kau2 ta1 ka1 khT3 ma2

friend lSg will go defecate COME
'I am going to relieve myself.1

(Phake Story, The blind man and the man with scabies, No. (15), told by Ee
Nyan Khet)

It may be that (278) should be translated 'I am going to relieve myself (and then)

come back.'
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A more common co-occurrence is kMl with jau3, as in (279), in which it appears that

kS1 marks the fact that this sentence is in past time with relation to the time of

speaking, and jau3marks the completion of the entire event.

279) 08
pok3 maa2 tii2

return come to

€O£

hum2 tan.1 luk3 saau1 iaan2

house with child female 3 Sg

A H A
hum2 3UU1 hum2 sau2 kaa1

together stay together stay GO FINISHED
'And returned to the house and lived with her daughter (happily ever after).1

(Aiton Story, Story of the old woman, No. (23), told by Nabin Shyam).

8.5.7.9 Utterances unmarked by TAM morphemes:

The marking of Tai sentences with TAM morphemes is not obligatory, except in the

case of the marking of future events with ta'/tr/tak1. Habitual action is often

unmarked, as in Example (280):

280)

nai4 a1 khit)1 ms5 hu4 ye4 pa1 kha6 khau6

this time summer PRT dolphin PLU
curj1 nai4 auk1

now come out

ma cuM flJD ma xa hJwq mnq wJtq

ma2 com2 phO2 com2 phD2 ma2 kha6 ha2 miin2 wiit4

come sink float sink float come search boat 3Sg PRT
'So, in summer, the dolphins jump up and down in and out of the water,
searching for its boat.'

(Phake Story, The Dolphin, the Crow and the Mosquito, No (47), told by
Aithown Che Chakap)

Not all unmarked sentences are habitual. Sometimes TAM morphemes are not

required because of the presence of a time expression, as in (281) and sometimes

because of the context, as in (282):
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281)

mm2 3aam2 nat3 cok1 khaa1 mom2 an2 tain2 paiaj1

then bag 3Sg CLF pound through
'At that time her bag was pounded through with holes.'

(Aiton Story, The story of the forest spirit and the first daughter, No (69), told
by Sa Cham Thoumoung)

282) a
pai2

go

Off*
ton

p-fi
han1

see

corf
kan2

muk3 sui2

hunter

"3
soi2

khau1

3P1
naiVdai3

mrf
kan2

corf
phaan2

deer

°i
tuu2

CLF
loin2

one

cut RECIP cut to pieces, to slice RECIP
'He saw that the hunters had got a deer, and were slicing it up.'

(Aiton Story, Story of the Crow and the Fox, No. (9), told by Ong Cham).

In example (282), it is clear that the getting of the deer preceded the seeing, because

the hunters were already slicing it up. The context of the story tells us that the whole

thing is in the historical past; pragmatic common sense tells us the hunters must have

caught the deer before slicing it up, and the previous sentence in the story, in which

the crow spots the hunter's fire, tells us that the deer was already caught when the

crow saw it, and that the crow did not see the deer being caught.

8.5.7.10 Time expressions:

Table (32) lists the time expressions found in Aiton and Phake.

Phake

ma5 nai4

ma5 nan4

ma5 yam2 nan4

ciirj1 nai4

ha1 nai4

Aiton

mui2 nai3

mm2 nan3

mm2 3aam2 nan3

can1 nai3

Gloss

now, today

then

then

now

then
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Cote

wan2 nai4

ma1 nS?

ma1 sun2

ma1 phuk4

ma1 hi?

kan2 natt6

karj2 wan2

kSn2kham2

wan2 nai3

ma1 rjaa2

ma1 sum2

ma1 phuk3,
ma1 phruk3

kaan2 naui1

kaan2 wan2

kaan2 kham2

today

yesterday

the day before yesterday

tomorrow

the day after tomorrow

morning

midday

evening

Table 32: Time expressions

These time expressions most frquently occur clause initially, as in example (283),

although they can occur clause finally.

283)

hS1 nai4 taun4 mai3 an2 ta1 kin2 ma1 yarj6 ye4

at that time hungry CLF will eat NEG have.NEG PRT

'At that tine they were hungry, but there was nothing to eat.'

(Phake Story, The two brothers, No. (4), told by Ee Nyan Khet)

8.5.8 Multi-Verb Sequences

In Tai languages verbs can be arranged serially, as in (284):

284) «n^<f 3 ii
pa1 rui2 ka3 pai2 khaa1 um1 dai3

day after tomorrow LINK fo search NEG get
'On the second day they went and searched but did not get (the answer).

(Aiton Story, The twelve questions, No (38), told by Sa Cham Thoumoung)

The two verbs in (284) could both be followed by noun phrases, as in (285), and it is

argued here that noun phrases something like man;2 JcaP'far country' and ke3pa1 sa1

naa1 'answer to the question' are at least understood in (284).
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285) <3 ceo
pai2 mnnj2 kai3 khaa1 ke3 pa1 sa1 naa1 aig1 dai3

go country far search answer question NEG get
They went to a far country to search for answers to the questions, but did not
get them.'

There are many actual examples where serialised verbs are followed by objects, as in

(286) where khau3'rice' is the object of khaa1 'search: and luk3 saau' man2'her

daughter' is the object of tig3'feed'.

286} ^ </£ 06
khaa; khau3 sii1 lirj3 luk3 saau1 man2 nam1

search rice PRT to feed child female 3Sg PRT
'... she searched for rice to feed her daughter

(Aiton Story, Story of the old woman, No. (5), told by Nabin Shyam).

Sometimes the multi verb strategy is used to express events which are sequential as in

(287). The meaning here appears to be 'He saw a tiger and was shocked', but could

equally be 'He saw a tiger causing him to be shocked1.

287)

han6rntin2 han6 S36 pa2 lap1

3Sg see tiger to be startled, shocked
'seeing a tiger, he felt shocked'
(Banchob 1987:368)

It is not necessary for each of the verbs to be able to have an unstated object. This

especially the case with motion verbs, which are often arranged as in (288), where a

verb of manner of motion {phut''rise up1) is followed by one of a restricted set of

verbs of path (ok^come out') and then one of direction (y

288)

1

V C€>c6

mm2 nan3 phii1 nam3 phut1 ok1 maa2

when that ghost water rise up come out come
'Then the ghost of that river rose up out of the water.'

(Aiton Story, Story of the old woman, No. (16), told by Nabin Shyam).
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This possibility of the verbs arranged serially having different objects allows three

participant events to be expressed using more than one verb, as in example (289):

289) o§ oaf" GI
6 4

SY5 xrrrS StrrS o§ oaf" GI ^8 coo| sat
nok4 au2 khun6 men3 si6 pauk4 ma2 cT* ko3 can4

bird take hair porcupine PRT return come show friend elephant
The bird took the porcupine's hair and returned and showed it to his friend the
elephant'

(Phake ^.ory, The bird with the red bottom, No. (19), told by Ngi Kheng
Chakap)

In example (289) flok^'bird' is the agent of the verb au2<take' and indirectly of cT*

'show1, and kbun6 men3'porcupine's hair' is the patient or second participant of both

verbs, although only indirectly of cT*. The other participant, ko3 cS^'his friend the

elephant1, is the goal of cf"show'. It is not necessary to mark it in a prepositional

phrase becai»se it is the only direct participant of that verb, the others being

understood. It is clear thai ko3 ca~g4can only be the goal of cf.

8.5.9 Compktive Verbs:

A spec^"* -.vpe of multi verb construction is the completive construction where one

verb completes the action of another. In contrast to the multi verb strategy in 8.5.8

above, a completive verb cannot have an object. Completive verbs have been

discussed above in 8.2.3.4.

Example (290) exemplifies this. The main verb is ja/-2'shoot' and its action is

completed (or not as in this case) by thuk1 'touch1.

290)

3Ui2 kaa1 ma1 thuk1 kaa1

shoot GO NEG touch GO
'He shot but didn't hit it.'

(Aiton sentence spoken by Sa Cham Thoumoung)

Audio Link for this sentence (Wave files\aiton\extracts\2-l-2-2\a.mp3)
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A rather poetic example of a completive verb is (291). Aimya Khang Gohain

explained that the verb gin2means *to listen with understanding1, and is the

completion of the action of thaw1 to listen, obey.'

291) ^ ft °o CV>"
slf5 thorn1 nam4 kham2 wg5 kau2 gin2

you all to listen, obey speaking say lSg hear
You should all listen to the words that I speak.'
(Tai Phake Text, Grandfather teaches Grandchildren, Intro No. (16), read by
Yehom Buragohain)

The noun nam4 Jdham2is literally 'water-word1, which is translated by Tai informants

as a single lexeme with the meaning 'speaking1. The structure of (291) is given in

(292):

292) Subject Verbi Object Verb2

sU6 thorn1 nam4 kh5m2 wa5 kau2 gin2

you listen speaking-say-I hear

Example (291) could be translated literally as 'You (should) listen to my speaking and

hear it (with understanding).'

Frequently there is more than one possible completive. Example (293) shows the

word hot3as the completive of the main verb kham3 cam2'think':

293)

mm2 3aam2 nan3 kham3 cam2 sag1 uig1 hot3 gui3 maa2 dii2 o1

then think what NEG clearly not clever come PRT
'Then they couldn't think clearer, they were confused.1

(Aiton Story, The twelve questions, No (63), told by Sa Cham Thoumoung)

When this example was being translated, Nabin Shyam gave the meaning of hot3as

'clearly1, but it seems to be the verb 'to arrive'. Nabin Shyam gave five ways of saying

'could not think', presented as (294):
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294.1)

2942)

294.3)

294.4)

294.5)

kham3

think

kham3

think

kham3

think

4^
kham3

think

</§</£
kham3

think

cam2

cam2

cam2

cam2

cam2

ma:

NEG

n
ma1

NEG

*l
ma1

NEG

*l
ma1

NEG

«l
ma1

NEG

hot3

reach

<#
thing1

reach

thmp1

meet/get

CO

pe3

can

3
dai3

GET

Nabin Shyam did not indicate whether the five examples in (294) had different

meanings, or would be likely to be used in different circumstances.

Sometimes, as in (295), an adjective can be followed by a completive verb.

295) , 5
tag1 kaa1 nam3 lik3 nam3 noi1 heg3 cmm2 kaa1 cam3

 3au3

all river small river small dry evaporate GO PRT FINISHED
'All the small rivers have dried up and evaporated.1

(Aiton manuscript, The creation of the world, No. (8))

In example (295), the main predicate is the adjective Aa^'diy1. The verb ciam2is

arguably a completive, and the whole predication is marked by the TAM2 marker kaa1,

which shows that this event was in past time. An alternative analysis of (295) would

suggest that this is a serial verb structure with the first verb in the series being an

adjective.
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8.6 Non-declarative sentences

8.6.1 Theoretical considerations

The three processes of interrogative, imperative and negative have been grouped

together because of certain common features. The first two processes, interrogative

and imperative, are often called 'mood', and are generally more marked than

declarative sentences, often termed the indicative mood.

These three are treated togetiier because of a common property: the fact that all three

processes can be marked by changed tone in Phake (see for example below 8.6.2.3). It

is also probably the case that the TAM markers are less frequently employed in

interrogative, imperative and negative sentences.

8.6.2 Questions

Questions in the Tai languages of Assam are expressed by the use of a question

particle (see 8.6.2.1) or a WH- type question word (see 8.6.2.2).

8.6.2.1 Polar questions

Polar questions use the particle no6in Phake or naa1 in Aiton, as in example (296):

T

296)

i2 taai2 3au3taai^ 3au3 sin3 ko3 naa1

die FINISHED end LINK PRT.QN die FINISHED
'When we die, is that the finish?1

(Aiton text, On Buddhism, No. (12), told by Sa Cham Thoumoung.)

Polar questions occur less frequently in the texts than WH- questions. Therefore some

of the data about them will be drawn from elicited sentences. In (297), a simple polar

question and its affirmative and negative answers are exemplified:

297.1)

maii2 pen2

CY3I
6han2 ka1 no"

2Sg be, become house GO PRT.QN
'Are you married?' (asked to a woman)
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(Phake sentence elicited from Aimya Khang Gohain)

Affirmative answer:

297.2) J~jy6 cjT 8v5 .8Y^ (A)

52 kau2 pen2 hsn2 yau4

Yes lSg be,become house FINISHED
'Yes, I am married.'

(FTake sentence elicited from Aimya Khang Gohain)

Negative answer:

297.3)

mau par lorj2

NEG not yet go down
'I am not yet married' (i.e. I have not come down)

(Phake sentence elicited from Aimya Khang Gohain)

It is also possible to ask a question expecting the answer yes, as in (298):

298)

cau3nai4 kat1

this cold NEG yes PRT.QN
'It is cold, isn't it?'

(Phake sentence elicited from Aimya Khang Gohain)

Such sentences also occur in the texts, as in example (299):

299)

hau2 sun)1 hau2
uirj1

FINISHED country 1PI country 1PL NEG YES
'And then (he said) This is our country, isn't it?1

(Aiton text, History of the Tai, No. (90) told by Sa Cham Thoumoung)

Where a question is asking for a one of a set of alternatives, it is not necessary to use a

question word, rather it is only necessary to put two propositions (here two noun

phrases) in appositions. This is exemplified in (300):
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300) coy col >J col <n
maii2 ta1 ka1 k5n2 naii6 kan2 kham5

2Sg will go middle morning middle evening
Will you go in the morning or in the evening?

(Phake sentence elicited from Aimya Khang Gohain)

A question with a final 'or not1 would be expressed with two clauses, one positive and

the other negative, as in (301):

301)
maii2 ta1 mS2 kin2 khau3 mau1 m52 kin2

2Sg will come eat rice NEC come eat
'Are you coming to eat rice or not?'

(Phake sentence elicited from Aimya Khang Gohain)

8.6.2.2 WH-questions:

As discussed in 8.2.2.3 above, WH-question words occupy the position of noun

phrases or prepositional phrases in the syntax, as in (302).

302)

mail2 ta1 kS1 thaii6

you will go where?
'Where are you going?'

(Phake Story, Chaw Mahosatha meets Nang Pingya, No, (16), told by Ee
Nyan Khet)

The WH-question words, together with the types of phrases that answer them, were

listed in Table 5 in section 8.2.2.3.

8.6.2.3 Questions expressed by word order or tone alteration

In Phake, in some circumstances an alteration of word order or a reassignment of tone

can change a statement into a question.
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8.6.2.3.1 Word order

The late Aimya Khang Gohain explained that the order of constituents in a question

depended on which item was being questioned. In (303.1) the question is whether the

subject ('you') has eaten or not, whereas in (303.2) the question is whether it is rice

that has been eaten, or some other food:

303.1)

sir5 kin2 k5
2P1 eat GO
'Have you eaten rice?1

khau3

rice

303.2)

khau3 sB6 kin2 ka
rice 2P1 eat GO
'Have you eaten rice?1

(Phake sentences, elicited from Aimya Khang Gohain)

Audio Link for these two sentences, with an explanation by Aimya Khang
Gohain (\wave files\phake\sounds\aimya.mp3)

Aimya Khang added that (303.1) would become a statement i

utterance final, as in (304):
were

304)

sU6

2PI
'You

kin2

eat
have eaten

khau3

rice
rice.1

ka1

GO

In (303) tone marking has been omitted from the words ks <GO\ In citation form the

word is certainly kSJ, but, as discussed above in 6.2.4.5.1, when k$is pronounced

with the sixth or rising tone in a sentence like (303.2), the sentence becomes of

question. Unfortunately Aimya Khang Gohain died before I was able to question him

again about these examples; on listening to them again it does appear that both tokens

of kS are pronounce with a rising tone, and should therefore probably be written as kS6

with the gloss 'GO.QN'.
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Possibly, therefore, constituent order variation alone will not lead to either (303.1) or

(303.2) being interpreted as questions. Of course sentences such as these with 2nd

person subjects are much more likely to be questions. It would be a quite marked

situation if either (303.1) or (303.2) were declarative sentences.

8.6.2.3.2 Tonal alternation

As discussed above in 6.2.4.5.1, tonal alteration may be used to express questions.

Banchob (1987) was the first to identify this phenomenon in Phake. Table (33) lists

some of these tone alternations found in her dictionary:

J)§ caii6

^ caii5

Q6 m§2

^5" m56

ficrSo^CQ-^ het1 yau4 kSl

fic6o£cns[ het1 yau4 ka6

j~Hc6&[ ik1 ma2

OOJ«oJ«nBcYf ta1 au2 ik6

wvi«jy]CCOp8 miin2 ma5 ma6 ka4

nl6

an interrogative form of caii5

Yes

to go back home

to go back home (in questions,

negative, and future tense)

it has been done

has it been done?

please give more.

will you want some more?

If he does not come, it is also good

(1987:101)

(1987:101)

(1987:307)

(1987:307)

(1987:347)

(1987:347)

(1987:433)

(1987:433)

(1987:5)

Table 33: Tone alternations for negatives and questions, after Banchob (1987)

It appears that this process is quite widespread among Phake speakers, and that certain

very common verbs can change from the first or second tone to the sixth tone if the

utterance is a question or a negative.
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Diller (1992:19) also discussed this phenomenon72, describing it as "a

morphophonemic tone sandhi rule", indicating that it operates on words with the 2nd

tone after "the preclitic negative marker [m-]" but not after mau1.

There is also a special tone for questioning in Phake, which was described above in

example 6.2.4.5.1. The questioning tone is not found only on verbs, but can be found

on the final lexical item of an utterance, regardless of its word class. In example (305),

it is found on a noun. This example is a question that was asked when making a tour

of a village and observing that an old house had been demolished and a new one was

about to be erected.

305) faS
han2

nin
612)

house earth.QN
'(Will it be) a house built on the ground?73'

Audio Link for this sentence example (Wave fi!es\phake\extracts\Ai Chanta
\a.mp3)

The tape recorder was not running when this sentence was uttered. The same evening

Ai Chanta repeated it for the tape, but actually said ta1 het1 hsn2 nin6'*(WILL-do-

house-earth.QN).

There are restrictions on the use of the questioning tone. It is not used if the question

particle no6\s used, as in the following examples:

v3306) c o c *

phak1

vegetables/dishes this eat
'Is this dish74 good to eat?'

nai3 kin2

good.QN

Audio Link for this sentence example (Wave files\phake\extracts\l-10-2-2
\a.mp3)

72
In discussing Diller's findings, 1 have used the tone number ing in Banchob (1987) , io avoid

confusion.
73 Traditional Tai houses are built on stilts and called hon~ har)3\n Phake. Many Tai people are now
demolishing their traditional style houses and building brick houses at ground level. These are called
han2 nin2.
74 The Tai word phak1 literally means "vegetable", but has come to mean the dishes that are eaten with
rice. It can include mea; dishes.
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307) C&rf ^8
kin2 nT2

eat good PRT.QN
'Is it good to eat?1

Audio Link for this sentence example t. vave files \phake\extracts\l -10-2-2
\b.mp3)

8.6.3 Negation

Table (34) lists the negative morphemes from Banchob (1987), together with some

examples of their use:

a

«i

a*

Word

tap4

pai'

ma5

hon1

urj2

need not

not yet

not

not

no

Example

^yjGOcSor^ maii2 m55 tap4 kS1

«|<3_j8o5 mg5 pai1 net1

oJwty^vfyTtf kau2 mS5 rum1 nan6

y^vico^ hMi1 ks1

^\^J~H£OJ£ rjtin2 iirj2 yag2

you need not go

not yet done

I have never seen

won't go

no money

Table 34: Negative morphemes after Banchob (1987)

Negative particles in the Tai languages appear to fall into two categories. The simple

negators recorded in this thesis are listed in Table (35):

Tai

i

Phake
pronunciation

mau1

ma1

tig1, iim1, m1

Aiton
pronunciation

mau1

ma1

uig1, uim1

gloss

•NEC

•NEC

'NEC

notes

this is the form used in writing

infrequent in Aiton

Table 35: Simple negators in Tai
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The negators listed in Table (35) occur preverbally, following TAM-, markers such as

the future/irrealis marker ta'/ti'/tak1 (see example (230) in section 5,5.8.4.1). These

are exemplified in (308):

308) ceo o ^ ccrty

le1 khaa1 ko3 rag1
dai3

roam search LINK NEG get
'She went to look for it but could not get it '

(Aiton Story, The story of the forest spirit and the first daughter, No (7), told
by Sa Cham Thoumoung)

In Table (35), the morpheme & is characterised as 'the form used in writing1. This is

certainly the case for old manuscripts, but most present day Aiton speakers woirki

write the form «n8<f uig'as in (302). Diller (1992:19) characterised this as a preclitic

negative marker and wrote it as [m-].

In Phake, there are two forms which commonly occur, ma', as in (309) and tig'/urn',

which is exemplified in (312.3) below.

309) _jQ|v3 ° 3 ^ .novf co) c8\S «[ co<f
ha1 nai4 taug4 mai3 an2 ta1 kin2 ma1 yag6 ye4

at that time hungry CLF will eat NEG have.NEG PRT
'At that time they were hungry, but there was nothing to eat.'

(Phake Story, The two brothers, No. (4), told by Ee Nyan Khet)

The late Aimya Khang Gohain strongly urged that the negator always be written

mau', to avoid confusion with the word fe^/n^'come'. This is discussed below in 9.1.

In example (309), the main verb is 'have', which in citation form is yag2. As already

discussed above in 6.2.4.5.2, some Phake verbs undergo tone change after the

negative particle ma'. This is most common with verbs that have the 2nd tone in their

citation forms, but can be observed with verbs that have other tones, such as in (310).
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310)

pu1 nai4 ma1 haii6

grandfather that NEG give.NEG
'(But), the old man didnt give (them) the food.'

(Phake Story, The two brothers, No. (8), told by Ee Nyan Khet)

The main verb of (310) is 'give' which haiP'm citaxion. The third tone is creaky, but in

(310), the creakiness in absent and the 6th or rising tone has been employed in its

place. Interestingly, a few moments after uttering (310), Ee Nyan Khet repeated the

^ntence, and the negative tone was not apparent, as in (311):

31D
pU1 nai4 ma1 hau3 wat 4

grandfather this N E G give P R T
'(and so) the old man did not give (them the food).

(Phake Story, The two brothers, No . (10), told by Ee Nyan Khet)

In the examples of negative tone discussed so far, it appeal's to be redundant, in that it

does not occur without the negative particle ma1, nor does it appear to carry any

meaning thai would be lost if M were not present. This is in contrast to the questioning

tone, the absence of which in a sentence like example (305) above would change the

sentence from an interrogative to a declarative sentence.

However Ngo Ong, a Phake from Ningkam Phake village, said that t*: negative tone

is used only for the habitual negative as in (312.2) and not when the action is non-

habitual, as in (312.3).

312.1)

ma1

NEG
'As to

kin6

eai .NEG
ma' kin6.'

ye4

PRT

312.2) CYJ OVi o£ «L ^ ^ Co

ku5 wan2 kau2 ma1 kin6 ne4 me1 kin6

every day lSg NEG eat.NEG DEF NEG eat.NEG
'(If I) don't eat fish every day, I would say ma1 kin6:
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312.3) §<5v3 c6 sftg O8YS" H

ma5 nai4 kau2 iim1 kin2

today lSg NEG eat
'(If I didn't eat) today, I would say ihn1 kin2:

(Phake sentences spoken by Ngo Ong).

Audio Link for these sentence examples (Wave files\phake\extracts\l-10-2-9
\ngoaung.mp3)

The main verb of both (312.2) and (312.3) is kin2^. In (312.3) it is realised with the

tone from its citation form, but in (312.2), it is realised with the negative tone, as kin6.

Ee Nyan Khet offered a different explanation for why the tone sometimes does not

change. In the case of (313), the main verb ya#-'retains its citation form, and does not

appear as negative yan6. These words were spoken in anger, and therefore the

pronunciation was, as Ee Nyan Khet put it CM2 niin5 nain2'a little strong.'

313)

tin1 yarj2 luk4 mau2

NEG have child 2Sg
'You shouldn't have our child!'

(Phake Story, Story of the kum4bird, No . (55), told by Ee Nyan Khet)

In both (312.3) and (313), the verb is preceded by un\ rather than ma1. It may be that

the negative tone is usually associated only with the negator ma1.

The simple negators listed in Table (35) above occur before auxiliary verbs as in (314):

314)

ma1 khaii3 kin2

N E G want eat
'(I) don't warn to eat.'

(Phake sentence)

In (314), the negative tone is blocked by the presence of a auxiliary verb. The

pronunciation *nm1 khau3 kin6was declared ungrammatical by Phake informants.
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Example (315) gives the syntactic frame for the negators with other preverbai

elements:

315) (TAM,) NEC (AUXILIARY) VERB

Sometimes even in manuscripts negation is understood on the word Lotyag Tiave',

being interpreted by the Phakes as having the negative tone yan6, rather than ysg2.

example where the negative reading is preferred was (316):

316)

na3 m2co5 nai4 cat4 na3 yan6 m2 pen"
time this life future have.NEG good be
'The present and the next life will (not) be good.1

(Tai Phake Text, Grandfather teaches Grandchildren, Intro No. (28), read by
Yehom Buragohain)

Aimya Khang indicated that as this clause is linked to the previous one, in which there

is a negative, the verb in (316) should be read as negative. When reading this text,

however, Yehom Buragohain read

A second type of negative morpheme, such as yaa'/y§''don't', pai'/pil/pandox\'X\ 'not

yet1 or tap4'need not1, are prohibitive in meaning. These can appear by themselves, or

in combination with the simple negators discussed above. Some of these have already

been exemplified after Banchob (1987) in Table 34 above. In Aiton, pa'is frequently

found, as in (317):

317)

pa1 naa1 haul3 caak3 kho1

NEG PRT give dig hoe
'Don't make them dig.'

(Aiton text, History of the Tai, No. (147) told by Sa Cham Thoumoung)

Finally, there is one case of possible double negation in (518):
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318)

fast4 cG2 cun2 nai4 mau! yg' o ra 2 khS*
up to this arrive time now NEG dont follow search
Up to this time we have not foiled to follow our grandparents.'

(Tai Khamyang Manuscript, The book of calling back the Khon, No. (7), read
by Sa Myat Chowlik)

It might be better to gloss yS'as 'cease' in (318). Diller (pers. comm.) pointed out mat

in some early Thai inscriptions, the phrase bdB3 yatB3 is found. The example given

was &JB3 yuB3 kbaa/Dl (NEG-don't-separate), used when King Lue Thai75 was

chasing an elephant and meaning 'without giving up1. This may suggest that yaaBl

was originally a main verb meaning 'to leave, stop doing something1

8.6.4 Imperative

Commands in Tai Alton and Tai Phake can be expressed in several ways. One is by

the use of hortative or imperative particles, often found in manuscripts,

demonstrated in example (319):
as

319)

waa2 nai3suu1 hem2 kfeau3 hem2 lau3 kin2 kaa1 ta3 — „„«
2P1 prepare rice prepare wine eat GO PRT.HORT say this
'You prepare rice and wine for us to eat, so they spoke.1

(Aiton manuscript, The treaty between the Aitons and the Timings, No. (88).)

The hortative particle teJoccurs in utterance linal position. It is less frequently found

in spoken texts. Example (320) is from ihe Story of the old woman, which Nabii>)

Shyam wrote down and read, although it is composed in spoken style

320)

pai2 uu1 kaa1 tii2 hum2 pum2 ta3

you go stay PAST at other other people PRT.HORT
'"Go and stay at the house(s) of other people.'"

(Aiton Story, Story of the old woman, No. (13), told by Nabin Shyam).

75
A Thai king from Sukothai, reigned 1317-1354.
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Another method of expressing a command is to use the TAM2 markers. While

investigating the morpheme kaa'/kS1,1 recorded several examples where the marking

of past time was clearly not its function. One of these, which was written down but

not recorded, is presented in (321), where the verb is followed by kaa, here notated

without any tone marking.

321)

HI wunr
PRT

khai2 kaa
yes tell GO
'Yes, tell it!'

(Ait:>n sentence, spoken by Sui Khong Thoumoung.)

This use of kaa Tea in an imperative sentence remained a mystery until Aithown Che

Chakap was assisting with the translation of his story, The widow. When discussing

example (322), he pointed out that there was an imperative variant of kS\ which was

pronou.*: 1 ka3.

322) •CQl CCO\
au2 ka3 niirj1 kau1 ko4 niirj5 me2 niirj1 kau1 ko4 nun5

take GO.IMP ar^in CLF one wife again CLF one
'Take another one, xake another wife!1

(Phake Story, The widow, No (12), told by Aithown Che Chakap)

Aithown Che explained that each of the three TAM2 markers (see 8.5.7.5), had an

imperative form, spoken with a short vowel and on the third tone, as in (322). Each of

these three imperative markers still maintains some of its original meaning. In Phake,

wai3v*ou\d be used in a sentence like tern3 w«/5(write-KEEP.IMP) 'Write it!', which

suggests not only that the thing be done but that its results would remain. If calling a

child to eat, one might say km* /z?aJ'(eat-COME.IMP), because the child would likely

be in another location and would need to come towards the speaker to eat.

This usage of imperative particles is summarised in Table (36)
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ka3

ma-

TAM2 as markers of imperative

General imperative marker

Marker of imperative - used when the scope of the process indicated by the
verb is in some way towards the speaker

Marker of imperative, used when the process indicated by the verb is intended
to have long term results, also used as imperative past marker of states

Table 36: Imperative markers in Phake and Aiton

It appears that these markers are also found in Aiton, as in (323), where ai3is a spoki

form of wai3. When the recording of the History of the Tai was copied by Bidya

Thoumoung, he wrote 3 wai3.

323) £ CAj6o3 /r3

main2 SD' lai1 ai3 kau2 ti l

2Sg rule PRT ISg will
'You keep ruling, I wild return home.'

(Aiton text, History of uhe Tai, No. (137) told by SaCham Thoumoung)

en

pok3 mmn2

return country

It is not clear which tone these markers have in Aiton. It appears in (324) that it mighl

be the second tone, but the sense is still that of a command.

324)

phii1 thum1 uii2

spirit forest VOC
cii3

show COME.IMP
sim2 phraarj1

spade

cit sim2 phraarj!

show COME.IMP spade
'Hey, Forest Ghost, show me my spade.1

(Aiton Story, The story oj the forest spirit and the first daughter, No (19), told
by Sa Cham Thoumoung)
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8.7 Complex sentences

In this thesis the term complex sentence will be taken to refer to sentences which are

made up of more man one clause. Vichin Panupong (1970:4-8) identifies three types

of complex sentences for Standard Thai, which she calls complex, compound and

linked sentences. A complex sentence for Vichin Panupong is "a sentence one or more

of whose constituents is in itself a downgraded sentence", where a downgraded

sentence is one "whose status can be reduced to becoming simply a unit of structure

within a larger construction". She exemplifies this in (325), where the downgraded

sentence is in italics:

325) ntWlV 0 tti
kulaip tin yarj tu:m yin may khuan det
rose which still bud PROG NEG should pick
'The roses which are still in bud should not be picked.

Such complex sentences in Vichin Panupong's terms are those involving a noun

phrase with a relative clause or some other sentential modifier. The relative clauses

have already been discussed at 8.3.2.5.

A compound sentence, on the other hand, is one which contains two or more simple

sentences, or a simple and complex sentence, as in (326), linked by a class of words

called linkers by Vichin Panupong. The linker is italicised:

326) YITU Yinu Ivw finj ii tin ^t nail
tan sa:p m£y khr6p w£: kh£w ca klap mtuaray
RESP know QN PRT LINK 3Sg WILL return when
'Do you know when he'll be back?1

A linked sentence is one which is preceded by a sentence linker. Usually these are part

of a compound sentence as in (327), where the linked sentence is shown in italics.

327) n tJu fa
di: thi fan miy tdk
good which rain NEG fall
'It's a good job it didn't rain.'
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In the Tai languages of Assam, several types of sentences are made up of more than

one clause. In some cases, two sentences are linked without any implication of one

being in any way dependent on the other. Such sentences are linked by words like

sam4(nug\ as in example (328):

328)

ye3 horn6 yan2

Yehom* have
S1 tl5

stay at
ken2 man2

heart country

sam4 kau4 au2 khon2 cii5 no1 pin2

repeat again take mix name Nabin*
"There is Yehom who lives in the heart of that country, in addition there is a
man called Nabin.1"

(Tai Phake Song, Poem in the khe2 khySq2style: How Stephen Morey came to
the Tai Phakes,. Nos. (24) and (25), read by Ai Che Let Hailung)

More frequently when two sentences are combined, one is in some sense dependent

on the other. Sometimes this is achieved by simple apposition of two sentences, as in

(329), the literal meaning of which is: '(there was) an earthquake - (so) the earth

shook'.

329)

come

irj1 san1
Ian6 nin2 yon5 pai2 yon5 mg2

earthquake the earth rock go rock
"during an earthquake shock, the earth shook."
(Banchob 1987:354)

When speech is being reported, it is introduced by the word wSs 'say', as in (330):

330)

mikr
3Sg

ft
wa5

say
sun6 pha4 phon6 ye4

if weather rain PRT
kau2

ISg
mau1 pauk4

NEG return

T1 II
ta1 son4 nS2

will take shelter field
'She said, "If it rains, I won't return, I'll take shelter in the fields."1
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(Phake Story, Chaw Mahosatha meets Nang Pingya, No. (47), told by Ee
Nyan Khet)

Sometimes speech or thought is introduced by other words, such as /r#"know' in

(331). This example is complicated by the fact that Ee Nyan Khet repeats the link (bo*

thorn1 ka1) before introducing the second clause of this complex structure.

331) CO

ne4

DEF
cau^
RESP

ma1 ho1 ne4

Mahosatha PRT
W kS1

know GO
hn4 tham1 kl1

know listen GO

e4

c3
o1 Q3 mtin2 ne4 ka1 thai6 n52

EXCL father 3Sg DEF go plough field
'Chaw Mahosatha knew that her father had gone to plough the fields.'

(Phake Story, Chaw Mahosatha meets Nang Pingya, No. (33), told by Ee
Nyan Khet)

The second clause in (331) is in the form of direct speech. This sentence was difficult

to render into English adequately, because in English direct speech is not used after

'knows/knew that'.

In addition to structures like (331), there are complex sentences in which one event

has occurred before another. These sentences can be linked with clause initial

conjunctions such as ka1 lag', as in (332):

332)

SUJ1 kaa2 phaa3 ldiDt1 mmr)2

Sukapha abandon country COME
khuin2 k3n* ka1 lag1

also after

8
paak1 pii2 kun2 muirj2 maan2 khau1

100 year people country Burma 3Sg
sii1
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fi "I crf\ ¥ <& -

him1 au2 kaa1 mtarj2 koi}2

snatch take GO country Kong
'Four hundred years after Sukapha left his country, the Burmese took Muang
Kong.'

(Aiton text, History of the Aiton, No. (73) told by Nang Wimala Thoumoung)

In addition, there are the complex sentences in which one part of the complex is

dependent on the other. In (333), the dependent or subordinate sentence is introduced

by kap4 pa^'because':

333)

k3p4 pa5 kin2 ka1 nT1 phan6

because eat opium poor
"He becomes poor, because of smoking opium
(Banchob 1987:37)

A particular type of subordinate relationship is that of condition, in which the

subordinate clause is introduced by if, which is most often expressed in the Tai

languages of Assam by sag'/suy6, or less frequently by pek3/paik\ which we see in

(334)

334.1)

man2 aa1 san1 nai3 pek3

he HESIT if
pum2 sip1

other 10
ko3 maa2

person come

au2 mit3 maa2 tii2 maa2 bup1 ka3

bring knife come to come beat PRT

334.2)

nan3 man2 maa1 naa3 tik1 thii1 ai3

time that 3Sg pride wrong thinking PRT

2 uirj1

CO

.3
pe

3Sg NEG can

0

o
man2 pam2

bow 3Sg ready to fight
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ham3 niaa2 caa2

GIVE come to lSg
'If ten people came, bringing knives, came to beat him, and if in that time he
was proud and haughty, he could not bow down, he is ready to fight, saying
'Let them come to fight me!'"

(Aiton Story, The twelve questions, Nos (!67)-(168), told by Sa Cham
Thoumoung)

Example (334) is rather too long to be regarded as a single sentence and when

preparing the analysis of The Twelve Questions, Nabin Shyam suggested these be

written as two sentences. However it is regarded as a single sentence because (334.1)

is laying down the two conditions, namely If ten men came and If he was proud and

haughty, and the main sentence is found in (334.2).

Example (335) also shows subordinate structures, here marked by laP'so':

335) ¥
hat1 hat1 kai2 kai2 lai3 phraa2 pin2

veryangrys so Buddha be
cau3 po' noi
RESP born PRV

KhyDt3

preach

o3 o3
kai2lai3 hat1 lai3

so short temper so angry
They were very angry, so Buddha was born (here), and came to preach
because of this short-temperedness.1

(Aiton text, Why Buddha was born in this world, No. (9), told by Sa Cham
Thoumoung.)

8.7.1 Causatives & Purposive constructions

The verbs au2'take' and haws/hau3s'give' both have secondary functions as the

formative in causative and purposive constructions. Diller (1992:24) reported that au2

is "the main causation formative ... The direct object ("causee") may follow this group,

in which construction it is often "case narked" by the preposition hay2."
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However, as discussed above in 8.3.3, ft appears that the use of bag2\s not related to

the presence of one of these causation forming verbs.

In example (336), the causative is necessary because a Buddha image cannot of itself

walk; hence it has to be caused to be gone. The agent is unstated.

336) p (gpr| p «n£ d
haam1 phraa2 haam1 au2 pai2

carry Buddha carry TAKE go
'Carry the Buddha image (and cause it to go).'

(Aiton text, Explanation ofBalipathar Temple, No. (13), told by Chaw En Lai).

In example (337), the "causee" is in an prepositional phrase, headed by caa2. In this

construction the intransitive verb lap1'to be afraid' in combination with at/^becomes

almost lexicalised as the transitive verb au2 lap''to frighten'.

337)

pai2

go
au2 lap1

caa2 me2 pa1 haa1 rii1

TAKE afraid to woman businessman

cocS"

sii1me2 po1 haa1 rii1 lap1

woman businessman frightened PRT
'They frightened the woman businessman. She was afraid'

(Aiton Story, Story of the monkey and the fox, No. (4), told by Bidva
Thoumoung). J

Probably the most lexicalised combination with .w^is au2 /aaZ^(TAKE-die) 'to kill'. In

example (338), on the other hand, there is no lexicalisation.

338)

phii1 tf-uan1 an2 cii3 haui3 maa2 c3k' khaa1 an2

spirit forest CLF point GIVE come basket CLF
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3 a
sim2 phraai)1 mmn2 au2 haai1 daai2 pai2 kaa1

spade 3Sg TAKE disappear lost go GO
'He pointed out the basket and caused her spade to disappear.'

(Aiton Story, The story of the forest spirit and the first daughter, No (11), told
by Sa Ch^m Thoumoung)

In this thesis au2has been glossed as TAKE', using upper case letters in any case

where it is felt that there is some grammaticalisation of the original meaning. The

word haw3/hau3\s also used for causatives, as in (339)

339) £ «£ 333$ Og

haui3 naarj2 nan3 thorn1

GIVE lady that listen
'To get her to listen.'

(Aiton text, Advice to women, No. (2.5), told by Nabin Shyam.)

The late Aimya Khang (pers. comm. 23/6/1999) stated that haii3 po2 meant "cause to,

in order to" and gave several examples of its use similar to that in (340). In (340),

there is some sense of purpose, although haw3/hau3 could be interpreted variously. In

this thesis, mindful of the fact that this word retains much of its original full verbal

sense, it is glossed as 'GIVE'.

340) [ § |

a1 khirj1 kiia1 laii1 tak1 la2 hati3 po2 thiirj6 man3 pS1 wai6

time how much will require GIVE enough reach village Pawai
"How long does it take to reach Pawoi?"

(Phake sentence elicited from Aithown Che Chakap)

Sometimes there is no sense of either purpose or causation in its use, but it does

involve transfer, as in (341):

341) co p£
nai4ha1

time this lady Pingya DEF say give to
Then Miss Pingya said to Chaw Mahosatha.'

narj2 pin1 na1 ne4 !au5 haii3 hag2 cau3 ma1 ho1

RESP Mahosatha
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(Phake Story, Chow Mahosatha meets Nang Pingya, No. (56), told by Ee
Nyan Khet)

In example (341) it is unclear whether it is more appropriate to gloss hau3a& 'give',

implying that the meaning of transfer is still salient, or as 'GIVE1, suggesting that

grammaticalisation has considerably advanced.

The word hacu3/hau3dAso has a meaning of 'let1 or 'should' as in (342):

342.1)

aa1 muu2 an5
mi5

CO

ne- can1 ham3 het1

work CLF good this then GIVE do
'This good work (only) they should do.

342.2)

aa1 rnuu2

work
an3

ma1 nii5
CO

ne" ma1

CLF NEG good this not
ham3 het1

GIVE do

p£
harj2 luk4 on1 an5 khum3 maa2 nai4 khau6

to children CLF increase COME these* 3P1
The growing children should not be allowed to do these wrong deeds.'

(Khamyang Story, Advice to children, Nos. (30) and (31), told by Sa Myat
Chowlik.)

Example (343) forms a neat quartet. In (343.1), haii3appears in its full verbal meaning

of'give', but in (343.2) it can be read as either a full verb in a serial verb construction

or as a causative, or even benefactive construction. Example (343.3) is more clearly

an applicative construction of cause or purpose. These three are then followed

immediately by a causative construction with au2m (343.4):

343.1) CO

ne4
CO

me5 nag2 pirj1 na1 haii3 ne4

DEF mother lady Pingya give DEF

ne4 s53 caik1 pha3 caik1 au2 mi2

DEF cloth tear cloth tear take come
'Miss Pingya's mother gave some torn cloth (to him).1
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343.2) «^ _J2 -"8 H ^ l . °° U ? O "
ma2 haii2 cau3 ma1 ho1 ne4 yap4

come give RESP Mahosatha DEF sew
'She gave them to the Mahosatha to sew/

343.3) OCJ[

pha3 hai4 haii3 yap
cloth bad give sew sew
'The bad clothes she gave him to sew.'

yap4 yap4

343.4) «rr£ 18
m2

coo II

e6au2 sop1 au2 m2 se6

take beautifiil take good PRT
'He made them beautiful.'

(Phake Story, Chaw Mahosatha meets Nang Pingya, Nos. (76)~(79), told by
Ee Nyan Khet)

Audio Link for this sentence example.
Audio Link for the story of Chaw Mahosatha meets Nang Pingya

No better examples could finish the syntax chapter with the clear message that the

syntactic construction in which a word occurs plays a key part in its interpretation.

Words such as haii3continue to maintain at least part of their original meaning, no

matter how grammaticalised they appear to be. I venture to suggest that mere will be

no occurrences of hau3'\n which the meaning of'give', or the concept of transfer, is

completely bleached.
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9. Tbe Literature of the Ta5

The stories of the Tai are so many
- Am Saeu Kyo

The literature of the Tai of Assam includes both written and oral texts. Every village

temple possesses a large collection of manuscripts, mostly Buddhist texts, although

these can only be interpreted by a relatively small number of people. Furthermore,

many individuals possess both religious and non religious manuscripts, the latter

including histories, astrologies and manuscripts dealing with traditional medicine.

Manuscripts are regarded with great respect in the Tai community. Those who can

read and interpret them also make new copies to f .place those older copies which will,

in time, deteriorate and be discarded. Great merit is accrued in the copying of an

important Buddhist manuscript. The temple libra* ss often contain multiple copies of

a single text, because several individuals have copied the manuscript. Manuscripts are

presented to reonks at festivals. Sometimes, manuscripts are presented to honoured

guests, and the writer has been presented with several manuscripts in this way.

Despite the importance of the manuscript tradition, much of what we will term the

literature of the Tai is oral, some being taught by oral tradition, some being innovated

by a story teller or singer, and some being based on manuscripts.

In order to discuss the place of literature, especially written literature, in the Tai

community, it will first be necessary to briefly examine literacy in the community.

9.1 Literacy among the Tai

Although these communities have possessed writing for many generations, and

although there is almost universal literacy in Assamese, the language of wider
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communication, many Tai people cannot read the traditional Tai scripts, called to2

iik4 ta*2'm Phake.

One of the reasons for this is that the script has traditionally been taught by Buddhist

monks. Tais in Northeast India are Theravada Buddhists and every village has a

temple. At the present time, however, there are very few monks, and many villages

have no resident monk at all. Teaching the script is therefore only sporadic, and in any

case usually only available to men, because in the Theravada tradition followed in

Northeast India, only men can fully ordain.

There are, however, a number of women who have learned the script thoroughly,

especially in Namphakey village.

A second reason for the low level' of literacy in the native script is the script itself. As

pointed cut in 7.5 above, the script does not mark tone, nor does it mark all of the

vowel contrasts, nor even all of the initial consonants in all varieties. The script has

only 18 consonant symbols, even though Aiton, for example, as noted above in 6.3.1,

clearly has at least two consonant phonemes which are not represented in the script,

namely Ibl (usually notated as « <m>), and /d/, (usually notated as :» <n>).

The problem is greater with the representation of vowels and tones. There are three

contrastive tones in Aiton and six in Fhake, but there is no tone marking at all in the

writing system. Furthermore, there is, for example, no contrastive markingfor front

vowels in closed syllables, and in Phake there are three contrastive front vowels. This

means that in Phake a syllable written c8<f <kin> may be pronounced as kin., ken or

keg on any of six different tones, a possible 18 different pronunciations of the same

graph.

This has lead to considerable difficulty in reading the texts, and also to some

controversy. Consider example (1), from the Phake Grandfather teaches

Grandchildren.

1)
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kham3

cross
nam4

water
hau3

GIVE
nH2

look snag, log in water

pan5

others
on2 curt1 noi3

front.

go follow maywith, together
n crossing the river, take care of the logs in the water. Let others go in

(Tai Phake Text, Grandfather teaches Grandchildren, Proverb No. 12, read by
Yehom Buragohain)

In the Phake community there is dispute as to the correct interpretation of the word at

the end of the first line. There are two possible readings, given in (2), of which the

first seems to be preferred by most members of the community:

2.1) khDn6 'a snag, a log of wood, a stump or branch of a tree embedded in the
bottom of a river1

2.2) khan3 'a wooden block, cut from the branch of a tree1. (In Shan given as 'a
stick1).

The late Aimya Khang Gohain, who preferred the second reading, explained it as

follows: "yytf means 'a stick' {khon\ not khon6 'a log in water' One does not know

from the log in water, how deep the water is. But one can very well ascertain from a

stick in the hand about the depth of the water."

It has even been said that for a person to be able to read a Tai text, they need to know

its meaning beforehand. As Diller (1979:19fn) observed "Underdifferentiation of

tonal and segmental contrasts lead Lik-Tai readers regularly to spend time "puzzling

out texts". He further points out that Weidert (1979:322) reports a case of a Kharnti

man requiring two days to decode a letter from his father!

The late Aimya Khang Gohain (pers. comm 23/6/1999)76, commented on the need to

be as clear as possible in writing:

76 TlThe glosses and transcriptions in parentheses are added by me.
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"The word mM5(*NEG') is used while speaking colJoquially, but not used in

literary writing, where ^ (mau1 "NEC) is used instead of w (ma1 tNEGf).

Moreover the fifth tone is a long tone, while taS5 'not' when spoken before a

verb is a short tone. It may be written as «c The use of the long tone sign here

would confuse the meaning, e.g. ccr8vS (ma1 kin6')'not eating1, «JT8YS (m52

kin2') 'coming to eat1, «r*gtf (ma1 nan6') 'not sleeping', «̂ vytf (m£2 non2)

'coming to sleep'. However, if one uses $r8vf (mau1 kin2') 'not eating', fyg6

(mau1 non2') 'not sleeping1, then mere is no confusion at all."

The actual numbers of Tai people who can read the script is not known, but it is

probably quite a small proportion of the total number of Tai speakers. Boonyong

Kettatte (1998:168), writing about Khamti, noted that.

"... young Khamtis can speak their language but can neither read nor write it.

Only those over 50 years of age can speak, read and write the language.

However, Tai Khamti words and vocabularies are limited, so they borrow

quite a few words from Hindi, Bengali, Assamese and English."

From my research, it is clear that there are people below the age of 50 who can read

Tai script quite fluently.. In Namphakey village, for example, most of the older men

whom I have met are fully literate in Tai, and there are several women who have also

learned the Tai script. There are also at least a small number of people under 35 who

can read Tai script.

In the Aiton villages, the proportion of people who can read Tai script seems to be

lower than among the Phake. I have only met one female who is fully conversant with

the script, Nang Am in Bargaon, who stated that there were only three people in

Bargaon who could read Tai.

In Duburoni the number of people who can read the Tai script is somewhat greater,

and includes several younger men.
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In the Khamyang village of Pawaimukh, there are said to be only two men who are

literate in Tai, the younger of whom, Chaw Cha Seng, was born in 1928 and the older,

Sa Myat Chowlik, in 1920. In addition to the two elderly Khamyangs, the only person

in the village who is literate in Tai is the resident monk, the venerable Elika Bhik*jiu,

who is a Tai Phake and fluent in both Tai script and Burmese.

In Pawaimuich, however, the situation might be about to change. Due to the decline of

the language (discussed by Deben Chowlik in Tm future of the Khamyang language),

the old men of the village have met and decided that the children of the village should

be taught Tai (see above 2.4.2). Sa Myat Chowlik's younger brother Mihingta has thus

commenced teaching the language and script. In order to do this he has himself begun

learning to read Tai.

a

9.2 Types of Literature

At least in part because of the difficulty of reading the script, oral literature holds

very important place in the community. The literature of the Tai will be briefly

discussed in terms of three parameters: mode, age and genre.

There are both written and oral texts, but many of the oral texts are themselves partly

or fully informed by written texts, as shown in Table (1):

Mode
Manuscripts
Oral retellings of manuscripts

Oral narrative
Spontaneous Oral narrative

Chaw Mahosatha Manusai
Why the Buddha was born in this World
A story of Justice (Pu Noi Ce)
A story of Justice (Sam Thun)

Table 1: Modes of Tai Literature

In Table (1), a distinction between types of oral text has been drawn. A number of the

literate members of the Tai community are able to tell stories that are clearly drawn

from manuscripts, although it is possible that these stories were also passed down to

them by word of mouth. The Aiton text Why the Buddha was.born in this World is

one such text, which, although presented in spoken style, tells a story which

ultimately goes back to the Pali Canon, translated through several languages
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eventually into Tai. V/hether a manuscript containing this informatkHi still exists is

not known. Presumably it existed in the past.

Two types of oral narratives are identified in Table (1), arising from the two versions

of the Story of Justice recorded for this thesis. One of these, by Pu Noi Ce, is told in

poetic language, with more elaborate vocabulary. The oiher, told by Sam Thun is.

much more spontaneous and vernacular in style.

I regret that during the process of collecting these stories, it was not always my habit

to ask the informants about the provenance of the tex hat they were presenting.

Further research on the literary forms of the Tai is certainly necessary.

The second parameter by which literature may be categorised is the age of the text.

Most of the surviving manuscripts are up to 70 years old. The tradition of hand

copying of old manuscripts remains, leading to the fact that most of the important

manuscripts are present in several copies in temple libraries. For example in the

Namphakey temple there were five copies of the Chaw Mahosatha manuscript when

the village decided that I could take one copy to Australia for analysis. The age of the

original texts from which these manuscripts were copied is indeterminate, but in some

cases it may be up to several hundred years. This is suggested by the fact that many of

the words which they contain are no longer in common use. Example (3) contains the

word 086086 theu leu, which was not known to all my Tai informants.

3) 8cri
paik4

if

08
tT5

place

o3
kai2

far

COY)

yan6

far
**-

cD1
long far place

080080
theu2 leu2 lSi6 sap1 ko4

very far many sides LINK
"If it is in a very far away place, in any direction,"

(Tai Khamyang Manuscript, The book of calling back the Khon, No. 30, read
by Sa Myat Chowlik)

Link to a photograph of the manuscript (\photos\khamyang\books\Lik Hong
Khon\Hong Khon p2.jpg). This line is found on the 4th line, to the right.
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In the process of translating the The hook of calling back the Khon, leading Tai

scholars from the Khamyang, Aiton and Phake communities were consulted. The first

of these was Sa Myat Chowlik of the Khamyang, who gave the meaning of <86c&6

theu leu as 'a place where men cannot go, where spirits can go but men cannot,' or as

'a place so far that you cannot see if.

However when the translation was checked with Nabin Shyam Phalung, he did not

know the meaning of &6c&6 theu leu. It was only when this was rechecked with

several Phake scholars, particularly Ai Che Let Haiiung, that the meaning find tones

for mis word could be assigned.

The composition of new literature continues, and four poems were written in January

2000 to be read at the meeting in honour of the writer to express thanks for the

printing of the Phake Primer (Morey 1999c). One example of this is the poem by Am

Saeu Kyo, performed by her and several of her female friends on 29th January 2000.

Example (4) is an extract from that poem.

4-D
mag2 log6 hau2 sau2 khag5 an2 Icum1

country big 1 PI to stay things CLF to gather
I hose of us who live in this big country, gather your things.'

4.2)

ho6 cau2 com2 horn5 horn5 mi 2 turn2

head hsart glad gather come to gather
'Our hearts are glad as we gather together.'

4.3)

nig1 log6

all
caij2 hag3 ta1 nam
heart strong prepare PRT

phurj6 kon2 lai6 sam4 horn5 paur/- kiin2

group person many repeat gather join RECIP
'All with strong hearts prepare for this festival, all the people gathered
together.'
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4.4)

phaii6 pai1 call6 lum2 aide1 ta4 n52

who don't no forget come out PRT
'Dont forget, come out!'

4.5)
L.

khan,5 an2 khe2 khy52 man3 hau2 sau2

things CLF beautiful village 1P1 stay
'Prepare this beautiful village, where we iive.1

(Tai Phake Song, Song in honour of Stephen Morey, Nos. 1 -5, written and
sung by Am Saeu Khyo.)

The third parameter is that of genre. Some of the genres are listed below in Table (2):

Genre
Buudhist Manuscripts
Stories from the life of the Buddha
Moral tales
Prayers
Songs
Histories

Ritual
Astrologies
Medical
Proverbs

Example
Mangala Sutta
Chaw Mahosatha
Story of the Two Brothers
Prayer of Blessings
Rice stamping song
The treaty between the Aiton and the
Turung
The book of calling back the Khon
Book of avoiding dangers
Tai Medical Manual
Grandfather teaches Grandchildren

Table 2: Genres of Tai Literature

9.2.1 Cataloguing the Tai manuscripts

The Buddhist temple at Namphakey village keeps a very comprehensive catalogue of

each of the books in the temple library, and the number of copies of each book that

are held there. Most of the temple's collection are Tai translations or interpretations of

Buddhist holy books, from the Pali canon. It also includes some Tai translations of

Indian classics, such as the Lama Mang, which is a translation of the Indian Epic

Ramayana.

Another very important library of Tai manuscripts is in the Department of Historical

and Antiquarian Studies, Guwahati. Their collection includes manuscripts from all the

m
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Tai communities of Assam, including the Ahom. A comprehensive and annotated

catalogue is being prepared by Yehom Buragohain and Prof. J.N. Phukan.

Several Assamese publications have listed manuscripts. The most important of these

is Gogoi (1993). Puspa Gogoi is a keen Ahom revivalist, and has attempted to not

only list but also catalogue the manuscripts. Table (3) is an extract from his catalogue:

No. 6 —
Deo Buranji
Owner - Maniram Mahan Baruah, Maniki, Sibsagar
Subject - Book of creation
Date - uncertain, felt to be very old
Description - Sachipat size - 10" x ?'; 33 leave,, Each leaf contains five or six lines
language and script in Tai Ahom. The letters on cover page are damaged, covered by
fumes of ti pha». e.g. fire place
A line - Kan phuk rang mung jen pin
wg vmii <eg M uflg ^
Content - It deu;ribes about the creation of the universe
Notes - The old manuscripts are kept in a box or bamboo tray hung over the fire
Place. It is one of the traditional method of preservation. The fumes of fire place keep

[the manuscripts well, drive away the mites and protects from fungus attack.

Table 3: Extract from Gogoi (1993)

Gogoi (1993) includes not only Ahom manuscripts, as in Table (3), but also Khamti

manuscripts from Na.ayanpur on the r.orth bank of the Brahmaputra.

Nomal Gogoi (1994:102) also lists the manuscripts held in the library of the temple at

Namphakey.

9.2.2 The relationship between Ahom Texts and the texts of the other Tai groups

Terwiel (n.d.) made a careful study of an Ahom astrological text, The Rotating Naga

and its Phake counterpart, and, while noting that the two texts are very similar and

clearly have come from the same source, concluded that:

"It has been demonstrated that, although Ahom and Phakey share certain

themes in their written traditions, there is no sign of these having been copied

from each other during the last two hundred years. The differences in language,
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script, content and style have been found consistent with the idea that the

Ahom and Phakey texts have not been in contact for a very long period."

Another manuscript found in several Tai communities is the Creation of the World,

for which Aiton, Phake and Ahom versions are known to exist. It must be assumed

that they are all originally from the same source. T* Aiton Creation of the world has

been partly translated.

On the other hand, Ahom manuscripts are often quite different from the

Aiton/Khamyang/Phake texts with similar names. It seems, for example, that the

Ahom Rik Khwan (calling the Khon) is not the same as the Khamyang Book of calling

the Khon. Further investigation of these two texts is needed to establish what they

have in common.

There is in addition a very interesting series of Ahom manuscripts, called Puthi,

which are actually Buddhist texts. Their provenance and place in the Ahom literature

is unclear, because it is generally believed that the Ahom were never Buddhists,

unlike all the other Southwestern Tai peoples, and that as a consequence the literature

they left behind is entirely pre-Buddhist. Nevertheless there are a number of such

manuscripts, one of which has been analysed. That this is .1 Buddhist manuscript is

clear from the opening phrase, as can be seen in (5)

5)
na1 mo1

honour
ta1 sa1

to him
phak1 ka' wa1 to1

to one who is illustrious

a1 ra1 haa1 to1 sa1 (maa1) sam1 puk1 (ta1) saa1 thii1

to one who is worthy to a true Buddha
'Honour to the one who is illustrious, worthy, a true Buddha.'

(Ahom Manuscript, Advice to Women >, No. (1)).

This phrase, the namo tassa, is a fixed form at the beginning of any Buddhist text in

Pali as well as being written at the beginning of all manuscripts of the Tai Aitons and
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Tai Phakes. Unfortunately the Advice to Women is an incomplete manuscript, but

from what remains, it is clearly a Buddhist text.

9.2.3 The difficulties of reading Ahom Texts

When I first went to Assam in 1996, it was my wish to work on the Tai Ahom

language, because of an interest in linguistic and cultural revival. It soon became

apparent that working on Ahom manuscripts was not an easy task, and a great deal of

study would be necessary before it would be possible to do it.

The problems with the Tai script, referred to above in 9.1 together with the fact that

Ahom is no longer spoken as a mother tongue, has rendered the interpretation of

Ahom manuscripts particularly challenging.

Terwiel (1988:294) advanced three reasons why the readings of Ahom manuscripts

was so difficult. Firstly, most of the manuscripts were "copied by people who had, at

best, only an inadequate knowledge of the script and language." If we assume that the

scribes were already Assamese speakers, we might expect confusion between the

letters w , historically /s/ and vu, historically Id but now pronounced as /s/ by

Assamese speakers. Such confusions would certainly lead to mistakes.

Me second reason advanced by Terwiel is that the script itself was inadequate for

rendering the living language, and therefore, "a reader who is unfamiliar with the text

must read and re-read until he gets an inkling, from particular syllable combinations

that cannot be misunderstood, what the general topic is about,"

Thirdly, Terwiel strongly believes that only those who are well acquainted with "the

principles of Tai grammar and who has access to a wide vocabulary can hope to

create a meaningful translation of an Ahom text." It is hoped that this thesis might

assist in this process.
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9.2.4 The interpretation of Tai Ahon, Khamyang and Phake texts

In discussion with the Tai Phake scholars, it emerged that, just as Terwiel observed

above, it is necessary to repeatedly read a manuscript in order to be able to find out its

meaning. It is not necessary to be taught the meaning of the manuscript by another,

although it seems that it is necessary at times to seek the advice of knowledgeable

older persons as to the meaning of particular words and phrases.

The late Aimya Khang Gohain often invoked the authority of his late father when

explaining to me why a particular phrase, such as that in (1) above, had the meaning

that he ascribed to it.

For a non-Tai speaker to be able to read these manuscripts is clearly the study of

many years. After nearly six years of study of the Tai languages, I certainly make no

claim to be able to read their manuscripts.

9.3 The Importance of Literature

The various communities of Tai Aiton, Tai Khamyang and Tai Phake are very keen to

have their languages studied and their traditions recorded. They are aware that as

small communities of approximately two to three thousand, their languages are under

threat from the Assamese language which is spoken by perhaps 20 million. They have

already seen the Turung and Nora lose their Tai language completely.

As discussed above in 4.6, the recording aid presentation of traditional literature must

be accompanied by a respect for that literature as literature; and a respect for the fact

that it is important not just to the community but to the whoie of human culture that

these literatures be recorded for their own sake, not just for the linguistic information

we can mine from them.

The reader is enjoined to read some of these texts in English translation; and therefore

in many cases full translations of the whole text have been provided, in addition to the

line by line glosses necessary for linguistic analysis.
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9.4 Bringing the Tai languages into the Computer Age - Presenting the literature for
the benefit of the community:

The production of the computer fonts (see 7.8), has meant that, for the first time,

printed books in the Tai language have appeared. Five such books were published and

printed at Triograph Press in Dibrugarh as part of this PhD research project. These are

listed in Table (4)

Book Title

o8o5o^:$(/go3 (£^6o3.o3og3$) Book for teaching the Tai
Language - Aiton Primer
Tai Aiton History

Book for teaching the Tai
Language - Phake Primer
Book of calling the Khon

Grandfather teaches
Grandchildren

Reference
Morey 1999a

Morey 1999b

Morey 1999c

Morey 2001a

Morey 2001b

Table 4: Tai books published as part of this PhD Project

In addition, in 2001, several Tai Phake elders produced The good way of Teaching

(Ngi Kheng Chakap and Ai Che Let Hailung 2001).

The onset of printing will lead to some changes in the way that literature is viewed in

the community; it is to be hoped that the manuscript copying tradition will not be

devalued, but as the Tai move into the modern age, it is likely that fewer people will

take the time to hand copy manuscripts in the traditional way.

Since, as noted in 9.1 above, many Tai people who are fluent in the language are not

necessarily literate in the Tai scripts, those books already published have presented

the texts both in Tai script, and in Tai language using Assamese script. The ideal

would be a four way presentation, as in Table (5):
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• The text in Tai language and script.
• The text in Tai language, using the Assamese script (see 7.9 above).
• A translation of the text into English.
• A translation of the text into Assamese.

Table 5: Ideal for the presentation of Tai texts and translations.

This methodology was followed in the production of the Tai Aiton History (Morey

1999b).

9.5 The texts presented in this thesis:

Over seven hours of text have been analysed and translated, all of which are presented

as an electronic appendix to this thesis. In the following tables, the text number,

length of the text, name of the informant and name of the text are given. All of these

files will be found in the \texts folder of the electronic version of this thesis.

Phake texts are listed in 9.5.1, Aiton texts in 9.5.2, Khamyang texts in 9.5.3 and

Turung texts in 9.5.4.

9.5.1 Phake:

Stories
1-1-1-1

1-1-1-2

1-1-1-3

1-1-1-4

1-1-1-5

1-1-1-8

1-1-2-1

1-1-2-2

1-1-2-3

1-1-2-4

1-1-3-1

1-1-3-2

1-1-3-3

1-1-3-4

1-1-3-6

1-1-3-7

2'00"

1'35"

4'50"

2'52"

3'14

1'15"

W

2'40"

2'50"

6'00"

2*00"

VIA"

Y22"

Y2T

2' 19"

4142"

Ee Nyan Khet

Ee Nyan Khet

Ee Nyan Khet

Aithown Che

Aithown Che

Pu Noi Ce

Yehom Buragohain

Ee Nyan Khet

Ee Nyan Khet

Ee Nyan Khet

Ngi Kheng

Sam Thun

Sam Thun

Sam Thun

Ee Nyan Khet

Ee Nyan Khet

The blind man and the man with scabies

The story of the two brothers

Chaw Mahosatha meets Nang Pingya

The Dolphin, the Crow and the Mosquito

The widow

A Story of Justice

Crossing a bridge

Chaw Mahosatha and the raising of cattle

The birth and early life of Chaw Mahosatha

Story of the kum4'bird

The bird with the red bottom

A Story of Justice

Story of the dogs diving up their children

Story of the new king

Story of Deception

Story of the foolish king
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Histories

Story of her youth

1-3-2-1
£06"
3'30"

2'231-3-2-2
»^—^«^—™«mi

Buddhist Texts

Sam Thun
i n -

NangPe
• —

AiThaan

Prayer of Blessings

Blessing

Prayer of Blessings .

Chaw Mahosatha Manuscript - Chaw
Mahosatha meets Nang Pingya

Other Cultural Texts
1-6-1-1

1-6-1-2

1-6-1-3

1-6-1-4

1-6-2-1

-6-2-4

1-6-3-2

3'40"

HO"

HO"

10'47"

ro4"

Ee Nyan Khet

Sam Thun

Ee Nyan Khet

Sam Thun

Ee Nyan Khet

Pingyajyoti
Bhikkhu

Yehom Buragohain
& others

Riddles

Riddle - what has three heads and ten legs

Lullaby - the little rooster

Lakni - the Tai Calendar

Book for explaining the meaning of words to
children

Tai Calendar for the Year 2002-2003

Grandfather teaches Grandchildren

Songs
1-7-1-3

1-7-1-9

1-7-1-10

1-7-1-11

1-7-2-1

1-7-2-2

1-7-2-3

1-7-3-1

1-7-3-2

1-7-3-3

1-7-3-4

1-7-3-5

1-7-3-6

1-7-3-9

2'58"

4'49"

S'OO"

4'03"

16147"

2'26"

2'52"

0'26"

0'45"

0'17"

0'39"

0'42"

0f38"

7'09"

Ai Che Let

Ee Nyan Khet

Ai Che Let, Ngi
Kheng & Sam
Thun

Am Saeu Khyo

Ai Che Let

EeKya

Ee Kva

Ee Nyan Khet

Ee Nyan Khet

Ee Nyan Khet

Ee Nyan Khet

Ee Nyan Khet

Ee Nyan Khet

Ee Nyan Khet

Rice Pounding Song

Rice Pounding Song

Song in honour of Stephen Morey

Words of gladness - in honour of Stephen
Morey

Poem in the khe2 khySrj2style: How Stephen
Morey came to the Tai Phakes.

Song of hoisting the Buddhist banner

Song of teaching the Tai Language

Our fragrant land

Importance of Tai traditions

Song about fruits

Fish, why are you blind?

Numerical rhyme

Australian Visitor

The Australian researcher - in honour of
Stephen Morey
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Informal texts

T
1-9-4-1 Peim Thi Gohain Letter

Grammatical texts
1-10-2-3

•-10-2-7

3'18"

~1

Ai Che Let

Ai Che Let

The Phake Tones

Names of the vowels

Speeches
1-11-1-6 4'04" AiChanta Speech at Meeting, 29/1/2000

9.5.2 A t e

Stories
2-1-1-3

2-1-1-4

2-1-3-1

2-1-3-2

2-1-3-3

2-1-3-4

2-1-3-5

2-1-5-5

14'50"

4'35"

0'50"

3'09"

2'59"

3'24"

0'30"

2'21"

SaCham

SaCham

Chaw En Lai

Ong Cham

Nabin Shyam

Bidya Thoumoung

Bidya Thoumoung

Mohendra Shyam

The Twelve Questions

Story of the forest spirit and the first daughter

How the Aitons and the Khamtis quarreled

Story of tiie crow and the fox

Story of the old woman

Story of the monkey and the fox

Story of the boy who wouldn't go to school

Story of the forest spirits and the opium pipes

Histories
2-2-1-1

2-2-2-1

2-2-3-1

2-2-3-2

2-2-4-1

2-2-4-2

2-2-4-3

2-2-4-4

9'40"

728"

5'56"

10'37"

12'26"

2'15"

8'21"

8'52"

Nang Wimala

Nabin Shyam

Ong Thun

Sa Cham

Nabin Shyam

Nabin Shyam

Nabin Shyam

Nabin Shyam

History of the Aiton

Words in Praise of Khau Khau Mau Lung

Story of Barhula

History of the Tai

Treaty between the Aitons and the Tunings

Treaty between the Aitons and the Tunings -
coda

Book of history (from) the time of the ancestor
Chaw Tai Lung up until Sukapha

Creation of the world

Prayers
2-3-1-1

2-3-1-3

1'39"

0'25"

Nang Am

Ven. Si Vicikta

Prayer

Prayer (partial translation)

Buddhist Texts
2-4-1-4

2-4-2-2

2-4-3-1

5'53"

18'25"

ri3"

Ai Mya

Nabin Shyam

Sa Cham

Satipatthana

Advice to Women (Buddhist MS in Ahom
script)

Why Buddha was bom in this world
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-4-3-2 3'35" SaCham On Buddhism

Ritual Texts
2-5-1-9

2-5-2-2

2-5-2-4

31

T36"

2(T53"

Silava

Nabin Shyam

SuiKhong

Butterfly Dance

Explanation of Hong Khon ceremony.

Manuscript of the Tai Calendar for the Year
2001/2002 (Sakkarit)

Other Cultural Texts
2-6-1-1

2-6-3-3

2-6-4-1

2-6-4-2

2-6-4-3

2-6-5-1

0'49"

0*33"

1'35"

Nang Am

Nabin Shyam

Pradip Thoumoung

Pradip Thoumoung

Pradip Thoumoung

Nang Am

Lullaby

Numerical Rhyme

Aiton Unlucky Days

Omens for building a new house

The Ten Perfections

Various Cultural Items

Songs
2-7-1-4

2-7-1-6

2-7-1-9

2-7-1-15

2-7-3-1

2-7-3-2

2-7-3-4

2-7-3-5

2-7-3-6

2'00"

3" 18"

2'00"

430"

~0'30"

l'O8"

0'43"

ri2"
0'49"

Cham Mya

Ruhila & others

Pradip

Ong Cham

Ai Horn

Nabin

Bidya

Bidya

Bidya

Love Song

Song of the village ...

Sangkyen Song

Love Song

Dhonsiri River

Blowing Wind

Love Song - Sangkyen

Love Song - Our eyes will meet on the road

Love Song - Oh Golden Girl

Explanations
2-8-1-6

2-8-1-8
^so11

2'00"

Sui Khong

Chaw En Lai
Explanation of Spirit House

Explanation of Balipathar Temple

Informal
2-9-2-1

2-9-2-5

2-9-4-1

2-9-4-2

2-9-4-3

2-9-4-4

7'11"

~2'50"

Nabin Shyam

Nabin Shyam

Nabin Shyam

Nabin Shyam

Nabin Shyam

Ngi Khang In

Conversation with Nabin Shyam

Conversation with Nabin Shyam

Letter from Nabin Shyam

Sample Letter

Letter from Nabin Shyam

Letter
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9.5.3 Khamyang:

Stories

T
3-1-1-3

3-1-2-3

3-1-3-2

3-1-3-3

838"
137«

3'40"

5'41"

Sa M vat Chowlik

Deben Chowlik

Sa Myat Chowlik

Sa Myat Chowlik

Of children and kings

The Hunter's Parrot

Advice to Children

The Bird and the King

Histories
3-2-1-1 732" Sa Myat Chowlik The second world war and its aftermath

Prayers

3-3-1-2 1 3'29" Chaw Cha Seng Parinibbana

Buddhist Texts

3-4-1-3

3-4-2-1

8*00"

30"

Sa Myat Chowlik

Sa Myat Chowlik

Mangala Sutta

Some words about religion (partially translated)

Ritual

3-5-1-1 14'29" Sa Myat Chowlik Book of calling back the khon

Other cultural texts
3-6-2-1

3-6-2-5

3'37"

2'00+

Deben Chowlik

Sa Myat Chowlik

The Future of the Khamyang language

The book of avoiding dangers

Grammatical texts
3-10-2-6

3-10-2-7

712"

TOO"

Deben Chowlik

Deben Chowlik

Khamyang Sentences

Khamyang Sentences

9.5.4 Turung

Stories
7-1-2-1

7-1-2-2

r58"
1'37"

Pong Chap

Pong Chap

The old couple without any food (in Turung)

The old couple without any food (in Tai)
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1§. Lexicography

Two lexicons are presented as part of this thesis, the Tai Aiton Dictionary (see 10.1)

and Tai Phake Dictionary (see 10.2).

10.1 Tai Aiton Dictionary

10.1.1 The word list of Bidya Thoumoung

In November 1999, Bidya Thoumoung, Nang Wi Thoumoung and Pradip Thoumoung

were interviewed with regard to the production of a Tai Aiton word list. The first task

was to identify the number of tones in use in the Aiton villages. After some discussion,

it was agreed that there were probably five tones, although it appears that only three

of these are contrastive (see above 6.3.4.1.3).

Bidya Thoumoung then commenced the task of listing as many Aiton words as

possible. He wrote down each orthographic syllable, and then each of the meanings in

Assamese for any possible pronunciation of that syllable. After discussion with him, I

then added the phonemic transcription and English glosses. In almost all cases he

listed monosyllabic words first and only added polysyllabic words with some

difficulty.

Table (1) gives the full list of meanings and pronunciations which Bidya Thoumoung

identified for the graph co£ (karj):

Aiton

co<f

OQ£

cr>£

Cr>£

cr>£

Or>£

Assamese Phonemic
[kaarj2]

[kaan3 / kaarj5]

[kaarj1 / kaarj4]

[kaan2]

[karj3 / kan5]

[kar,2]

Gloss
chin

wide

a bow

deer

to be stuck in the throat

to spread (over) water
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<r>£

oo£</T[

OQ£CO

[kaag3]

[kaarj2 naa2]

[kaan^1 khaa3]

[kaarj2 kham2]

[kaag2 nam1]

[kaarj2 wan2]

[kaag2 nam3]

fishbone

paddy field

a type of frog that lives inside the
house
night

morning

daytime

in the middle of the water

Table 1: Words with the written form co£ according to Bidya Thoumoung

Altogether 1924 words were collected, and recorded on tape. There are without doubt

thousands of other words which have not been included. Examples of word types

which are certainly under-represented include polysyllabic words, proper names,

names of animals and plants, taboo words and specialised vocabulary such as

religious or astrological terms.

10.1.2 Other sources of lexicographical information on Aiton

There are two main sources for additional lexicographical information on Aiton. The

first is the Aiton-English-Thai Dictionary (Banchob ms). In the future, the entire

contents of this should be entered into the computer data base (see below 10.3).

The second source is the literature of the Aiton. The study of Aiton literature, whether

Oral or written, will gradually reveal a large proportion of the words which were not

listed by Bidya Thoumoung. As each text is analysed, any word which does not

appear in Bidya's list is noted with its Phake cognate (Banchob 1987) or its Shan

cognate (Sao Tern Moeng 1995) if there is one.

Table (2) lists the words in the first *""•••• "s f Treaty between the Aitons and the

Tunings which were not in BWy 'yir^m&^hs > list.
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Aiton script

oS<f

COCY5$

Oo£i^£jTi'3S

.f&foojb

possible
phonemic
transcription
khui2

tu1 rug2 /
ta1 run2

sen1

bur)3 mut3

lak1 nii3

saar)1 pun1

an2 lak1 nii3

in.1 san1

Phake

khs2

sain6

in,1 san1

English

lineage

Turung

make an
appointment, a
promise
Hung Mut,
name of a year
year

Lakni Board

earthquake

Shan

•^& 'creeper, race,

lineage'

0018,^,0^8 'a
spelling book

.088,0008, 'quake, as
the earth, earthquake'

Referencs

1

2

2

3

3

Note to No
3

5

Table 2: Sample of list of words not found in Bidya Th jumoung's list

The full list of Aiton words not foun,' in Bidya Thoumoung's.list but occurring in the

texts, is presented in Additional Aiton words.doc (in \lexicon\aiton).

In future, it is hoped to use the information in these texts to make a dictionary of Tai

Aiton, which not only defines the meanings of words, but also exemplifies these

words with reference to Aiton literature. Example (1) shows how a dictionary entry

for the word •#&*»$" ig1 san' "earthquake", might appear:

1)

<m£tjo'fi [in.1 san1] an earthquake

mm2 nan3 in1 san1 lun1 kaa1 po2 thun3 pet1

wan2 nam1 naa1 (There was an earthquake lasting up to 8 days.) [Treaty 5.]

In (1), the abbreviation [Treaty 5] refers to the source, Treaty between the Aiton and

the Turung, and the sentence number.
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10.1.3 Current state of the Tai Aiton Dictionary

The entire list elicited from Bidya Thoumoung has been entered into the data base

(see 10.3 below). The flexibility of the data base allows for any number of fields to be

printed in any order. The Tai Aiton Dictionary included in this thesis presents five of

these fields (see \lexicon\aiton\aitdic.doc):

Head word in Aiton script

Head word in Phonemic script

Transcription into Assamese Script

Gloss in English

Gloss in Assamese.

This is exemplified in Tab':e (3):

cocrJ</£ kaak1 khau3 ^I^ ' t lQ type of rice CJof

coof kak3 <A<$ to keep one portion

co£ kan2 '$$& to spread (over) water

co£ kan.3 / kan.5 ^HS to be stuck in the throat

Table 3: Sample from Tai Aiton Dictionary

In addition, an English-Aiton word finder has been derived from the data base. This is

exemplified in Table (4):

keep cord ,, kak3 4»l<* to keep one portion

3 n wai3 3T§ to put, to keep

sq6 ,., o1 U3^ to keep carefully

/y^ A i urn2 o f to hold in the mouth

Table 4: Sample from English-Aiton word finder, in Tai Aiton Dictionary

One of the fields in the data base is headed <english_heads>. Every word which has

'to keep' entered in this field has been listed under the heading keep, together with its

phonetic transcription and gloss.
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In time it is hoped to add more information about word class, etymology and other

lexicographical information.

A small section of the Aiton dictionary has been linked to sound files, with Bidya

Thoumoung pronouncing each word in Assamese and then in Tai Aiton.

10.2 Tai Phake Dictionary

Since Banchob (1987) has already produced the very substantial Phake-English-Thai

Dictionary, it has not been necessary to collect a word list to form the basis of a

lexicon as was the case with the Aiton.

Banchob's excellent work suffers from two major disadvantages: its very large bulk

makes copying and use difficult, and the lack of Tai script makes it very difficult for

most Phakes to understand it.

Therefore the entire Phake-English-Thai Dictionary has been entered into a data base

(see 10.3), with the orthographic form of each word as the head entry. Using the

various fonts devised as part of this project, it has been possible to produce a version

of Banchob's dictionary with the head word, phonemic realisation, and English

translation as given by Banchob.

Banchob (1987:8) limited her lexicographical work to the collection of "words for

daily use". She hoped to collect literary words later, but was unable to do so.

As with Aiton, words identified in Phake texts which are not found in Banchob's

dictionary have been listed, and will be added to the data base over time. As with the

Aiton dictionary, it is hoped that eventually a comprehensive dictionary with

examples from the literature can be published. A full list of Phake words not found in

Banchob (1987), but which have been found in the texts, have been gathered as

Additional Phake words.doc. (in \lexicon\phake). This list will form the basis of

additions to the Phake Dictionary.
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10.2.1 Current State of the Tai Phake Dictionary

The present Tai Phake dictionary (see \lexicon\phake\phakdic.doc) contains all the

head words listed in Banchob (1987) and a considerable number of compound words

from her list. Four fields have been presented:

Head word in Phake script

A head and sense number

Head word in Phonemic script

Gloss in English

As with the Aiton Dictionary, an English-Phake word finder has also been derived

from the data base.

10.3 The computer data base:

10.3.1 Design of the data base:

With the assistance and advice of Doug Cooper, Southeast Asian Software Research

Centre, Bangkok, I have set up a data base in a modified XML format. This format is

maximally flexible and can easily be converted to a format which is able to be entered

into the SIL shoebox programme or similar lexicographical software. It is somewhat

more flexible than any lexicographical software currently available, in particular

allowing for the free use of as many fonts as required within any particular field.

A single data base is being used for both the Aiton and the Phake dictionary.

The data base has been designed to include:

i) a head word in the Tai script

ii) the native orthography for each of the varieties, with an allowance for

orthographic alternatives

iii) the word in a phonemic representation in each of the target varieties
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iv) definitions in English, Thai and Assamese

v) example phrases or sentences to illustrate the word.

vi) a link with the computer data-base of the Thai English Dictionary of Haas

(1964), which has been prepared by Doug Cooper, Southeast Asian Software

Research Centre, Bangkok.

The three target languages for translation are Assamese, English and Thai. Assamese

is included because it is the principal language of wider communication in Assam

state, and is also the most direct threat to the long-term survival of these languages.

English was chosen because it is a language of wider communication in India, as well

as an international language of scholarship, and the native language of the writer. Thai

is included both because Banchob (1987) gave translations into Thai, and also

because Thai is a widely spoken national language closely related to the Tai

languages of Assam.

Further fields can easily be added to this data base, and in the future it could

incorporate fields such as:

<proto_southwesternTai_cognate>

<proto_Tai_cognate>

<proto_Tai-Kadai_cognate>

Table (5) is a sample entry from the data base:

<nurnber>3

<phake_number>1,1

<lex term="kkq" head="1" sense="1" level="head"/>

<phake>Cvi0rf

<ahom>rti

<aiton_number>1,1

<aiton_ipa>kak3

<aiton_assamese_script>«>l<>
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<aiton_english>to keep one portion

<aiton_assamese>oM <Hrf

<phake_ipa>k2k4

<khamyang_ipa>k

<english_c|loss>keep

<phake_english_banchob>to keep one portion

<english_heads>to keep

<phake_assamese_aimya>v5P5t 3»f? -^ff

<assamese_heads>^tf/v5F5t <roman {CHK}>

<thai_cognate>

<thai_heads>LniJ;n

<thai_banchob>ULI<LiniJ.. J b

<haas def>

<ex_banchob_tai>00 cfijd^ >K3\r

<ex__banchob_phake_ipa>kak4 wai4 ca5 cau3 mon2

<ex banchob_english_banchob>to keep one portion (of food) for a monk

<ex_banchob__assamese>Tf

<ex_banchob_thai> im^Li
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11. Postscript - presenting tbis thesis iB electronic format

Table 5: Sample from the Tai dictionary data base

In this sample entry, in the field of <assamese_heads>, the symbol <roman > indicates

that the words within the angle brackets should be printed in Roman script. The

symbol {CHK} in curly brackets indicates that this entry should be checked. None of

these brackets nor any of the information contained in them would appear in any final

version of the dictionary.

When I commenced this thesis, I had no idea that it would end up being presented in

two formats, as both a printed book and in electronic format I had no conception that

it would be possible to do what has been done here. This short chapter presents and

discusses some of the issues involved in presenting the thesis in this way.

This chapter will date much more quickly than the rest of the thesis. Within a very

short time some of the innovations discussed here may be normal practice in

linguistics theses and barely worthy of comment. Future readers will no doubt be

amused by some of the blind allies that I have followed. Nevertheless in 2002 it is

important to discuss the challenges, problems and successes of presenting this thesis

in an electronic format.

11.1 Creating and working with non-standard fonts

Even before I had decided that the study of the Tai languages of Assam would be my

thesis topic, their study presented some electronic challenges. As mentioned above in

1.1, the first step that I took was the production of the fonts for the Tai scripts (see 7.8

above). In retrospect this was a very important step which has to some extent

influenced everything that has followed. Since the fonts were created before I

recorded any examples of spoken text, the Tai script became an integral tool in the

analysis of these languages. Even before the phonological analysis was complete, data

collection could be undertaken and translation could begin.

The process of creating a font involves not only making the right shapes, but deciding

on a keyboard layout. At the time, I was using the Thai version of Windows. In that

operating system, there is a switch key between the lower ASCII characters (the keys

shown on the keyboard), and the upper ASCII, or hidden keyboard, where various

diacritic forms like <a> are to be found. At that time, in Thai Windows, the Thai

characters were all placed on the upper ASCII keyboard.
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When operated, this switdi key would give the character <£> when the letter <s> was

typed. This is the place on a Thai keyboard where the letter V\ /h/ is found. The first

draft of the fonts used the Thai keyboard for the cognate characters in the Tai scripts

of India, so thaty^ h was found on the character <£>.

The first story collected in January 1998 was How the Aitons and the Khamtis

quarrelled, which Chaw En Lai Phalung told me during a long walk on the day of a

bandh. In the evening I entered the story into the computer, using the Thai based

keyboard described above.

I have since decided that it is better to place the Tai characters in place of the Roman

characters in the lower ASCII keyboard, as can be seen in the various documents

explaining the fonts, (see Table 27 in 7.8 above). However I did not always remember

to go back and retype the stories which had been entered using the first drafts of the

fonts. Some of this retyping was still being done in the week before the thesis was

complete, and it is possible that some examples of the old keyboard are still present in

the thesis.

Together with the fonts themselves, explanatory documents have been produced.

These briefly how I went about making each font, and list all the characters included

in the font, together with the keystrokes required to access those characters. For

example, phake.doc (in the \fonts folder) lists all of the details of the Phake font.

Non-standard fonts such as those used in this thesis do cause problems, at least for

older versions of the computer operating systems currently available. For example,

several of the fonts used in this thesis will not work properly in Windows 95, but will

work in Windows 98. Several of the fonts will not work properly in Word 98 but will

work in Word 2000.

The fonts used in the earlier versions of Windows with which 1 began this thesis were

8 bit fonts, meaning that they had 28-l or 255 characters. More recently, 16 bit fonts

have been devised, having 2I6-1 or 16,383 characters. With that number of spaces, it
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is believed that all the writing systems of the world can be accommodated, and the

Unicode consortium was set up to arrange this. Already today Unicode fonts are

becoming standard and have many alphabets. A commonly available Unicode font in

2002 is Aria! Unicode MS77 which has all the characters for national writing systems

(and those of the states of India), except for Burmese and Cambodian.

It is envisaged by the proponents of Unicode, that it will have a place for all of the

writing systems in use in the world. We might hope that a place will be found there

for the Tai scripts of Assam and when it is, the non-standard fonts produced for this

thesis may become obsolete. However the non-standard fonts used here are necessary

to present this thesis in 2002, and it would be surprising if the Tai scripts of Assam

were present in Unicode fonts before the year 2010. Even then, Unicode is never

likely to cover all of the possible fonts that we might want to use in a thesis like this.

Even if it does eventually include characters that will allow us to reproduce Dr.

Banchob's orthography for Phake, which is the basis of all the orthographies used in

this thesis, it is unlikely that Unicode will ever have a place for the orthography

devised by Weidert for Khamti (see 3.2.14.1). Despite the best intentions of the

designers of Unicode, non-standard fonts may continue to be necessary.

11.2 Presenting the sound files

It seems self-evident that a thesis on language will be greatly enriched by having

access not only to the transcription and translation of language examples, but also by

the opportunity to listen to those language examples.

Several issues will be canvassed here. The recording of the texts is discussed in 11.2.1

and the transfer of those recordings into digital format is discussed in 11.2.2. The

linking of these sound files to the format in which this thesis is written is discussed in

11.2.3.

77
Should the reader not know about Unicode fonts, but wish to explore them, I suggest that you open a

document and select Arial Unicode MS. Then select Insert Symbol (if you are a PC user) and then
scroil down the fonts and explore the thousands of characters and dozens of writing systems present
there.
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11.2.1 Recording the texts

The first stories were collected for this thesis in 1998. They were recorded on a poor

quality tape recorder. They are listed, with their dates of collection, in Table (1):

Story name

How the Ahons and the
Khamtis quarrelled
Story of the crow and
the fox

Story of the old woman
The bird with the red
bottom

Advice to children

informant

Chaw En Lai

Ong Cham

Nabin Shyam
Ngi Kheng
Chakap
Sa Myat
Chowlik

community

Aiton

Aiton

Aiton
Phake

Khamyang

text
number
2-1-3-1

2-1-3-2

2-1-3-3
1-1-3-1

3-1-3-2

date of
collection

9/1/1998

10/1/1998

20/171998
15/1/1998

13/1/1998

Table 1: Stories recorded in 1998.

Each one of these texts has been used in the thesis and several sentences from each

are used to exemplify different grammatical features. The poor quality of the

recordings will be immediately obvious to the listener, and some may question their

use. In part they are used here because they contain examples of grammatical forms

not otherwise recorded, but in part they are here to make a point about recording. Any

recording is better than none, and these recordings were the best that I could make at

the time. Only since 1998 has it been possible to purchase the high quality equipment

that I can now use to produce better recordings.

Four different methods of recording have been used. First the cheap tape recorder

mentioned above. All other cassette recordings were done on a much better quality

cassette recorder. More recently I was able to purchase first a video camera and then a

minidisc recorder.

No video recort , are presented in this thesis, although sound files of several of

these video recordings are included. Presenting video texts would indeed have

enriched this thesis, and I venture to suggest that if future linguistics theses include

sound as this one has done, they will include video also.
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11.2.2 Digitising the texts

Altogether around 60 hours of text has been recorded; only a portion of this could be

analysed for this thesis, but all of the texts which are analysed and presented here

have been digitised. The texts were recorded onto computer as .wav files, using the

SIL Speech Analyzer 1.5.

In total, the various .wav files took up nearly 2 gigabytes of space, which took up

three CDs. Therefore, for presentation in this thesis, al! of the sound files have been

converted to .mp3 format, taking up only 300 megabytes. It is therefore possible to

include all of the sound files for this thesis on a single CD.

The Speech Analyzer programme shows wave forms and can produce spectrograms

and pitch analyses, some of which were captured as bitmaps linked to sections of

Chapter 6 (see for example Table (7) in 6.1.2).

11.2.3 Linking the texts to the thesis

As it became gradually clear to me that it would be possible to present this thesis in

electronic format, I was faced with the question of what format that should be. Several

people advised me to consider producing a web-page.

Early discussions on this issue with my supervisor, Dr Heather Bowe, revolved

around what kind of web-page program might be purchased and how to go about

learning to do it. A very small experimental website was created which demonstrated

some of the difficulties that would be faced.

The normal format for websites is .html, but .html files cannot support tabulations and

non-standard fonts. To change all the tabulations to table format would be possible,

although it would have been very time consuming.
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To overcome the problem of the use of non-standard fonts, h was suggested that the

entire thesis could be converted to .pdf format This format is now very commonly

used for the distribution of documents around the internet, but it is quite inflexible

compared with the Word format used in this thesis. The problem with .pdf files is that

they cannot be easily searched, and they cannot be easily altered. Furthermore they do

not appear as clearly on the screen as this Word document does.

During one stopover in Bangkok, I sought the advice of Doug Cooper, of the

Southeast Asian Software Research Centre. He suggested I use the Word format in

which the entire thesis has been written.

The most recent versions of the Word program allow for the insertion of hyperlinks.

Those hyperlinks can link to any document in any format. They can link to any part of

a Word document if mat part is bookmarked. Furthermore, the creation of a Table of

Contents such as occurs at the head of each chapter builds in its own links.

Therefore the links created here could all be set up without any special skills having

to be acquired. Furthermore, all the software necessary to read any part of the thesis is

now widely available. A draft of the electronic version of this thesis has even been

read in Assam.

The only outstanding problem was how to link to a single sentence within an .mp3 file.

Nearly every one of the over 500 language examples in the thesis is linked to a sound

file, and most of those are single sentences from a text. The most flexible way would

be to effectively bookmark the .mp3 file for a particular text, asking the hyperlink to

go to a particular point in the .mp3 file and play a particular length of text.

Programs do exist which will allow this, at least for .wav files, but a direct link out of

the word file was not possible. Consequently, it was necessary to go back to the

Sound Analyzer program each time I wanted io include a sentence in the text.

The .wav file for that text would be opened, the particular sentence found and then cut

and paste into a new file which was named according to the number of that sentence
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in the analysis of the particular text. Although mis was time consuming, it turned out

to be a good way of re-chncking those sentences.

11.3 The role of the researcher in the electronic age.

In tine past, when writing such a thesis, the researcher would assemble al! the relevant

examples and build up a case for the analysis, just as I have done. Usually, several

short texts were analysed and presented in an appendix, but in general the reader had

to accept the data as the researcher presented it.

In mis thesis, the role of the researcher is different. I have presented my analysis of

these languages, just as researchers in the past have done. In addition, I have given the

reader the opportunity to go back to the data and check any claim that I have made.

Since becoming aware that a thesis could be presented in electronic format, it has

been my primary aim to make it as easy as possible for the reader to check the claims

I make. That is why sentence examples are linked in the way they are. The reader may

wish to know what kind of text the sentence comes from. They may wish to see the

context from which an utterance comes, and I would expect this to bt a very valuable

tool for languages in which context is so important. And of course the reader will

want to hear at least some of the sentences.

By providing a rich data set, linked to a comprehensive analysis of the Tai languages,

it is hoped that the readers will be able to get all the information about the languages

that they want, and further to be able to check the data and see things that I have not

been able to see.

11.4 Archiving the data

Although it is a primary aim of this thesis to provide documentation of the Tai

languages for posterity, we cannot be certain that the data contained in this thesis will

survive in its present form. Past generations of humans have recorded valuable
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information on stone tablets, on papyrus, in tape recordings or in books. No doubt

they also hoped that the media they used would survive, but stones may break and

4Papyrus may crumble; tape recordings may degenerate and books may get eaten by

moths, or burned in a fire.

With electronic presentation, destruction is always possible, but another danger may

present itself. What if the electronic format, the computer program, used today is

simply not available in fifty or a hundred years time?

With this in mind, the decision was taken to use the most widely available electronic

formats. The thesis is written in Microsoft Word Documents. Documents produced by

eariier versions of Microsoft Word can be read on the latest versions, because each

update has taken into account the past versions. It is hard to imagine that for the

foreseeable future this will not continue to be so.

The other types of files presented in this thesis, .jpg and .bmp for images and .mp3 for

sound, are also very widely available, and it is expected that future updates will make

allowance for these formats when .jpg and .mp3 files are regarded as somewhat passe\

When Dr. Banchob recorded her Aiton tapes in the 1960s, she used the best available

equipment. By the year 2001, her heirs could no longer access the tapes that she had

made; those tapes needed to be brought to Australia and copied onto compact discs,

the latest technology available. How do we know that in another forty years the

compact disc on which this thesis is written will still be readable?

It is hoped that somewhere in the world, some archivists will take on the

responsibility of ensuring that this thesis is updated into the latest formats, once the

writer \a no longer available to do so.
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11.5 Possibilities that were not followed up

A PhD thesis is a finite activity, even if at times the contrary appears to be the case. In

such a finite activity a!! the possible ways of undertaking analysis cannot be followed

up. At least one area which has not been followed up is the possibility of using a

concordance program to go through every example of every word in the texts. This

thesis might have been better if this had $*5en done, but h was not

11.6 Conclusion.

I hope that this thesis has given a good account of the analysis of ?he Tai languages of

Assam. I hope my readers, both in the year 2002 in which this work was written and

into the future, will find this analysis useful I also hope that re&jters will agree that

the inclusion of the texts and the links to sound files are a useful innovation.

In a hundred years time, though aspects of my analysis may not have stood the test of

time, the richness of the corpus of texts wil? insure that this work is still useful.
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